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Preface 
 

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have recently received a great deal of attention as a 
promising cost-effective solution to provide coverage and broadband wireless 
connectivity for mobile users to get access to different IP applications and services. 

The factor that has helped WMNs become attractive is the wide application prospects 
from the wireless community, home and enterprise networking. Moreover, wireless 
mesh technologies are becoming more and more popular in the context of their 
integration with heterogeneous next generation networks for purposes of backhaul 
support, traffic offloading, load balancing, fixed-mobile convergence, etc. 

However, making these WMNs operationally efficient is a challenging task. In recent 
years, there has been a lot of work on research issues. Nevertheless, there still exist 
some open research challenges related to link scheduling, channel assignment, routing 
and other network planning issues in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs. The main 
objective of this book is to highlight some recent efforts in developing novel efficient 
design strategies and efficient algorithms to significantly improve performance and 
functionality of WMNs. The results presented in this book are expected to help in 
taking design decisions when deploying WMNs. 

Ten contributed chapters written by a group of well-known experts in wireless mesh 
networking are arranged in two sections. 

Section 1 focuses on link scheduling schemes to select a subset of links for simultaneous 
transitions under interference constraints in an efficient and fair manner to guarantee a 
certain level of network connectivity. Besides, it describes channel assignment strategies 
to improve the network throughput in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs by means of an 
efficient channel utilization and minimization of the interference. Chapter 1 of this 
section describes a framework for fair link scheduling based on the application of genetic 
algorithms taking into account both the QoS requirements of data flows between mesh 
clients and underlying network characteristics affecting the overall system performance. 
Chapter 2 deals with the stability-based topology control mechanism using the 
underlying link scheduling policy of WMNs to optimize the ability of links to carry the 
information transported by end-to-end data flows. Chapter 3 introduces a topology-
controlled interference-aware channel assignment algorithm based on power control 
which intelligently assigns the available non-overlapping frequency channels to the 
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wireless mesh routers with the objective of minimizing interference to improve network 
throughput. Chapter 4 discusses  the optimal number of radio interfaces for wireless 
mesh routers depending on the topology of the mesh network (grid or random), the 
number of network nodes and the number of data flows in the network. Chapter 5 takes 
an in-depth look into recent channel assignment schemes exploiting partially 
overlapping channels in the context of multiple radio WMNs. 

Section 2 addresses some important network planning issues related to efficient routing 
protocols in dynamic large-scale mesh environment, achievable capacity limit of a single 
wireless link between two multi-interface mesh nodes, the correctness of the mesh 
security architecture, fault-tolerant mesh network topology planning. Chapter 6 of the 
section presents an autonomous traffic balancing routing protocol based on a combination 
of back-pressure and geographic routing schemes. The proposed mechanism is inspired 
by the electrostatic potential theory and able to react adaptively to dynamic traffic 
environment in large-scale WMNs with a low routing overhead. Chapter 7 presents an in-
depth analysis of the impact of multipath and MIMO fading channels on achievable 
theoretical capacity limits of single links connecting mesh nodes and the impact of 
number of interfaces and channels per each mesh node on the end-to-end capacity limits 
of wireless broadband mesh networks. The capacity limits provide useful inputs towards 
an optimal design of cross-layer protocols. Chapter 8 examines correctness of the mesh 
security architecture using a protocol composition logic to prove security of the IEEE 
802.11s protocol suite. Chapter 9 deals with a fault-tolerance method for guaranteeing the 
availability of radio coverage and connectivity of wireless mesh networks in dynamic 
propagation environment. It also proposes an automatic mesh router planning algorithm, 
which finds a minimum number of wireless mesh routers and their positions to restore 
the fault-tolerant network mesh topology. Chapter 10 describes a channel reservation 
scheme in combination with an on-demand routing protocol to establish high throughput 
paths in multi-radio multi-channel environments and reduce the intra/inter flow 
interference for the traffic going towards the mesh gateways.  

Thus, this book covers a variety of issues related to link scheduling, channel 
assignment, routing and network planning in WMNs and provides an in-depth look 
into recent advances in these topics. The book can be useful for researchers, PhD 
students, engineers, and practitioners that are interested in wireless mesh networking.  

I wish to express my deep appreciation to all Authors for their thorough work. Special 
thanks to Ms. Tanja Skorupan, Publishing Process manager at InTech Open Access 
Publisher, for her kind cooperation and patience during the preparation of this book. I 
wish also to thank my colleagues, Marc Portoles, José Nuñez, and Josep Mangues, for 
their encouragement and continuous support.  

Andrey V. Krendzel 
Centre Tecnològic de Telecomunicacions de Catalunya (CTTC), Barcelona, 

Spain 
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1. Introduction 
WMN (Wireless Mesh Network) is usually built on fixed stations and interconnected via 
wireless links to form a multi-hop network. Typical and inexpensive deployment of WMNs 
use some MSSs (Mesh Subscriber Station) and one MBS (Mesh Base Station), where their 
multi-hop feature can be utilized to increase their range of accessibility in rural areas effec-
tively. Moreover, since they are dynamically self-organized and self-configuring, these net-
works turn to be more reliable. 

TDMA-WMN (Time Division Multiple Access-WMN) is a special WMN which has some 
special features: TDM (Time Division Multiplexing) is adopted between MSSs and the MBS 
to access the air interface; frames are defined and divided into some equal duration sub-
frames to provide better timing and synchronization to MSSs. As these subframes (called 
transmission opportunities) are taken by MSSs to transmit packets on unidirectional links, 
it’s more preferable to schedule each link rather than each node connection. 

Four sources of interference are defined in TDMA-WMNs: 

- Transmitter-Transmitter: each node can’t receive data flows from more than one source. 
- Receiver-Receiver: each node can’t send data flows to more than one destination. 
- Transmitter-Receiver: each node can’t receive and transmit simultaneously. 
- Transmitter-Receiver-Transmitter: two sources can’t transmit at the same time while the 

transmitter and the receiver share a neighbor which can hear both transmissions. For 
example, in Figure 1 where the two conflicting links (e1 and e7) are shown with bold 
lines, nodes cannot transmit simultaneously as they share the same neighbor (Node 2) 
which can here both transmissions. 

The first three sources of interference are known as first hop conflict (primary conflicts) and 
the fourth one is knows as second hop conflict (secondary conflicts). Second hop conflict is 
disregarded in most of the presented works [1], [2]. 

© 2012 The Author(s). Licensee InTech. This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, 
and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 1. A TDMA-WMN with its conflicting links 

A major challenge in WMNs is to provide QoS support and fair rate allocation among data 
flows. Almost all of the routing and scheduling algorithms presented in the literature have 
one common weak point: when the MBS collects requests larger than the frame length from 
all the MSSs, these algorithms shrink link durations to fit in the frames. Scaling down the 
link durations may cause some drawbacks in guaranteeing the QoS requirements of voice 
and video traffic. Two schemes can be exploited to overcome this problem: 1) A call admis-
sion control mechanism can be deployed to avoid link duration shrinkage; 2) A new sched-
uling method may be proposed to schedule the packets received from the underlying net-
work. In this chapter we focus on the second solution with respect to the first solution. 

Scheduling in WMNs is divided in two categories: centralized and distributed scheduling. 
In centralized scheduling, there exists one MBS and the other stations (MSSs) relay packets 
of other stations to/from end points (in this chapter we call these end points as MTs, while 
MSSs assume to be fixed). The main purpose of this chapter is related to centralized 
scheduling and admission control. 

On the other hand, rapid growth of wireless networks has commenced challenging issues in 
co-deployment of various technologies including WiFi, WiMAX. While WiFi networks are 
very popular for providing data services to Internet users in LAN environments, WiMAX 
technology has been adopted for MAN networks to provide urban accessibility to hot spots 
or end users. These two technologies seem to be competitors; however, they can interwork 
to gain metro-networks performance, cost effectiveness and coverage area. This configura-
tion can be used in TDMA-WMNs, however when the same frequency band is employed 
with different network elements (e.g., the U-NII frequency at 5GHz may be shared among 
IEEE 802.16d and IEEE 802.11a or IEEE 802.11n), more complex strategies are required for 
scheduling and packet translation from one technology to another. 

In this chapter, with respect to the interoperability of WiFi and TDMA-WMNs networks, we 
develop a scheduling and admission control mechanism among data flows such that the 
QoS requirements of delay sensitive traffic types can be provisioned and elastic traffic types 
get a fair duration of bandwidth. 
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To provide QoS support for delay sensitive traffic over WiFi, IEEE 802.11e introduces two 
types of channel access methods: EDCA (Enhanced Distributed Channel Access) and HCCA 
(Hybrid Coordination Channel Access). Since the HCCA function deployed in the MTs is 
essentially designed to meet the negotiated QoS requirements of admitted flows, we apply 
this function to the WiFi network [3], [4]. 

The chapter is organized as follows: in sections 2, some research activities in scheduling 
mechanisms in WMNs and IEEE 802.11 are summarized. In section 3, we introduce an 
overview of IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 802.11(e) standards. QoS comparison between IEEE 
802.11 and IEEE 802.16 mesh modes are described in this section. Fourth section is devoted 
to describe the system model. In this section we introduce the basic assumptions of the 
system and formally describe the system. In fifth section, the genetic algorithm is briefly 
described and its application to our problem is discussed. The proposed method is 
evaluated using simulation results in section 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in seventh 
section.  

2. Related works 

Centralized scheduling mechanism in WMNs has been investigated in [1], [2], [5]-[10], [32-
33]. Most of the research activities in this area are not suitable for TDMA mesh networks 
(e.g., IEEE 802.16d). They consider only primary conflicts in which the connections share a 
neighbor, while TDMA-WMN is faced with secondary conflicts where the transmitter and 
the receiver share a neighbor, which can hear both transmissions. 

The main algorithm in IEEE 802.16d finds a link ranking during a breath-first traversal of 
the routing tree. This algorithm has no idea for spatial reuse in the network. Spatial reuse in 
these networks has been investigated in [5], [7]-[10]. Ref. [9] uses Transmission-Tree 
Scheduling (TTS) algorithm that is based on graph coloring. This algorithm don’t consider 
the protocol overhead of TDMA scheduling. While [10] uses the load-balancing algorithm to 
increase spatial reuse, [8] considers Bellman-Ford method for both spatial reuse and 
minimum TDMA delay. These schemes don’t take into account the underlying network 
behavior which can affect scheduling of traffic flows of other MSSs. On the other hand, these 
algorithms shrink the link duration when the frame is short for scheduling the links. 

Application of intelligent scheduling methods in wireless mesh networks has been inspired 
by the fact that finding a schedule in TDMA scheduling is NP-complete [11]. Ref. [12] uses 
fuzzy hopfield neural network technique to solve the TDMA broadcast scheduling problem 
in wireless sensor networks. Artificial neural network with reinforcement learning has been 
introduced in [13] to schedule downlink traffic of wireless networks. A genetic algorithm 
approach is used in [2] to find the schedule related to each link in a WMN. Here again, their 
scheduling method merely considers the traffic flown on the links; however, how these links 
empty their queues has not been elaborated. 

None of the above research activities, consider neither the underling network behavior nor 
the types of traffic streams flown on the links. Our system model is different from the 
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previous works in two aspects. First, we take into account the underlying network traffic 
related to each MSS. Second, the algorithm proposed in this chapter is such that shrinking 
the link duration doesn’t affect the minimum QoS requirements of real-time traffic types. 

3. IEEE 802.16 and IEEE 802.11e: An overview 

3.1. Overview of IEEE 802.11e 

The multiple access mechanism in 802.11e is arisen in super-frames which start with beacon 
frames having the same duration as beacon intervals. The super-frame comprises an 
optional CFP (Contention Free Period) followed by a CP (Contention Period) divided into 
equal duration SIs as shown in Figure 2. At each SI (Service Interval), each QSTA (QoS 
Station) should transmit its own traffic streams with respect to its QoS constraints. This 
mechanism is called HCCA function which defines a centrally-controlled polling-based 
medium access scheme for IEEE 802.11e WLANs. Each SI is divided into a CAP (Controlled 
Access Phase) period and an optional EDCA period in which the traffic streams having less 
stringent QoS constraints contend for access to the medium. Usually best effort traffic 
streams such as HTTP use this period which offers no QoS guarantee. The CAP period is 
further divided into a number of TXOPs (Transmission Opportunity). Each TXOP is granted 
by QAP (QoS Access Point) to each QSTA and each QSTA is responsible for sharing this 
period among its traffic streams. 

 
Figure 2. HCF super-frame structure 

3.2. Overview of IEEE 802.16 mesh mode 

IEEE 802.16 MAC PDUs (Protocol Data Unit) (Figure 3) begin with a fixed-length generic 
MAC header (6 bytes). The MAC header field contains a 2 bytes CID (Connection Identifier) 
field which carries 8 bits Link ID used for addressing nodes in the local neighborhood. The 
header is followed by the Mesh sub-header (2 bytes) which includes Xmt Node Id. Mesh BS 
grants Node Ids to candidate nodes when authorized to the network. After the variable 
length payload there exists a 4 bytes CRC. The medium in IEEE 802.16 mesh mode is 
divided into equal duration frames (Figure 4), consisting of two sub-frames: 
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The control sub-frame is divided into MSH-CTRL-LEN transmission opportunities indicated 
in the ND (Network Descriptor). Each transmission opportunity comprises 7 OFDM 
symbols, so the length of the control sub-frame is fixed and equal to 7×MSH-CTRL-LEN 
OFDM symbols. 

 
Figure 3. MAC PDU format 

 
Figure 4. Frame structure for the mesh mode 

Nodes can transmit based on the granted bandwidth and a transmission schedule which is 
worked out using a common distributed algorithm. The data sub-frame is used for this 
purpose which is divided into transmission opportunities comprising 256 mini-slots based 
on the standard. However, there may be fewer than 256 mini-slots depending on the frame 
size and the size of the control sub-frame. Frame duration which is indicated in ND is 
determined by MBS to avoid losing synchronization with the connecting nodes. MSH-
CSCH-DATA-FRACTION indicated in ND specifies the fraction of data sub-frame which 
can be used for centralized scheduling. The remaining part of the data sub-frame is used for 
decentralized scheduling. 

3.3. QoS Comparison between WiFi and WiMAX mesh mode 

Providing QoS in IEEE 802.11e comes with a new coordination function called HCF. The 
HCF controlled channel access is for the parameterized QoS, which provides the QoS based 
on the contract between the AP and the corresponding QSTA(s). First, a traffic stream is 
established between the AP and an QSTA. A set of traffic characteristics and QoS require-
ment parameters are negotiated between the AP and QSTA and the traffic stream should be 
admitted by the AP. The QoS control field in the MAC frame format is a 16 bits field which 
facilitates the description of QoS requirements of application flows. Its TID (4 bits) identifies 
the TC (0-7) or the TS (8-15) to which the corresponding MSDU in the FB field belongs. The 
last eight bits are used usually by QAP to receive the queue size of QSTAs. After admission, 
the AP specifies the TXOP duration for the QSTA based on the traffic characteristics. So, the 
QoS is provided based on connections established between AP and QSTA(s). 

Unlike WiFi, the QoS in the mesh mode of IEEE 802.16 is provided in a packet by packet 
basis. Each transmitted packet contains the mesh CID. Figure 5 shows the structure of mesh 
CID used in unicast messages. In order to enable differentiated handling of packets, the 
queuing and forwarding mechanisms deployed at individual nodes may make use of the 
values for the Type, Reliability, Priority/Class, and Drop Precedence fields. The Type field is 
used to distinguish between different categories of messages. This field may be used to 
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previous works in two aspects. First, we take into account the underlying network traffic 
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prioritize the transmission of management messages transmitted in the data sub-frame (e.g., 
messages for uncoordinated distributed scheduling). The Reliability field is employed to 
specify unacknowledged transmitted packets (when ARQ is enabled). This allows the packet 
to be retransmitted for up to four times. The Priority/Class field allows the classification of 
the messages into eight priority classes. This can be used by the queuing and forwarding 
mechanisms at each node to differentiate the packet treatment for different classes. The Drop 
Precedence field indicates the likelihood of a packet being dropped during congestion. 

 
Figure 5. Mesh CID format 

4. System model 

SSHC stationary end nodes (Figure 6) are able to communicate from one side with MTs and 
from the other side with MSSs or MBS via their PHY layers in both sides. In the following 
subsections we develop a genetic based system for scheduling the packets waiting in the 
SSHCs queues. 

 
Figure 6. Topology of the scenario 

4.1. Basic assumptions 

In this chapter we consider a WMN with one MBS and some MSSs (Figure 6). We consider 
access traffic in the mesh network, so the routes of the traffic form a binary tree rooted at the 
MBS. MSSs relay numerous traffic types (data, voice or video) between their MTs and other 
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MSSs or the MBS. The MBS, MSSs, and MTs share the same frequency band. The routing 
tree that is made by the MBS is a binary tree [14], and we assume that it’s known in 
advanced.  

For better support of QoS, we consider MBS and MSSs use TDMA-based scheduling in their 
MAC layer; however, because of IEEE 802.11 deployment in most mobile devices (laptops 
and cell phones), MTs use contention-based medium access method. In a given TDMA 
frame (of the length for example 20ms), some MSSs are sending frames upward or down-
ward the network, while the others are collecting (distributing) frames from (to) MTs. Since 
the tree rooted at the MBS is a binary one, each MSS has maximum of six logical links to its 
neighbor MSSs; three for sending and another three for receiving packets (Figure 1).  As 
wireless transceivers are usually half duplex [8], they can’t be used for reception and trans-
mission at the same time. So there are six queues in each MSS, three of these are to store the 
outbound packets and three others are for inbound packets to queue for reception. Howev-
er, in our model receiving queues are ignored as they are considered in sending nodes; 
hence at most three queues are considered for scheduling.  It’s worthy to note that we 
schedule only one queue at each leaf node and two queues at the MBS. Moreover we sched-
ule only the links that have non-empty queues. Each queue is filled by MTs (shown in Fig-
ure 6) or the receiving links at that node. For example in Figure 1, the queue of e2 can be 
filled by the queue of e4.  

Let, M be the set of all the stations (including MSSs and the MBS) in the system, indexed by 
m=1,2,…,M. We consider M>1; i.e., there is at least one MSS. In most of the mesh networks, 
the frame length is fixed and may not be changed; otherwise the whole system should be 
restarted [8]; hence the frame length is fixed at L milliseconds. Each transmission in the 
frame is along with some overheads, so the number of transmissions for each link should be 
limited to one per frame to minimize transmission overhead. 

Let � be the set of all the links in the system. We take a subset  I of � (I��) , in which the 
links have non empty queues. Each i∈I has one queue per traffic type which are assumed to 
have unlimited sizes for the sake of simplicity. 

Each queue has some restricted QoS traffic specifications; this means that each queue should 
be scheduled appropriately and get emptied in a desired time. Since the frame length is 
fixed and all of the links in the system should be scheduled at each frame (because of their 
restricted QoS requirements), there is a limited interval for each queue to get scheduled. 
Nevertheless, some of the nodes may not find enough transmission opportunity to evacuate 
all of their queues, causing the system not to be able to fulfill QoS constraints of delay sensi-
tive traffic types. So, a scheduling method is strongly necessary to satisfy QoS requirements 
of voice and video traffic. On the other hand, bandwidth allocation to more stringent QoS 
traffic types may cause starvation for elastic traffic. As such, we define a threshold (k), to 
assure the elastic traffic types to be scheduled at each k frames. 

Let km,i,j be the length of the jth queue (filled by MTs or other MSSs), associated with ith 
outgoing link, related to mth MSS. So, [km,i,j] is an M × I × J matrix. Each queue should be 
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MSSs or the MBS. The MBS, MSSs, and MTs share the same frequency band. The routing 
tree that is made by the MBS is a binary tree [14], and we assume that it’s known in 
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For better support of QoS, we consider MBS and MSSs use TDMA-based scheduling in their 
MAC layer; however, because of IEEE 802.11 deployment in most mobile devices (laptops 
and cell phones), MTs use contention-based medium access method. In a given TDMA 
frame (of the length for example 20ms), some MSSs are sending frames upward or down-
ward the network, while the others are collecting (distributing) frames from (to) MTs. Since 
the tree rooted at the MBS is a binary one, each MSS has maximum of six logical links to its 
neighbor MSSs; three for sending and another three for receiving packets (Figure 1).  As 
wireless transceivers are usually half duplex [8], they can’t be used for reception and trans-
mission at the same time. So there are six queues in each MSS, three of these are to store the 
outbound packets and three others are for inbound packets to queue for reception. Howev-
er, in our model receiving queues are ignored as they are considered in sending nodes; 
hence at most three queues are considered for scheduling.  It’s worthy to note that we 
schedule only one queue at each leaf node and two queues at the MBS. Moreover we sched-
ule only the links that have non-empty queues. Each queue is filled by MTs (shown in Fig-
ure 6) or the receiving links at that node. For example in Figure 1, the queue of e2 can be 
filled by the queue of e4.  

Let, M be the set of all the stations (including MSSs and the MBS) in the system, indexed by 
m=1,2,…,M. We consider M>1; i.e., there is at least one MSS. In most of the mesh networks, 
the frame length is fixed and may not be changed; otherwise the whole system should be 
restarted [8]; hence the frame length is fixed at L milliseconds. Each transmission in the 
frame is along with some overheads, so the number of transmissions for each link should be 
limited to one per frame to minimize transmission overhead. 

Let � be the set of all the links in the system. We take a subset  I of � (I��) , in which the 
links have non empty queues. Each i∈I has one queue per traffic type which are assumed to 
have unlimited sizes for the sake of simplicity. 

Each queue has some restricted QoS traffic specifications; this means that each queue should 
be scheduled appropriately and get emptied in a desired time. Since the frame length is 
fixed and all of the links in the system should be scheduled at each frame (because of their 
restricted QoS requirements), there is a limited interval for each queue to get scheduled. 
Nevertheless, some of the nodes may not find enough transmission opportunity to evacuate 
all of their queues, causing the system not to be able to fulfill QoS constraints of delay sensi-
tive traffic types. So, a scheduling method is strongly necessary to satisfy QoS requirements 
of voice and video traffic. On the other hand, bandwidth allocation to more stringent QoS 
traffic types may cause starvation for elastic traffic. As such, we define a threshold (k), to 
assure the elastic traffic types to be scheduled at each k frames. 

Let km,i,j be the length of the jth queue (filled by MTs or other MSSs), associated with ith 
outgoing link, related to mth MSS. So, [km,i,j] is an M × I × J matrix. Each queue should be 
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scheduled to transmit its packets over the appropriate link based on the QoS requirements 
of its content. 

[km,i,j] is available at the MBS through some control messages. Assuming that a 64Kbps voice 
stream should be serviced in each frame, it generates a 160 bytes packet which is to be 
transmitted in each 20ms frame. In case of a video traffic stream, its packets should be 
scheduled every two frames [15]. 

Some of the main parameters of each traffic type in the system are as follows [16]: 

 Delay Bound (D): Maximum amount of time allowed (including queuing delay) to 
transmit a frame across the wireless interface. 

 Mean Data Rate (ρ): Average bit rate at the MAC layer required for the packet 
transmissions. 

 Nominal Packet Size (L): Average packet size. 
 Maximum Packet Size (M): Maximum packet size. 
 Minimum Service Interval (mSI): Minimum interval between the start of successive 

service period. 
 Maximum Service Interval (MSI): Maximum interval between the start of successive 

service period. 
 Next, we describe the formal formulation of our system.  

4.2. Problem formulation 

Each queue is scheduled once in each frame. We assume that spatial reuse is deployed in the 
routing algorithm, so: 

 ∑ ∑ ∑ �������� � �������� � ������� � ������ ����������  (1) 

Where Tr is the data transferred from the queue j in the current frame, associated with ith 
outgoing link, related to mth MSS. L is the length of the frame and F is a parameter that 
specifies the scheduling duration which is a sub-multiple of L. The above inequality means 
that due to spatial reuse mechanism applied to the system, the number of transmissions may 
exceed the frame length.  

At the end of each frame, the remaining number of packets in all of the queues should be 
minimized: 

 min��∑ ∑ ∑ ���������� − ∑ ∑ ∑ ����������������������� ������� � �� (2) 

In the above minimization problem, K specifies the number of residual packets waiting in 
the queue for scheduling. We assume three different queues (e.g., CBR, VBR, and elastic 
traffic) for each link with higher priorities indexed by lower numbers. The following con-
straints are applied on queue depletions: 

 �������� � �� �� � �� (3)  
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 �������� > 0� �� � �� (4)   

 �������� > 0� �� � �� (5)  

 �������� > �������� ��� ���������� > �������� ��� ���������� > �������� ��������� � �� (6)  

Inequality (3) means that the first queue should be scheduled in every k frame. Two other 
inequalities state that their related queues may be scheduled in every k frame optionally. 
Inequality (6) demonstrates that the priority of the first queue is higher than the second one 
and the second queue is more prior than the third one. 

The minimization problem (2) with its constraints (1), (3), (4), (5), and (6) are such that they 
can’t be solved by simple mathematics; since the problem shown to be NP-complete [11]. 
Heuristic solutions might work in certain cases, but they fail to adapt to different network 
scenarios [2]. 

The above optimization problem can be bounded and reformulated such that speed conver-
gence can be obtained as described in the following sentences. As the first queue is reserved 
for CBR traffic streams, the second queue is reserved for VBR traffic streams, and third one 
is reserved for elastic (ABR) traffic type, then the first queue should be serviced in each 
frame, and the second one should be services in every two frames [15]. After that, the re-
maining bandwidth (if any) is considered for the third queue. Available bandwidth should 
be fairly shared among the queues. For this purpose, we take advantage of a threshold (k) to 
force the scheduler to take a minimum percent of the available bandwidth for elastic data 
types. This causes a fair scheduling method for elastic traffic types and will be presented in 
the simulation results. Now we have the following optimization problem with its condi-
tions. It can be seen from the minimization problem (7) that the number of queues per each 
link and the number of links per each node is bounded on 3 (as discussed earlier); so the 
search space is limited and convergence to the termination conditions will be faster than the 
previous problem (2). 

 

 min��∑ ∑ ∑ ������
���

��� − ∑ ∑ ∑ �������
���

���
�
��������

������� � ������� > � (7)  

Subject to: 

 ∑ ∑ ∑ ���������
���

�
������� � � (8)  

 �������� > 0 (9)  

 ��������� > 0 (10)  

 �������
�� > 0������� > � (11)  

 ������� > 0�� � ���������� > 0�� � ��������
�� > 0������� > � (12)  
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4.3. Admission control 

The CBR queue should be emptied at the end of its schedule or the backlogged packets are 
to be dropped. So, the new connection should be rejected if the following equation is not 
satisfied: 

 ������� � �������� � ������� � �� � � � (13)  

While the VBR queue get filled in different intervals, we put a threshold on the top of its 
queue. If the number of the packets available in the queue is greater than this threshold, 
then any new call will be rejected. So: 

 �������� � ��������� � �������� � �� � � � (14)  

The elastic traffic queue can be filled every time a packet is generated, but may cause 
undesirable delay, so, we impose a threshold (τ2) on the third queue as well. However τ2 
should be greater than τ1, since elastic data types have lighter QoS constraints than VBR 
data types. 

 ������
�� � �������

�� � �������� � ��� � �� � � � (15)  

5. Application of genetic algorithm in scheduling of SSHCs queues 

In the following subsections we first present an overview of genetic algorithm, and then we 
develop a GA-based scheduling mechanism for the problem. 

5.1. Genetic algorithm: An overview 

The genetic algorithm is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural evolution. This 
heuristic is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization problems. Genetic 
algorithms belong to the larger class of evolutionary algorithms, which generate solutions to 
optimization problems using techniques inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, 
mutation, selection, and crossover [17], [18]. 

In a genetic algorithm, a population of strings (called chromosomes or the genotype of the 
genome), which encode candidate solutions (called individuals, creatures, or phenotypes) to 
an optimization problem, evolves toward better solutions. An initial population is created 
from a random selection of solutions (which are analogous to chromosomes). A value for 
fitness is assigned to each solution (chromosome) depending on how close it actually is to 
solve the problem and arrive to the answer of the problem. Those chromosomes with higher 
fitness values are more likely to reproduce offspring. The offspring is a product of the father 
and mother, whose composition consists of a combination of genes from them (this process 
is known as crossing over). This generational process is repeated until a termination condi-
tion has been reached. Common terminating conditions are: 

 A solution is found that satisfies minimum criteria. 
 Fixed number of generations reached. 
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 The highest ranking solution's fitness is reaching or has reached a plateau such that 
successive iterations no longer produce better results. 

 Manual inspection 
 Combinations of the above. 

At each stage, crossover and mutation genetic operators may be applied to the new strings. 
Crossover is a genetic operator that combines two chromosomes (parents) to produce a new 
chromosome (offspring). The idea behind crossover is that the new chromosome may be 
better than both of the parents if it takes the best characteristics from each of the parents.  

As an example, suppose there are two chromosomes 1 and 2 which are represented as a 
binary string, the most used way of encoding a chromosome, as the following: 
 

Chromosome 1 1101100100110110 
Chromosome 2 1101111000011110 

Crossover selects genes from parent chromosomes and creates a new offspring. The simplest 
way how to do this is to choose randomly some crossover point and everything before this 
point copy from the first parent and everything after the crossover point copy from the 
second parent. | is the crossover point. The following shows this process: 
 

Chromosome 1 11011 | 00100110110 
Chromosome 2 11011 | 11000011110 
Offspring 1 11011 | 11000011110 
Offspring 2 11011 | 00100110110 

After performing the crossover, mutation is used to maintain genetic diversity from one 
generation of population chromosomes to the next. It introduces some local modifications of 
the individuals in the current population on order to explore new possible solutions. For 
binary encoding of chromosome, we can switch a few randomly chosen bits from 1 to 0 or 
from 0 to 1. For our example, the mutation process is shown as the following: 
 

Original offspring 1 1101111000011110 
Original offspring 1 1101100100110110 
Mutated offspring 1 1100111000011110 
Mutated offspring 2 1101101100110110 

The pseudo-code of a basic GA is summarized as follows: 

1. Choose the initial population of individuals 
2. Evaluate the fitness of each individual in that population 
3. Repeat on this generation until termination: (time limit, sufficient fitness achieved, etc.) 
i. Select the best-fit individuals for reproduction. 
ii. Breed new individuals through crossover and mutation operations to give birth to 

offspring. 
iii. Evaluate the individual fitness for new individuals. 
iv. Replace least-fit population with new individuals. 
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4.3. Admission control 
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 ������� � �������� � ������� � �� � � � (13)  
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 �������� � ��������� � �������� � �� � � � (14)  
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 ������
�� � �������

�� � �������� � ��� � �� � � � (15)  
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5.2. A GA-based approach for the scheduling problem 

In the previous section, the optimization problem which is needed to create a population 
was formally defined. This population is created by the MBS based on the fact that the MBS 
gathers queues’ statistics of SSHCs through some control messages. Each chromosome of 
the population is such that every queue gets its service once per frame, so the scheduling 
overhead could be minimized. Each queue is scheduled as close to the beginning of the 
frame as possible, so that its transmission does not overlap with transmissions of its 
conflicting links. The scheduling period is set to two frames, since VBR traffic streams get 
their services every two frames. 

 
Figure 7. A typical frame (chromosome) with its SSecs (genes) associated with Figure 1 

Each gene is defined as a scheduling section (SSec). A scheduling section is composed of one 
or more time slots in which a queue and its non-conflicting queues are scheduled to transmit 
in parallel. The first scheduling section is started at the beginning of the frame. All the 
scheduling sections are consecutive and non-overlapping. 

The crossover operator is 0.5-uniform crossover [19]. Each SSec of one chromosome can be 
exchanged with equal-size SSec of another chromosome, with a constant probability of 0.5. 
Each scheduling section (gene) is subject to random mutation with a small independent 
probability. We use permutation encoding; hence each gene replaces with a duplicate of 
other equal-size genes (e.g., replace the SSec3 with the SSec5 in Figure 7).  

Finally, we should use some QoS metrics of the network (that we want to optimize) to de-
fine the fitness function. It can be seen from the Eq. (7) that we are interested in depletion of 
all the queues in the scheduling period. On the other hand, when more queues get emptied, 
higher performance will be reached; hence, Eq. (7) can be explicated as Eq. (16). 

 max���∑ ∑ ∑ �������
���

��� � � × ��
������� �������� � �� � � � (16)  

So we define the fitness function (F.F.) as follows: 

 �� �� � ∑ ∑ ∑ �������
���

��� ��×��
�������

�×� × 100 (17)  
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6. Simulation results 

We developed a TDMA-WMN system based on Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) air interface that works in 5GHz frequency band using NS-2 simulator [20]. 
Basic OFDM parameters are listed in Table 1. OFDM symbol duration is about 14µs. TDMA 
frame duration (L) is set to 20ms. While TDMA-WMN uses BPSK-1/2 modulation technique, 
the underlying network (WLAN) uses 16QAM-1/2 modulation technique. Different modula-
tion techniques have been used; because interference between MTs of different SSHCs 
should be avoided (Figure 6). 
 

OFDM Parameters Value Scenario 
Bandwidth  20MHz 
Sampling rate Depend on BW 23.04MHz 
Useful time TB 256.T 11.11µs 
TG/TB 1/4,1/8,1/16,1/32 1/4 
CP time TG  2.78µs 
Symbol time Tsym TG+TB 13.89µs 
Carriers NFFT 256  
Data Carriers 192  

Table 1. Basic OFDM parameters 

We define three types of traffic in the system: CBR, VBR, and ABR traffic streams. CBR traffic 
(e.g., voice over IP without silent suppression (G.711)), has constant packet size with constant 
packet interval. VBR traffic (e.g., H.263 video), has variable packet size with variable packet 
interval feature. At last, elastic traffic (e.g., FTP), can adjust its transmission rate gradually. 

Voice and video traffic stream specifications are as follows: 

a. G.711 voice (CBR traffic) which generates packets of 160 bytes with mean service inter-
val of 20ms (64 Kb/s of average sending rate). 

b. H.263 video (VBR traffic) which has been obtained from “Jurassic Park I” trace file, 
available in [21]. 

Traffic specifications of these two types of traffic are summarized in Table 2. For the sake of 
simplicity, we assume that elastic flows are generated using CBR traffic sources with packet 
size of 1000 bytes. 
 

TSPEC Param. G.711 Voice H.263 Video (Park Jurassic I) 
Mean Bit Rate (Kbps) 64 260 

Delay Bound (ms) 20 20 
Mean SDU Size (Byte) 160 4533.67 

Maximum Burst Size (Byte) 160 11817 
Minimum Service Interval (ms) 20 0 
Maximum Service Interval (ms) 20 40 

Table 2. Traffic specification parameters of traffic types 
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In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduler and the admission control 
procedure, the topology of Figure 6 is considered as the scenario. All of the end nodes 
(SSHCs) are active, while the intermediate nodes (MSSs) pass only the traffic of the end 
nodes. SSHCs are configured to work in both WLAN and TDMA-WMN modes; while, MSSs 
work in TDMA-WMN mode. k is fixed at 4, since elastic traffic queues are scheduled every 
four frames. From one hand, this value is not too small that causes some drawbacks on 
delay sensitive traffic types and on the other hand it’s not too large that leads to unfairness. 

At first, we assume one VBR MT and one ABR MT and a number of CBR MTs which are 
gradually increased (Figure 8). It can be seen when there is no admission control 
mechanism, as the number of MTs exceeds 10, packets of the newly added MTs are 
dropped. The proposed admission control mechanism for this traffic type works well, since 
none of the packets has been dropped when it is applied. 

 
Figure 8. CBR packet loss versus increased number of CBR connection, while VBR and ABR connec-
tions are fixed at 1 

In the next simulation, the number of CBR MTs and ABR MTs are fixed to one and the 
number of VBR MTs (Figure 9) is gradually increased. Since the packet size and the arrival 
time are variable in case of the packets of these traffic types, the number of admitted VBR 
MTs is less than the number of admitted CBR MTs. In this figure the packet loss is due to the 
threshold (τ1) applied to the queue length. Here again the proposed admission control 
mechanism works well for this type of traffic. 

For the last simulation, we removed all of the thresholds to see how many packets will be 
backlogged in the queues after scheduling the queues. For this purpose we monotonically 
increase the number of CBR, VBR, and ABR MTs in each SSHC. It can be seen from Figure 
10 that the CBR queue is at its normal size, since almost all of its packets are serviced in 
appropriate time. However, after the second frame, all of the packets of elastic data type are 
queued, since there is no chance for them to be scheduled. Moreover, since all of the VBR 
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packets do not receive the opportunity to be scheduled, the VBR queue length increases 
monotonically.  

 
Figure 9. VBR packet loss versus increased number of VBR connections, while CBR and ABR connec-
tions are fixed at one 

 
Figure 10. Residual packets in the three queues, while MTs are monotonically increased 

Eliminating the thresholds causes the queue size of ABR and VBR traffic to increase, while 
by using these thresholds (Figure 8 and Figure 9) a fair bandwidth allocation can be reached. 

7. Conclusion 

In this chapter we considered an important aspect of TDMA-WMNs: Traffic flow require-
ments on scheduling the links. Moreover, we considered the underlying network which can 
affect the overall system performance despite previous research. We assumed three types of 
traffic with different QoS requirements and formulated a model describing the scheduling 
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optimization problem which is to be solved to minimize queues in the system. We develop a 
genetic algorithm method to find the optimal schedule for each relaying node. Furthermore 
to be able to fulfill QoS requirements of established connections, we developed an admis-
sion control mechanism. Finally, the performance of the proposed GA algorithm along with 
the admission control procedure was evaluated by simulating a typical network scenario. 
Simulation results showed effectiveness of our admission control and scheduling mecha-
nisms. In our next work, we introduce some new mechanisms including MIMO technique to 
the above-mentioned system and investigate its performance. Meanwhile, application of 
genetic algorithms in distributed scheduling of WMNs is investigated. 
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optimization problem which is to be solved to minimize queues in the system. We develop a 
genetic algorithm method to find the optimal schedule for each relaying node. Furthermore 
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the above-mentioned system and investigate its performance. Meanwhile, application of 
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1. Introduction 

Topology control1 in wireless mesh networks is an important problem due to the effects it 
has on the different layers of the protocol stack [1]. For example, the network connectivity, 
energy consumption, total physical-link throughput, spatial reuse, and total end-to-end 
throughput as a function of the network topology have been investigated in [2-6] respective-
ly. In this chapter, we look at the problem of topology control for adapting the stability 
region of the link-scheduling policy of the network. Therefore, we start by defining the 
problem of link scheduling and the stability region. 

The goal when designing link-scheduling policies is to achieve maximum throughput while 
making the policies amenable for implementation [7, 8]. Link scheduling refers to the 
selection of a subset of links for simultaneous transmission that have the following 
characteristic: When the links are activated simultaneously, the interference between them is 
low enough to allow successful reception for every activated link. A link-scheduling policy 
specifies the mechanism that determines, for every time slot, a subset of links that fits this 
characteristic. For example, consider the network and the link ( , )i j  shown in Figure 1. Let 
this network operate under the frame structure shown in Figure 2. Therefore, in the 
network, time is divided into frames; each frame is divided into a control subframe and a 
data subframe, and each subframe is further divided into a series of time slots. Whenever 
link ( , )i j  is activated by the link-scheduling policy during a data-time slot, the link 
transmits a data packet. In order for the packet to be received successfully, none of the links 
that interfere with ( , )i j  can be active while ( , )i j  is active. Otherwise, the packet transmitted 
by node i  is not received successfully by node j . This is known as a packet collision at 
                                                                 
1In this chapter, topology control refers to the problem of controlling the creation and elimination of wireless links and 
the interference between them by controlling the transmission power of the nodes. 
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node j , i.e., the packet transmitted over ( , )i j  collides with the packet transmitted over the 
interfering link. The set of links that interfere with ( , )i j  is denoted by ( , )i j  in Figure 1. 
Therefore, when ( , )i j  is active, none of the links in ( , )i j  can be active. Given that every link 
has a set of interfering links, only subsets of the set of all links in the network can be active 
at a given time. The task of the link scheduling policy is to select one of these subsets for 
every data-time slot. This selection is done by exchanging control information during the 
control-time slots. 

 
Figure 1. Interfering Links 

 
Figure 2. Frame Structure 

Besides considering the interfering link sets of every link, the link-scheduling policy needs 
to consider the queue length of every link. In a wireless mesh network, when data packets 
are being transported over the flow's path, the links that form the path need to store the 
packets temporarily from the moment the node receives the packet until the moment the 
node forwards the packet to the next node in the path. Therefore, each link maintains 
queues of data packets for every flow that it belongs to. This is shown in Figure 3, which 
includes the queues of both link ( , )i j  and link ( , )j i . Each link has two queues. These are the 
input and output queues, which are denoted by ( , )i j

iQ  and ( , )i j
oQ  respectively for link ( , )i j . 

When node i  receives a data packet that needs to be forwarded to node j , it stores the 
packet in ( , )i j

iQ  first. Then, it exchanges control packets with neighboring nodes in order to 
determine the data subframe and data-time slot when the data packet can be transmitted to 
node j  without collisions. This is done according to the link-scheduling policy of the 
network. Once the transmission schedule of the data packet has been determined, the packet 
is moved to ( , )i j

oQ  where it waits for the data-time slot scheduled for its transmission. 
Finally, node i  forwards the packet to node j  at the scheduled data-time slot. At this point, 
the packet leaves ( , )i j

oQ . When node j  receives the data packet, it checks whether it is the 
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packet's destination. If it is, the packet is no longer stored in any queue and leaves the 
network2. If it is not, it starts the link-scheduling process again in order to forward the 
packet to the next node in the data flow's path. 

 
Figure 3. Data-packet transmissions over links ( , )i j  and ( , )j i  

When designing a link-scheduling policy, the goal is to support the largest set of data-packet 
rates for all the flows established in the network, and this should be done while guarantee-
ing the following conditions: 

 There are no packet collisions 
 The queues do not grow indefinitely 
 A given level of fairness is guaranteed for all the flows  

Packet collisions need to be avoided in order to guarantee the completeness of the infor-
mation being delivered to the user. Given the limited amount of memory that nodes have, 
the queue lengths need to be guaranteed not to grow indefinitely. Otherwise, the nodes will 
drop data packets when they have run out of memory to store the packets while the trans-
mission schedules are being determined. The fairness among data flows guarantees that 
each flow is assigned some part of the total capacity of the network to transport infor-
mation3. 

The mathematical formulation of this problem is based on Markovian systems [9]. In order 
to do this formulation, the following definitions for each node's queues need to be 
considered first. In Equations 1 and 2, 1

j  is the set of 1-hop neighbors of node j . These are 
the nodes that have links with node j . Therefore, j

iQ  is the total number of packets stored 
in node j ’s 1-hop neighbors that need to be forwarded to node j  and that are waiting to be 
scheduled, and j

oQ  is the maximum number of scheduled packets waiting to be forwarded 
to node j  among all of j 's 1-hop neighbors4. The time indexes n  and nm  represent the thn  
                                                                 
2Actually, node j sends the data packet to its application layer so that the packet's content can be finally delivered to 
the user. 
3It should be noted that there is not an absolute definition for fairness. For example, the network operator may be 
interested in assigning the same maximum data-packet rates to all flows or different maximum rates to different flows 
depending on the demands of the users. 
4The actual length of j

oQ  has a more involved definition. However, for the sake of clarity, we do not consider the exact 
definition until Section 4.2.1. 
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time that at least one control packet is transmitted in the network and the control-time slot 

nm  when this takes place. 
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Consider the following measure of the queue lengths of all links in the network, where   
is the set of all nodes in the network, and the indexes i  and o  indicate whether input or 
output queues are being considered. 

 , 2
s ,( ) ( ( ))ji o

i o
j

V n Q n




  (3) 

Intuitively, ,
s ( )i oV n  can be interpreted as a total volume occupied by all of the input or 

output queues5, depending on whether the index is i  or o , and that is updated at every 
control-time slot in which there is at least one control-packet transmission. ,

s ( )i oV n  increases 
and decreases randomly in time. It increases due to the data packets that the flows input 
into the network, and it decreases when data packets reach their destination and leave the 
network. This is shown graphically in Figure 4, which includes a network of 7 nodes. The 
volume of the network, shown in circles, increases and decreases according to the queue 
lengths in the network. 

 
Figure 4. Network stability 

Based on the concept of ,
s ( )i oV n , the stability of a network can be defined as follows. A 

network is stable if ,
s ( )i oV n  decreases to zero with some probability greater than zero at 

some finite future time n m , i.e., there is a probability that the volume of the network 
decreases to zero within some finite time independently of the current volume. It can be 
shown that this condition is met if the expectation that ,

s ( )i oV n  decreases is greater than zero 
[9]. Therefore, a network is stable if Equation 4 holds6. 
                                                                 
5In the theory of Markovian processes [9], ,

s ( )i oV n  is known as a Lyapunov function. 
6 E[ | ]X Y  denotes the expected value of X  given Y . 
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 , , ,
s s sE[ ( 1) ( )| ( )] < 0i o i o i oV n V n V n   (4) 

A network becomes unstable when the rate at which data flows input packets into the 
network increases to a point in which the link-scheduling policy is not able decrease queue 
lengths fast enough to guarantee the condition given by Equation 4. Therefore, the task of 
the link-scheduling policy is to maintain the network stable under the constraints that there 
should not be data-packet collisions and that data-flows are fairly serviced. 

The performance of the link-scheduling policy in performing this task is measured in terms 
of the set of data-packet rates for which it guarantees that the network is stable. The largest 
set of data-packet rates supported by the link-scheduling policy is known as the stability 
region. In order to compare different link-scheduling policies, these are usually compared 
against the optimal stability region, which is the largest region that any policy can achieve7. 
This comparison is done using the concept of efficiency ratio, which is defined as the 
fraction of the optimal stability region in which a suboptimal link-scheduling policy 
guarantees the stability of the network. Therefore, an optimal link-scheduling policy has an 
efficiency ratio of unity. When the link-scheduling policy has an optimal efficiency ratio, the 
network is able to support the largest set of data-packet rates, and so it achieves maximum 
throughput. 

The stability region of most link-scheduling policies depends on the interference sets of the 
links in the network. This can be observed, for example, in the following case that considers 
two links of a network. If the two links interfere with each other, only one of them can be 
active at a time. However, if they do not interfere with each other, they can be active simul-
taneously. Therefore, when they do not interfere, the links are able to support higher data-
packet rates for the flows that they belong to, and this increases the size of the stability re-
gion. Given that the interference sets are determined from the network topology, i.e., from 
the relative distance between nodes and their transmission powers, the stability region can 
be modified by controlling the network topology. Therefore, for a given network with a 
given link-scheduling policy and a given set of end-to-end data flows, the stability region 
can be adapted by means of topology control in order to increase the data-packet rates sup-
ported by the links for the flows that they belong to. An example of this adaptation is shown 
in Figure 5. This example considers two flows. There are an initial stability region and a final 
stability region. The coordinates of the operating point indicate the data-packet rates of the 
two flows. Therefore, as the flows increase their data-packet rates, the operating point 
moves further away from the origin. Given that the operating point has not crossed the 
boundary of the initial stability region, the network is stable. After controlling the network 
topology, the stability region is modified such that the distance from the boundary of the 
region to the operating point is increased. Therefore, the final stability region allows the 
operating point to be moved further away from the origin without crossing the boundary. In 
this way, the flows are able to operate at higher data-packet rates without destabilizing the 
network. 
                                                                 
7The optimal stability region and the link-scheduling policy that achieves it were characterized in [10]. 
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time that at least one control packet is transmitted in the network and the control-time slot 

nm  when this takes place. 
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Consider the following measure of the queue lengths of all links in the network, where   
is the set of all nodes in the network, and the indexes i  and o  indicate whether input or 
output queues are being considered. 
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Intuitively, ,
s ( )i oV n  can be interpreted as a total volume occupied by all of the input or 

output queues5, depending on whether the index is i  or o , and that is updated at every 
control-time slot in which there is at least one control-packet transmission. ,

s ( )i oV n  increases 
and decreases randomly in time. It increases due to the data packets that the flows input 
into the network, and it decreases when data packets reach their destination and leave the 
network. This is shown graphically in Figure 4, which includes a network of 7 nodes. The 
volume of the network, shown in circles, increases and decreases according to the queue 
lengths in the network. 

 
Figure 4. Network stability 

Based on the concept of ,
s ( )i oV n , the stability of a network can be defined as follows. A 

network is stable if ,
s ( )i oV n  decreases to zero with some probability greater than zero at 

some finite future time n m , i.e., there is a probability that the volume of the network 
decreases to zero within some finite time independently of the current volume. It can be 
shown that this condition is met if the expectation that ,

s ( )i oV n  decreases is greater than zero 
[9]. Therefore, a network is stable if Equation 4 holds6. 
                                                                 
5In the theory of Markovian processes [9], ,

s ( )i oV n  is known as a Lyapunov function. 
6 E[ | ]X Y  denotes the expected value of X  given Y . 
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A network becomes unstable when the rate at which data flows input packets into the 
network increases to a point in which the link-scheduling policy is not able decrease queue 
lengths fast enough to guarantee the condition given by Equation 4. Therefore, the task of 
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can be adapted by means of topology control in order to increase the data-packet rates sup-
ported by the links for the flows that they belong to. An example of this adaptation is shown 
in Figure 5. This example considers two flows. There are an initial stability region and a final 
stability region. The coordinates of the operating point indicate the data-packet rates of the 
two flows. Therefore, as the flows increase their data-packet rates, the operating point 
moves further away from the origin. Given that the operating point has not crossed the 
boundary of the initial stability region, the network is stable. After controlling the network 
topology, the stability region is modified such that the distance from the boundary of the 
region to the operating point is increased. Therefore, the final stability region allows the 
operating point to be moved further away from the origin without crossing the boundary. In 
this way, the flows are able to operate at higher data-packet rates without destabilizing the 
network. 
                                                                 
7The optimal stability region and the link-scheduling policy that achieves it were characterized in [10]. 
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Figure 5. An example of stability-region adaptation 

In the following, the operation and performance of the different link-scheduling policies is 
discussed. Special attention is given to reservation-based scheduling (RBDS) policies [8,11]. 
Then, based on the stability region of RBDS policies, the topology-control mechanisms are 
discussed. 

2. Link-scheduling policies8 

The challenge in link scheduling is that the policies are highly complex. The scheduling 
problem in general is nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) hard [12]. Therefore, the re-
search literature has focused on policies of lower complexity that are more amenable to 
implementation [7]. 

Most distributed scheduling policies that achieve provable efficiency ratios calculate, at the 
onset of every frame, a subset of links that is allowed to transmit data in the immediately 
following frame only. In this chapter, we refer to these policies as non-RBDS policies, i.e., 
they do not reserve any future frame but only the following one. On the other hand, RBDS 
policies [8, 11] select links to transmit data in any future frames by means of frame reserva-
tions. Since this framework considers reservations of any future frames, non-RBDS policies 
correspond to a special case within the RBDS framework, i.e., the case that links are allowed 
to reserve the next frame only. 

It should be noticed that non-RBDS policies require the input queue only (i.e., ( , )i j
iQ ). They 

do not need the output queue (i.e., ( , )i j
oQ ) because data packets do not need to wait for 

future data subframes. In non-RBDS policies, once a data packet is scheduled at the onset of 
the data subframe, the packet is transmitted immediately. 

2.1. Non-RBDS policies 

The concept of optimal stability region and a centralized scheduling policy with efficiency 
ratio of unity were introduced in [10]. The centralized scheduling policy attempts to solve a 
complex global optimization problem so that the entire network is stable for the largest 
possible set of input data-packet rates. Under the 1-hop interference model9, the problem is 

                                                                 
8The material presented in this section is based on the material presented in [8, 11]. 
9In the 1-hop interference model, only the links that the 1-hop neighbors of a node belong to interfere with the links 
that the node belongs to. 
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shown to correspond to a maximum weighted matching (MWM), where the weights of the 
links are determined from the length of their queues. The solution to MWM has complexity 

3( )O N  [13, 14], where N  is the number of nodes. Under the k -hop interference model, the 
problem has been proven to be NP-Hard [12]. Therefore, the optimal scheduling policy is 
not convenient for implementation due to its high complexity. As a consequence, less 
complex scheduling policies that achieve only a fraction of the optimal stability region for 
general network topologies have been developed [12, 15-28]. 

The different suboptimal scheduling policies proposed in the literature can be classified 
according to the techniques they use to calculate the next schedule. These techniques usually 
depend on the interference model assumed for the network and the links' weights at the 
onset of every frame. Also, the suboptimal scheduling policies can be further classified 
according to their centralized or distributed mechanism (Unless otherwise specified, the 
scheduling policies reviewed in this section consider 1-hop traffic only, i.e., the data flows' 
paths have one link only.). 

2.1.1. Centralized policies 

In [15], a centralized scheduling approach known as pick-and-compare [17] that achieves the 
optimal efficiency ratio is defined. The pick-and-compare scheduling policy selects the op-
timal schedule at every frame with some probability greater than zero. First, the scheduling 
algorithm randomly picks a new schedule such that the links can satisfy the interference 
model constraints. Then, the newly picked schedule is compared with the current schedule. 
If the picked schedule reduces the total weight of the network (i.e., queue lengths) more 
than the current schedule, then the picked schedule is selected as the next schedule; other-
wise the current schedule is used again. The pick-and-compare policy requires the calcula-
tion and comparison of the updated total weight for every frame. Therefore, the complexity 
of this technique grows linearly with N , which makes it difficult to implement in networks 
with a high number of nodes or in networks where nodes have low processing capabilities. 

Greedy maximal scheduling (GMS) is a suboptimal, centralized scheduling policy. In GMS, 
the links of the network are ordered according to their weights, where the link with 
maximum weight is placed at the top of this globally ordered list. A valid schedule is found 
by selecting links from the list from top to bottom that do not interfere with each other. The 
complexity of GMS is ( log( ))O L N , where L  is the number of links [29]. GMS has efficiency 
ratio of 1/2 under the 1-hop interference model [7], and under the k -hop interference model, 
GMS has efficiency ratio of 1, 1/6, and 1/49 for tree, geometric, and general network graphs 
respectively [12, 27]. 

2.1.2. Distributed policies 

A distributed version of the pick-and-compare scheduling policy was proposed in [19]. In 
this policy, a node is selected with some probability less than one to initiate the calculation 
of a schedule for the links in its neighborhood. The new schedule is selected for the next 
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oQ ) because data packets do not need to wait for 

future data subframes. In non-RBDS policies, once a data packet is scheduled at the onset of 
the data subframe, the packet is transmitted immediately. 

2.1. Non-RBDS policies 

The concept of optimal stability region and a centralized scheduling policy with efficiency 
ratio of unity were introduced in [10]. The centralized scheduling policy attempts to solve a 
complex global optimization problem so that the entire network is stable for the largest 
possible set of input data-packet rates. Under the 1-hop interference model9, the problem is 

                                                                 
8The material presented in this section is based on the material presented in [8, 11]. 
9In the 1-hop interference model, only the links that the 1-hop neighbors of a node belong to interfere with the links 
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shown to correspond to a maximum weighted matching (MWM), where the weights of the 
links are determined from the length of their queues. The solution to MWM has complexity 

3( )O N  [13, 14], where N  is the number of nodes. Under the k -hop interference model, the 
problem has been proven to be NP-Hard [12]. Therefore, the optimal scheduling policy is 
not convenient for implementation due to its high complexity. As a consequence, less 
complex scheduling policies that achieve only a fraction of the optimal stability region for 
general network topologies have been developed [12, 15-28]. 

The different suboptimal scheduling policies proposed in the literature can be classified 
according to the techniques they use to calculate the next schedule. These techniques usually 
depend on the interference model assumed for the network and the links' weights at the 
onset of every frame. Also, the suboptimal scheduling policies can be further classified 
according to their centralized or distributed mechanism (Unless otherwise specified, the 
scheduling policies reviewed in this section consider 1-hop traffic only, i.e., the data flows' 
paths have one link only.). 

2.1.1. Centralized policies 

In [15], a centralized scheduling approach known as pick-and-compare [17] that achieves the 
optimal efficiency ratio is defined. The pick-and-compare scheduling policy selects the op-
timal schedule at every frame with some probability greater than zero. First, the scheduling 
algorithm randomly picks a new schedule such that the links can satisfy the interference 
model constraints. Then, the newly picked schedule is compared with the current schedule. 
If the picked schedule reduces the total weight of the network (i.e., queue lengths) more 
than the current schedule, then the picked schedule is selected as the next schedule; other-
wise the current schedule is used again. The pick-and-compare policy requires the calcula-
tion and comparison of the updated total weight for every frame. Therefore, the complexity 
of this technique grows linearly with N , which makes it difficult to implement in networks 
with a high number of nodes or in networks where nodes have low processing capabilities. 

Greedy maximal scheduling (GMS) is a suboptimal, centralized scheduling policy. In GMS, 
the links of the network are ordered according to their weights, where the link with 
maximum weight is placed at the top of this globally ordered list. A valid schedule is found 
by selecting links from the list from top to bottom that do not interfere with each other. The 
complexity of GMS is ( log( ))O L N , where L  is the number of links [29]. GMS has efficiency 
ratio of 1/2 under the 1-hop interference model [7], and under the k -hop interference model, 
GMS has efficiency ratio of 1, 1/6, and 1/49 for tree, geometric, and general network graphs 
respectively [12, 27]. 

2.1.2. Distributed policies 

A distributed version of the pick-and-compare scheduling policy was proposed in [19]. In 
this policy, a node is selected with some probability less than one to initiate the calculation 
of a schedule for the links in its neighborhood. The new schedule is selected for the next 
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frame if the new schedule reduces the neighborhood's weight by more than the current 
schedule. The algorithm has constant complexity, so it does not depend on the number of 
nodes of the network. It does depend, however, on the diameter of the neighborhood. The 
efficiency ratio increases as the diameter of the neighborhood increases. The algorithm 
assumes the 1-hop interference model, so it can only be directly used on networks with 
physical layers such as frequency-hopping code-division-multiple-access (FH-CDMA) that 
allow that assumption to be made. 

Greedy scheduling (GS) policies [29] have been developed that achieve the same efficiency 
ratio of GMS [17, 25, 28]. In the GS policies, nodes calculate locally the next schedule based 
on the links that have the maximum local weights. 

In [17, 20-23], a maximal scheduling (MS) approach is described. In this approach, 
maximum weight is not required to schedule a link. A link is eligible for the next schedule 
as long as it has enough packets in the queue to transmit during the entire duration of a 
frame. The efficiency ratio of MS scheduling policies is 1/ , where   is the maximum 
number of non-interfering links in the interference set of any link in the network. MS 
policies have also been adapted to multi-hop flow scenarios10 in which a set of flows with 
their respective rates and routes are given [16, 20-23]. 

Lastly, distributed scheduling policies of complexity (1)O  have been developed in [18, 24, 

30]. These are known as constant time (CT) scheduling policies [17]. The CT approach differs 
from the MS approach in that when a link does not interfere with the links in a schedule, it is 
selected with probability less than one. Therefore, in CT scheduling policies, frames can be 
wasted with some probability greater than zero. In [30], CT policies are proposed for the 1-
hop and 2-hop interference models11. The efficiency ratios of these policies were improved in 

[18, 24]. In [25], the improved efficiency ratios are 1 1
2 m
  and 2 1 1

ˆ 2n m
 

 
 

 for the 1-hop 

and 2-hop interference models respectively, where n̂  is the maximum number of 1-hop 
neighboring links for any link of the network. 

2.2. Reservation-based distributed scheduling 

In an RBDS wireless network, the nodes negotiate with their neighbors the reservation of 
future data-time slots for their links. This negotiation is based on a three-way handshake 
that consists of a request, a grant, and a grant confirmation. Requests, grants, and grant 
confirmations are transmitted in scheduling packets. The nodes access the control-time slots 
for transmitting scheduling packets using an election algorithm. Therefore, in an RBDS 
wireless network, the nodes access the wireless channel using two different algorithms: the 
                                                                 
10A multi-hop flow has a path that is at least 2 links long. 
11In the 2-hop interference model, only the links that the 1-hop or 2-hop neighbors of a node belong to interfere with 
the links that the node belongs to. The 2-hop neighbors of a node are the nodes that have a shortest path to the node of 
length 2 links. 
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election algorithm and the RBDS algorithm, whose roles are to avoid collisions and wasted 
time slots in the control and data subframes respectively. 

In this chapter we assume that the election algorithm is given, and we focus on the RBDS 
algorithm only. For example, in the IEEE 802.16 standard [31], the election algorithm is 
completely specified while the link-scheduling algorithm is not. The standard only specifies 
the control messages that can be used for the implementation of RBDS policies. We adopt 
the election algorithm of IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh networks with coordinated distributed 
scheduling. Also, it is assumed that the RBDS wireless network follows the 2-hop interfer-
ence model, which is the model considered in the IEEE 802.16 standard [31]. 

In the IEEE-802.16 election algorithm, the nodes in every 2-hop neighborhood take turns by 
competing between them to access the control-time slots and transmit scheduling packets. 
Let the 2-hop neighborhood of node i , i.e., node i , its 1-hop neighbors, and its 2-hop 
neighbors, be denoted by 2

i
 . We model the operation of this election algorithm as 

follows12. 

 In order to avoid scheduling-packet collisions, no more than one node is selected in 
every 2

i
  at any control-time slot. 

 The nodes in 2
i
 , where i  can be any node in  , are selected in cycles. We refer to 

these cycles as scheduling cycles. 
 Within a scheduling cycle, the nodes in 2

i
  are selected once and only once each. The 

order in which they are selected is uniformly distributed among all the possible orders 
of selection. 

 The order that nodes in 2
i
  are selected is independent across scheduling cycles.  

When nodes i  and j  exchange scheduling messages to perform the three-way handshake, 
they schedule data packets on link ( , )i j  and multicast the negotiated schedule to all links in 

( , )i j . The handshake consists of the following steps13. 

1. Node i  sends a request to node j  for a certain number of data-time slots along with a 
set of data-time slot numbers that are available for reservation at node i . 

2. Node j  sends a grant to node i  for the requested number of data-time slots according 
to its set of data-time slots available for reservation and those of node i . 

3. Node i  confirms the successful reception of the grant by echoing the grant in its next 
scheduling-packet transmission. 

The reservation of the data-time slots takes place at steps 2 and 3. When node j  transmits its 
scheduling packet, j 's 1-hop neighbors receive the grant and mark the granted data-time 
slots as unavailable. When node i  confirms the grant, i 's 1-hop neighbors receive the grant 
and mark the granted data-time slots as unavailable too. Therefore, at the end of step 3, all 
                                                                 
12The operation of the election algorithm for IEEE 802.16 mesh networks with coordinated distributed scheduling is 
described in detail in [32, 33]. 
13It is assumed that in this handshake node j  grants node i 's request and that the data-packet-slot reservation is 
successful at both i  and j . 
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frame if the new schedule reduces the neighborhood's weight by more than the current 
schedule. The algorithm has constant complexity, so it does not depend on the number of 
nodes of the network. It does depend, however, on the diameter of the neighborhood. The 
efficiency ratio increases as the diameter of the neighborhood increases. The algorithm 
assumes the 1-hop interference model, so it can only be directly used on networks with 
physical layers such as frequency-hopping code-division-multiple-access (FH-CDMA) that 
allow that assumption to be made. 

Greedy scheduling (GS) policies [29] have been developed that achieve the same efficiency 
ratio of GMS [17, 25, 28]. In the GS policies, nodes calculate locally the next schedule based 
on the links that have the maximum local weights. 

In [17, 20-23], a maximal scheduling (MS) approach is described. In this approach, 
maximum weight is not required to schedule a link. A link is eligible for the next schedule 
as long as it has enough packets in the queue to transmit during the entire duration of a 
frame. The efficiency ratio of MS scheduling policies is 1/ , where   is the maximum 
number of non-interfering links in the interference set of any link in the network. MS 
policies have also been adapted to multi-hop flow scenarios10 in which a set of flows with 
their respective rates and routes are given [16, 20-23]. 

Lastly, distributed scheduling policies of complexity (1)O  have been developed in [18, 24, 

30]. These are known as constant time (CT) scheduling policies [17]. The CT approach differs 
from the MS approach in that when a link does not interfere with the links in a schedule, it is 
selected with probability less than one. Therefore, in CT scheduling policies, frames can be 
wasted with some probability greater than zero. In [30], CT policies are proposed for the 1-
hop and 2-hop interference models11. The efficiency ratios of these policies were improved in 

[18, 24]. In [25], the improved efficiency ratios are 1 1
2 m
  and 2 1 1

ˆ 2n m
 

 
 

 for the 1-hop 

and 2-hop interference models respectively, where n̂  is the maximum number of 1-hop 
neighboring links for any link of the network. 

2.2. Reservation-based distributed scheduling 

In an RBDS wireless network, the nodes negotiate with their neighbors the reservation of 
future data-time slots for their links. This negotiation is based on a three-way handshake 
that consists of a request, a grant, and a grant confirmation. Requests, grants, and grant 
confirmations are transmitted in scheduling packets. The nodes access the control-time slots 
for transmitting scheduling packets using an election algorithm. Therefore, in an RBDS 
wireless network, the nodes access the wireless channel using two different algorithms: the 
                                                                 
10A multi-hop flow has a path that is at least 2 links long. 
11In the 2-hop interference model, only the links that the 1-hop or 2-hop neighbors of a node belong to interfere with 
the links that the node belongs to. The 2-hop neighbors of a node are the nodes that have a shortest path to the node of 
length 2 links. 
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election algorithm and the RBDS algorithm, whose roles are to avoid collisions and wasted 
time slots in the control and data subframes respectively. 

In this chapter we assume that the election algorithm is given, and we focus on the RBDS 
algorithm only. For example, in the IEEE 802.16 standard [31], the election algorithm is 
completely specified while the link-scheduling algorithm is not. The standard only specifies 
the control messages that can be used for the implementation of RBDS policies. We adopt 
the election algorithm of IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh networks with coordinated distributed 
scheduling. Also, it is assumed that the RBDS wireless network follows the 2-hop interfer-
ence model, which is the model considered in the IEEE 802.16 standard [31]. 

In the IEEE-802.16 election algorithm, the nodes in every 2-hop neighborhood take turns by 
competing between them to access the control-time slots and transmit scheduling packets. 
Let the 2-hop neighborhood of node i , i.e., node i , its 1-hop neighbors, and its 2-hop 
neighbors, be denoted by 2

i
 . We model the operation of this election algorithm as 

follows12. 

 In order to avoid scheduling-packet collisions, no more than one node is selected in 
every 2

i
  at any control-time slot. 

 The nodes in 2
i
 , where i  can be any node in  , are selected in cycles. We refer to 

these cycles as scheduling cycles. 
 Within a scheduling cycle, the nodes in 2

i
  are selected once and only once each. The 

order in which they are selected is uniformly distributed among all the possible orders 
of selection. 

 The order that nodes in 2
i
  are selected is independent across scheduling cycles.  

When nodes i  and j  exchange scheduling messages to perform the three-way handshake, 
they schedule data packets on link ( , )i j  and multicast the negotiated schedule to all links in 

( , )i j . The handshake consists of the following steps13. 

1. Node i  sends a request to node j  for a certain number of data-time slots along with a 
set of data-time slot numbers that are available for reservation at node i . 

2. Node j  sends a grant to node i  for the requested number of data-time slots according 
to its set of data-time slots available for reservation and those of node i . 

3. Node i  confirms the successful reception of the grant by echoing the grant in its next 
scheduling-packet transmission. 

The reservation of the data-time slots takes place at steps 2 and 3. When node j  transmits its 
scheduling packet, j 's 1-hop neighbors receive the grant and mark the granted data-time 
slots as unavailable. When node i  confirms the grant, i 's 1-hop neighbors receive the grant 
and mark the granted data-time slots as unavailable too. Therefore, at the end of step 3, all 
                                                                 
12The operation of the election algorithm for IEEE 802.16 mesh networks with coordinated distributed scheduling is 
described in detail in [32, 33]. 
13It is assumed that in this handshake node j  grants node i 's request and that the data-packet-slot reservation is 
successful at both i  and j . 
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links in ( , )i j  have made the granted data-time slots unavailable (i.e., the grant has been 
multicast to all links in ( , )i j ). 

The requests and grants transmitted by the nodes are defined as follows. 

Definition 1. Request ( , )
s x( , , )i j

mr f f z , where 3
s x( , , )f f z N , is the request transmitted by 

node i  at control-time slot m  that requests for link ( , )i j  the data-time slots of z  
consecutive data-subframes starting at frame sf  or any other frame after sf . Request ( , )i j

mr  
expires at the onset of frame xf . 

Definition 2. Grant ( , )
s e( , )i j

mg f f , where 2
s e( , )f f N , is the grant transmitted by node j  

at control-time slot m  that assigns to link ( , )i j  the data-time slots of the series of frames 
that starts and ends with frames sf  and ef  respectively. Grant ( , )i j

mg  expires at the end of 
frame ef . 

Definition 3. The length of grant ( , )i j
mg , denoted by ( , )| |i j

mg , is the number of data-subframes 
assigned in the grant. Therefore, 

 ( , )
e s| | 1.i j

mg f f    

In order to implement RBDS policies, each node maintains two tables per link that the node 
belongs to. These are the unavailable-data-time-slots table and the requested-data-time-slots 
table. The tables are updated with the grants and requests exchanged with the node's 1-hop 
neighbors. An unavailable-data-time-slots table contains the set of unexpired grants that 
interfere with the link that the table belongs to. This set is denoted by ( , )( )i j

u m  for link ( , )i j  
and is given by Equation 5, where ( , )

e
( )x y

m fg  is the ef  component of ( , )x y
mg , and mf  is the 

current frame number (i.e., the frame that control-time slot m  belongs to). The requested-
data-time-slots table contains the set of unexpired requests made for the link the table 
belongs to. This set is denoted by ( , )( )i j

r m  for link ( , )i j  and is given by Equation 6, where 
( , )

x
( )i j

m fr  is the xf  component of ( , )i j
mr . ( , )( )i j

u m  and ( , )( )i j
r m  are functions of m  given that 

the tables are updated with the grants and requests transmitted at every control-time slot. 
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In RBDS policies, two grants overlap with each other if the frame ranges given by their 
respective sf  and ef  frame numbers have one or more frame numbers in common. 

2.2.1. RBDS Markovian system model 

In order for RBDS policies to be mathematically characterized under the framework of net-
work stability proposed in [10], it is necessary to show how networks that use RBDS policies 
can be modeled as Markovian systems [9]. 
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In an RBDS network, each link has an input-queue and an output-queue as described in 
Section 3. The length of an input-queue (i.e., ( , )( )i j

iQ m ) is defined as the number of data 
packets in the queue. The length of an output-queue (i.e., ( , )( )i j

oQ m ) corresponds to the 
number of data-subframes in the following frame range: from the current frame to the last 
frame scheduled for the packets in the output-queue. Therefore, the length of output-queues 
does not depend on the number of scheduled packets waiting to be transmitted but on the 
schedules of those packets. The length of output-queues is given by Equation 714, where ( , )i j

g  
is the set of unexpired grants of link ( , )i j  (i.e., ( , ) ( , ) ( , )

e
( ) { : ( ) , })i j i j i j

g l l f mm g g f l m   . 

  ( , ) ( , )
e

( ) [max ( ) : ( ) 1]i j i j
o f g mQ m g g m f     

 
  (7) 

A node transmits scheduling packets by accessing control-time slots according to the 
election algorithm. The next control-time slot that node i  is going to access is determined by 
this algorithm. This control-time slot is denoted by ( )iM m , i.e., at control-time slot m , the 
future control-time slot that node i  transmits a scheduling packet is control-time slot 

( )iM m . 

Based on the previous definitions, RBDS wireless network = ( , )   , where   and   are 
the sets of nodes and links respectively, can be represented as a Markovian system whose 
state   is given by the lengths of the input and output queues of all the links and the 
scheduling control-time slots of all the nodes. That is, 

  ( , ) ( , )( ), ( ), ( ) : ( , ) , .i j i j i
i oQ m Q m M m i j i     (8) 

Within this framework for RBDS networks, the stability analysis of different RBDS policies 
can be performed. In the following, a greedy-maximal RBDS policy is considered. 

2.2.2. The greedy-maximal RBDS policy and its stability region 

The GM-RBDS policy is as follows. When any node i  in   transmits a scheduling packet, 

 It grants the longest request among all the unexpired requests made by its incoming 
links, and sets the grant's sf  component at the frame following the interfering grant 
that expires the latest. 

 For every of its outgoing links, it requests as many consecutive data-subframes as 
unscheduled data packets cover entirely, sets every request's sf  component at the 
frame following the interfering grant that expires the latest, and sets every request's 

xf  component at the frame scheduled for its next scheduling-packet transmission. 

When any node i  in   receives a scheduling packet, it checks whether there is a grant in 
the packet and whether the grant is directed to one of its outgoing links. If that is the case, it 
confirms the grant only if the grant does not overlap with any of the grants in the link's 
unavailable-data-time-slots table. 
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links in ( , )i j  have made the granted data-time slots unavailable (i.e., the grant has been 
multicast to all links in ( , )i j ). 

The requests and grants transmitted by the nodes are defined as follows. 

Definition 1. Request ( , )
s x( , , )i j

mr f f z , where 3
s x( , , )f f z N , is the request transmitted by 

node i  at control-time slot m  that requests for link ( , )i j  the data-time slots of z  
consecutive data-subframes starting at frame sf  or any other frame after sf . Request ( , )i j

mr  
expires at the onset of frame xf . 

Definition 2. Grant ( , )
s e( , )i j

mg f f , where 2
s e( , )f f N , is the grant transmitted by node j  

at control-time slot m  that assigns to link ( , )i j  the data-time slots of the series of frames 
that starts and ends with frames sf  and ef  respectively. Grant ( , )i j

mg  expires at the end of 
frame ef . 

Definition 3. The length of grant ( , )i j
mg , denoted by ( , )| |i j

mg , is the number of data-subframes 
assigned in the grant. Therefore, 

 ( , )
e s| | 1.i j

mg f f    
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belongs to. These are the unavailable-data-time-slots table and the requested-data-time-slots 
table. The tables are updated with the grants and requests exchanged with the node's 1-hop 
neighbors. An unavailable-data-time-slots table contains the set of unexpired grants that 
interfere with the link that the table belongs to. This set is denoted by ( , )( )i j
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and is given by Equation 5, where ( , )
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mg , and mf  is the 

current frame number (i.e., the frame that control-time slot m  belongs to). The requested-
data-time-slots table contains the set of unexpired requests made for the link the table 
belongs to. This set is denoted by ( , )( )i j

r m  for link ( , )i j  and is given by Equation 6, where 
( , )
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( )i j

m fr  is the xf  component of ( , )i j
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r m  are functions of m  given that 

the tables are updated with the grants and requests transmitted at every control-time slot. 
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In RBDS policies, two grants overlap with each other if the frame ranges given by their 
respective sf  and ef  frame numbers have one or more frame numbers in common. 

2.2.1. RBDS Markovian system model 

In order for RBDS policies to be mathematically characterized under the framework of net-
work stability proposed in [10], it is necessary to show how networks that use RBDS policies 
can be modeled as Markovian systems [9]. 
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In an RBDS network, each link has an input-queue and an output-queue as described in 
Section 3. The length of an input-queue (i.e., ( , )( )i j

iQ m ) is defined as the number of data 
packets in the queue. The length of an output-queue (i.e., ( , )( )i j

oQ m ) corresponds to the 
number of data-subframes in the following frame range: from the current frame to the last 
frame scheduled for the packets in the output-queue. Therefore, the length of output-queues 
does not depend on the number of scheduled packets waiting to be transmitted but on the 
schedules of those packets. The length of output-queues is given by Equation 714, where ( , )i j
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is the set of unexpired grants of link ( , )i j  (i.e., ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
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A node transmits scheduling packets by accessing control-time slots according to the 
election algorithm. The next control-time slot that node i  is going to access is determined by 
this algorithm. This control-time slot is denoted by ( )iM m , i.e., at control-time slot m , the 
future control-time slot that node i  transmits a scheduling packet is control-time slot 

( )iM m . 

Based on the previous definitions, RBDS wireless network = ( , )   , where   and   are 
the sets of nodes and links respectively, can be represented as a Markovian system whose 
state   is given by the lengths of the input and output queues of all the links and the 
scheduling control-time slots of all the nodes. That is, 

  ( , ) ( , )( ), ( ), ( ) : ( , ) , .i j i j i
i oQ m Q m M m i j i     (8) 

Within this framework for RBDS networks, the stability analysis of different RBDS policies 
can be performed. In the following, a greedy-maximal RBDS policy is considered. 

2.2.2. The greedy-maximal RBDS policy and its stability region 

The GM-RBDS policy is as follows. When any node i  in   transmits a scheduling packet, 

 It grants the longest request among all the unexpired requests made by its incoming 
links, and sets the grant's sf  component at the frame following the interfering grant 
that expires the latest. 

 For every of its outgoing links, it requests as many consecutive data-subframes as 
unscheduled data packets cover entirely, sets every request's sf  component at the 
frame following the interfering grant that expires the latest, and sets every request's 

xf  component at the frame scheduled for its next scheduling-packet transmission. 

When any node i  in   receives a scheduling packet, it checks whether there is a grant in 
the packet and whether the grant is directed to one of its outgoing links. If that is the case, it 
confirms the grant only if the grant does not overlap with any of the grants in the link's 
unavailable-data-time-slots table. 
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The GM-RBDS policy is greedy maximal in the sense that the requests that are granted are 
the longest requests and each request corresponds to the maximum integer number of data-
subframes that are covered by a link's unscheduled data packets (i.e., each request 

corresponds to 
( , )

ds

i j
iQ

m

 
 
  

, where ( , )i j
iQ  is the number of unscheduled data packets to be 

transmitted on link ( , )i j , and dsm  is the number of data-time slots per data-subframe). 

The size of the stability region of the GM-RBDS policy depends on the ability of the links to 
perform the three-way handshakes successfully. If the probability that a link finishes 
successfully a three-way handshake is low, the link's queue will decrease at a lower rate. 
Therefore, the link's ability to forward data packets within some time range is going to be 
lower (i.e., the highest packet rate supported by the link is lowered), and this reduces the 
size of the stability region. In [8], it was shown that the probability that a three-way 
handshake of link ( , )i j  is successful depends on the following aspects of the 2-hop 
neighborhoods of nodes i  and j . 

 The set of active nodes that i  can listen to but j  cannot, where an active node is a node 
that either forwards data-packets or is the destination node for at least one flow. This 
set is given by a a\ ji  , where a

i  is the set of active 1-hop neighbors of node i , and \ 

refers to the relative complement, i.e., a a a a\ { : }j ji ik k     . 

 The degree ( , )i jd  of link ( , )i j , which is defined as the number flows that traverse link 
( , )i j . 

 The direct 1-hop neighborhood of a node which is defined as the set of 1-hop neighbors 
that send data packets to the node. Therefore, the direct 1-hop neighbors of a node al-
ways precede the node in at least one flow's path. Node j 's direct 1-hop neighborhood 
is denoted by d

j . 

Based on the probability of successful three-way handshakes, sufficient conditions that 
guarantee queue stability under the GM-RBDS policy are given as follows15. 

Theorem 1. Let = ( , )    be a wireless mesh network that operates under GM-RBDS, 
shortest-path routing, and the 2-hop interference model, where   and   are the sets of 

nodes and links of the network respectively. Let f
j  be the maximum packet rate that node 

j  can support for each of the flows for which it is an intermediate or destination node.   is 

stable if the packet rate f
j  supported by every node j  in   satisfies Equation 9. 
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1<
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15The proof of Theorem 1 is given in [34]. 
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Therefore, in order to guarantee stability under shortest-path routing and GM-RBDS, the 
data-packet rate of a flow must be less than the following rate: the minimum packet rate 
among all the packet rates that nodes along the flow's path can assign to the flow. This is 
shown in Equation 10, where   is the set of data flows in the network, nf  is the thn  flow 

in  , np  is the path followed by nf , n  is the data-packet rate of flow nf , and max
j  is the 

upper-bound for node j 's rate f
j  according to Equation 9 (i.e., 

( , ) 1
max a a

d
(5 | \ |)j i j ji

ji d 
 

  ). 

 max< min{ : }j
n n nj p f      (10) 

Remark. Notice that the sufficient condition for stability given by Equation 9 is of the same 
form of the condition for the non-RBDS greedy policies analyzed in [23] (Equation 4 in [23]). 
That is, the total packet-arrival rate of a set of interfering links needs to be lower than some 
constant in order to guarantee stability, and the constant depends on some characteristic of 
the network topology (i.e.,   a a\ ji   for the GM-RBDS policy, and   for the greedy policies 
in [23]). Other policies have the same behavior as well. For example, the stability properties 
of GMS [27] and the bipartite simulation (BP-SIM) [24] policies depend on the local-pooling 
factor16 and the maximum node degree17 of the network respectively, and these are 
determined by the network topology. 

3. Stability-based topology control18 
In this section, we look at the problem of topology control for adapting the stability region of 
the backbone of the wireless mesh network to a given set of flows such that the total 
throughput is improved. This topology-control framework was originally studied in [34-36]. 
Specifically, we ask the question of what are the nodes' transmission powers (TP) that adapt 
the stability region to the flows in the network when a set of source-destination pairs, the 
routing algorithm, and the link-scheduling policy are given. Notice that by adapting the TPs 
of the nodes (i.e., wireless mesh routers and gateways), the topology of the network is being 
controlled due to the creation and elimination of links. Also, notice that the flows correspond 
to the traffic established across the wireless mesh routers and gateways of the network. 

By adapting the stability region of the network, the queue lengths across the network are 
decreased in average for a given set of flows' data-packet rates. In this way, the flows among 
the source-destination pairs are able to maintain higher levels of end-to-end throughput and 
lower levels of end-to-end delay while guaranteeing queue stability. Therefore, the problem 
considered in this chapter is of particular interest for applications that establish non-bursty 
sessions between source-destination pairs such as audio/video calls. 
                                                                 
16 The local-pooling factor is a topological property of the network that indicates how different the effectiveness of the 
different maximal link schedules is from each other [27]. When the different maximal link schedules are similarly 
effective, GMS policies are able to support packet rates that are closer to the boundaries of the optimal stability region. 
17 The node degree is defined as the number of links that the node belongs to. 
18 The material presented in this section is based on the material presented in [34, 36]. 
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The GM-RBDS policy is greedy maximal in the sense that the requests that are granted are 
the longest requests and each request corresponds to the maximum integer number of data-
subframes that are covered by a link's unscheduled data packets (i.e., each request 

corresponds to 
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transmitted on link ( , )i j , and dsm  is the number of data-time slots per data-subframe). 

The size of the stability region of the GM-RBDS policy depends on the ability of the links to 
perform the three-way handshakes successfully. If the probability that a link finishes 
successfully a three-way handshake is low, the link's queue will decrease at a lower rate. 
Therefore, the link's ability to forward data packets within some time range is going to be 
lower (i.e., the highest packet rate supported by the link is lowered), and this reduces the 
size of the stability region. In [8], it was shown that the probability that a three-way 
handshake of link ( , )i j  is successful depends on the following aspects of the 2-hop 
neighborhoods of nodes i  and j . 

 The set of active nodes that i  can listen to but j  cannot, where an active node is a node 
that either forwards data-packets or is the destination node for at least one flow. This 
set is given by a a\ ji  , where a

i  is the set of active 1-hop neighbors of node i , and \ 

refers to the relative complement, i.e., a a a a\ { : }j ji ik k     . 

 The degree ( , )i jd  of link ( , )i j , which is defined as the number flows that traverse link 
( , )i j . 

 The direct 1-hop neighborhood of a node which is defined as the set of 1-hop neighbors 
that send data packets to the node. Therefore, the direct 1-hop neighbors of a node al-
ways precede the node in at least one flow's path. Node j 's direct 1-hop neighborhood 
is denoted by d

j . 

Based on the probability of successful three-way handshakes, sufficient conditions that 
guarantee queue stability under the GM-RBDS policy are given as follows15. 

Theorem 1. Let = ( , )    be a wireless mesh network that operates under GM-RBDS, 
shortest-path routing, and the 2-hop interference model, where   and   are the sets of 

nodes and links of the network respectively. Let f
j  be the maximum packet rate that node 

j  can support for each of the flows for which it is an intermediate or destination node.   is 
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15The proof of Theorem 1 is given in [34]. 
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Therefore, in order to guarantee stability under shortest-path routing and GM-RBDS, the 
data-packet rate of a flow must be less than the following rate: the minimum packet rate 
among all the packet rates that nodes along the flow's path can assign to the flow. This is 
shown in Equation 10, where   is the set of data flows in the network, nf  is the thn  flow 

in  , np  is the path followed by nf , n  is the data-packet rate of flow nf , and max
j  is the 

upper-bound for node j 's rate f
j  according to Equation 9 (i.e., 

( , ) 1
max a a

d
(5 | \ |)j i j ji

ji d 
 

  ). 

 max< min{ : }j
n n nj p f      (10) 

Remark. Notice that the sufficient condition for stability given by Equation 9 is of the same 
form of the condition for the non-RBDS greedy policies analyzed in [23] (Equation 4 in [23]). 
That is, the total packet-arrival rate of a set of interfering links needs to be lower than some 
constant in order to guarantee stability, and the constant depends on some characteristic of 
the network topology (i.e.,   a a\ ji   for the GM-RBDS policy, and   for the greedy policies 
in [23]). Other policies have the same behavior as well. For example, the stability properties 
of GMS [27] and the bipartite simulation (BP-SIM) [24] policies depend on the local-pooling 
factor16 and the maximum node degree17 of the network respectively, and these are 
determined by the network topology. 

3. Stability-based topology control18 
In this section, we look at the problem of topology control for adapting the stability region of 
the backbone of the wireless mesh network to a given set of flows such that the total 
throughput is improved. This topology-control framework was originally studied in [34-36]. 
Specifically, we ask the question of what are the nodes' transmission powers (TP) that adapt 
the stability region to the flows in the network when a set of source-destination pairs, the 
routing algorithm, and the link-scheduling policy are given. Notice that by adapting the TPs 
of the nodes (i.e., wireless mesh routers and gateways), the topology of the network is being 
controlled due to the creation and elimination of links. Also, notice that the flows correspond 
to the traffic established across the wireless mesh routers and gateways of the network. 

By adapting the stability region of the network, the queue lengths across the network are 
decreased in average for a given set of flows' data-packet rates. In this way, the flows among 
the source-destination pairs are able to maintain higher levels of end-to-end throughput and 
lower levels of end-to-end delay while guaranteeing queue stability. Therefore, the problem 
considered in this chapter is of particular interest for applications that establish non-bursty 
sessions between source-destination pairs such as audio/video calls. 
                                                                 
16 The local-pooling factor is a topological property of the network that indicates how different the effectiveness of the 
different maximal link schedules is from each other [27]. When the different maximal link schedules are similarly 
effective, GMS policies are able to support packet rates that are closer to the boundaries of the optimal stability region. 
17 The node degree is defined as the number of links that the node belongs to. 
18 The material presented in this section is based on the material presented in [34, 36]. 
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In order to adapt the stability region, we propose an algorithm that is executed by the flows 
established between the source-destination pairs. The idea behind the algorithm is to adapt 
a lower-bound region of the stability region (i.e., a region covered by the stability region) by 
modifying the TPs. The lower-bound region is a widely accepted theoretical performance 
metric used for comparing different link-scheduling policies [23]19. In the algorithm, once 
the flows' paths are determined by the routing algorithm, the flows calculate the maximum 
data-packet rate they can support within the lower-bound region; then, each flow tries to 
stretch the lower-bound region by modifying the TP of nodes surrounding it. The effect that 
the stretch of the lower-bound region has on the stability region is another stretch on this 
region. Therefore, the result is a stability region adapted to the flows that allows them to 
support higher data-packet rates while guaranteeing the stability of the network. A graph-
ical example of this adaptation was shown in Figure 5. 

We consider IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh networks that operate under shortest-path routing 
and the GM-RBDS policy. However, our results can be readily extended to other networks, 
routing algorithms, and link-scheduling policies. 

3.1. Stability-region expansion algorithms 

The main idea presented in this chapter (i.e., adapting the stability region of a given link-
scheduling policy by means of TP control) is based on the results obtained in [37, 38, 39]. In 
[37], the network is partitioned based on the notion of local pooling, and each partition is as-
signed to a channel of the network. In this way, the GMS policy is guaranteed to achieve the 
optimal stability region in each channel. In [38, 39], network topologies are identified for which 
distributed link-scheduling policies achieve the optimal stability region. However, these net-
work topologies are not suitable for real scenarios [27] because of their sufficient conditions 
that guarantee the optimal stability region. These conditions include [38] 1-hop interference, 1-
hop traffic, and a topology that is a graph that belongs to one of the following perfect-graph 
classes: chordal graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, cographs, and a subgroup of co-
comparability graphs. In real scenarios, these conditions limit the suitability of wireless mesh 
networks. For example, only a few physical-layer technologies such as code-division-multiple-
access (CDMA) can be approximated with the 1-hop interference model, and the traffic in 
wireless mesh networks is multihop by definition. Also, making the topology fall within the 
previous graph families imposes constraints on the locations and TPs of the nodes and the 
available routes. The multihop traffic case was considered in [38], and it was shown that only a 
subset of the previous graph families guarantee the optimal stability region in the multihop-
traffic scenario. These were identified as forest of stars, where every connected component of 
the network graph is a star graph. Also, the results in [37, 38] are valid only for GMS policies 
under 1-hop traffic or backpressure routing-scheduling policies under multihop traffic20. In 
                                                                 
19The reason for this is that the exact formulation of the stability region is not actually available. The stability region is 
usually characterized with the lower-bound region because its exact characterization is not feasible due to its 
complexity. See [8, 10, 11, 16, 18, 19, 23-25, 29, 30] for the literature on the problem of characterizing the stability region 
of link-scheduling policies. 
20It should be noted that the objective in [37, 38] was mainly to identify the topologies that enable the optimality of the 
GMS policy, and not to design topology-control algorithms. 
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[40], a random-power-selection algorithm for random-access scheduling policies was pro-
posed. It is shown that it achieves maximal throughput in the following sense: the throughput 
achieved by any fixed power selection is at most equal to the throughput achieved by the 
random-power-selection algorithm. 

Our approach is built upon the idea of [37, 38] that under certain topologies a link schedul-
ing policy performs better. We modify realistically the network topology using TP control to 
adapt the policy's stability region to the flows. The algorithm receives any set of end-to-end 
paths, node locations, and scheduling policy, and adapts the policy's stability region to the 
paths. Such an approach is beneficial because it improves the end-to-end throughput and 
delay without the restrictions previously discussed. In this chapter, we consider the case of 
shortest-path routing, GM-RBDS scheduling, and randomly chosen source-destination pairs 
of nodes in IEEE 802.16 mesh networks. 

Other heuristic algorithms have been proposed in the literature that improve the 
performance of the link-scheduling policy in terms of throughput by means of TP control. 
These algorithms include the ones reported in [41-43] whose basic idea is to increase the 
total throughput in the network by means of spatial reuse. The spatial reuse is increased by 
reducing the TP of the nodes. The algorithms differ between them in the way they are 
adapted to request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS) based protocols. In [44, 45], it is shown 
that better throughput improvements can be achieved not only by decreasing the TP to 
increase the spatial reuse but also by considering the hidden and exposed nodes. The 
algorithms proposed in [44] perform TP control with the objective of avoiding hidden 
nodes. In this way, the links in the network are able to sustain higher data-packet rates. In 
[46], a TP control algorithm for RTS/CTS-based protocols is proposed that decreases the area 
occupied by links during their transmissions, which is defined as the area in which other 
nodes must remain silent during the time the link is active. Then, it is shown that with this 
scheme, routing algorithms that favor short hops achieve higher levels of throughput. The 
goal of our algorithm is similar to the goal of the previous algorithms [41-46], i.e., to increase 
the data-packet rates that a given link-scheduling policy can support by means of TP 
control. However, our approach differs in that it is directly based on a quantitative metric 
which is the stability region. It is not based on qualitative observations of the operation of 
the link-scheduling policy such as the hidden and exposed nodes in RTS/CTS-based policies. 
Therefore, it can be readily adapted to any link-scheduling policy whose stability region has 
been characterized such as the ones discussed in Section 4. 

A different type of TP control algorithms, which are based on optimization techniques, are 
discussed in [47, 48]. In [47], the problem of integrated link scheduling and TP control for 
throughput optimization is shown to be nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) complete. 
Therefore, a heuristic algorithm is developed. The goal of the algorithm is to minimize the 
schedule length necessary to satisfy all the link loads determined by a given routing algo-
rithm. By minimizing the schedule length, the total throughput of the network is increased 
because more scheduling cycles can be performed per time unit. In [48], the problem of 
jointly optimizing the flow routes, link schedules, TP, modulation and coding schemes is 
addressed. This is a more general problem than the one considered in [47] given that it does 
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In order to adapt the stability region, we propose an algorithm that is executed by the flows 
established between the source-destination pairs. The idea behind the algorithm is to adapt 
a lower-bound region of the stability region (i.e., a region covered by the stability region) by 
modifying the TPs. The lower-bound region is a widely accepted theoretical performance 
metric used for comparing different link-scheduling policies [23]19. In the algorithm, once 
the flows' paths are determined by the routing algorithm, the flows calculate the maximum 
data-packet rate they can support within the lower-bound region; then, each flow tries to 
stretch the lower-bound region by modifying the TP of nodes surrounding it. The effect that 
the stretch of the lower-bound region has on the stability region is another stretch on this 
region. Therefore, the result is a stability region adapted to the flows that allows them to 
support higher data-packet rates while guaranteeing the stability of the network. A graph-
ical example of this adaptation was shown in Figure 5. 

We consider IEEE 802.16 wireless mesh networks that operate under shortest-path routing 
and the GM-RBDS policy. However, our results can be readily extended to other networks, 
routing algorithms, and link-scheduling policies. 

3.1. Stability-region expansion algorithms 

The main idea presented in this chapter (i.e., adapting the stability region of a given link-
scheduling policy by means of TP control) is based on the results obtained in [37, 38, 39]. In 
[37], the network is partitioned based on the notion of local pooling, and each partition is as-
signed to a channel of the network. In this way, the GMS policy is guaranteed to achieve the 
optimal stability region in each channel. In [38, 39], network topologies are identified for which 
distributed link-scheduling policies achieve the optimal stability region. However, these net-
work topologies are not suitable for real scenarios [27] because of their sufficient conditions 
that guarantee the optimal stability region. These conditions include [38] 1-hop interference, 1-
hop traffic, and a topology that is a graph that belongs to one of the following perfect-graph 
classes: chordal graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, cographs, and a subgroup of co-
comparability graphs. In real scenarios, these conditions limit the suitability of wireless mesh 
networks. For example, only a few physical-layer technologies such as code-division-multiple-
access (CDMA) can be approximated with the 1-hop interference model, and the traffic in 
wireless mesh networks is multihop by definition. Also, making the topology fall within the 
previous graph families imposes constraints on the locations and TPs of the nodes and the 
available routes. The multihop traffic case was considered in [38], and it was shown that only a 
subset of the previous graph families guarantee the optimal stability region in the multihop-
traffic scenario. These were identified as forest of stars, where every connected component of 
the network graph is a star graph. Also, the results in [37, 38] are valid only for GMS policies 
under 1-hop traffic or backpressure routing-scheduling policies under multihop traffic20. In 
                                                                 
19The reason for this is that the exact formulation of the stability region is not actually available. The stability region is 
usually characterized with the lower-bound region because its exact characterization is not feasible due to its 
complexity. See [8, 10, 11, 16, 18, 19, 23-25, 29, 30] for the literature on the problem of characterizing the stability region 
of link-scheduling policies. 
20It should be noted that the objective in [37, 38] was mainly to identify the topologies that enable the optimality of the 
GMS policy, and not to design topology-control algorithms. 
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[40], a random-power-selection algorithm for random-access scheduling policies was pro-
posed. It is shown that it achieves maximal throughput in the following sense: the throughput 
achieved by any fixed power selection is at most equal to the throughput achieved by the 
random-power-selection algorithm. 

Our approach is built upon the idea of [37, 38] that under certain topologies a link schedul-
ing policy performs better. We modify realistically the network topology using TP control to 
adapt the policy's stability region to the flows. The algorithm receives any set of end-to-end 
paths, node locations, and scheduling policy, and adapts the policy's stability region to the 
paths. Such an approach is beneficial because it improves the end-to-end throughput and 
delay without the restrictions previously discussed. In this chapter, we consider the case of 
shortest-path routing, GM-RBDS scheduling, and randomly chosen source-destination pairs 
of nodes in IEEE 802.16 mesh networks. 

Other heuristic algorithms have been proposed in the literature that improve the 
performance of the link-scheduling policy in terms of throughput by means of TP control. 
These algorithms include the ones reported in [41-43] whose basic idea is to increase the 
total throughput in the network by means of spatial reuse. The spatial reuse is increased by 
reducing the TP of the nodes. The algorithms differ between them in the way they are 
adapted to request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS) based protocols. In [44, 45], it is shown 
that better throughput improvements can be achieved not only by decreasing the TP to 
increase the spatial reuse but also by considering the hidden and exposed nodes. The 
algorithms proposed in [44] perform TP control with the objective of avoiding hidden 
nodes. In this way, the links in the network are able to sustain higher data-packet rates. In 
[46], a TP control algorithm for RTS/CTS-based protocols is proposed that decreases the area 
occupied by links during their transmissions, which is defined as the area in which other 
nodes must remain silent during the time the link is active. Then, it is shown that with this 
scheme, routing algorithms that favor short hops achieve higher levels of throughput. The 
goal of our algorithm is similar to the goal of the previous algorithms [41-46], i.e., to increase 
the data-packet rates that a given link-scheduling policy can support by means of TP 
control. However, our approach differs in that it is directly based on a quantitative metric 
which is the stability region. It is not based on qualitative observations of the operation of 
the link-scheduling policy such as the hidden and exposed nodes in RTS/CTS-based policies. 
Therefore, it can be readily adapted to any link-scheduling policy whose stability region has 
been characterized such as the ones discussed in Section 4. 

A different type of TP control algorithms, which are based on optimization techniques, are 
discussed in [47, 48]. In [47], the problem of integrated link scheduling and TP control for 
throughput optimization is shown to be nondeterministic polynomial time (NP) complete. 
Therefore, a heuristic algorithm is developed. The goal of the algorithm is to minimize the 
schedule length necessary to satisfy all the link loads determined by a given routing algo-
rithm. By minimizing the schedule length, the total throughput of the network is increased 
because more scheduling cycles can be performed per time unit. In [48], the problem of 
jointly optimizing the flow routes, link schedules, TP, modulation and coding schemes is 
addressed. This is a more general problem than the one considered in [47] given that it does 
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not only include the calculation of TPs and link schedules but also includes the routing and 
physical layers (i.e., flow routes, modulation, and coding schemes). In our algorithm, we are 
only concerned in the TP control problem when the flows and link-scheduling policy are 
given. That is, for a given set of flows, we determine TPs that improve the performance of 
the link-scheduling policy in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay. 

3.2. The HSRA-topology-control algorithm 

The goal of our TP control algorithm is to expand the lower-bound region given by Equation 
10. By expanding this region, the flow rates n  can take higher values while guaranteeing 
stability, and therefore, the maximum total throughput the network can support for the given 
flows is increased. Let the maximum total throughput be denoted by T  and defined in terms 
of the lower-bound region for the flows' data-packet rates given by Equation 10 as follows. 
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According to Equations 11, 10, and 9, T  depends on the direct 1-hop neighborhoods (i.e., 
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Given that the flows are determined by the shortest-path routing algorithm, the following 
parameters in Equation 12 are fixed: { }np  , d{ : }j j  , and ( , ){ : ( , ) }i jd i j  . Therefore, 
in order to increase T , the only parameters that can be modified are the active 1-hop 
neighborhoods (i.e., a{ : }j j  ). They can be modified by means of TP control such that 

T  is maximized. This optimization problem, which we call stability region adaptation for 
throughput maximization (SRA-TM), is given as follows. 

Definition 4. Given a set of flows   calculated by the shortest-path routing algorithm, the 
SRA-TM problem consists of the maximization of T  by means of TP control such that none 
of the nodes exceed the maximum TP and none of the paths are broken. That is, 
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where ir  is the transmission radius of node i , maxr  is the maximum transmission radius, 
and || , ||i j  is the Euclidean distance between nodes i  and j . 

Remark. In the SRA-TM problem, the flow paths are given and left unmodified. Higher 
values for T  could be achieved if the flow paths were modified by including them as 
decision variables. For example, a routing scheme can uniformly distribute the traffic loads 
across the links of the network so that links with high levels of congestion are avoided. This 
problem corresponds to a joint optimization of the topology and flow paths based on the 
stability region. This problem can be further studied due to its potential benefits on T . 
However, this chapter deals only with the stability-region-based topology control as a first 
step towards the problem of stability-region-based joint topology and routing control. 

Remark. If the data traffic in the network changes dynamically, the flow paths may change 
as well. In this scenario, the SRA-TM problem needs to be solved for every flow-path 
change. Therefore, the speed of convergence of algorithms that solve the SRA-TM problem 
is an important metric for such a scenario. The algorithms should be able to keep up with 
the rate of change of the flow paths. On the other hand, if the data-traffic levels of a set of 
flows change but the flow paths do not change, the SRA-TM problem does not need to be 
solved again. The reason is that the solution of the SRA-TM problem is the topology that 
allows those flows to support the maximum level of data traffic while guaranteeing stability. 
This means that the data-traffic levels in the flows may vary as long as they do not exceed 
such maximum levels (i.e., maxmin{ : }j

n nj p f    ), and this can be guaranteed by 
means of call-admission-control algorithms. 

In order to solve the SRA-TM problem, the following TP algorithm is proposed. It is called 
heuristic stability region adaptation (HSRA)21. 

The following definitions are necessary for the operation of the HSRA algorithm. 

Definition 5. The bottleneck node of flow nf  is the node with the lowest maximum rate 
among all the intermediate and destination nodes of the flow, i.e., let j  be the bottleneck 
node of nf , then { ( ):2 | |} f= i

i p m m pn n
j argmin    , where np  is the set of nodes in the path of flow 

nf , ( )np m  is the thm  node in np , and | |np  is the number of nodes in np . 

Definition 6. Node h  is hidden from node j  if and only if a a\ jih   for some d
ji . 

Definition 7. The MinPower setup is the set of minimum TPs whose transmission ranges 
guarantee that none of the links of the flows in   is broken. 

The operation of the algorithm is as follows. First, the nodes' TPs (i.e., { : }ir i ) are set 
according to the MinPower setup (line 2 of the HSRA Algorithm). By reducing the TPs 
(Definition 7), the spatial reuse in the network is increased, and as a consequence, the total 
throughput is increased as well22. Then, the maximum throughput that intermediate and  

                                                                 
21The SRA-TM problem is formulated as a mixed integer program with non-linear constraints in [34]. This formulation 
is used in Section 6 for calculating the optimal solution of the simulated instances of the SRA-TM problem. 
22This spatial-reuse-based TP control is the basis of the algorithms proposed [39-43, 46]. 
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not only include the calculation of TPs and link schedules but also includes the routing and 
physical layers (i.e., flow routes, modulation, and coding schemes). In our algorithm, we are 
only concerned in the TP control problem when the flows and link-scheduling policy are 
given. That is, for a given set of flows, we determine TPs that improve the performance of 
the link-scheduling policy in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay. 

3.2. The HSRA-topology-control algorithm 

The goal of our TP control algorithm is to expand the lower-bound region given by Equation 
10. By expanding this region, the flow rates n  can take higher values while guaranteeing 
stability, and therefore, the maximum total throughput the network can support for the given 
flows is increased. Let the maximum total throughput be denoted by T  and defined in terms 
of the lower-bound region for the flows' data-packet rates given by Equation 10 as follows. 
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where ir  is the transmission radius of node i , maxr  is the maximum transmission radius, 
and || , ||i j  is the Euclidean distance between nodes i  and j . 

Remark. In the SRA-TM problem, the flow paths are given and left unmodified. Higher 
values for T  could be achieved if the flow paths were modified by including them as 
decision variables. For example, a routing scheme can uniformly distribute the traffic loads 
across the links of the network so that links with high levels of congestion are avoided. This 
problem corresponds to a joint optimization of the topology and flow paths based on the 
stability region. This problem can be further studied due to its potential benefits on T . 
However, this chapter deals only with the stability-region-based topology control as a first 
step towards the problem of stability-region-based joint topology and routing control. 

Remark. If the data traffic in the network changes dynamically, the flow paths may change 
as well. In this scenario, the SRA-TM problem needs to be solved for every flow-path 
change. Therefore, the speed of convergence of algorithms that solve the SRA-TM problem 
is an important metric for such a scenario. The algorithms should be able to keep up with 
the rate of change of the flow paths. On the other hand, if the data-traffic levels of a set of 
flows change but the flow paths do not change, the SRA-TM problem does not need to be 
solved again. The reason is that the solution of the SRA-TM problem is the topology that 
allows those flows to support the maximum level of data traffic while guaranteeing stability. 
This means that the data-traffic levels in the flows may vary as long as they do not exceed 
such maximum levels (i.e., maxmin{ : }j

n nj p f    ), and this can be guaranteed by 
means of call-admission-control algorithms. 

In order to solve the SRA-TM problem, the following TP algorithm is proposed. It is called 
heuristic stability region adaptation (HSRA)21. 

The following definitions are necessary for the operation of the HSRA algorithm. 

Definition 5. The bottleneck node of flow nf  is the node with the lowest maximum rate 
among all the intermediate and destination nodes of the flow, i.e., let j  be the bottleneck 
node of nf , then { ( ):2 | |} f= i

i p m m pn n
j argmin    , where np  is the set of nodes in the path of flow 

nf , ( )np m  is the thm  node in np , and | |np  is the number of nodes in np . 

Definition 6. Node h  is hidden from node j  if and only if a a\ jih   for some d
ji . 

Definition 7. The MinPower setup is the set of minimum TPs whose transmission ranges 
guarantee that none of the links of the flows in   is broken. 

The operation of the algorithm is as follows. First, the nodes' TPs (i.e., { : }ir i ) are set 
according to the MinPower setup (line 2 of the HSRA Algorithm). By reducing the TPs 
(Definition 7), the spatial reuse in the network is increased, and as a consequence, the total 
throughput is increased as well22. Then, the maximum throughput that intermediate and  

                                                                 
21The SRA-TM problem is formulated as a mixed integer program with non-linear constraints in [34]. This formulation 
is used in Section 6 for calculating the optimal solution of the simulated instances of the SRA-TM problem. 
22This spatial-reuse-based TP control is the basis of the algorithms proposed [39-43, 46]. 
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destination nodes can support for the flows they belong to is calculated (line 3 of the HSRA 
Algorithm). This is done using Equation 9, which defines the nodes' maximum throughput. 
Based on these maximums, the total throughput the network can support is calculated (line 
4 of the HSRA Algorithm). 

Once the total throughput under the MinPower setup is known, flows are selected random-
ly one-by-one for a number of M  times (line 5 of the HSRA Algorithm). Every time a flow is 
selected, the maximum throughput the flow can support is increased if this causes that the 
total throughput be increased as well. Otherwise, the flow is left unmodified. The through-
put of the selected flow is increased as follows. 

Let the selected flow be denoted by nf  (line 6 of the HSRA Algorithm). The bottleneck node 
of nf  is found first by tracking the node of the flow with the lowest maximum throughput 
(Equation 10). Let this node be denoted by j  (line 7 of the HSRA Algorithm). The maximum 
rate of j  (i.e., f

j ) is increased by increasing the TP of one of j 's 2-hop neighbors (lines 8 to 
15 of the HSRA Algorithm). However, this TP increase is confirmed only if the total 
throughput (i.e., T ) is increased as well (lines 16 to 20 of the HSRA Algorithm). Otherwise, 
the TP of j 's 2-hop neighbor is left unmodified (line 22 of the HSRA Algorithm). The total 
throughput may be decreased given that the TP increase of j 's 2-hop neighbor may 
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decrease the maximum rate of other bottleneck nodes in the network, and this maximum-
rate decrease may be higher than the increase on j 's maximum rate. 

The 2-hop neighbor of node j  whose TP is increased is selected so that the factor a a| \ |ji   
on the denominator of the upper-bound for f

j  is decreased (Equation 9). Qualitatively, this 
TP increase can be explained as follows. Node j  (i.e., the bottleneck node) has a set of 1-hop 
neighbors that are sending data packets to it (i.e., d

j ). Let i  be one of these nodes, and 
consider the link ( , )i j  and the input and output queues ( , )i j

iQ  and ( , )i j
oQ  of node i  as shown 

in Figure 3. In order for i  to transmit packets to j , a reservation of future data-time slots is 
required. When nodes i  and j  finish this reservation successfully, data packets in node i 's 
input-queue (i.e., ( , )i j

iQ ) are moved to node i 's output-queue (i.e., ( , )i j
oQ ), and these packets 

are later pulled from ( , )i j
oQ  for their transmission. Therefore, for the queues ( , )i j

iQ  and ( , )i j
oQ  

to have their lengths decreased, the reservation performed by nodes i  and j  needs to be 
successful, i.e., the three-way handshake for scheduling data-packet transmissions on link 
( , )i j  needs to be successful. The probability that the handshake is successful and that the 
queues decrease their length depends on the grants received by node i  and not received by 
node j . In the following, we refer to these grants as hidden-grants. If i  requests future 
data-time slots to j  and a hidden grant is received by i  before j  transmits its grant to i , j
's grant may not be confirmed by i . This is because the hidden grant may interfere with j 's 
grant. On the other hand, if j  is able to listen to the hidden grant, j  is able to generate its 
grant such that it does not interfere with the hidden grant, and i  will be able to confirm j 's 
grant23. Therefore, in order to increase the probability of handshake success and queue 
decrease, the TP of the node that transmits the hidden grant (i.e., the node hidden from j ) 
can be increased such that node j  is able to listen to the hidden node's transmissions. 

Node j  may have more than 1 hidden nodes in every incoming link from the nodes in its 
direct 1-hop neighborhood. The HSRA algorithm chooses only one of those hidden nodes 
for increasing its TP. The node that is chosen is the node that is hidden from the highest 
number of nodes (i.e., node j  and all the other intermediate or destination nodes unable to 
listen to the hidden node). This is performed in lines 8 to 12 of the HSRA Algorithm. In this 
way, the maximum rate is increased for all those nodes so that, if one or more of those nodes 
are bottleneck nodes, higher improvements on the total throughput can be achieved. 

The role that the objective function of the SRA-TM problem (Equation 13) plays in the HSRA 
Algorithm is the quantification of the throughput improvement by the TP increase on 
hidden nodes. By increasing the TP of a node hidden from a bottleneck node, the factor 

a a\ ji   in the denominator of Equation 13 is decreased for the bottleneck node, and as a 
consequence the bottleneck node's maximum rate is increased. However, the TP increase on 
the hidden node may also cause an increase on the a a\ ji   factor of other bottleneck nodes. 
Therefore, the objective function allows the algorithm to trade off between decreasing the 
number of hidden nodes by increasing TP and maintaining spatial reuse by not increasing 
                                                                 
23The problem of node j not being able to listen to hidden grants is the hidden-node problem version for reservation-
based distributed scheduling policies. This problem is studied in detail in [8, 11]. 
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destination nodes can support for the flows they belong to is calculated (line 3 of the HSRA 
Algorithm). This is done using Equation 9, which defines the nodes' maximum throughput. 
Based on these maximums, the total throughput the network can support is calculated (line 
4 of the HSRA Algorithm). 

Once the total throughput under the MinPower setup is known, flows are selected random-
ly one-by-one for a number of M  times (line 5 of the HSRA Algorithm). Every time a flow is 
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decrease the maximum rate of other bottleneck nodes in the network, and this maximum-
rate decrease may be higher than the increase on j 's maximum rate. 

The 2-hop neighbor of node j  whose TP is increased is selected so that the factor a a| \ |ji   
on the denominator of the upper-bound for f

j  is decreased (Equation 9). Qualitatively, this 
TP increase can be explained as follows. Node j  (i.e., the bottleneck node) has a set of 1-hop 
neighbors that are sending data packets to it (i.e., d

j ). Let i  be one of these nodes, and 
consider the link ( , )i j  and the input and output queues ( , )i j

iQ  and ( , )i j
oQ  of node i  as shown 

in Figure 3. In order for i  to transmit packets to j , a reservation of future data-time slots is 
required. When nodes i  and j  finish this reservation successfully, data packets in node i 's 
input-queue (i.e., ( , )i j

iQ ) are moved to node i 's output-queue (i.e., ( , )i j
oQ ), and these packets 

are later pulled from ( , )i j
oQ  for their transmission. Therefore, for the queues ( , )i j

iQ  and ( , )i j
oQ  

to have their lengths decreased, the reservation performed by nodes i  and j  needs to be 
successful, i.e., the three-way handshake for scheduling data-packet transmissions on link 
( , )i j  needs to be successful. The probability that the handshake is successful and that the 
queues decrease their length depends on the grants received by node i  and not received by 
node j . In the following, we refer to these grants as hidden-grants. If i  requests future 
data-time slots to j  and a hidden grant is received by i  before j  transmits its grant to i , j
's grant may not be confirmed by i . This is because the hidden grant may interfere with j 's 
grant. On the other hand, if j  is able to listen to the hidden grant, j  is able to generate its 
grant such that it does not interfere with the hidden grant, and i  will be able to confirm j 's 
grant23. Therefore, in order to increase the probability of handshake success and queue 
decrease, the TP of the node that transmits the hidden grant (i.e., the node hidden from j ) 
can be increased such that node j  is able to listen to the hidden node's transmissions. 

Node j  may have more than 1 hidden nodes in every incoming link from the nodes in its 
direct 1-hop neighborhood. The HSRA algorithm chooses only one of those hidden nodes 
for increasing its TP. The node that is chosen is the node that is hidden from the highest 
number of nodes (i.e., node j  and all the other intermediate or destination nodes unable to 
listen to the hidden node). This is performed in lines 8 to 12 of the HSRA Algorithm. In this 
way, the maximum rate is increased for all those nodes so that, if one or more of those nodes 
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The role that the objective function of the SRA-TM problem (Equation 13) plays in the HSRA 
Algorithm is the quantification of the throughput improvement by the TP increase on 
hidden nodes. By increasing the TP of a node hidden from a bottleneck node, the factor 

a a\ ji   in the denominator of Equation 13 is decreased for the bottleneck node, and as a 
consequence the bottleneck node's maximum rate is increased. However, the TP increase on 
the hidden node may also cause an increase on the a a\ ji   factor of other bottleneck nodes. 
Therefore, the objective function allows the algorithm to trade off between decreasing the 
number of hidden nodes by increasing TP and maintaining spatial reuse by not increasing 
                                                                 
23The problem of node j not being able to listen to hidden grants is the hidden-node problem version for reservation-
based distributed scheduling policies. This problem is studied in detail in [8, 11]. 
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TP. In the algorithm, this tradeoff is achieved by testing the improvement on the total 
throughput (lines 14 to 23 of the HSRA Algorithm). 

4. Simulation results 

The performance evaluation of the HSRA algorithm was performed by means of simulation 
using the simulator proposed in [49]. The simulated network is an IEEE 802.16 mesh 
network with distributed scheduling under the configuration shown in Table 1. The number 
of nodes was specified as a simulation parameter. The nodes were uniformly distributed in 
a square area such that the node density was always kept at 15 nodes per unit area. The 
maximum transmission range of the nodes was set at 0.3 (i.e., max = 0.3r ). The connectivity 

of the network under bidirectional links and with the nodes' transmission ranges set at maxr  
was confirmed before executing the shortest-path routing algorithm. The number of flows 
was specified as a simulation parameter. The source and destination nodes of every flow 
were uniformly distributed among all the nodes in the network. The shortest-path routing 
algorithm calculated the flow paths under the MaxPower setup which is the power 
assignment when all the nodes' transmission ranges are set at the maximum (i.e., maxr ). 
Once the paths were calculated, the transmission ranges of the nodes were found using the 
HSRA algorithm. Also, the optimal transmission ranges (i.e., the solution to the SRA-TM 
problem (Equation 13)), which we call OptPower, were found in [34] using the formulation 
of the SRA-TM problem as a mixed integer program with non-linear constraints (MIP-NLC). 
The MIP-NLC was solved using the Branch And Reduce Optimization Navigator (BARON) 
Solver [50], which is a system for solving non-convex optimization problems to global 
optimality. Finally, the network was simulated under the MaxPower, MinPower, OptPower, 
and HSRA setups. 
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Figure 6c). The input-queues have been omitted because they are guaranteed to always be 
stable [8, 11]. The flow rates in each network were all set at the same value. These are 8, 6, 
and 5 packets per frame for the networks in Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c respectively. These values 
were set so that their corresponding HSRA network became unstable if they were increased 
by at least one point. In this way, the network operates at a point inside the stability region 
and close to its boundary. Therefore, when any of the rates is increased by at least one point, 
the network operates outside the stability region, and therefore, it is unstable. 

 
  a. 10 Flows                                                           b. 15 Flows 

 
c. 20 Flows 

Figure 6. Average output-queue comparison for the HSRA, MinPower, MaxPower, and OptPower 
configurations 

Close to the end of the simulation time, when the transient behavior of the queues is over, 
the average queue lengths of the different power setups (i.e., MaxPower, MinPower, 
OptPower, and HSRA) can be compared. In Figure 6a, the MaxPower setup has the worst 
performance (i.e., the largest average queue length), and the MinPower, OptPower, and 
HSRA have similar performance. Therefore, when the number of flows is low (i.e., 10 flows), 
the MinPower and the HSRA algorithms are able to achieve queue lengths that are close to 
the lengths achieved by the optimal solution (i.e., OptPower). On the other hand, when the 
number of flows increases, the MinPower algorithm does not achieve a performance close to 
the optimal one while the HSRA algorithm does. This is shown in Figures 6b and 6c. The 
MaxPower and MinPower algorithms have similar performance which is worse when com-
pared with the HSRA algorithm. The HSRA algorithm achieves average queue lengths that 
are close to the lengths achieved by the optimal solution. Therefore, the HSRA algorithm 
enables the flows to carry more traffic while guaranteeing stability than the MaxPower and 
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TP. In the algorithm, this tradeoff is achieved by testing the improvement on the total 
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MinPower algorithms do. Also, it is confirmed that the technique of only maximizing the 
spatial reuse by reducing the transmission ranges (i.e., MinPower) does not perform well 
when the flow density increases (i.e., when the number of flows increases and the number of 
nodes is kept constant.). On the other hand, the technique of adapting the stability region to 
the given set of flows by means of TP control (i.e., HSRA) does perform well when the flow 
density increases. 

5. Conclusion 

A new framework for the stability analysis of scheduling policies for wireless networks that 
allow the reservation of future data-subframes has been proposed. The concepts of input-
queue and output-queue were introduced into the framework in order to account for the 
packets waiting to be scheduled and the schedules assigned to these packets. Based on these 
concepts, sufficient conditions for the stability of RBDS wireless networks were found. 

Within the proposed framework, an RBDS policy which uses the concept of greedy-maximal 
scheduling was analyzed. The nodes implement this policy by exchanging scheduling 
packets using the IEEE 802.16 election algorithm. A region in which the proposed 
reservation-based scheduling policy is stable was found using the framework. It was shown 
that the size of this region depends on a characteristic of the network topology (i.e., j

o
Q ). 

The HSRA algorithm has been proposed for transmission power control. This algorithm 
increases the data-packet rates that flows can support and decreases the end-to-end delays. 
It is based on the adaptation of the stability region of a given link-scheduling policy when 
only the links that belong to a given set of flows are considered. The algorithm can be readi-
ly adapted to any link-scheduling policy whose stability region has been characterized, so it 
is not limited to any specific scheduling approach such as RTS/CTS-based policies. The im-
provement on throughput achieved by our algorithm was evaluated by means of. It was 
shown that it outperforms the classical solution of reducing transmission powers to increase 
spatial reuse. 

Future lines of research include the development of a new framework for distributed topol-
ogy-control algorithms. For example, this framework could based on a game-theoretical 
approach in which a given set of flows act as players that collaborate to maximize the packet 
rates they can support while guaranteeing stability. Also, based on the new framework, new 
distributed topology-control algorithms should be developed for IEEE 802.16 WMNs. Final-
ly, the algorithms should be implemented and tested on WMN testbeds in order to evaluate 
the improvement in throughput they achieve in a real scenario.  
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1. Introduction 

In this section, an overview of Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) is presented, and some 
unique features which distinguish WMNs from Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) and 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are listed. The main purpose of this chapter is discussed, 
and the contribution is presented along with the main features of this work. 

1.1. Overview 

The use of Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) has grown tremendously in the past few 
years due to their ease of deployment and maintenance. However, the access points in these 
WLANs have to be connected to the backbone network through wired media. Wireless 
Mesh Networks offer an attractive alternative for providing broadband wireless Internet 
connectivity by using a wireless backhaul network and eliminating the need for extensive 
cabling.  

In traditional WLANs, each Access Point (AP) is connected to the wired network while only 
a subset of APs is connected to the wired network in WMNs. An AP that is connected to the 
wired network is called Gateway (GW); APs without wired connections are called Mesh 
Routers (MRs), and they connect to the GW through multiple hops. Like routers in a wired 
network, MRs in a WMN forward each other’s traffic to establish and maintain their 
connectivity. MRs and GWs are similar in design, with the only difference that a GW is 
directly connected to the wired network, while a MR is not. Figure 1 shows a sample mesh 
network in a typical enterprise such as a university [1]. The following are some unique 
features that distinguish WMNs from MANETs and WSNs [1]. 
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Figure 1. A sample enterprise WMN [1] 

 Mesh routers are static 

Mesh routers in a WMN are stationary; therefore, the route selection should focus on 
discovering links that interfere with as few nodes as possible to provide high end-to-end 
throughput. 

 Mesh routers have no power constraint 

In contrast to traditional wireless networks, such as MANETs and WSNs, where nodes are 
typically power-constrained, MRs have abundant power at their disposal.  

 Mesh routers have multiple radios 

With the reduced cost of radios, MRs can be equipped with multiple radios. Hence, 
simultaneous transmission and reception can be achieved using intelligent channel 
assignment to these radios. 

 The traffic model is different 

In MANETs, traffic can be from any peer Mobile Node (MN) to any other MN, while in 
WMNs, traffic is between MRs and the GW.  

 Traffic is concentrated along certain paths 

In MANETs, traffic distribution is generally assumed to be uniform, while in WMN, traffic 
is concentrated along the paths directed towards the GW. 

 Traffic volume is high 

MANETs have been designed essentially for enabling communication within a small group 
of people, while WMNs aim to provide high-bandwidth broadband connections to a large 
community, and thus should be able to accommodate a large number of users accessing the 
Internet. Due to high estimated traffic volume in WMNs, scalability and fault tolerance 
become important considerations in algorithm design. 
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1.2. Motivation 

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed channel assignment algorithm is the first of its 
kind to use topology control based on power control for channel assignment in multi-radio 
multi-channel wireless mesh networks.  

The main purpose of network topology control using power control is to minimize the 
interference between a MR and other MRs in the network by adjusting its transmission 
range using transmission power control. This leads to a better frequency reuse during 
channel assignment, which results in achieving the objective of significant improvement in 
the overall network throughput. 

1.3. Contribution 

Specifically, the contribution of this work is as follows:  “A new Topology-controlled 
Interference-aware Channel-assignment Algorithm (TICA) which intelligently assigns the available 
non-overlapping 802.11a frequency channels to the mesh routers with the objective of minimizing 
interference and, thereby, improving network throughput.” The main features of this work are as 
follows. 

 A Topology Control Algorithm (TCA) named Select x for less than x; that builds the net-
work topology by selecting the nearest neighbors for each node in the network, with the 
objective of minimizing interference among MRs and enhancing frequency reuse. 

 A scheme that uses the minimum power as the link weight when building the Shortest 
Path Tree (SPT) with the required node degree with the objective of minimizing inter-
ference and enhancing frequency reuse. 

 A Channel Assignment Algorithm (CAA), TICA, which assigns the available non-
overlapping 802.11a frequency channels to the mesh nodes with the objective of im-
proving the overall network throughput by minimizing interference between mesh 
nodes as well as ensuring connectivity between them. This work was first presented in 
[2].  

 A centralized Failure Recovery Mechanism (FRM) for TICA which provides automatic 
and fast failure recovery by reorganizing the network in order to bypass the failed node 
and to restore connectivity. This work was first presented in [3].  

1.4. Organization 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The related work on topology control and 
CAAs is presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the medium access issues encountered by 
IEEE 802.11 [4] single-radio single-channel nodes. The channel assignment problem is 
presented in this section with respect to multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh network. 
Section 4 presents the network architecture for the proposed model and the proposed topology 
control algorithm and CAA, along with the details of their respective phases. The FRM of the 
proposed CAA is also presented in this section. Section 5 provides a performance evaluation of 
the proposed CAA. The network topologies used for performance evaluation are discussed. 
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The results of simulations for performance evaluation of the proposed CAA based on 
throughput analysis of a 36-node mesh network are presented in this section. Section 6 
presents the conclusions, along with some directions for future work. 

2. Background 

This section discusses the effects of topology control on the operation of a network, gives the 
taxonomy of the topology control schemes for multihop wireless networks, and presents 
some related well-known topology control algorithms. The section also contains a 
taxonomical classification of the channel assignment schemes for wireless mesh networks, 
and discusses some related well-known channel assignment algorithms for each class.    

2.1. Topology control schemes 

The importance of Topology Control (TC) lies in the fact that it affects network spatial reuse 
and hence the traffic carrying capacity. Choosing a large transmit power results in excessive 
interference, while choosing a small transmit power results in a disconnected network [5]. 
Using TC through transmission power control, the network connectivity and hence the 
network topology is affected, interference levels are mitigated, which reduces the co-channel 
interference, and the opportunity of spatial channel re-use is enhanced [6].   

2.1.1. Topology control in multi-radio WMNs 

The connectivity graph in a multi-radio WMN is determined through topology control. So, 
the problem of TC in multi-radio WMNs involves the selection of transmission power for 
each radio interface of each mesh node in the network, so as to maintain the network 
connectivity with the use of minimum power. 

2.1.2. Effect of topology control 

The problem of TC is complex, since the choice of the transmit power fundamentally affects 
many aspects of the operation of the network [7]. 

a. Effect of TC on the Performance of the Network 

TC via transmission power control has a multi-dimensional effect on the performance of the 
whole network. 

 The transmit power levels determine the performance of medium access control, since the 
spatial channel reuse depends on the number of other nodes within the interference range. 

 The choices of power levels affect the connectivity of the network, and consequently the 
ability to deliver a packet to its destination [8]. 

 The power level affects the throughput capacity of the network [9]. 
 Power control affects the network topology which affects the number of hops, and thus 

the end-to-end delay. 
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b. Effect of TC on the Performance of the MAC and Routing Protocols 

In addition, the assumption of fixed power levels is so ingrained into the design of  
many protocols in the OSI stack that changing the power levels results in their 
malfunctioning. 

 Changing power levels can create uni-directional links, which can happen when a node 
i’s power level is high enough for a node j to hear it, but not vice versa.  

 Bi-directionality of links is implicitly assumed in many routing protocols. 
 Medium access control protocols in IEEE 802.11 implicitly rely on bi-directionality as-

sumption of links. 

2.1.3. Taxonomy of topology control schemes 

These schemes are mainly divided into two types [10]. 

a. Homogeneous 

This is the basic type of TC, as all the nodes are assumed to use the same transmitting range. 
So, the topology control problem reduces to determining the minimum value of 
transmission range that ensures network connectivity. This minimum transmission range is 
also called the Critical Transmitting Range (CTR). 

b. Non-homogeneous   

In this type of TC, nodes are allowed to choose different transmitting ranges, provided they 
do not exceed the maximum range. Depending on the type of information that is used to 
compute the topology, non-homogeneous topology control is further classified into three 
categories. 

i. Location-based schemes 

In such schemes, exact node positions are known. If this information is used by a centralized 
authority to compute a set of transmitting range assignments which optimizes a certain 
measure such as the energy cost, this is the case of the Range Assignment Problem and its 
variants. The Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST) algorithm [5] and the Enhanced Local 
Minimum Shortest-Path Tree (ELMST) algorithm [6] are examples of location-based 
topology control schemes. 

ii. Direction-based schemes 

In such schemes, it is assumed that nodes do not know their position, but they can estimate 
the relative direction of each of their neighbors. 

iii. Neighbor-based schemes 

In such schemes, nodes are assumed to know only the ID of the neighbors, and are able to 
order them according to some criterion such as link quality. 
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2.2. Channel assignment schemes 

Channel Assignment (CA) in a multi-radio WMN environment consists of assigning 
channels to the radios in order to achieve efficient channel utilization (i.e. minimize co-
channel interference) and, simultaneously, to guarantee an adequate level of connectivity. 
The problem of optimally assigning channels in an arbitrary mesh topology has been proven 
to be NP-hard, based on its mapping to a graph-coloring problem [11]. Therefore, channel 
assignment schemes employ heuristic techniques to assign channels to radios belonging to 
mesh nodes. A taxonomical classification of various CA schemes for wireless mesh 
networks is as follows [12]. 

2.2.1. Fixed channel assignment schemes 

Fixed assignment schemes assign channels to radios either permanently, or for intervals that 
are long with respect to the radio switching time. Such schemes can be further subdivided 
into two types. 

a. Common Channel Assignment (CCA) 

In CCA scheme [13], the radios of each node are all assigned the same set of channels. For 
example, if each node has two radios, then the same two channels are used at every node. 
The main benefit is that the connectivity of the network is the same as that of a single 
channel approach, while the use of multiple channels increases network throughput. 
However, it does not take into account the effect of interference on the channel assignment 
in a WMN. 

b. Varying Channel Assignment (VCA) 

In the VCA class of schemes, the radios of different nodes are assigned different sets of 
channels. However, the assignment of channels may lead to network partitions and/or 
topology changes, which may increase the length of routes between mesh nodes. 
Therefore, in such a scheme, channel assignment needs to be carried out carefully. The 
VCA approach is discussed in more detail by presenting algorithms that belong to this 
category. 

i. Centralized Hyacinth (C-HYA) 

C-HYA, a centralized channel assignment algorithm for multi-radio multi-channel WMNs, 
was proposed in [11]. Assuming that the offered traffic load is known, this algorithm assigns 
channels ensuring network connectivity and satisfying the bandwidth limitations of each 
link.  

ii. Mesh-based Traffic and interference-aware Channel-assignment (MesTiC) 

MesTiC, a fixed algorithm for centralized CA, was proposed in [14], and visits nodes once in 
the decreasing order of their rank. The rank of each node is computed on the basis of its 
link-traffic characteristics, topological properties and number of radios on a node. 
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2.2.2. Dynamic channel assignment schemes 

In dynamic CA schemes, any radio can be assigned any channel but additionally, radios can 
frequently switch from one channel to another. Therefore, when nodes need to communicate 
with each other in such a scheme, a coordination mechanism is required to ensure that they 
are on a common channel. 

a. Multi-channel Medium Access Control (MMAC) 

MMAC [15] [16] is a link-layer multi-channel protocol for nodes with a single network 
interface. A node equipped with a single interface can only listen to one channel at a time. 
Therefore, in order to use multiple channels, the interface has to be switched between 
channels.  

When nodes require to switch channels, a pair of nodes need to listen on the same channel 
at the time of communication and a channel coordination method is necessary, which is not 
required in TICA. 

b. Distributed Hyacinth (D-HYA) 

D-HYA, a dynamic and distributed channel assignment algorithm proposed in [17], can 
adapt to traffic load dynamically. The algorithm builds on a spanning tree network 
topology. The gateway node is the root of the spanning tree, and every mesh node belongs 
to that tree. Based on per-channel total load information, a WMN node determines the set of 
channels that are least used in its vicinity. As nodes higher up in the spanning trees need 
more relay bandwidth, they are given a higher priority in channel assignment. The priority 
of a WMN node is equal to its hop distance from the gateway. 

The CA schemes, such as C-HYA, MesTiC and D-HYA, require the traffic load to be known 
before assigning channels, whereas TICA requires no such knowledge for channel 
assignment. 

2.2.3. Hybrid channel assignment schemes 

Hybrid channel assignment schemes combine both static and dynamic assignment 
properties by applying a fixed assignment for some radios and a dynamic assignment for 
other radios. The fixed radios can be assigned dedicated channels while the other radios can 
be switched dynamically among channels. 

a. Hybrid Multi-Channel Protocol (HMCP)  

HMCP [18] [19] is a link-layer multi-channel protocol for nodes with multiple radio 
interfaces. Out of the available interfaces at each node, X interfaces are assigned statically to 
X channels, and these interfaces are designated as “fixed interfaces.” The fixed interfaces 
stay on the specified channels for long durations of time. The remaining interfaces can 
frequently switch between any of the remaining channels, based on the data traffic, and are 
designated as “switchable interfaces.”  
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2.2. Channel assignment schemes 

Channel Assignment (CA) in a multi-radio WMN environment consists of assigning 
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C-HYA, a centralized channel assignment algorithm for multi-radio multi-channel WMNs, 
was proposed in [11]. Assuming that the offered traffic load is known, this algorithm assigns 
channels ensuring network connectivity and satisfying the bandwidth limitations of each 
link.  

ii. Mesh-based Traffic and interference-aware Channel-assignment (MesTiC) 

MesTiC, a fixed algorithm for centralized CA, was proposed in [14], and visits nodes once in 
the decreasing order of their rank. The rank of each node is computed on the basis of its 
link-traffic characteristics, topological properties and number of radios on a node. 
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2.2.2. Dynamic channel assignment schemes 

In dynamic CA schemes, any radio can be assigned any channel but additionally, radios can 
frequently switch from one channel to another. Therefore, when nodes need to communicate 
with each other in such a scheme, a coordination mechanism is required to ensure that they 
are on a common channel. 

a. Multi-channel Medium Access Control (MMAC) 

MMAC [15] [16] is a link-layer multi-channel protocol for nodes with a single network 
interface. A node equipped with a single interface can only listen to one channel at a time. 
Therefore, in order to use multiple channels, the interface has to be switched between 
channels.  

When nodes require to switch channels, a pair of nodes need to listen on the same channel 
at the time of communication and a channel coordination method is necessary, which is not 
required in TICA. 

b. Distributed Hyacinth (D-HYA) 

D-HYA, a dynamic and distributed channel assignment algorithm proposed in [17], can 
adapt to traffic load dynamically. The algorithm builds on a spanning tree network 
topology. The gateway node is the root of the spanning tree, and every mesh node belongs 
to that tree. Based on per-channel total load information, a WMN node determines the set of 
channels that are least used in its vicinity. As nodes higher up in the spanning trees need 
more relay bandwidth, they are given a higher priority in channel assignment. The priority 
of a WMN node is equal to its hop distance from the gateway. 

The CA schemes, such as C-HYA, MesTiC and D-HYA, require the traffic load to be known 
before assigning channels, whereas TICA requires no such knowledge for channel 
assignment. 

2.2.3. Hybrid channel assignment schemes 

Hybrid channel assignment schemes combine both static and dynamic assignment 
properties by applying a fixed assignment for some radios and a dynamic assignment for 
other radios. The fixed radios can be assigned dedicated channels while the other radios can 
be switched dynamically among channels. 

a. Hybrid Multi-Channel Protocol (HMCP)  

HMCP [18] [19] is a link-layer multi-channel protocol for nodes with multiple radio 
interfaces. Out of the available interfaces at each node, X interfaces are assigned statically to 
X channels, and these interfaces are designated as “fixed interfaces.” The fixed interfaces 
stay on the specified channels for long durations of time. The remaining interfaces can 
frequently switch between any of the remaining channels, based on the data traffic, and are 
designated as “switchable interfaces.”  
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A co-ordination protocol is required to decide what channel to assign to the fixed interface, 
and also for enabling neighbors of a node X to know about the channels used by fixed 
interface of node X. Time synchronization and coordination between mesh nodes which is 
required in HMCP is not needed in TICA. 

b. Breadth First Search - Channel Assignment (BFS-CA) 

BFS-CA [20] is a centralized, interference-aware algorithm aimed at improving the capacity of 
the WMN backbone and at minimizing interference. This algorithm is based on an extension to 
the conflict graph concept called the Multi-radio Conflict Graph (MCG) where the vertices in 
the MCG represent edges between radios instead of edges between mesh routers. 

BFS-CA requires certain number of MRs with certain number of radio interfaces to be placed 
at certain hops from the gateway, whereas TICA simply requires all MRs to have four data 
radios, does not require any careful router placement strategy, and works with any 
placement of routers as verified by a comprehensive performance evaluation.  

3. Channel assignment problem 

In this section, the medium access issues encountered by IEEE 802.11-based single-radio 
single-channel WMNs are presented, and a multiple-channel approach using multiple 
radios to overcome these problems is discussed. The key issue of channel assignment in 
Multi-Radio Multi-Channel (MRMC) WMNs is presented, along with its objectives and 
constraints. 

3.1. IEEE 802.11 medium access issues 

Since the WMN has to provide access to broadband Internet, it is expected to have higher 
bandwidth. Even though the physical layer can support very high bit rate, current MAC 
protocols are not able to utilize the entire bandwidth provided by the physical layer. The 
main reason for this poor performance is the suboptimal media access protocols, which were 
primarily designed for single-hop networks [1].  

3.1.1. Hidden and exposed terminal problems 

IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is one such widely accepted MAC 
protocol but, when used in a multihop network scenario, it results in poor performance and 
is therefore unacceptable. The reason is that some nodes remain starved due to hidden and 
exposed terminals in a multihop environment. Figure 2 illustrates these problems [1].  

Node 2, which is outside the interference range of Node 3 and unaware of the ongoing 
transmission at Node 3, continues to send RTS to Node 1 causing collision. This is a case of 
the hidden terminal problem.  

Node 4 is prevented from transmitting because of the neighboring transmission at Node 3. 
This is a case of the exposed terminal problem. 
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Figure 2. Hidden and exposed terminal problems [1] 

3.2. Wireless mesh network architectures 

3.2.1. Single-radio single-channel mesh network 

A Single-Radio Single-Channel (SRSC) mesh architecture suffers from hidden and exposed 
terminal problems. Assigning orthogonal channels to the MRs within the interference range 
can help alleviate the hidden and exposed terminal problems, and assist in improving the 
overall capacity of the network. However, considering the traffic characteristics in a WMN, 
frequent channel switching may be required to communicate with neighboring nodes. In 
such scenarios, single-radio multi-channel MAC may not provide any significant 
performance gains due to high channel switching delay. 

3.2.2. Multi-radio multi-channel mesh network 

The use of a multi-channel approach using multiple radios overcomes the problems 
encountered in the previous architectures [1]. Two or more radios are employed for the 
backhaul link. The uplink and downlink backhaul radios operate at non-overlapping 
channels which eliminates the co-channel interference. 

As each mesh router can be equipped with multiple radios, fixed channel assignment to 
these radios is a more viable solution. Efficient and intelligent channel assignment schemes 
have to be designed, as the number of channels is limited. 

3.3. Channel assignment problem 

In a typical WMN, the total number of radios is much higher than the number of available 
channels. Thus, many links between the mesh routers operate on the same set of channels 
and interference among transmissions on these channels decreases their utilization. 
Therefore, minimizing the effect of interference is required for the efficient reuse of the 
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A co-ordination protocol is required to decide what channel to assign to the fixed interface, 
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Node 2, which is outside the interference range of Node 3 and unaware of the ongoing 
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channels which eliminates the co-channel interference. 
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scarce radio spectrum. So, the key issue in a MRMC WMN architecture is the channel 
assignment problem, which involves assigning a channel to each radio of a MR in a way that 
minimizes interference on any given channel and guarantees connectivity between the mesh 
nodes [12]. 

Given the connectivity graph, the main challenge for CAA is to assign a channel to each 
radio in a way that minimizes interference between MRs and ensures connectivity between 
them. In order to achieve these goals, the CAA should satisfy the following requirements. 

1. In order to communicate, a pair of nodes within transmission range of each other needs 
to have a common channel assigned to their end-point radios. 

2. Links in direct interference range of each other should be assigned non-overlapping 
channels. 

3. The number of distinct channels that can be assigned to a mesh router is bounded by 
the number of radios it has. 

4. The total number of non-overlapping channels is fixed. 
5. Since the traffic in a WMN is directed to and from the gateway, the traffic flows aggre-

gate at routers close to the gateway. Therefore, priority in channel assignment should 
be given to links starting from the gateway based on the number of nodes that use a 
link to reach the gateway. 

At first glance, the problem of assigning channels to links in a mesh network appears to be a 
graph-coloring problem. However, standard graph-coloring algorithms cannot satisfy all of 
its constraints, and it is NP-hard to find an optimal channel assignment to maximize the 
overall network throughput [11]. Also, the channel assignment problem for mesh networks 
is similar to the list coloring problem, which is NP-complete [21]. 

4. Topology control and channel assignment algorithms 

In this section, the network architecture of the proposed model is presented. The section 
presents the proposed topology control and channel assignment algorithms for MRMC WMNs, 
and details on the working of different phases of the proposed algorithms are discussed. The 
procedure of fault recovery with the proposed CAA is also presented in this section. 

4.1. Network architecture 

In our proposed model, each mesh router is equipped with five radios which operate on 
IEEE 802.11a channels (5 GHz band). One of these radios is used for control purpose while 
other radios are used for data traffic. 

The control radios of all mesh nodes operate on the same non-overlapping IEEE 802.11a 
channel. Out of the 12 available non-overlapping 802.11a channels, channel 12 is used as the 
common control channel. Each mesh router is equipped with 4 data radios in order to utilize the 
remaining 11 non-overlapping channels available in IEEE 802.11a frequency band. Each MR 
communicates with its transmission range (TR) neighbors using these data radios for data 
transmission. So, each MR can have a maximum of 4 TR neighbors with whom it can 
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communicate for data transmission which implies that the Maximum Node Degree (MND) per 
node is four. The MND of 4 is selected in order to fully utilize the 11 available non-overlapping 
802.11a frequency channels. Results have shown that with 12 available non-overlapping 
channels, the network throughput increases until a MND of four but saturates after that [11]. 

4.2. Topology control algorithm 

The proposed Topology Control Algorithm (TCA) controls the network topology by 
selecting the nearest neighbors for each node in the network. The objective of the proposed 
TCA is to build a connectivity graph with a small node degree to mitigate the co-channel 
interference and enhance spatial channel reuse as well as preserve network connectivity 
with the use of minimal power, as less transmit power translates to less interference. 

4.2.1. Gateway advertisement process 

Initially, the gateway broadcasts a “Hello” message, using its control radio on the control 
channel, announcing itself as the gateway. Each mesh node that receives this Hello message 
over its control radio broadcasts it again and in this way, this Hello message is flooded 
throughout the mesh network. The Hello message contains a hop-count field that is 
incremented at each hop during its broadcast. So, a mesh node may receive multiple copies 
of the Hello message over its control radio. However, distance of a mesh node from the 
gateway is the shortest path length (shortest hop count) of the Hello message received by a 
mesh node through its control radio over different paths. In this way, each mesh node 
knows the next hop to reach the gateway using its control radio. 

4.2.2. Assumptions 

The proposed TCA assumes the following. 

 Each node knows its location. 
 Each node uses an omni-directional antenna for both transmission and reception. 
 Each node is able to adjust its own transmission power. 
 The maximum transmission power is the same for all nodes and hence, the maximum 

TR for any pair of nodes to communicate directly is also the same. 

Note that all nodes start with the maximum transmission power, and that the initial 
topology graph created, when every node transmits with full power, is strongly 
connected. 

4.2.3. Phases of TCA 

The proposed TCA consists of the following five phases. 

a. Exchange of Information Between Nodes 

In the first exchange, each node broadcasts a HELLO message at maximum transmission 
power containing its node ID and the node position.   
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scarce radio spectrum. So, the key issue in a MRMC WMN architecture is the channel 
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communicate for data transmission which implies that the Maximum Node Degree (MND) per 
node is four. The MND of 4 is selected in order to fully utilize the 11 available non-overlapping 
802.11a frequency channels. Results have shown that with 12 available non-overlapping 
channels, the network throughput increases until a MND of four but saturates after that [11]. 

4.2. Topology control algorithm 

The proposed Topology Control Algorithm (TCA) controls the network topology by 
selecting the nearest neighbors for each node in the network. The objective of the proposed 
TCA is to build a connectivity graph with a small node degree to mitigate the co-channel 
interference and enhance spatial channel reuse as well as preserve network connectivity 
with the use of minimal power, as less transmit power translates to less interference. 

4.2.1. Gateway advertisement process 

Initially, the gateway broadcasts a “Hello” message, using its control radio on the control 
channel, announcing itself as the gateway. Each mesh node that receives this Hello message 
over its control radio broadcasts it again and in this way, this Hello message is flooded 
throughout the mesh network. The Hello message contains a hop-count field that is 
incremented at each hop during its broadcast. So, a mesh node may receive multiple copies 
of the Hello message over its control radio. However, distance of a mesh node from the 
gateway is the shortest path length (shortest hop count) of the Hello message received by a 
mesh node through its control radio over different paths. In this way, each mesh node 
knows the next hop to reach the gateway using its control radio. 

4.2.2. Assumptions 

The proposed TCA assumes the following. 

 Each node knows its location. 
 Each node uses an omni-directional antenna for both transmission and reception. 
 Each node is able to adjust its own transmission power. 
 The maximum transmission power is the same for all nodes and hence, the maximum 

TR for any pair of nodes to communicate directly is also the same. 

Note that all nodes start with the maximum transmission power, and that the initial 
topology graph created, when every node transmits with full power, is strongly 
connected. 

4.2.3. Phases of TCA 

The proposed TCA consists of the following five phases. 

a. Exchange of Information Between Nodes 

In the first exchange, each node broadcasts a HELLO message at maximum transmission 
power containing its node ID and the node position.   
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b. Building the Maximum Power Neighbor Table (MPNT) 

From the information in the received HELLO messages, each node arranges its neighboring 
nodes in the ascending order of their distance. The result is the Maximum Power Neighbor 
Table (MPNT). Then, each node sends its MPNT along with its position and node ID to the 
gateway node using its control radio over the control channel. 

c. Building the Direct Neighbor Table (DNT) 

For each node in the network, the gateway builds a Direct Neighbor Table (DNT). Based on 
information in the MPNT of node v and the MPNTs of its neighbors, if  

(a) node w is in the MPNT of node v, and  
(b) node w is closer to any other node y in the MPNT of node w than to node v, then 
gateway eliminates node w from the MPNT of node v. 

If, after removing nodes from the MPNT of node v, the remaining number of nodes in the 
MPNT of node v is less than “x,” then the gateway selects “x” nearest nodes as neighbors of 
node v which results in the DNT. However, if after removing nodes from the MPNT of node 
v, the remaining number of nodes is greater than or equal to “x,” then the result is the DNT.  

This algorithm is called Select x for less than x TCA where x is a positive integer. The Select x 
for less than x TCA ensures that each node has at least x neighbors, as shown in Figure 3. 

d. Converting into Bi-directional Links 

For each node in the network, the gateway converts the uni-directional links in the DNT of a 
node into bi-directional links. For each uni-directional link, this is done by adding a reverse 
link in the DNT of the neighboring node. This converts the DNT into Bi-directional DNT. 
This results in the Final Neighbor Table (FNT). 

e. Calculating the Minimum Power Required 

For each node in the network, the gateway calculates the minimum power, Pmin, required to 
reach each of the nodes in the FNT of a node, using the appropriate propagation model.  

4.2.4. Propagation models 

The free space model is used for short distances and the two ray ground reflection model is 
used for longer distances, depending on the value of the Euclidean distance in relation to the 
cross-over distance. The cross-over distance is calculated by [22] 

 4_ _ ,t rh hCross over dist 


  (1) 

where ht and hr are the antenna heights of the transmitter and receiver, respectively. If the 
distance between two nodes is less than the cross over distance, i.e. d(u,v) < Cross_over_dist, 
Free Space propagation model is used, whereas if d(u,v) > Cross_over_dist,  Two-ray 
propagation model is used. The minimum power for the free-space propagation model is 
calculated by [22] 
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b. Building the Maximum Power Neighbor Table (MPNT) 

From the information in the received HELLO messages, each node arranges its neighboring 
nodes in the ascending order of their distance. The result is the Maximum Power Neighbor 
Table (MPNT). Then, each node sends its MPNT along with its position and node ID to the 
gateway node using its control radio over the control channel. 
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This algorithm is called Select x for less than x TCA where x is a positive integer. The Select x 
for less than x TCA ensures that each node has at least x neighbors, as shown in Figure 3. 

d. Converting into Bi-directional Links 

For each node in the network, the gateway converts the uni-directional links in the DNT of a 
node into bi-directional links. For each uni-directional link, this is done by adding a reverse 
link in the DNT of the neighboring node. This converts the DNT into Bi-directional DNT. 
This results in the Final Neighbor Table (FNT). 

e. Calculating the Minimum Power Required 

For each node in the network, the gateway calculates the minimum power, Pmin, required to 
reach each of the nodes in the FNT of a node, using the appropriate propagation model.  

4.2.4. Propagation models 

The free space model is used for short distances and the two ray ground reflection model is 
used for longer distances, depending on the value of the Euclidean distance in relation to the 
cross-over distance. The cross-over distance is calculated by [22] 
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distance between two nodes is less than the cross over distance, i.e. d(u,v) < Cross_over_dist, 
Free Space propagation model is used, whereas if d(u,v) > Cross_over_dist,  Two-ray 
propagation model is used. The minimum power for the free-space propagation model is 
calculated by [22] 
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The minimum power for the two-ray propagation model is calculated by [22] 
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where Gt and Gr are transmitter and receiver antenna gains respectively, and RxThresh is 
power threshold required by radio interface of receiving node to correctly understand the 
message. 

4.3. Channel assignment algorithm 

4.3.1. Interference-range edge coloring 

If K be the number of available colors (channels), then for K ≥ 4, the distance-2 edge coloring 
problem, also known as strong edge coloring problem, is NP-complete [23]. A distance-2 
edge coloring of a graph G is an assignment of colors to edges so that any two edges within 
distance 2 of each other have distinct colors. Two edges of G are within distance 2 of each 
other if either they are adjacent, as shown in Figure 4a or there is some other edge that is 
adjacent to both of them, as shown in Figure 4b. The distance-2 edge coloring has been used 
in [24] for channel assignment, where the authors have described the interference model as 
two-hop interference model. In this model, two edges interfere with each other if they are 
within two-hop distance. In other words, two edges e1 and e2 cannot transmit 
simultaneously on the same channel if they are sharing a node or are adjacent to a common 
edge. 

To minimize co-channel interference in a wireless mesh network, it is necessary to assign 
channels to links such that links within interference range of each other are assigned 
different channels (colors). This problem can be termed as interference-range edge coloring, 
and the corresponding interference model can be called interference-range interference model. 
In a grid topology where links are of equal length, the interference-range edge coloring is 
similar to distance-2 edge coloring, as shown in Figure 5a. The channel assigned to link l1 
cannot be assigned to links l2 and l3 as they are within the interference range of link l1. Note 
that l2 and l3 are also within two-hop distance of l1. 

However, in a random topology where links are of different lengths due to the random 
nature of the topology, the interference-range edge coloring can be harder than distance-2 
edge coloring as shown in Figure 5b. In this case, the channel assigned to link l1 cannot be 
assigned to links l2, l3 and l4 as they are within the interference range of link l1. Note that l2, l3 
and l4 are within three-hop distance of l1.  

In the proposed network model, the number of available channels (colors) is 11 which 
means that K = 11. Based on its similarity to distance-2 edge coloring problem which is NP-
complete for K ≥ 4, the interference-range edge coloring problem is, therefore, also NP-
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complete. Therefore, we propose an approximate algorithm for channel assignment. The 
proposed channel assignment algorithm, TICA, is shown in Figure 6 and has the following 
phases. 

 
Figure 4. Two edges at distance-2 of each other [23] 

 
Figure 5. Interference-range edge coloring 

4.3.2. Phases of TICA 

a. Topology Control 

In order to create the network connectivity graph with the aim of reducing the interference 
between MRs, network topology is controlled using the topology control algorithm.  

All nodes send their MPNTs to the gateway using their control radio. Note that in order to 
send its MPNT to the gateway, each mesh node knows the next hop to reach the gateway 
using its control radio via the “gateway advertisement process.” The gateway starts with the 
Select 1 for less than 1 TCA and builds the FNTs of all nodes. 
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complete. Therefore, we propose an approximate algorithm for channel assignment. The 
proposed channel assignment algorithm, TICA, is shown in Figure 6 and has the following 
phases. 
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b. Connectivity Graph 

Based on the FNTs of all nodes, the gateway builds the connectivity graph and checks the 
resulting network for connectivity. A topology is said to be connected if the gateway can 
reach any node in the connectivity graph directly or through intermediate hops. 

If the resulting network is not connected, the gateway moves to the next higher TCA by 
incrementing x in the Select x for less than x TCA, builds the connectivity graph and 
checks the resulting network for connectivity. The gateway keeps on moving to a higher 
TCA until it finds that the network resulting from the connectivity graph is connected. 

c. Minimum Power-based Shortest Path Tree with a MND of Four 

After ensuring that the connectivity graph is connected, the gateway builds the Shortest 
Path Tree (SPT), using Dijkstra’s algorithm [25], based on the connectivity graph. The metric 
for path selection is minimum power.  

The node degree is defined as the number of TR neighbors of a node. The number of TR 
neighbors of a mesh router is bounded by the number of its radios and each node has four 
data radios. So, if any node in the shortest path tree has more than four links, the gateway 
selects those four links for that node which have the minimum weight and sets the weight of 
all other links to infinity. In other words, the gateway ensures that each node can have a 
maximum of four TR neighbors and builds a Minimum Power-based SPT (MPSPT) with a 
MND of 4 per node. The gateway checks the resulting MPSPT graph for connectivity. If the 
resulting MPSPT graph is not connected, the gateway moves to a higher TCA.  

Once the MPSPT graph is determined, the gateway has to assign channels to links of the 
MPSPT. Now, the objective is to assign channels to the links of the MPSPT such that the 
interference between simultaneous transmissions on links operating on the same channel is 
minimized and the overall network throughput is maximized. 

d. Link Ranking 

In order to assign channels to the links of the MPSPT graph, each link is assigned a ranking 
by the gateway. The ranking associated with each link is derived from the number of nodes 
that use a link to reach the gateway node. If l is link and n is node using link l to reach the 
gateway, then rank of link l, i.e. rl, is given by 

  ,
1

,
N

l n l
n

r I


  (4)  

where N is the total number of nodes in the network. In,l is 1 if node n is using link l and 0 
otherwise.  

In the case of two or more links that have the same rank, the link whose power of the 
farthest node to the gateway is smaller is given priority in channel assignment. If there are 
some links that still have the same rank, the link with smaller node IDs is given priority in 
channel assignment. 
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e. Channel Assignment 

The gateway assigns a channel to each link in the order of its rank, and it begins with 
assigning the 11 available non-overlapping channels to the 11 highest-ranked links such that 
Channel 1 is assigned to the highest-ranked link. For the 12th-ranked link and onwards, the 
gateway checks the channel assignment of all links within the interference range of both 
nodes that constitute that link.  

i. Non-conflicting Channel  

Out of the 11 available channels, channels which are not assigned to any link within the 
interference range of both nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link are termed as non-
conflicting channels. If the gateway finds one or more non-conflicting channels, it assigns 
that channel from the unassigned non-conflicting channels to the 12th-ranked link which has 
the highest channel number.  

ii. Least Interfering Channel  

If the gateway cannot find any channel among the 11 available channels that is not assigned 
to any link within the interference range of both nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link, it 
selects the least interfering channel and assigns it to that link. A Least Interfering Channel 
(LIC) is a channel which causes minimum interference within the interference range of both 
nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link. 

iii. Interference Level  

In order to find out the LIC, the gateway builds the interference level (IL) for all the 11 
channels. The LIC is the channel with the minimum IL, which means that assigning this 
channel to the 12th-ranked link would result in minimum interference in the network. 

In order to build the IL for Channel One, the gateway finds all links within the interference 
range of each of the two nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link that use Channel One, 
and calculates IL of each link based on its rank and distance from a node of the 12th-ranked 
link. It sums up individual ILs of all links that use Channel One within the interference 
range of each of the two nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link, to find out total IL for 
Channel One. This is done by  

 1( ) ,m
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m m
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  (5) 

where i is the channel that has value between 1 and 11,  
(IL)i is interference level of channel i,  
m is a link using channel i that is within the interference range of a node of the 12th-ranked link,  
r is the rank of link m,  
R is the maximum rank assigned to a link, 
d is distance from a node of link m to a node of the 12th-ranked link, and  
α is the path loss exponent and is 2 or 4, depending on cross over distance. 
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where N is the total number of nodes in the network. In,l is 1 if node n is using link l and 0 
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Figure 6. Topology-controlled Interference-aware Channel-assignment Algorithm (TICA) 
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If a link is emanating from either of the two nodes that constitute the 12th-ranked link and a 
channel has been assigned to that link, then the IL for this channel is set to infinity.  

The LIC is the channel with the minimum interference level and is selected by 

        1 2 11
min , ,........, .

LIC
IL IL IL IL   

 (6) 

Similarly, the gateway assigns channels to all the links of the MPSPT.  

iv. Channel Assignment and Routing Message 

Using its control radio, the gateway then sends each mesh node the Channel Assignment 
and Routing Message (CARM). For each channel assigned to a mesh router, CARM contains 
the channel number and the neighbor node to communicate with, using this channel. The 
CARM also contains the next hop to reach the gateway for data traffic. Based on the channel 
assigned to a mesh router to communicate with a neighbor and its distance to that neighbor, 
the mesh router applies power control and adjusts its transmission power accordingly by 
using the appropriate propagation model.  

4.3.3. Failure recovery mechanism of TICA 

When a node fails, nodes in its sub-tree lose their connectivity to the gateway and hence, the 
Internet through the wired world. TICA supports automatic and fast failure recovery and 
reorganizes the network to bypass the failed node and to restore the connectivity. In case of 
node failure, the FRM of TICA, which is shown in Figure 7, is initiated by the gateway. 

All nodes send periodic "keep-alive" messages to the gateway on the control channel using 
their control radios. The keep-alive message from a node tells the gateway that the node is 
active. If the gateway does not receive three consecutive keep-alives from a node z, then it 
concludes that node z has failed and is no longer active. The gateway then deletes the 
MPNT for this node and deletes node z from the MPNT of all its neighboring nodes. Note 
that the gateway has MPNTs of all nodes, as all nodes sent their MPNTs to the gateway 
during the setup phase. The gateway builds the FNTs for all nodes using the Select x for less 
than x TCA. 

Based on the FNTs of all nodes, the gateway builds the connectivity graph, the MPSPT with 
a MND of four, the link ranking for the links of the MPSPT and assigns the channels to all 
links of the MPSPT. The gateway then sends the new CARM to all nodes in the network on 
the control channel.  

5. Performance evaluation 

In this section, the performance evaluation of the proposed channel assignment algorithm is 
provided. Different topologies used for performance evaluation are presented. The 
performance of the proposed channel assignment algorithm for MRMC WMNs is compared 
against a “Single-Radio Single-Channel” (SRSC) scheme and a “Common Channel 
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against a “Single-Radio Single-Channel” (SRSC) scheme and a “Common Channel 
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Assignment” (CCA) scheme for multi-radio mesh nodes. The detailed results of simulations 
for performance evaluation of TICA based on throughput analysis of a 36-node network are 
presented, and analyzed. The features' comparison of TICA with related well known 
channel assignment schemes is also given. 

5.1. Simulation environment 

For the performance evaluation via throughput analysis, NS2 (version 2.30) [26] simulation 
tool is used. However, MATLAB [27] is used to generate the power controlled topology, the 
MPSPT graph, the link ranking of the MPSPT and the channel assignment for the links of 
the MPSPT. 

Multi-interface wireless mesh nodes are created in NS2 by modifying the built-in IEEE 
802.11 node model in NS2, using the procedure given in [28]. Based on the channel 
assignment by the gateway, the radio interfaces are configured for each node and the 
transmission power for each radio of each mesh node is set accordingly. All the mesh nodes 
at the periphery of the network send traffic to the gateway. Each of these nodes generates an 
8 Mbps Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic stream consisting of 1024 byte packets, and sends 
data to the gateway node at the same time. They do not stop transmitting until the end of 
the simulation. So, this is a scenario in which multiple flows within the mesh network 
interfere with each other.  

All radios are IEEE 802.11a radios and support 12 channels. The first 11 non-overlapping 
channels are used by the data radios, whereas the 12th channel is used by the control radio 
on each node. If the distance between the nodes is less than the cross-over distance, free 
space propagation model is used; if the distance between the nodes is greater than the cross-
over distance, two-ray propagation model is used. As per [4], the minimum receiver 

sensitivity (RxThresh) is set to -65 dBm ( -103.16227 10  Watts) in order to achieve a 
maximum data rate of 54 Mbps supported by IEEE 802.11a.  

In order to achieve a strongly connected topology, the maximum transmission power for all 
the radios is set to 27 dBm. The maximum power transmission range is 164 meters and the 
maximum power interference range is 328 meters. RTS/CTS is disabled. Note that in the 
CCA and SRSC schemes, the mesh nodes do not control their power, transmit with the same 
maximum power (27 dBm) and use AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) [29] 
routing protocol as their routing agent. 

5.2. Network topologies 

Three types of topologies are used in the evaluation. Each topology consists of 36 mesh 
nodes distributed in an area of 500x500 meters.  

Topology 1 is a grid topology; Topology 2 is a randomly generated topology while in 
Topology 3, called controlled random, the physical terrain is divided into a number of cells 
and a mesh node is placed randomly within each cell. 
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Figure 7. Failure Recovery Mechanism of TICA 
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Figure 7. Failure Recovery Mechanism of TICA 
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Grid Topology (GT) is used to evaluate TICA in a densely populated topology. Random 
Topology (RT) is used to evaluate TICA in an unplanned deployment of randomly and 
uniformly distributed mesh nodes. Controlled Random Topology (CRT) is used to reflect real-
world deployments where mesh routers are uniformly distributed for maximum coverage. 

5.3. Simulation results based on throughput analysis 

5.3.1. Simulation parameters  

The physical layer and MAC layer settings of the node which are used during the 
simulation are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Note that out of the 12 available non-
overlapping 802.11a channels, 11 channels are used for data traffic and channel 12 is used 
for control. Based on the channel assignment by the gateway node, IEEE 802.11a channels 
are assigned to the links between the mesh nodes and transmission power for each radio of 
each mesh node is set accordingly. 
 

Physical Layer Parameter Setting
Antenna Type Omni Antenna 
TX/RX Antenna Height (meters) 3 
Gain of TX/RX Antenna 1 
Packet Capture Threshold (SIR) (dB) 10 
Packet Reception Threshold (watts) 3.16227e-10 
Carrier Sense Threshold (watts) 7.90569e-11 
System Loss Factor 1 

Table 1. Physical layer node configuration in NS2 

As mentioned earlier, the maximum transmission power for all the radios is 27 dBm. In the 
CCA and SRSC schemes, MRs do not control their power, transmit with the same maximum 
power (27 dBm), and use AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) routing protocol as 
their routing agent. 
 

MAC Layer Parameter Setting
Minimum Contention Window 15 
Maximum Contention Window 1023 
Slot Time (micro seconds) 9 
SIFS period (micro seconds) 16 
Preamble Length (bits) 96 
PLCP Header Length (bits) 24 
PLCP Data Rate (Mbps) 6 
Basic Rate (Mbps) 6 
Data Rate (Mbps) 54 
RTS/CTS Threshold (bytes) 10192 (disabled) 

Table 2. MAC layer node configuration in NS2 
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All the mesh nodes at the periphery of the network send traffic to the gateway. Each of these 
nodes generates an 8 Mbps Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic stream consisting of 1024 byte 
packets and sends data to the gateway node at the same time. They do not stop transmitting 
until the end of the simulation, which is 600 seconds (10 minutes). 

5.3.2. Simulation results 

The Average Throughput (AT) in Mega bits per second at the gateway node is calculated 
using the following formula: 

 
6
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  (7) 

Note that TPR is the Total Packets Received in (7).  

a. Random Topology 

Figure 8 shows a graphical comparison of the average throughput of all schemes for ten 
random topologies. The results in this figure clearly indicate that the proposed algorithm 
TICA significantly outperforms other schemes for all different random topologies. 

b. Controlled Random Topology 

Figure 9 shows a graphical comparison of average throughput of all schemes for ten controlled 
random topologies. The results in this figure clearly indicate that the proposed algorithm TICA 
significantly outperforms other schemes for all different controlled random topologies. 

The placement of the nodes and hence, the length of links in the MPSPT of a topology affects 
the interference range and hence, the channel assignment. In random and controlled 
random topologies, the random placement of nodes results in variation in the length of links 
in the MPSPT. This results in LICs, which may cause significant interference in the network 
and degrade the overall throughput. 

c. Throughput Comparison for the three topologies 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of average throughput of all schemes for the three 
topologies (random, controlled random and grid) for a network of 36 nodes.  

Note that for random and controlled random topologies in Figure 10, the average 
throughput is the average over ten different random and controlled random topologies, 
respectively. Figure 10 shows that as compared to the CCA scheme, the throughput 
improvement with TICA is 3 times for random topology, 11 times for controlled random 
topology and 12 times for grid topology. In comparison to the SRSC scheme, the throughput 
improvement with TICA is 8 times for random topology, 95 times for controlled random 
topology and 133 times for grid topology. 

The results in this figure clearly indicate that the proposed algorithm, TICA, significantly 
outperforms other schemes for the three topologies. 
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Figure 8. AT for ten random topologies 

 
Figure 9. AT for ten controlled random topologies 
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Figure 10. AT of all schemes for the three topologies 

5.4. Features’ comparison of related CA schemes  

The important features of the related CA schemes are summarized in Table 3. They include 
channel switching, topology control, power control, knowledge of traffic load, connectivity, 
fault tolerance and CA control. 

The most significant difference between TICA and existing CA schemes is that TICA uses 
topology control based on power control to build the topology for CA with the objective of 
minimizing the interference between the MRs whereas no other CA scheme has used 
topology control based on power control for CA. 

Another significant difference between TICA and most other existing CA schemes is that 
TICA performs routing in addition to CA whereas most other CA schemes rely on routing 
protocols and complicated routing metrics for route selection. 

Unlike TICA and D-HYA, other well-known CA schemes do not possess fault tolerance and 
have not provided any mechanism for recovery after a node failure. 

6. Conclusion and future work 

The chapter finally concludes in this section along with some directions for future work. 
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6.1. Conclusions 

 A new topology control algorithm for multi-radio WMNs, Select x for less than x, is pro-
posed. It controls the network topology by selecting the nearest neighbors for each node 
in the network. 

 A new channel assignment algorithm for MRMC IEEE 802.11a-based WMNs, TICA, is 
proposed, which is based on topology control. As verified by a comprehensive perfor-
mance evaluation, the improvement in the overall network throughput with TICA is 
significantly higher than the CCA scheme but is much higher than SRSC scheme in all 
three topologies. This is due to the fact that topology control based on power control re-
sults in an efficient frequency reuse during CA, which leads to an overall improvement 
in the network throughput. 
In the CCA and SRSC schemes, which are two commonly-used benchmark schemes, 
MRs do not control their power, transmit with maximum power, and use AODV 
routing protocol as their routing agent. TICA, on the other hand, uses topology 
control by selecting the nearest neighbors for each mesh node in the network, which 
reduces the interference among the mesh routers. It uses the minimum power as the 
link weight when building the SPT with the required node degree as less power 
translates to less interference among the mesh routers. It uses a scheme to build the IL 
for all the frequency channels if all the available frequency channels have already 
been assigned within the interference range of a link. It assigns a LIC to a link if all 
the available frequency channels have already been assigned within the interference 
range of that link. LIC is the channel with the minimum IL, which means that 
assigning this channel to the link would result in minimum interference in the 
network. In TICA, from the information in the received CARM, each mesh router 
applies power control and adjusts its transmission power accordingly, based on the 
channel assigned to that mesh router to communicate with a neighbor and its 
distance to that neighbor. 

 As per the specification of the IEEE 802.11s standard for wireless mesh networks, the 
mesh routing protocol has to reside in the MAC layer. TICA not only performs channel 
assignment but performs routing as well by providing each node with the next hop in-
formation to reach the gateway node and hence, conforms to the requirements of IEEE 
802.11s. 

 A centralized Failure Recovery Mechanism for TICA is proposed, which supports au-
tomatic and fast failure recovery. In case of node failure, after detecting the failed node, 
deleting the MPNT of the failed node and deleting it from the MPNT of its neighbors, 
the gateway runs the TCA and builds the MPSPT. Based on the new MPSPT, the gate-
way calculates the link rankings and the channel assignments. The new channel as-
signments are communicated to the mesh nodes by the gateway via a new CARM using 
the control radio over the control channel. 

 The proposed CA algorithm, TICA, does not require modifications to the MAC protocol 
and therefore, can work with existing IEEE 802.11a-based interface hardware. 
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6.2. Future work 

Following are some aspects of this work which can be extended in future.  

 Since TICA uses the new approach of building the interference level for all the frequen-
cy channels, it can be enhanced to model and account for the interference from co-
located wireless networks. 

 Other algorithms for building the tree topology, such as Prim’s algorithm [30] and 
Kruskal’s algorithm [31], can be used for building the minimum power based tree, 
which may lead to a further enhancement in the overall network throughput. 

 

Scheme
Feature TICA C-HYA 

[11] 
BFS-CA

[20] 
MesTiC

[14] 
D-HYA

[17] 
HMCP 

[18] 

CA control Centralized Centralized Centralized Centralized Distributed Distributed 

Knowledge of 
traffic load 

Not 
required 

Required Not 
required 

Required Required Not 
required 

Channel 
switching 

Required 
for failure 
recovery 

Not 
required 

Periodic 
channel 

switching 
required 

Not 
required 

Required 
as CA 

changes 
with traffic 

Per-packet 
channel 

switching 
required 

Topology 
Topology 
controlled 
using TCA

Fixed Fixed Fixed 

Topology 
defined by 
spanning 

tree 

Topology 
changing 

due to 
channel 

switching 

Power control Yes No No No No No 

Connectivity 

Ensured by 
common 
control 
radio,  

ensured by 
the CA 
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Ensured by 
the CA 
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Ensured by 
common 
control 
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Table 3. Features’ comparison of related CA schemes 
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 Other schemes for building the tree topology with the required node degree, such as the 
one proposed in [32], can be used which may lead to a better performance. 

 The propagation model used is free-space model or two-ray model depending upon the 
cross-over distance. The performance of the proposed algorithm may be tested under 
more realistic propagation models such as Shadowing, Rayleigh-fading. 

 The carrier sensing range is generally assumed to be twice the transmission range. 
However, carrier sensing range is a tunable parameter and an optimally tuned carrier 
sensing range can improve the network throughput in wireless mesh networks by en-
hancing the spatial frequency reuse and reducing collisions [33]. The performance of the 
proposed algorithm can be improved by controlling the carrier sensing range.  

 The phenomenon of topology control based on power control impacts the per-node 
fairness of medium access based on CSMA/CA and hence the per-flow end-to-end 
throughput fairness [34]. The proposed algorithm can be extended to ensure per-node 
and hence per-flow fairness.  

 All the traffic in a WMN is directed towards the gateway. The traffic bottleneck at the 
gateway is the main reason of the capacity limitation of a WMN. The use of multiple 
gateways can increase the capacity of the WMN by preventing the formation of traffic 
bottlenecks [35]. The proposed algorithm can be enhanced by extending it for multiple 
gateways. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) were deployed as a type of next generation 
wireless broadband networks. WMNs provide wireless broadband accessibility to extend the 
Internet connectivity to the last mile and improve the network coverage. WMN consists of a 
set of mesh routers and mesh clients (Fig. 1). Mesh routers are usually stationary and form 
multi-hop wireless backbone network (i.e. mesh routers are interconnected with each other 
via wireless medium). Some or all of the mesh routers also serve as access points for mobile 
users (mesh clients) under their coverage. Usually one or more mesh routers have direct 
connections to wired network and serve as Internet gateways for the rest of the network. 
These nodes are called mesh gateways. Compared to traditional wireless LANs, the main 
feature of WMNs is their multi-hop wireless backbone capability (Conti et al., 2007).  

Traditionally, wireless networks are equipped with only one IEEE 802.11 radio interface. 
However, a single-interface inherently restricts the whole network by using only one single 
channel (Fig. 3a). In order to communicate successfully, two neighboring routers have to 
build a logical link which operates on a common channel. Due to that, all wireless nodes 
have to use only one radio interface, all logical links in network must use the same channel. 
If two neighboring links operate on the same channel and transfer data simultaneously, then 
they definitely interfere with each other. The network capacity and the performance may 
degrade significantly because of the interference (Gupta & Kumar, 2000). The key factor for 
reducing the effect of interference is the using of non-overlapping channels (standard IEEE 
802.11b/g provides 3 and standard IEEE 802.11a up to 12 non-overlapping channels) (Rama-
chandran et al., 2006). In practice, IEEE 802.11b/g defines 11 communication channels (num-
ber of communication channels varies due to regulations of different countries) but only 3 of 
them are non-overlapping (Fig.2). 
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Figure 1. WMN architecture 

Non-overlapping channels

 
Figure 2. Channel spectrum occupation in IEEE 802.11b/g 

Using multiple non-overlapping channels in single interface network disconnects the subset 
of nodes using one channel from other nodes that are not using the same channel (Fig. 3b). 
For this reason this approach generally requires MAC layer modification and per packet 
channel switching capability for radio interfaces (Marina & Das, 2005). Before every data 
transmission a channel selection mechanism evaluates the available channels and selects a 
channel to transmit. There are also some problems introduced with channel switching 
mechanism. These problems include multi-channel hidden terminal problem, broadcast 
problem, deafness problem and channel deadlock problem (Raniwala et al., 2004). 
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One of the most promising approaches lies in using multiple radio interfaces and multiple 
non-overlapping channels (Fig. 3c). This solution is better than previous one, because of 
providing the effective usage of given frequency spectrum (Conti et al., 2007). This 
architecture overcomes deficiencies of single interface solution. It allows using of multiple 
interfaces per node to allow the simultaneous transmission and reception on different radio 
interfaces tuned to different channels, which can essentially improve network capacity. 
However, the number of radio interfaces is always much higher than the number of effective 
channels, which causes an existence of many different links between mesh routers operating 
on the same channel. For this reason, the suitable channel assignment method is needed to 
maintain the connectivity between mesh nodes and to minimize the effect of interference 
(Raniwala et al., 2004). 

The channel assignment (CA) in a multi-interface WMN consists of a task to assign channels 
to the radio interfaces by such a way to achieve efficient channel utilization and to minimize 
the interference. The problem of optimally assigning channels in an arbitrary mesh topology 
has been proved to be NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) based on its 
mapping to a graph-coloring problem. Therefore, channel assignment schemes 
predominantly employ heuristic techniques to assign channels to radio interfaces belonging 
to WMN nodes.  

The channel assignment algorithms can be divided into three main categories: fixed, 
dynamic and hybrid, depending on the frequency with which it is modified by the channel 
assignment scheme. In a fixed scheme, the CA is almost constant, while in a dynamic one it 
is continuously updated to improve performance. A hybrid scheme applies a fixed scheme 
for some radio interfaces and dynamic one for the others (Yulong Chen et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 3. Different types of WMNs 

The main objective of this chapter is to give to reader the compact information about 
problems connected with optimal using of radio interfaces and radio channels in wireless 
mesh networks. The optimal using is computed from several different points of view, e.g. 
network topology, number of data flows, number of nodes by comparison of selected QoS 
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parameters. In the second part of the chapter, the new proposed centralized channel 
assignment concept called First Random Channel Assignment algorithm (FRCA) is 
compared with two other channel assignment techniques (CCA, LACA) by the same QoS 
parameters.   

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, the related work is summarized. 
In section 3, the methods and simulation results to find the optimal number of radio 
interfaces per node are introduced. In section 4 the mathematical background and graph 
based mathematical model is described and in the next section different types of channel 
assignment methods based on links load are analyzed. Section 6 concludes the chapter. 

2. Related work 

There exist a large number of studies which address the channel assignment problem in 
wireless mesh networks. Several works have proposed MAC protocols for utilizing multiple 
channels (So & Vaidya, 2004, Gong & Midkiff, 2005), but these multi-channel protocols re-
quire changes to existing standards and therefore cannot be deployed by using existing 
hardware. In (Adya et al., 2004) was proposed a link-layer solution for transmitting data 
over multiple radio interfaces, but this approach is designed for scenario where the number 
of radio interfaces is equal to the number of channels. In (Gupta & Kumar, 2000) the perfor-
mance of multi-channel ad-hoc networks was studied, where each channel was assigned to 
an interface. In (Draves et al., 2004) several methods for increasing the performance in sin-
gle-channel per interface were proposed. The most studies is focused only to one problem - 
to find the efficient channel assignment method, but did not suggest the optimal number of 
radio interfaces per node. In (Husnain et al., 2004) were compared different static central-
ized algorithms, but for evaluation of optimal number of radio interfaces was used only one 
parameter - total interference (number of links in conflict graph). (Raniwala et al., 2004) 
proposed centralized channel assignment and routing method, where results about number 
of radio interfaces were shown but only for network cross-section goodput. In (Chi Moon 
Oh et al., 2008) the study of optimal number of radio interfaces was created but only for grid 
network, using simple channel assignment method and for one QoS parameter (through-
put). 

3. The study of optimal number of radio interfaces 

In this section several simulations were created to find the optimal number of radio interfac-
es for static WMN. In this study we focus only to one problem - to find the optimal number 
of radio interfaces for different conditions therefore, for channel assignment we used simple 
CCA approach (section 5.1).  

Nowadays the availability of the cheap off-the-shelf commodity hardware also makes multi-
radio solutions economically attractive. This condition provides the using much more radio 
interfaces per node, which shows the investigating of optimal number of interfaces as a 
reasonable argument.  
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We have included in our simulations several QoS parameters, data flows, number of nodes 
and network topologies to find the optimum number of radio interfaces for services which 
required the real time transmission (e.g. video conference). 

3.1. Simulation environment 

A simulation WMN model was developed in NS-2 network simulator, with additional func-
tion to support multi-channel and multi-interface solution (Calvo & Campo, 2007). Each 
mesh node used the number of interfaces between 1 to 8 and the same number of channels. 
Two different network topologies were created. The first one was grid topology, which 
consisted of 25 static wireless mesh nodes placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 meters. Transmis-
sion range for each node was set to 200 meters (Fig.4a). The second topology consists of 25 
nodes, which were randomly placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 meters (Fig.4b). For simulation 
evaluations, ten random topologies and computed average values of chosen QoS parameters 
were studied. We have used the WMN with 25 nodes, because of the typical number of 
mesh nodes in WMN (25 to 30) (Skalli et al., 2006). For traffic generation, 5 CBR (Constant 
Bit Rate) flows were used and the packet size was set to 512 bytes. The same radio default 
parameters as in (ns-2, 2008) were used, except that we set the channel data rate to 11 Mbit/s. 
Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Parameter Value
Test Area 1000x1000 m 

Mac protocol IEEE 802.11 
Propagation model Two ray ground 
Routing protocol AODV 

Antenna type Omni-directional 
Traffic type CBR 
Packet size 512 bytes 

Simulation time 100 seconds 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

 
Figure 4. Grid (a) and random (b) topology of static WMN created in NS-2 simulator 
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There exist a large number of studies which address the channel assignment problem in 
wireless mesh networks. Several works have proposed MAC protocols for utilizing multiple 
channels (So & Vaidya, 2004, Gong & Midkiff, 2005), but these multi-channel protocols re-
quire changes to existing standards and therefore cannot be deployed by using existing 
hardware. In (Adya et al., 2004) was proposed a link-layer solution for transmitting data 
over multiple radio interfaces, but this approach is designed for scenario where the number 
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ized algorithms, but for evaluation of optimal number of radio interfaces was used only one 
parameter - total interference (number of links in conflict graph). (Raniwala et al., 2004) 
proposed centralized channel assignment and routing method, where results about number 
of radio interfaces were shown but only for network cross-section goodput. In (Chi Moon 
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put). 

3. The study of optimal number of radio interfaces 

In this section several simulations were created to find the optimal number of radio interfac-
es for static WMN. In this study we focus only to one problem - to find the optimal number 
of radio interfaces for different conditions therefore, for channel assignment we used simple 
CCA approach (section 5.1).  

Nowadays the availability of the cheap off-the-shelf commodity hardware also makes multi-
radio solutions economically attractive. This condition provides the using much more radio 
interfaces per node, which shows the investigating of optimal number of interfaces as a 
reasonable argument.  
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We have included in our simulations several QoS parameters, data flows, number of nodes 
and network topologies to find the optimum number of radio interfaces for services which 
required the real time transmission (e.g. video conference). 

3.1. Simulation environment 

A simulation WMN model was developed in NS-2 network simulator, with additional func-
tion to support multi-channel and multi-interface solution (Calvo & Campo, 2007). Each 
mesh node used the number of interfaces between 1 to 8 and the same number of channels. 
Two different network topologies were created. The first one was grid topology, which 
consisted of 25 static wireless mesh nodes placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 meters. Transmis-
sion range for each node was set to 200 meters (Fig.4a). The second topology consists of 25 
nodes, which were randomly placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 meters (Fig.4b). For simulation 
evaluations, ten random topologies and computed average values of chosen QoS parameters 
were studied. We have used the WMN with 25 nodes, because of the typical number of 
mesh nodes in WMN (25 to 30) (Skalli et al., 2006). For traffic generation, 5 CBR (Constant 
Bit Rate) flows were used and the packet size was set to 512 bytes. The same radio default 
parameters as in (ns-2, 2008) were used, except that we set the channel data rate to 11 Mbit/s. 
Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Parameter Value
Test Area 1000x1000 m 

Mac protocol IEEE 802.11 
Propagation model Two ray ground 
Routing protocol AODV 

Antenna type Omni-directional 
Traffic type CBR 
Packet size 512 bytes 

Simulation time 100 seconds 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

 
Figure 4. Grid (a) and random (b) topology of static WMN created in NS-2 simulator 
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3.2. Simulation results 

In this section results of experiments are presented. The purpose of simulation was to de-
termine the optimal number of radio interfaces for different WMN topologies, different 
number of data flows and different number of nodes to achieve the network capacity in-
creasing expressed in enhancement of QoS parameters. 

We chose four QoS parameters for simulation evaluation: 

 Average End-to-end Delay: The average time taken for a packet to reach the destination. It 
includes all possible delays in the source node and in each intermediate host, caused by 
queuing at the interface queue, transmission at the MAC layer, routing discovery, etc. 
Only successfully delivered packets are counted. 

 Average Throughput: The sum of data packets delivered to all nodes in the network in a 
given time unit (second). 

 Packet Loss: Occurs when one or more packets being transmitted across the network fail 
to arrive at the destination. 

 Average Jitter: The delay variations between all received data packets. 

3.2.1. Different network topologies 

In this simulation we created two different network topologies of WMN (grid topology and 
random topology). Ten random topologies were created and average values of chosen QoS 
parameters were computed. 

Figure 5 shows the average values of end-to-end delay for various numbers of radio interfac-
es and two different network topologies. From results it is obvious that the highest value of 
end-to-end delay (0.92 sec) was reached in the grid WMN with one radio interface. The low-
est value of delay (0.0097 sec) was achieved in grid WMN with seven radio interfaces. In 
WMN with random topology, the lowest value of delay (0.049 sec) was achieved in WMN 
with six radio interfaces. The best values of average delay were achieved in WMN with ran-
dom topology, but differences between values of random and grid topologies were small  

 
Figure 5. Average values of end-to-end delays for various radio interfaces and different network topologies 
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for higher number of radio interfaces. From results it may be concluded that optimal num-
ber of radio interfaces which guarantee the maximum allowable average delay 150 ms (ITU-
T, 2003) for both network topologies is five, because more than five interfaces improved 
value of end-to-end delay only slightly, but the complexity of node is increased considera-
bly. 

Figure 6 shows the average values of network throughput for various numbers of radio 
interfaces and two different network topologies. The lowest value of average throughput 
was achieved in grid WMN, where nodes have used for transmission only one radio inter-
face. In this case, the value of average throughput was 504.28 kbps. In the case where WMN 
with random topology and one radio interface was used, the lowest value of average 
throughput (739.3 kbps) was achieved. The highest value of throughput (2019.9 kbps) reach-
es the grid WMN with seven radio interfaces. The best value of average throughput in ran-
dom WMN topology (1964.2 kbps) was achieved by WMN with seven radio interfaces. 
Again, the optimal number of interfaces for both network topologies was chosen as five. 

 
Figure 6. Average values of throughput for various radio interfaces and different network topologies 
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Figure 7. Values of packet loss for various radio interfaces and different network topologies 

 
Figure 8. Average values of jitter for various radio interfaces and different network topologies 
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Figure 9. Average values of end-to-end delay for various radio interfaces and different number of data 
flows 
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radio interface. The best value of average jitter for all data flows was achieved in WMN with 
five or six radio interfaces. 

 
Figure 11. Values of packet loss for various radio interfaces and different number of data flows 

 
Figure 12. Average values of jitter for various radio interfaces and different number of data flows 
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Figure 13 shows the average values of end-to-end delay for six radio interfaces and six dif-
ferent network topologies. The best value of average end-to-end delay was reached in multi-
interface WMN with 25 nodes (5x5). The highest value of average end-to-end delay was 
achieved by WMN with 100 nodes (10x10). Results show that increasing number of nodes 
increase value of end to end delay. 

 
Figure 13. Average values of end-to-end delay for different number of nodes 
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radio interface. The best value of average jitter for all data flows was achieved in WMN with 
five or six radio interfaces. 
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Figure 15. Values of packet loss for different number of nodes 
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Figure 16. Average values of jitter for different number of nodes 
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interfaces it is possible to increase network capacity by enhancing of QoS parameters. For all 
simulations of WMN with common channel assignment method, the number of six radio 
interfaces appears as an optimum solution, because further increasing of the number of 
interfaces improved the capacity of WMN only slightly and using more than seven radio 
interfaces decreased the network performance. These results can be used as a base to anoth-
er research channel assignment methods, where using of suitable CA algorithm can addi-
tionally improve network performance. 

4. Theoretical background 

Optimal channel assignment in WMNs is an NP-hard problem (similar to the graph coloring 
problem). For this reason, before we present the channel assignment problem in WMNs, let 
us first provide some mathematical background about graph coloring problem.  

4.1. Graph coloring 

The graph coloring theory is used as a base for the theoretical modeling of channel assign-
ment problem. At the beginning we must define two related terms: communication range and 
interference range. Communication range is the range in which a reliable communication 
between two nodes is possible. The interference range is the range in which transmission 
from one node can affect the transmission from other nodes on the same or partially over-
lapping channels. The interference range is always larger than the communication range 
(Fig. 17) (Prodan & Mirchandani, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 17. Communication range and interference range 
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Figure 15. Values of packet loss for different number of nodes 
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interfaces it is possible to increase network capacity by enhancing of QoS parameters. For all 
simulations of WMN with common channel assignment method, the number of six radio 
interfaces appears as an optimum solution, because further increasing of the number of 
interfaces improved the capacity of WMN only slightly and using more than seven radio 
interfaces decreased the network performance. These results can be used as a base to anoth-
er research channel assignment methods, where using of suitable CA algorithm can addi-
tionally improve network performance. 

4. Theoretical background 

Optimal channel assignment in WMNs is an NP-hard problem (similar to the graph coloring 
problem). For this reason, before we present the channel assignment problem in WMNs, let 
us first provide some mathematical background about graph coloring problem.  

4.1. Graph coloring 

The graph coloring theory is used as a base for the theoretical modeling of channel assign-
ment problem. At the beginning we must define two related terms: communication range and 
interference range. Communication range is the range in which a reliable communication 
between two nodes is possible. The interference range is the range in which transmission 
from one node can affect the transmission from other nodes on the same or partially over-
lapping channels. The interference range is always larger than the communication range 
(Fig. 17) (Prodan & Mirchandani, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 17. Communication range and interference range 
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Consider an undirected graph G(V, E) that models the communication network. A graph G, 
is defined as a set of vertices V and a set of edges E. Each vertex in graph represents a mesh 
router and each edge between two vertices represents a wireless link between two mesh 
routers. The color of each vertex represents a non-overlapping channel and the goal of the 
channel assignment is to cover all vertices with the minimum number of colors such that no 
two adjacent vertices use the same channel (Husnain Mansoor Ali et al., 2009). 

4.2. Connectivity graph 

The vertices set V consists of the network nodes, which may have multiple radio interfaces 
(not necessarily the same), while the edges/links set E includes all the communication links 
in the network. A link e between a pair of nodes (vi, vj); where vi, vj є V exists if they are 
within the communication range of each other and are using the same channel. The graph G 
described above is called the Connectivity graph (Fig. 5). The links presented in the network 
topology are referred to as the logical links (Husnain Mansoor Ali et al., 2009). 

4.3. Interfering edges 

To include the interference in network model, we introduce the concept of Interfering edges. 
Interfering edges for an edge e (IE(e)) are defined as the set of all edges which are using the 
same channel as edge e but cannot use it simultaneously in active state together with edge e. 
All edges are competing for the same channel hence the goal of channel assignment algo-
rithm is to minimize the number of all edges e thereby increasing capacity (Husnain Man-
soor Ali et al., 2009). 

4.4. Conflict graph 

In this subsection the concept of conflict graph is introduced. A conflict graph Gc(Vc, Ec) 
consist of the set of edges Ec and the set of vertices Vc. The vortices Vc have a one relation 
with the set of edges Ec of the connectivity graph (i.e. for each edge e ∈ Ec, there exists a vc ∈ 
Vc). As for the set Ec of the conflict graph, there exists an edge between two conflict graph 
vertices vci and vcj if and only if the corresponding edges ei and ej of the connectivity graph, 
are in IE(e) set of each other. Hence, if two edges interfere in the connectivity graph, then 
there is an edge between them in the conflict graph. The conflict graph can now be used to 
represent any interference model. For instance, we can say that two edges interfere if they 
use the same wireless channel and they are within interference range. If we want use any 
other interference model based on signal power, then that can also be easily created by just 
defining the conditions of interference. Total interference can now be described as the num-
ber of links in the conflict graph (i.e. the cardinality of Ec).  

The above mentioned concepts of connectivity graph, interfering edges and conflict graph 
are illustrated in Fig.18. For a graph G(V, E), we find the IE for all the links and then create 
the conflict graph Gc(Vc, Ec) (Husnain Mansoor Ali et al., 2009). 
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Figure 18. Connectivity graph, interfering edges and conflict graph 

5. Channel assignment algorithms for WMN 

As has been already mentioned, CA in a multi-interface WMN consists of assigning chan-
nels to the radio interfaces in order to achieve efficient channel utilization for minimizing 
interference and to guarantee an adequate level of connectivity. Nowadays, there exist many 
approaches to solve the channel assignment problem. These approaches can be divided into 
three main categories (Conti et al., 2007): 

1. Fixed (static) channel assignment approaches – channels are statically assigned to different 
radio interfaces. The main concern includes the enhancement of efficiency and guaran-
teeing of the network connectivity.  

2. Dynamic channel assignment approaches – a radio interfaces are allowed to operate on mul-
tiple channels, implying that a radio interfaces can be switched from one channel to an-
other one. This switching depends on channel conditions, such as the value of interfer-
ence. The basic issues are the switching delay and the switching synchronization.    

3. Hybrid channel assignment approaches – in this approach the radio interfaces are divided 
into two groups, the first is fixed for certain channels and the second is switchable dy-
namically while deploying the channels. 

In this section several channel assignment approaches are compared by QoS parameters 
mentioned in the previous section. 
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5.1. Common channel assignment 

The Common channel assignment (CCA) is a simplest fixed channel assignment approach 
(Adya et al., 2004). In this CA approach all radio interfaces of each node were tuned to the 
same set of channels. For example, if every node has two radio interfaces then each node 
uses the same two channels (Fig. 19). The main benefit of this approach is the network con-
nectivity. The connectivity is the same as that of a single interface approach, while the using 
of multiple radio interfaces can improve network throughput. However, if the number of 
non-overlapping channel is much higher than the number of radio interfaces, the gain of the 
CCA may be limited. CCA scheme presents a simplest channel assignment approach but it 
fails to account for the various factors affecting CA in a WMN. This solution will decrease 
the utilization of network resources (Yulong Chen et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 19. Example of common channel assignment approach 

5.2. Load aware channel assignment 

Load aware channel assignment (LACA) represents a dynamic centralized channel assignment 
and routing algorithm, where traffic is mainly directed toward gateway nodes (Raniwala et 
al., 2004), assuming that the offered traffic load on each virtual link is known. Algorithm 
assigns channels by such a way to ensure the network connectivity while takes into account 
the bandwidth limitation of each link. At the beginning, LACA estimates the total expected 
load on each virtual link based on the load imposed by each traffic flow. In the next step CA 
algorithm visits each virtual link in decreasing order of expected traffic load and greedily 
assigns it a channel. The algorithm starts with an initial estimation of the expected traffic 
load and iterates over channel assignment and routing until the bandwidth allocated on 
each virtual link matches its expected load. While this CA approach presents a method for 
CA that incorporates connectivity and flow patterns, the CA scheme on links may cause a 
“ripple effect”, whereby already assigned links have to be revisited, thus increasing the time 
complexity of the scheme.  

An example of node revisiting is illustrated in Fig. 20. In this example each node has two 
radio interfaces. The channel list of node A is [1, 6] and channel list of node B is [2, 7]. Be-
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cause nodes A and B have no common channel, a channel re-assignment is required. Link 
between nodes A and B needs to be assigned one of the channels from [1, 2, 6, 7]. Based on 
the channel expected loads, link between nodes A and B is assigned channel 6, and channel 
7 assigned already to link between nodes B and D is reassigned to channel 6 (Raniwala et al., 
2004, Yulong Chen et al., 2010). 

 
Figure 20. An example of channel revisit in LACA approach 

5.3. First random channel assignment 

The First Random Channel Assignment algorithm (FRCA) is a dynamic and centralized load 
aware channel assignment and routing algorithm for multi-interface multi-channel WMN 
(Pollak, Wieser, 2012). This approach takes into account the network traffic profile. FRCA 
algorithm assigns radio channels to links considering their expected loads and interference 
effect of other links, which are in interference range and which are tuned to the same radio 
channel. 

FRCA algorithm consists of two basic phases: 

1. Initial phase  
2. Optimization phase 

In the first phase, algorithm estimates initial loads on all links based on the initial routes 
created by routing algorithm. After load estimation, FRCA randomly assigns channels to all 
nodes for each radio interface. 

In the second phase, FRCA algorithm uses similar steps as in the first phase, but channel 
assignment and routing iterations are based on results from the first phase. If some of the 
link load is higher than link capacity, the algorithm goes back and tries to find better 
solution. Algorithm’s iterations end when no further improvement is possible. In 
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optimization phase, FRCA uses greedy load-aware channel assignment algorithm similar to 
the one used in LACA algorithm (Raniwala et al., 2004). In this algorithm virtual links are 
visited in decreasing order of the link expected load. To find routes between nodes, FRCA 
uses shortest path routing based on minimum hop count metric (Kaabi et al., 2010). 

5.3.1. Link load estimation 

This approach is based on the concept of load criticality. The method assumes perfect load 
balancing across all acceptable paths between each communicating pair of nodes. Let P(s, d) 
denote the number of acceptable paths between pair of nodes (s, d), Pl (s, d) is the number of 
acceptable paths between (s, d) which pass a link l. And finally, let B(s, d) be the estimated 
load between node pair (s, d). Then the expected traffic load Φl on link l is calculated as 
(Raniwala et al., 2004): 

 l
l

s,d

P (s,d)
B(s,d)

P(s,d)
     (1) 

This equation implies that the initial expected traffic on a link is the sum of the loads from 
all acceptable paths, across all possible node pairs, which pass through the link. Because of 
the assumption of uniform multi-path routing, the load that an acceptable path between a 
pair of nodes is expected to carry is equal to the expected load of the pair of nodes divided 
by the total number of acceptable paths between them. Let us consider the logical topology 
as shown in Fig. 21 and assume that we have three data flows reported in table 2. 
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Figure 21. Multi-interface and multi-channel WMN 

Because we have three different communications node pairs, we have 

 (a ,g) (b , j )( i ,a)l l l
l

P (a,g) P (i,a) P (b, j)
P(a,g) P(i,a) P(b, j)
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Source (s) Destination (d) γ(s, d) (Mbps)
a g 0.9
i a 1.2
b j 0.5

Table 2. Traffic profile with three data flows 

(source, destination) (a, g) (i, a) (b, j)
Possible paths a-c-g i-e-a b-f-j
 a-c-d-g i-e-d-a b-f-i-j
 a-d-g i-d-a b-e-i-j
 a-d-c-g i-d-c-a b-e-i-f-j 
 a-d-h-g i-d-e-a b-e-d-i-j 
 a-d-i-h-g i-d-g-c-a
 a-e-d-g i-h-d-a
 a-e-i-h-g i-h-g-c-a
P (source, destination) P(a, g) = 8 P(i, a) = 8 P(b, j) = 5 

Table 3. Possible data flows between communicating nodes 

In the next step we calculate P(s, d) for each flow. We need to determine all the possible paths 
between source and destination. Table 3 shows all possible paths between communication 
node pairs for the WMN topology in Fig. 21. Values P(s, d) and the corresponding link traffic 
load (Φl) is calculated using equation (2). Results are shown in table 4. Based on these calcula-
tions, we can estimate the load between each neighboring nodes. The result of calculation Φl 
is the expected traffic load of link l (i.e. the amount of traffic expected to be carried over a 
specific link) (Badia et al., 2009, Conti et al., 2007, Raniwala et al., 2004). 
 

l Pl(a, g) Pl(i, a) Pl(b, j) Φl (Mbps) 
a-c 2 3 0 0.675 
c-g 2 2 0 0.525 
c-d 2 1 0 0.375 
d-g 2 1 0 0.375 
a-d 4 3 0 0.9 
g-h 0 1 0 0.15 
d-h 1 1 0 0.2625 
a-e 2 2 0 0.525 
d-e 1 2 1 0.5125 
d-i 1 3 1 0.6625 
h-i 2 2 0 0.525 
e-i 1 2 2 0.6125 
b-e 0 0 3 0.3 
b-f 0 0 2 0.2 
f-i 0 0 2 0.2 
i-j 0 0 2 0.2 
f-j 0 0 2 0.2 

Table 4. The results of calculation Φl on specific link l 
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5.3.2. Link capacity estimation 

The link capacity (channel bandwidth available to a virtual link) is determined by the 
number of all virtual links in its interference range that are also assigned to the same radio 
channel. So when estimating the usable capacity of the virtual link, we should consider all 
traffic loads in its interference range. According to the channel assignment rules, the higher 
load a link is expected to carry, the more bandwidth it should get. On the other side, the 
higher loads its interfering links are expected to carry, the less bandwidth it could obtain. 
Thus, the link capacity should be proportional to its traffic load, and be inversely 
proportional to all other interfering loads. Thus, the capacity bw(i) assigned to link i can be 
obtained using the following equation: 

 i
( i ) ch

j
j Intf ( i )

bw * C







 (3) 

where Φi is the expected load on link i, Intf(i) is the set of all virtual links in the interference 
range of link i (i.e. links i and j operates on the same channel). Cch is the sustained radio 
channel capacity (Badia et al., 2009, Conti et al., 2007, Raniwala et al., 2004). 

5.4. Simulation results 

In this section, the performance of proposed FRCA concept is evaluated and compared with 
CCA (Adya et al., 2004), LACA (Raniwala et al., 2004) and a single interface architecture by 
using NS-2 simulator (ns-2, 2008). Simulation model consisted of 25 static wireless mesh 
nodes placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 m (Fig.4a). The distance between nodes was set to 200 
m. The capacity of all data links was fixed at 11Mbps. All nodes have the same transmission 
power and the same omni-directional antenna. The transmission range was set to 200 m and 
interference range was set to 400 m. For traffic generation, 25 CBR (Constant Bit Rate) flows 
with packet size 1000 bytes were used. Flows were created between randomly chosen node 
pairs. For simulation evaluation, the same metrics like in section 3.1 was used. 

5.4.1. Different number of radio interfaces 

From previous sections the conclusion about optimal number of six radio interfaces was 
gained. This conclusion was based on simple common channel assignment scheme CCA, 
which was used in simulations. With using more sophisticated channel assignment scheme 
it is possible to expect that the same results in QoS parameters may be reached with less 
number of interfaces. So the performance evaluation of chosen CA schemes was based on 
changing number of radio interfaces (between 2 to 8 radio interfaces for each node). 

Figure 22 shows the average values of end-to-end delay for various number of radio inter-
faces. From results it is obvious that the highest value of delay (792.64 ms) was reached in 
WMN with CCA scheme. Lowest value (101.42 ms) reached WMN with FRCA algorithm for 
4 radio interfaces. For CCA scheme the optimal number of radio interfaces was 6, but FRCA 
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and LACA reached the best performance with only 4 radio interfaces. Results show that 
further increasing of number of radio interfaces didn’t increase the network performance, so 
the optimal number of radio interfaces for LACA and FRCA algorithm is 4. 

 
Figure 22. Average values of end-to-end delay for various radio interfaces and different CA schemes 

Figure 23 shows the average values of network throughput. The lowest value of average 
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achieved the best performance with only 4 radio interfaces, with FRCA slightly outperformed 
LACA algorithm. 
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5.3.2. Link capacity estimation 

The link capacity (channel bandwidth available to a virtual link) is determined by the 
number of all virtual links in its interference range that are also assigned to the same radio 
channel. So when estimating the usable capacity of the virtual link, we should consider all 
traffic loads in its interference range. According to the channel assignment rules, the higher 
load a link is expected to carry, the more bandwidth it should get. On the other side, the 
higher loads its interfering links are expected to carry, the less bandwidth it could obtain. 
Thus, the link capacity should be proportional to its traffic load, and be inversely 
proportional to all other interfering loads. Thus, the capacity bw(i) assigned to link i can be 
obtained using the following equation: 

 i
( i ) ch

j
j Intf ( i )

bw * C







 (3) 

where Φi is the expected load on link i, Intf(i) is the set of all virtual links in the interference 
range of link i (i.e. links i and j operates on the same channel). Cch is the sustained radio 
channel capacity (Badia et al., 2009, Conti et al., 2007, Raniwala et al., 2004). 

5.4. Simulation results 

In this section, the performance of proposed FRCA concept is evaluated and compared with 
CCA (Adya et al., 2004), LACA (Raniwala et al., 2004) and a single interface architecture by 
using NS-2 simulator (ns-2, 2008). Simulation model consisted of 25 static wireless mesh 
nodes placed in an area of 1000 x 1000 m (Fig.4a). The distance between nodes was set to 200 
m. The capacity of all data links was fixed at 11Mbps. All nodes have the same transmission 
power and the same omni-directional antenna. The transmission range was set to 200 m and 
interference range was set to 400 m. For traffic generation, 25 CBR (Constant Bit Rate) flows 
with packet size 1000 bytes were used. Flows were created between randomly chosen node 
pairs. For simulation evaluation, the same metrics like in section 3.1 was used. 

5.4.1. Different number of radio interfaces 

From previous sections the conclusion about optimal number of six radio interfaces was 
gained. This conclusion was based on simple common channel assignment scheme CCA, 
which was used in simulations. With using more sophisticated channel assignment scheme 
it is possible to expect that the same results in QoS parameters may be reached with less 
number of interfaces. So the performance evaluation of chosen CA schemes was based on 
changing number of radio interfaces (between 2 to 8 radio interfaces for each node). 

Figure 22 shows the average values of end-to-end delay for various number of radio inter-
faces. From results it is obvious that the highest value of delay (792.64 ms) was reached in 
WMN with CCA scheme. Lowest value (101.42 ms) reached WMN with FRCA algorithm for 
4 radio interfaces. For CCA scheme the optimal number of radio interfaces was 6, but FRCA 
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and LACA reached the best performance with only 4 radio interfaces. Results show that 
further increasing of number of radio interfaces didn’t increase the network performance, so 
the optimal number of radio interfaces for LACA and FRCA algorithm is 4. 

 
Figure 22. Average values of end-to-end delay for various radio interfaces and different CA schemes 
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As we can see from figure 24 the highest value of packet loss for all number of interfaces 
was reached in WMN with CCA approach, with the best value reached for 6 radio interfaces 
(63.56 %). The best result (5.86 %) reached FRCA algorithm for 4 radio interfaces, whereas 
algorithm LACA with the same number of radio interfaces reached value 9.47%. 

Figure 25 shows average values of average jitter. The best values of average jitter were again 
reached with FRCA algorithm for 4 radio interfaces (124.8 ms). CCA algorithm reached the 
best value for 6 radio interfaces (601.25 ms) and LACA approach for 4 radio interfaces (167. 
27 ms).  

 
Figure 24. Values of packet loss for various radio interfaces and different CA schemes 
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6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the study of optimal number of radio interfaces and new channel assignment 
approach was presented (FRCA). The study of optimal number of radio interfaces was cre-
ated for two different topologies (grid and random), different number of data flows and 
different number of nodes. The study was based on increasing number of radio interfaces (1 
to 8) for each mesh nodes. The results show that by increasing the number of interfaces it is 
possible to increase network capacity by enhancing of QoS parameters. For all simulations 
of WMN with common channel assignment method CCA, the number of six radio interfaces 
appears as an optimum solution, because the further increasing of the number of interfaces 
improved the capacity of WMN only slightly and using more than seven radio interfaces 
decreased the network performance.  

For further increasing of network performances more sophisticated channel assignment 
algorithms were used. The new channel assignment approach called First random channel 
assignment (FRCA) was compared with existing channel assignment algorithms (CCA, 
LACA). The results show that by using the suitable CA algorithm it is possible to further 
increase the network capacity. From all results it can be concluded that the multi interface 
approach with suitable CA algorithm can dramatically increase the whole network perfor-
mance. In that case, if it is used the simplest CA approach (CCA), we need to assign for each 
node up to 6 radio interfaces to maximize network performance, but by using suitable dy-
namic CA algorithm (e.g. FRCA or LACA), the network performance may be maximized 
with only 4 radio interfaces. 
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(63.56 %). The best result (5.86 %) reached FRCA algorithm for 4 radio interfaces, whereas 
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6. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the study of optimal number of radio interfaces and new channel assignment 
approach was presented (FRCA). The study of optimal number of radio interfaces was cre-
ated for two different topologies (grid and random), different number of data flows and 
different number of nodes. The study was based on increasing number of radio interfaces (1 
to 8) for each mesh nodes. The results show that by increasing the number of interfaces it is 
possible to increase network capacity by enhancing of QoS parameters. For all simulations 
of WMN with common channel assignment method CCA, the number of six radio interfaces 
appears as an optimum solution, because the further increasing of the number of interfaces 
improved the capacity of WMN only slightly and using more than seven radio interfaces 
decreased the network performance.  

For further increasing of network performances more sophisticated channel assignment 
algorithms were used. The new channel assignment approach called First random channel 
assignment (FRCA) was compared with existing channel assignment algorithms (CCA, 
LACA). The results show that by using the suitable CA algorithm it is possible to further 
increase the network capacity. From all results it can be concluded that the multi interface 
approach with suitable CA algorithm can dramatically increase the whole network perfor-
mance. In that case, if it is used the simplest CA approach (CCA), we need to assign for each 
node up to 6 radio interfaces to maximize network performance, but by using suitable dy-
namic CA algorithm (e.g. FRCA or LACA), the network performance may be maximized 
with only 4 radio interfaces. 
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1. Introduction 

The concept of wireless mesh networks (WMN) has emerged as a promising technology for 
the provision of affordable and low-cost solutions for a wide range of applications such as 
broadband wireless internet access in developing regions with no or limited wired infra-
structure, security surveillance, and emergency networking, One concrete example is 
WMNs for public safety teams like firefighters who can still be connected with the help of 
mesh nodes mounted on street poles even if all infrastructure communications fail. The 
main reason for this vast acceptance of mesh networks in the industry and academia is be-
cause of their self-maintenance feature and the low cost of wireless routers. In addition, the 
self-forming features of WMNs make the deployment of a mesh network easy thereby ena-
bling large-scale networks. Mesh networks which are of most commercial interests are char-
acterized as fixed backbone WMNs where mesh nodes (routers or access points) are general-
ly static and are mostly supplied by a permanent power source. Such a wireless mesh net-
work architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, consisting of mesh routers, clients, and gateway 
nodes. Mesh routers (MR) communicate with peers in a multi hop fashion such that packets 
are mostly transmitted over multiple wireless links (hops). Therefore, nodes forward pack-
ets to other nodes that are on the route but may not be within direct transmission range of 
each other. Routers which are connected to the outside world are called gateway nodes 
(GWN). These GWNs carry traffic in and out of the mesh network. The collection of such 
routers and gateway nodes connected together in a multi hop fashion form the basis for an 
infrastructure WMN (also called backbone mesh). Moreover, the multi hop packet transmis-
sion in an infrastructure WMN extends the area of wireless broadband coverage without 
wiring the network; thus WMNs can be used as extensions to cellular networks, ad hoc 
networks (MANET), sensor and vehicular networks, IEEE 802.11 WLANs (Wi-Fi), and IEEE 
802.16 based broadband wireless (WiMax) networks [1].  
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the provision of affordable and low-cost solutions for a wide range of applications such as 
broadband wireless internet access in developing regions with no or limited wired infra-
structure, security surveillance, and emergency networking, One concrete example is 
WMNs for public safety teams like firefighters who can still be connected with the help of 
mesh nodes mounted on street poles even if all infrastructure communications fail. The 
main reason for this vast acceptance of mesh networks in the industry and academia is be-
cause of their self-maintenance feature and the low cost of wireless routers. In addition, the 
self-forming features of WMNs make the deployment of a mesh network easy thereby ena-
bling large-scale networks. Mesh networks which are of most commercial interests are char-
acterized as fixed backbone WMNs where mesh nodes (routers or access points) are general-
ly static and are mostly supplied by a permanent power source. Such a wireless mesh net-
work architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, consisting of mesh routers, clients, and gateway 
nodes. Mesh routers (MR) communicate with peers in a multi hop fashion such that packets 
are mostly transmitted over multiple wireless links (hops). Therefore, nodes forward pack-
ets to other nodes that are on the route but may not be within direct transmission range of 
each other. Routers which are connected to the outside world are called gateway nodes 
(GWN). These GWNs carry traffic in and out of the mesh network. The collection of such 
routers and gateway nodes connected together in a multi hop fashion form the basis for an 
infrastructure WMN (also called backbone mesh). Moreover, the multi hop packet transmis-
sion in an infrastructure WMN extends the area of wireless broadband coverage without 
wiring the network; thus WMNs can be used as extensions to cellular networks, ad hoc 
networks (MANET), sensor and vehicular networks, IEEE 802.11 WLANs (Wi-Fi), and IEEE 
802.16 based broadband wireless (WiMax) networks [1].  
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Figure 1. A typical wireless mesh network architecture. 

WMNs can be classified based on the number of radios on each mesh router. In single-radio 
mesh networks, each node is equipped with only one radio. In multi-radio mesh networks, 
multiple radios are installed on each mesh node in the backbone mesh. Depending upon the 
radio to channel configuration (also called interface to channel assignment), mesh networks 
can be further classified into single-radio single-channel (SRSC), single-radio multi-channel 
(SRMC), and multi-radio multi-channel (MRMC) wireless mesh networks. (Note, that we 
did not list multi-radio single-channel WMNs as that would mean that nodes are equipped 
with multiple radios but all of the radios in the network are configured on the same single 
channel defeating any purpose of multi-radios.) In a SRSC-WMN, as the name suggests, all 
nodes are configured to use the same wireless channel. This ensures network connectivity; 
however, capacity of the network is greatly affected as all nodes are competing to access the 
same channel. Therefore, interference minimization is the major issue in such networks. 
SRMC-WMNs can achieve parallel transmissions by assigning different orthogonal channels 
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(OCs) to radios belonging to different nodes, thus improving network capacity. However, 
such networks severely suffer from network disconnections due to having a single radio at 
each node possibly configured at different channels. In, MRMC-WMNs, with the availability 
of off-the-shelf, low cost, IEEE 802.11 based networking hardware, it is possible to incorpo-
rate multiple radio interfaces operating on different radio channels on a single mesh router. 
This enables a potentially large improvement in the capacity of the WMN (compared to all 
the previous forms of mesh networks) [20].  

Wireless mesh networks, particularly infrastructure WMNs, have some unique characteristics 
that set them apart from other wireless networks, such as MANETs and sensor networks. For 
example, nodes (at least relay nodes) in a typical infrastructure mesh network are generally 
static and have no significant constraints on power consumption, as opposed to MANETs, 
where nodes have limited energy and are mostly mobile. Similarly, due to the shared nature 
of the wireless medium, nodes compete with each other for channel access when they trans-
mit on the same channel resulting in possible interference among the nodes. Unlike MA-
NETs, where the general traffic model describes traffic flows between any pair of mobile 
nodes, in WMNs data flows are typically between mesh nodes and GWNs. In general, in 
WMNs certain paths and nodes are much more likely to be saturated as the distribution of 
flows over nodes is less uniform compared to that in MANETs. Therefore, load balancing is 
of utmost importance to avoid hot spots and to increase network utilization.  

In a typical multi radio mesh network, the total number of radios within the network is 
usually significantly higher than the number of available channels in the network (e.g. only 
11 channels are available in the U.S.A. for IEEE 802.11b/g). This forces many links to operate 
on the same (set of) channels, resulting in possible interference among transmissions. The 
existence of such interference if not accounted for, can affect the capacity of the network. 
Therefore, understanding and mitigating interference has become one of the fundamental 
issues in WMNs; recently a number of channel assignment (CA) solutions have been pro-
posed to address this problem [5, 10-13, 15-20, 33-35]. 

The problem of channel assignment (frequency assignment) has been widely studied in cellu-
lar networks [2]. However, with the proliferation of IEEE 802.11 based technologies in the 
wireless arena (WLANs, sensor networks, WMNs), the need for channel assignment solutions 
outside of cellular networks has surfaced. CA algorithms are usually designed based on the 
peculiar characteristics of individual networks; since the differences in characteristics are 
vast, CA algorithms for WMNs must be significantly different from those of cellular net-
works. For example, base stations in a cellular network are typically connected by cables, 
whereas mesh nodes in a mesh network are connected wirelessly (and usually on the same 
channels as are used for providing service). This brings up several interference issues in mesh 
networks between mesh nodes which are not found in cellular networks between base sta-
tions (as in cellular networks BSs are not competing for the shared medium as they have 
dedicated bandwidth for intra-BS communication). The bottleneck in cellular networks is 
from the base stations to the client devices, whereas, in WMNs, the bottleneck is usually 
inside the mesh backbone, typically along the route from the mesh routers to the gateway 
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Figure 1. A typical wireless mesh network architecture. 
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(OCs) to radios belonging to different nodes, thus improving network capacity. However, 
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nodes. In addition nearby BSs are usually configured on completely orthogonal channels 
(OCs) to avoid interference; this is rarely possible in backbone meshes, as the nodal density of 
a typical WMN can be high and the number of available orthogonal channels is limited. Most 
existing deployed mesh networks are IEEE 802.11 technology based; among the standards of 
IEEE 802.11, the most widely used are IEEE 802.11b/g, which support up to 14 channels in the 
unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) radio bands at the nominal 2.4 GHz carri-
er frequency [32]. Out of these 14 channels, only 11 channels are available for use in the 
U.S.A., 13 channels are open in EU, while Japan has made all of them available. Figure 2. 
shows the 2.4 GHz ISM band’s division into 11 IEEE 802.11b/g channels in the U.S.A.; the 
channel numbers have a one-to-one relationship with the corresponding center frequency of 
that channel. (For example, channel 6 operates at 2.437GHz.) Each channel’s bandwidth is 22 
MHz and each channel's center frequency is separated from the next channel’s by 5MHz. 
Therefore, in general, a channel overlaps with 4 of its neighboring channels leaving only three 
non-overlapping (orthogonal) channels, i.e., channels 1, 6, and 11 as depicted in Figure 2. 
Similarly, IEEE 802.11a operates in 5GHz ISM band and provides 12 orthogonal channels, but 
since it operates in a higher frequency band, it has a shorter range as opposed to 802.11b/g 
(higher frequencies in general have higher inabilities to penetrate walls and obstructions). 
Recently, the IEEE 802.11n standard was proposed which operates in both the 2.4GHz and 5 
GHz bands and provides legacy support to devices operating based on previous standards 
(b/g). It provides data rates of up to 600Mbps using Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) 
technology with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).      

Most existing research on CA algorithms in WMNs has been focused on assigning 
orthogonal (non-overlapping) channels [33-35] to links belonging to neighboring nodes in 
order to minimize the interference in the network. Since, links operating on orthogonal 
channels do not interfere at all, multiple parallel transmissions can be possible resulting in 
overall network throughput improvement. The number of non-overlapping channels in 
commodity wireless platforms such as 802.11b/g is very small (again, only three orthogonal 
channels out of total 11 channels) while nodal density in a typical MRMC-WMN is high. 
This realization has recently drawn significant attention to the study of partially overlapped 
channels (POC) for channel assignment [5]. The basic idea is to make all channels available 
to nodes for channel selection as a result of which, partially overlapped channels may be 
employed. This could enable multiple concurrent transmissions on radios configured on 
POCs and therefore could increase network capacity assuming that the interference is 
lessened in POCs compared to completely overlapping channels.  

Previously, an algorithm for channel assignment based solely on orthogonal channels had to 
deal with only co-channel interference. However, one of the major issues in designing 
efficient channel assignment schemes using POCs is the adjacent channel interference, 
which is the interference between two neighbors configured on adjacent (partially 
overlapping) channels. The effect of such adjacent channel interference has a direct 
relationship with the geographical location of these two nodes, i.e., the farther two nodes are 
apart, the less interference is created on adjacent channels. Nonetheless, the assignment of 
orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels in high density mesh networks needs to be 
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carefully coordinated; the key issue lies in the fact that the interference between adjacent 
channels has to be considered. This needs to be done intelligently so that channel capacity is 
maximized, otherwise the shared nature of wireless medium can lead to serious 
performance degradation of the whole mesh network. Thus, recently POCs for channel 
assignment in wireless networks has received some attention [5, 10-13, 15-20].  

Within the scope of this chapter, we focus on the problem of channel assignment using par-
tially overlapping channels in the context of both single- and multi-radio WMNs. The rest of 
the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes different types of interferences that 
may exist in a typical WMN. Section 3 demonstrates the benefits of using partially overlap-
ping channels for channel assignment in WMNs with the help of experiments performed on 
a real testbed. In Section 4, we provide a comprehensive review of some of the recent well-
known channel assignment schemes exploiting POCs in WMNs and classify these POC-
based CA schemes according to their most prominent attributes together with the objectives 
and limitations of each of the approaches. In Section 5, we discuss open issues and challeng-
es in the design of partially overlapping channel assignment schemes, followed by the chap-
ter’s conclusion in Section 6.   

 
Figure 2. IEEE 802.11b/g channels, showing the three orthogonal channels in bold 

2. Interference in Wireless Networks 

In a typical WMN, flows on links belonging to different nodes compete with each other to 
access the wireless medium. This results in possible interference among the nodes therefore 
severely affecting network performance. Multiple types of interferences exist in WMNs de-
pending on flow characteristics and on interface to channel configurations. We first explain 
what the different types of flow interferences are particularly in infrastructure WMNs. We 
will also present another interference classification in mesh networks based on the configura-
tion of the channels to radios and also on the number of radios installed in nodes.  
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In a typical WMN, flows on links belonging to different nodes compete with each other to 
access the wireless medium. This results in possible interference among the nodes therefore 
severely affecting network performance. Multiple types of interferences exist in WMNs de-
pending on flow characteristics and on interface to channel configurations. We first explain 
what the different types of flow interferences are particularly in infrastructure WMNs. We 
will also present another interference classification in mesh networks based on the configura-
tion of the channels to radios and also on the number of radios installed in nodes.  

2.1. Flow based interference  

2.1.1. Inter-flow Interference 

This type of interference occurs when neighboring nodes carrying different flows compete 
for channel access when they transmit on the same channel as depicted in Figure 3(a). This 
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effectively means that whenever a node is involved in a transmission; its neighboring nodes 
should not communicate at the same time.  

2.1.2. Intra-flow Interference 

Nodes on the path of a same flow compete with each other for channel access when they 
transmit on the same channel. This is referred to as intra-flow interference and is shown in 
Figure 3(b).  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Flow based interference. (a) Inter-flow interference (b) Intra-flow interference 

2.2. Interference based on interface to channel configuration  

A wireless mesh network utilizing both orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels may suffer 
from interferences which can be characterized as follows. 

2.2.1. Co-channel Interference (CCI) 

Co-channel interference is the most common type of interference that exists in almost all 
wireless networks (depicted in Figure 4-a). It refers to the fact that radios belonging to two 
nodes, operating on the same channel would interfere with each other, if they are within the 
interference range of each other. This effectively means that parallel communications from 
two separate in-range nodes is not possible. 

2.2.2. Adjacent Channel Interference (ACI) 

We talk about adjacent channel interference when radios on two nearby nodes are config-
ured to partially overlapping channels. For example, in Figure 4(b), a radio on node A is 
configured on channel-4 while another radio at neighboring node C is configured on chan-
nel-1; then the transmission from either node would experience some sort of partial interfer-
ence. This type of interference also restricts parallel communication depending upon the 
channel separation and the physical distance between the two nodes.  
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2.2.3. Self-Interference (SI) 

Self-interference is defined as a transmission from a node interfering with one of its own 
transmissions. This is related to situations when nodes are equipped with multiple radios in a 
mesh network. Parallel communication cannot be achieved using multiple radios installed on a 
node, unless they are configured on completely orthogonal channels as shown in Figure 4(c). 

All of the above types of interferences have to be considered when designing channel 
assignment algorithms to exploit the full potential of the available wireless spectrum. 
Therefore, the first step in developing mechanisms which take advantage of the partial 
overlap is to build a model that captures the channel overlap in a quantitative fashion. 

 
Figure 4. Types of interferences (a) co-channel interference (b) adjacent channel interference (c) self-
interference 

3. Benefits of using Partially Overlapped Channels 

In this section, we will discuss the benefits of using POCs in WMNs. First, we will explain 
what the different scenarios are, where the use of partial overlap among channels will be 
useful. We follow that by a quick testbed experiment to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
using POCs in WMNs. 

Mishra, et al., in [6] have performed detailed experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
using partial overlap among channels in WMNs. The authors have measured the signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) of two communicating nodes configured on adjacent channels and mapped 
them onto a normalized [0,1] scale with 0 representing the minimum signal received. Their 
results are shown in Table I. 
 

Channel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Normalized SNR (I-factor) 0 0.22 0.60 0.72 0.77 1.0 0.96 0.77 0.66 0.39 0 

Table 1. SNR of transmission made on channel 6 as received on channels 1 ... 11. 

A typical bandwidth of an IEEE 802.11b channel which uses direct sequence spread spec-
trum (DSSS) is 44MHz. It is distributed equally on each side of the center frequency of that 
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channel i.e. 22MHz on each side. A transmit spectrum mask (band pass filter) is applied to 
the signal at the transmitting station (with a typical example shown in Figure 5) which is 
basically used by the transmitter to limit the output power on nearby frequencies. As it can 
be seen in the figure, the mask is set to 0dB at the center frequency where signals are passed 
without any attenuation. However, at frequencies beyond 11MHz on either side of the cen-
ter frequency, the signal's power is attenuated by as much as 30dB and at 22MHz as much as 
50dB. The receiver also uses a band pass filter centered around the nominal transmission 
frequency of the channel. Three scenarios are discussed in [6] where the use of partial over-
lap among the channels can be useful in the context of wireless mesh networks: 

 Multi-channel communication: The first scenario is when a node can communicate with 
two of its neighboring nodes configured on orthogonal channels (OCs) by operating on 
a partial overlapping channel. Basically, for a little reduction in throughput, one can use 
partially overlapping channels and this can give flexibility in topology construction 
while reducing the extra overhead in channel switching to enable communication.  

 Throughput improvement: The second scenario is when nodes in a mesh network have 
only one radio and therefore, they can be configured to only one channel at a time. 
There is a possibility of network disconnection while assigning different channels to 
nodes in the network. Channels with partial overlap can be assigned to nodes in such a 
manner that improves the overall network throughput capacity. In this way, the as-
signment of partially overlapping channels has to be intelligent enough to utilize the 
maximum bandwidth available and therefore can result in significant throughput im-
provements.  

 Channel re-use: Shorter ranges for frequency reuse can be obtained if two interfering 
links are assigned partially overlapping channels rather than orthogonal channels. It is 
possible to significantly improve the overall channel re-use (i.e., by reducing the dis-
tance between nodes using POCs) by careful assignment of channels which will result 
in higher peak throughputs. 

 
Figure 5. A typical IEEE 802.11b transmit spectrum mask 

Later, in [3], the same authors have shown the advantage of using POCs in two different 
types of networks, i.e., WLANs and WMNs. In a WLAN setup, nearby access points can be 
assigned POCs such that the signal attenuation due to the overlap degrades to a tolerable 
level. In other words, the interference range of APs is reduced as perceived by neighboring 
APs operating on a partially overlapping channel. This provides efficient spatial re-use of 
channels and more APs can operate concurrently providing better service to clients. Similar-
ly, in a single radio WMN environment, throughput can be improved when nodes can be 
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configured to overlapping channels in order to avoid network disconnection and also to 
avoid any channel switching overhead. 

3.1. Experimental evaluation  

Next we will show results from experiments performed on a real testbed in order to 
evaluate the benefits of using partially overlapping channels in mesh networks. Our 
experimental testbed consists of four Linksys WRT54GLv1.1 wireless routers, each equipped 
with one radio. We installed the Freifunk firmware [28] on these routers for more freedom 
in our experiments. We created two point-to-point networks between two router pairs and 
thus formed two links each consisting of two routers as shown in Figure 6. Link-1 belongs to 
Pair-1 and Link-2 belongs to Pair-2. Each radio on Link-1 is fixed on channel 6; we varied the 
channels of Pair-2 from 1 to 6. The distance between nodes belonging to the same link is 
kept constant throughout the experiment. Pair-1 nodes have fixed locations while Pair-2 is 
moved to various distances from Pair-1 ranging from 5 to 30 meters (but Pair-2 nodes are 
kept equidistance to each other during the experiments). UDP and TCP traffic is generated 
on both links lasting for 10 seconds. The throughput on Link-2 is measured and the results 
are averaged over several runs. Three different IEEE 802.11b defined data rates are used for 
conducting the experiments, i.e. 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps.  

 
Figure 6. POC measurement testbed 

Figure 7(a), (b), and (c) show the UDP throughput on Link-2 with different channel separations 
for the three data rates. It can be seen that as the distance between the two interfering links is 
increased, the throughput increases due to the reduced amount of interference. In this setup 
we did not see any further improvements when nodes were more than 30 meters apart. How-
ever, the same maximum throughput can be achieved at significantly lower distances with 
increased channel separation between the two links. For example, at about 20 meters, Link-2 
achieves the maximum benchmark throughput, when the channel separation between the two 
links is three. For data rates 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps, we notice similar results; however, maxi-
mum throughput can be achieved by eliminating interference at a much lower distances i.e. 
about 15 meters, when the channel separation is three as compared to 30 meters, when both 
the channels are separated by only one.  Figures 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the comparable results 
when TCP traffic is used on all the three 802.11b data rates. 
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channels of Pair-2 from 1 to 6. The distance between nodes belonging to the same link is 
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moved to various distances from Pair-1 ranging from 5 to 30 meters (but Pair-2 nodes are 
kept equidistance to each other during the experiments). UDP and TCP traffic is generated 
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are averaged over several runs. Three different IEEE 802.11b defined data rates are used for 
conducting the experiments, i.e. 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps.  

 
Figure 6. POC measurement testbed 

Figure 7(a), (b), and (c) show the UDP throughput on Link-2 with different channel separations 
for the three data rates. It can be seen that as the distance between the two interfering links is 
increased, the throughput increases due to the reduced amount of interference. In this setup 
we did not see any further improvements when nodes were more than 30 meters apart. How-
ever, the same maximum throughput can be achieved at significantly lower distances with 
increased channel separation between the two links. For example, at about 20 meters, Link-2 
achieves the maximum benchmark throughput, when the channel separation between the two 
links is three. For data rates 5.5Mbps and 11Mbps, we notice similar results; however, maxi-
mum throughput can be achieved by eliminating interference at a much lower distances i.e. 
about 15 meters, when the channel separation is three as compared to 30 meters, when both 
the channels are separated by only one.  Figures 8 (a), (b), and (c) show the comparable results 
when TCP traffic is used on all the three 802.11b data rates. 
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From these results, we can extrapolate the interference ranges of nodes with varying 
channel separations and at different data rates; this comprehension is shown in Figure 9. 
Each point in the graph represents the minimum distance that is required between the two 
links in order for them to experience no interference and achieve maximum throughput 
when they are on particular partially overlapping channels (with a given channel 
separation). We can observe that the interference ranges are decreasing with increasing 
channel separation and increasing data rates. From these measurements, we can empirically 
conclude that the interference range of nodes operating on POCs is significantly less than 
the range when they are on the same channel. (Similar experiments have been performed 
before in [3, 5-7, 16]; however, those experiments were done either on wireless card 
equipped computers or a computer attached to an access point. We believe, that our setup is 
easier to reproduce and is more representative for a WMN and thus provides a better 
understanding of POCs in mesh networks.) 

Therefore, there is a tradeoff between efficient utilization of the wireless spectrum and a 
slight decrease in the throughput. An intelligent assignment of partially overlapping chan-
nels can decrease the impact of interference, eventually resulting in more efficient utilization 
of the spectrum. 

 
Figure 7. UDP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation. (a) 2 Mbps (b) 
5.5 Mbps (c) 11 Mbps 
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Figure 8. TCP throughput of two interfering links as a function of channel separation. (a) 2 Mbps (b) 5.5 
Mbps (c) 11 Mbps 
 

 

Figure 9. Interference range as a function of data rates 
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4. Classification of POCA Schemes in Wireless Mesh Networks 

Partially overlapping channel assignment (POCA) schemes can be classified based on differ-
ent criteria and approaches. The criteria that we have used for classification is the interference 
model, which is defined as the technique for capturing interference of radios belonging to 
nodes operating on partially overlapping channels in a WMN. Figure 10 presents the classi-
fication on which the rest of the section is based. Note that our classification based on inter-
ference model may not create disjoint categories and thus, a particular scheme may have 
significant overlaps with another scheme belonging to a different category.  

 
Figure 10. Classification of partially overlapping channel assignment algorithms based on the interfer-
ence model employed. 

4.1. Interference factor model (I-Factor)  

4.1.1. Revised Channel Assignment Schemes for Wireless Networks 

One of the first models to capture partial interference in wireless networks was presented by 
A. Mishra, et al. in [5]. They have extensively studied the practicality of using POCs in 
WLANs and WMNs. Through analytical formulation they have shown the benefits of POCs 
in terms of how they increase network capacity and improve channel-reuse. In order to 
model the interference generated by nodes operating on channels with partial overlaps, they 
have proposed a novel concept called interference factor (I-factor) capturing the extent of 
overlap between two communicating nodes. They define I-factor as:  
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where t and r are indices of the transmitting and receiving nodes, and δ denotes the differ-
ence of the frequencies of the transmitting and receiving nodes. In other words, parameter δ 
represents the amount of overlap between the two frequencies and is defined as a continu-
ous variable. St(f) is the transmitter’s signal's power distribution and Br(f) denotes the fre-
quency response of the receiver's band pass filter. In lay man terms: if we measure the area 
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of intersection between a transmitter's signal spectrum and receiver's band-pass filter, we 
can calculate how much overlap there is between these signals; this is defined as the inter-
ference factor (I-factor). Since, IEEE 802.11 standards operate on a set of discrete channels, 
the continuous variable δ can be discretized as follows: δ = 5|i-j| (in MHz).  

The authors of [5] have also revised two existing channel assignment algorithms in the con-
text of WLANs and WMNs and have applied the I-factor model to these algorithms. First, an 
existing algorithm [22] was modified which is a centralized greedy-style approach for CA in 
WLANs using only orthogonal channels with the objective of increasing overall spectrum 
utilization. The algorithm employs an indicator variable to model the interference in WLANs 
and the authors have modified this indicator variable to capture not only the orthogonal 
channels (which was previously the case) but also channels with partial overlap (using their 
I-factor model). The actual channel assignment problem is formulated as a conflict set color-
ing problem where a conflict is present when clients belonging to a particular AP experience 
interference from neighboring clients (which are attached to their respective APs). The objec-
tive function is a min-max formulation to capture the total interference experienced by each 
client. The algorithm starts with a random permutation on how channels are assigned to APs; 
this is followed by the computation of the objective function. The best channel with minimum 
interference among the available channels is chosen and the process repeats for each AP. The 
modification lies in the interference calculation function to incorporate POCs into the algo-
rithm. Interferences among channels with partial overlaps are calculated based on the I-factor 
interference model either empirically or analytically; this enables the possibility of assigning 
all available channels to the WLAN.  

Still in [5], another CA algorithm which was designed for wireless mesh networks using 
only orthogonal channels [21] was modified to include POCs. It is a joint channel assign-
ment, routing and link scheduling approach and a mathematical formulation in the form of 
a linear program (LP) is presented. The formulation also includes an indicator variable to 
model interference in the network. The authors have modified the link scheduling part of 
the joint mathematical formulation to change the conflict links’ constraints to include the I-
factor model (partial interference). They have evaluated the performance of this modified LP 
to show improved throughput in WMNs. The revised algorithms demonstrate that careful 
use of POCs can lead to significant improvements in spectrum utilization and application 
performance. They have performed extensive simulations to show that the use of POCs can 
improve network throughput (the extent of which depends on the nodal density of the net-
work).  

4.1.2. Channel Assignment Exploiting Partially Overlapping Channels (CAEPO) 

The authors in [12] have proposed a POC channel assignment scheme called CAEPO. The 
main contribution of their work is the design of a traffic-aware metric that captures the 
degree of overlap among the channels when measuring interference. It is a hybrid 
distributed channel assignment protocol, where each node collects information locally and 
hence performs the channel assignment locally. The proposed I-factor based metric captures 
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the interference experienced by nodes operating on channels with partial interference. Each 
node measures the interference according to the degree of overlap between channels and 
scales it to the traffic load experienced by its neighboring node (this information is 
maintained by each node). Each node does this for all of its neighbors and combines the 
results to determine the total interference it is “suffering” due to its neighboring nodes. 
Thus, the interference metric at node i is calculated as:   

 

where B(j) is the proportion of the busy time of a neighboring node j, and N(i) is the set of 
neighbors of node i; f[i][j] captures the extent of overlap a node operating on a particular 
channel has from its neighboring nodes configured on another channel. This is based on the 
extent of the channel separation between the channels used by the two nodes (taken from 
[23]). 

More precisely, CAEPO works as follows: each node in the network is equipped with two 
interfaces; the first interface is configured to a fixed channel while the other interface can be 
dynamically switched between channels. The algorithm starts with each node assigning a 
fixed channel to its fixed interface and a default channel to its switchable interface using the 
interference estimation metric with the initial value of B(j)=1. Then, this channel assignment 
information, together with the interference measurements are relayed to all neighbors. After 
this initial channel assignment, each node periodically calculates the interference using the 
interference metric described above and if the fixed interface channel needs to be changed, 
then that information is relayed on the default channel of the switchable interface. Similarly, 
when a node has data to send, it switches its dynamic interface to the fixed channel of the 
receiver node's interface. Performance evaluations of CAEPO show improved network per-
formance when all 11 channels of IEEE 802.11b are used.   

4.1.3. Load-Aware Channel Assignment Exploiting Partially Overlapping Channels (Load-
Aware CAEPO-G) 

The authors of [13] present an extension to the previously discussed CAEPO [12] to make it 
traffic load-aware in addition to being interference-aware. A grouping algorithm is also 
proposed with the goal of achieving better aggregate network throughput. In the grouping 
algorithm, each node sends periodic hello messages; based on a node's weight (which is 
determined by how many hello messages it has received so far from its one-hop neighbors) 
the node may become a group leader. There can only be one group leader in the one-hop 
vicinity of any particular node. New nodes can join the group by sending a join message and 
similarly existing nodes can leave the group by sending a quit message to the group leader. 
Once the group leaders have been assigned (grouping is done), channels are assigned to 
links similarly to that in [12], with only one major difference: any update of the channel (i.e., 
channel switching) has to be initiated by the group leader. If a node “feels a need” to switch 
to a new, less contentious channel, it will send a "channel switch" request to its corresponding 
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group leader who if agrees relays the information onwards to the other members in the 
group. Because of the addition of a new grouping algorithm and the load-aware feature, 
load-aware CAEPO-G achieves much better performance than the original CAEPO.  

4.1.4. Minimum Interference for Channel Allocation (MICA) 

In [10], the authors have introduced the concept of node orthogonality: two nodes, operating 
over adjacent and partially overlapping channels, are considered orthogonal if they are 
sufficiently physically apart. A novel interference model is proposed that captures the adja-
cent channel interference and also takes into account the physical distance of the two nodes 
configured on POCs. The proposed interference factor Ic(i,j) is defined as follows: 
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where Di(ci,cj) is the adjacent channel interference range between channels i and j, extracted 
from the physical model of the I-factor described in [3-6]. Di(ci,cj) captures both the channel 
separation and physical distance among the nodes to model the interference due to POCs. 
The proposed interference factor Ic(i,j) can be used to define node orthogonality by stating that 
two nodes are orthogonal if and only if their interference factor value is equal to 0. 

Given a particular channel assignment, a weighted interference graph can be constructed 
with weights on the edges measured by the interference factor Ic(i,j); Figure 11 shows an 
example. Here, it is assumed that the data rate and the transmit power for all the APs are the 
same. 

 
Figure 11. Construction of a weighted interference graph 

Using the weighted interference graph model, a minimum weighted interference 
optimization problem is formulated with the objective of minimizing the sum of weights in 
the interference graph. A centralized heuristic is proposed called minimum interference for 
channel allocation (MICA) to obtain a near-optimal solution which relaxes the formulated 
minimum interference problem in order to find fractional interference in polynomial time 
and eventually to assign POCs to APs (after rounding off the fractional solution to the 
nearest integer).  
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In addition to the above approaches, there have been other research efforts in designing 
MAC protocols that exploit POCs in wireless networks. One such scheme is presented in 
[11] in which some of the challenges that may be faced when using overlapping channels in 
the design of a MAC protocol are discussed. Analytical models are designed to capture 
partial interference at the MAC layer in order to improve channel utilization and to enhance 
network capacity. Based on the model, an efficient medium access scheme with collision 
avoidance mechanism is developed which increases network throughput (exploiting 
multiple channel transmissions).  

The authors of [14] study the use of POCs for data aggregation in sensor networks. In a typi-
cal sensor network, the job of each sensor node is to collect the data, aggregate it and send it 
back to the sink for further processing. Arguably, reducing latency of data aggregation is 
therefore one of the fundamental issues in sensor networks. This is also called the minimum 
latency scheduling (MLS) problem in which a conflict free transmission schedule is designed 
with the objective of minimizing the overall data transmission latency. The concept of POCs 
is used in order to reduce the data aggregation latency; a joint tree construction, channel 
assignment and scheduling algorithm is proposed to solve the MLS problem. The basic idea 
is to compute a partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm for the sensor network, 
and then construct a data aggregation tree for the whole network followed by finally design-
ing a link schedule so that the data aggregation latency is minimized.  

Table II provides a side-by-side comparison for the above four POCA schemes based on 
their objectives, the procedures that are used in obtaining a partially overlapping channel 
assignment algorithm and their limitations. 

4.2. Interference matrix model (I-Matrix) 

The second type of interference model we consider for POCA schemes was originally 
presented in [19]. The model is called I-Matrix, and is designed to measure the adjacent 
channel interference (ACI) among different POCs on adjacent nodes as well as self-
interference (SI) among different radios on a single node. I-Matrix captures the interference 
that a channel belonging to a particular radio experiences due to all other possible channels 
(10 channels in the case of 802.11b). The proposed interference model (I-Matrix) is made up 
of three components, namely the interference factor, the interference vector, and the I-Matrix 
itself. The interference factor is derived from the I-factor of [5] and is the ratio of the 
interference range and the physical distance between two radios configured on adjacent 
channels ( ). In other words, the interference factor captures both the physical 
distance and the channel separation between nodes. This means that even if the respective 
channels of two nodes are overlapping, but their physical distance is greater than the 
interference range (demonstrated by IR(δ) and taken from [8, 24]), the value of fi,j will be 
zero. The interference factor is computed for all the channels with respect to a particular 
channel and put in a vector called the interference vector as shown in Table III. Similarly, 
each node combines all the interference vectors it has calculated for each channel and 
constructs the I-Matrix as outlined in Table IV.    
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Technique Objective Methodology Limitations 

A. Mishra [5] 

Maximization of the 
total throughput 
(maximizes 
simultaneous link 
activations) 

Routing, channel 
assignment, and link 
flow scheduling; 
performed stepwise 
until optimal CA and 
routing solution is 
found 

Complexity; ignoring 
switching overhead; 
SI not considered 

MICA [10] 

Minimization of the 
sum of the weighted 
interference in an 
interference graph 

Approximate 
algorithm for channel 
allocation using 
integer linear 
programming (ILP) 
formulation. 

Offline solution; only 
designed for single 
radio networks; SI 
not considered 

CAEPO [12] 
Minimization of the 
network interference 

Heuristic distributed 
load-aware algorithm. 
Channel assignment 
based on traffic-aware 
interference 
estimation and packet 
loss ratio metrics 

Simplistic 
interference model; 
SI not considered; 
scalability issues 

Load-Aware 
CAEPO-G [13] 

Minimization of the 
network interference 

Extension of [12] with 
the addition of self-
interference factor 
and a grouping 
algorithm to make 
CA scalable. 

Simplistic 
interference model 

Table 2. Comparison of POCA schemes based on the I-factor model. 

 

CH di 
Interference Factor experienced at channels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
6 d6 0 f6,2 f6,3 f6,4 f6,5 ∞ f6,7 f6,8 f6,9 f6,10 0 

Table 3. Interference vector for channel 6. 

 

CH di 
Interference Factor experienced at channels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 d1 ∞ f1,2 f1,3 f1,4 f1,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 d2 f2,1 ∞ f2,3 f2,4 f2,5 f2,6 0 0 0 0 0 ... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

11 d11 0 0 0 0 0 0 f11,7 f11,8 f11,9 f11,10 ∞ 

Table 4. I-Matrix 
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the design of a MAC protocol are discussed. Analytical models are designed to capture 
partial interference at the MAC layer in order to improve channel utilization and to enhance 
network capacity. Based on the model, an efficient medium access scheme with collision 
avoidance mechanism is developed which increases network throughput (exploiting 
multiple channel transmissions).  

The authors of [14] study the use of POCs for data aggregation in sensor networks. In a typi-
cal sensor network, the job of each sensor node is to collect the data, aggregate it and send it 
back to the sink for further processing. Arguably, reducing latency of data aggregation is 
therefore one of the fundamental issues in sensor networks. This is also called the minimum 
latency scheduling (MLS) problem in which a conflict free transmission schedule is designed 
with the objective of minimizing the overall data transmission latency. The concept of POCs 
is used in order to reduce the data aggregation latency; a joint tree construction, channel 
assignment and scheduling algorithm is proposed to solve the MLS problem. The basic idea 
is to compute a partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm for the sensor network, 
and then construct a data aggregation tree for the whole network followed by finally design-
ing a link schedule so that the data aggregation latency is minimized.  

Table II provides a side-by-side comparison for the above four POCA schemes based on 
their objectives, the procedures that are used in obtaining a partially overlapping channel 
assignment algorithm and their limitations. 

4.2. Interference matrix model (I-Matrix) 

The second type of interference model we consider for POCA schemes was originally 
presented in [19]. The model is called I-Matrix, and is designed to measure the adjacent 
channel interference (ACI) among different POCs on adjacent nodes as well as self-
interference (SI) among different radios on a single node. I-Matrix captures the interference 
that a channel belonging to a particular radio experiences due to all other possible channels 
(10 channels in the case of 802.11b). The proposed interference model (I-Matrix) is made up 
of three components, namely the interference factor, the interference vector, and the I-Matrix 
itself. The interference factor is derived from the I-factor of [5] and is the ratio of the 
interference range and the physical distance between two radios configured on adjacent 
channels ( ). In other words, the interference factor captures both the physical 
distance and the channel separation between nodes. This means that even if the respective 
channels of two nodes are overlapping, but their physical distance is greater than the 
interference range (demonstrated by IR(δ) and taken from [8, 24]), the value of fi,j will be 
zero. The interference factor is computed for all the channels with respect to a particular 
channel and put in a vector called the interference vector as shown in Table III. Similarly, 
each node combines all the interference vectors it has calculated for each channel and 
constructs the I-Matrix as outlined in Table IV.    
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Technique Objective Methodology Limitations 

A. Mishra [5] 

Maximization of the 
total throughput 
(maximizes 
simultaneous link 
activations) 

Routing, channel 
assignment, and link 
flow scheduling; 
performed stepwise 
until optimal CA and 
routing solution is 
found 

Complexity; ignoring 
switching overhead; 
SI not considered 

MICA [10] 

Minimization of the 
sum of the weighted 
interference in an 
interference graph 

Approximate 
algorithm for channel 
allocation using 
integer linear 
programming (ILP) 
formulation. 

Offline solution; only 
designed for single 
radio networks; SI 
not considered 

CAEPO [12] 
Minimization of the 
network interference 

Heuristic distributed 
load-aware algorithm. 
Channel assignment 
based on traffic-aware 
interference 
estimation and packet 
loss ratio metrics 

Simplistic 
interference model; 
SI not considered; 
scalability issues 

Load-Aware 
CAEPO-G [13] 

Minimization of the 
network interference 

Extension of [12] with 
the addition of self-
interference factor 
and a grouping 
algorithm to make 
CA scalable. 

Simplistic 
interference model 

Table 2. Comparison of POCA schemes based on the I-factor model. 

 

CH di 
Interference Factor experienced at channels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
6 d6 0 f6,2 f6,3 f6,4 f6,5 ∞ f6,7 f6,8 f6,9 f6,10 0 

Table 3. Interference vector for channel 6. 

 

CH di 
Interference Factor experienced at channels

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 d1 ∞ f1,2 f1,3 f1,4 f1,5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 d2 f2,1 ∞ f2,3 f2,4 f2,5 f2,6 0 0 0 0 0 ... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

11 d11 0 0 0 0 0 0 f11,7 f11,8 f11,9 f11,10 ∞ 

Table 4. I-Matrix 
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[19] also proposes a heuristic channel assignment algorithm exploiting POCs based on the I-
Matrix model. The algorithm assigns channels to the maximum number of links with the 
objective of minimizing network interference. The algorithm starts with an input describing 
the number of links that need to have channel assignments. The links are then assigned to 
their respective nodes and those nodes are sorted in descending order of their degrees. For 
each node, its incident link is assigned a channel which has the minimum interference calcu-
lated from the I-Matrix; accordingly after the channel assignment, the interference vectors of 
the corresponding channel are updated. This in turn forces the node to update the I-Matrix 
with the new channel's interference measurements against all other channels. [19] shows 
that using POCs can improve network capacity by as much as 15% compared to when only 
non-overlapping channels are used. 

4.2.1. Channel assignment based on I-Matrix model 

In [20], the authors have extended the work of [19] by trying to remove some of the limita-
tions in the proposed I-Matrix interference model and the channel assignment algorithm. 
More precisely, the CA algorithm in [19] sorts the links in descending order based on nodal 
degrees; however, this is not practical in multi hop WMNs as most of the traffic is targeted 
to gateway nodes. Therefore, the descending order should be based on the traffic load, im-
plying that the busiest link should be assigned the channel first, i.e., gateway links should be 
first (thus being in accordance with typical WMN traffic characteristics). Another, shortcom-
ing of [19] pointed out is that it suffers from the network partitioning problem, in the sense 
that some of the links may remain unassigned because the CA algorithm only assigns POCs 
and never assigns the same channel (as it tries to completely avoid the co-channel interfer-
ence). To overcome this limitation, the I-Matrix model is modified to consider co-channel 
interference by adding a co-channel column to the matrix. This ensures network connectivi-
ty (because now the links can be assigned the same channels).  

The algorithm of [20] consists of two phases. In the first phase, instead of the number of 
links as the input, links with traffic load information are provided as input and they are 
sorted in descending order of the traffic they carry. Then a suitable channel with the mini-
mum interference is extracted from the I-Matrix. The second phase guarantees network 
connectivity in which the algorithm looks for those nodes that do not have a path to the 
gateway and if such nodes are found, their radios can be configured to the same channel on 
which one of their neighbor node’s radio is already configured on. This ensures full network 
connectivity at the cost of co-channel interference. They have shown through experiments 
that the existence of such co-channel interference does not strongly influence the network 
performance (as such formerly disconnected nodes are likely to be at the peripheral of the 
network). 

Table V summarizes the I-Matrix POCA schemes. It states the objective of each algorithm, 
the procedures used in obtaining a partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm, and 
the limitations of each scheme. 
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Technique Objective Methodology Limitations 

M. Hoque [19] 
Maximization of 
network capacity 

Greedy heuristic 
channel assignment 
algorithm based on I-
Matrix interference 
model, links are 
visited in descending 
order of the node 
degrees 

Simplistic 
interference model, 
network can be 
disconnected, CCI is 
not considered, 
topology is not 
preserved 

P. Duarte [20] 
Minimization of 
network interference 

Extended [19] to 
incorporate traffic 
load into I-Matrix for 
channel assignment, 
ensures network 
connectivity, links are 
visited in descending 
order of the traffic 
load 

Simplistic 
interference model 

Table 5. Summary of the two I-Matrix based approaches. 

4.3. Channel Overlapping Matrix Model (CO-Matrix) 

In order to model orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels, a novel interference model 
called channel overlapping matrix is proposed in [18]. Consider a MRMC-WMN consisting of 
N routers, each equipped with I radios and C available frequency channels. For any two 
routers a,b ∈ N, a channel assignment vector  xab of size C x 1 can be defined which defines 
the channel on which the two routers are communicating (that particular element in the 
matrix becomes 1). Similarly, a vector of size I x1 defines an interface assignment vector yab, 
which tells which radio belonging to a particular router a is used to communicate with rout-
er b (by changing the value of that element in the vector to 1). To model the partial overlap 
among channels, a C x C channel overlapping matrix W was proposed whose mth row, rth 
column entry can be calculated as: 

��� =
� F�(w)F�(w)dw��
��
� F�� (w)dw��
��

 

where Fm(w) denotes the power spectral density (PSD) function of the band-pass filter for 
channel m and consequently the same for channel n. Based on this channel overlap matrix, 
the authors have formulated a linear mixed-integer program consisting of few integer varia-
bles in order to solve a joint channel assignment, interface assignment and scheduling prob-
lem when the whole spectrum of the IEEE 802.11 frequencies is to be used.  
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called channel overlapping matrix is proposed in [18]. Consider a MRMC-WMN consisting of 
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where Fm(w) denotes the power spectral density (PSD) function of the band-pass filter for 
channel m and consequently the same for channel n. Based on this channel overlap matrix, 
the authors have formulated a linear mixed-integer program consisting of few integer varia-
bles in order to solve a joint channel assignment, interface assignment and scheduling prob-
lem when the whole spectrum of the IEEE 802.11 frequencies is to be used.  
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4.3.1. Channel Assignment based on Channel Overlapping Matrix Model 

Another channel assignment algorithm based on the channel overlapping matrix was pro-
posed in [15]. Here, a joint channel assignment and flow allocation problem in MRMC 
WMNs is considered. [15] formulates this joint problem into a mixed integer linear program 
with the objectives of maximizing aggregate end-to-end throughput while minimizing 
queuing delays in the network (given that the traffic characteristics are known). In order to 
model the partially overlapping channels, the I-factor of [5] is used, capturing the overlap 
between two different nodes configured on two different channels. Based on the I-factor a C 
x C symmetric channel overlapping matrix O is proposed:  

��� � �
������������������� � �
���|���|)
���) �������������  

where oij represents an entry in the ith  row and jth column of the matrix O. To model the 
impact of interference, a physical model is employed [25].  

Table VI provide a side-by-side comparison of the two algorithms surveyed above based on 
their objectives, the methodology used to assign POCs, and their limitations.  
 

Technique Objective Methodology Limitations 

A. Rad [18] 
Minimization of the 
maximum link 
utilization  

Joint CA, interface 
assignment and flow 
scheduling algorithm based 
on channel overlapping 
matrix to model POCs / 
linear mixed-integer 
program formulation  

SI is not 
considered, 
extensive 
computational 
complexity 

V. Bukkapatanam 
[15] 

Maximization of 
the aggregate end-
to-end flow 
allocations 

Joint CA and flow allocation 
algorithm based on CO 
matrix / mixed integer linear 
program formulation 

extensive 
computational 
complexity, offline 
solution; no bounds 
on completion 

Table 6. Comparison of the two CO-Matrix based POCA schemes. 

4.4. Conflict Graph based Model (CGM) 

4.4.1. Channel Assignment with Partially Overlapped Channels  

A weighted conflict graph model is proposed in [7] to more accurately model interference 
among nodes operating on overlapping channels. In order to measure the partial interfer-
ence, a metric called interference factor (IF) is defined:  
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where t1 and t2 are the throughputs of two links (link-1 and link-2) each belonging to a pair 
of nodes which are placed at various locations to measure interference when the other link is 
idle. Similarly, t'1 and t'2 are the corresponding link throughputs when both links are active. 
As it can be seen from the formula, a higher IF value indicates lower interference. 
Experimental studies of [7] measured link interference (IF) and found out that for a 
particular channel separation, the interference between two links degrades quickly (higher 
IF factor) even with a slight increase in distance. From this IF metric, the interference range 
of two links separated by a fixed number of channels can be extracted. Multiple interference 
ranges are calculated for all five possible channel separations under different IEEE 802.11b 
bitrates (i.e., 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps, and 11Mbps).  

The concept of interference range is then applied to formulate the channel assignment prob-
lem into a weighted conflict graph model where the edges in the conflict graph are labeled 
by the minimum channel separation that two interfering links must have in order to have a 
conflict free communication. This weighted graph serves as an input to select the edges 
having minimum weights, eventually minimizing the overall network interference. A 
greedy partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm is proposed to solve the 
weighted conflict graph problem. The algorithm consists of two parts, namely select and 
assign. During select, the link with the minimum expected interference among all available 
links is selected. In the assign phase, a channel is assigned to this link with the minimum 
interference to all previously assigned channels. These steps are repeated until all links are 
covered, i.e., all links are assigned channels. In addition, the authors in [7] have also de-
signed a novel genetic algorithm for channel assignment which produces slightly better 
results compared to the greedy algorithm for solving the assignment using the conflict 
graph. In order to map the partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm, a channel 
assigned to a single link is considered as a DNA sequence and the channel assignments of 
the all the links are mapped to an individual. In a typical genetic algorithm, a generation 
consists of a set of individuals; therefore, in this case, it will be a series of channel assign-
ment solutions. An example of this mapping of the channel assignment problem to a genetic 
algorithm is shown in Figure 12 [7].  

 
Figure 12. Example of POCA using a genetic algorithm [7] 

The procedure for encoding the channel assignment scheme into an individual in a genetic 
algorithm requires first to sort the links, convert them to fixed length binary strings (a DNA 
sequence), and then to concatenate the binary strings together to form a single individual. 
The fitness function is defined as the inverse of the total interference in the network. The 
algorithm starts with randomly generating N channel assignment schemes (individuals). 
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The selection strategy selects two individuals (from the N sized population) by using the 
roulette wheel selection method and then choosing the better one of them according to the 
tournament selection strategy. These two strategies are commonly referred to as the stochas-
tic selection strategy. After the selection stage, a reproduction step is performed in which 
one-point crossover and two-point crossover and mutation is applied to the selected two 
individuals. Both the greedy and genetic channel assignment algorithms are evaluated on 
various sets of topologies. The greedy algorithm is faster but the genetic algorithm provides 
better results and thus can generate better channel assignment schemes which eventually 
result in improved network capacity. 

4.4.2. Partially Overlapped Channel Assignment (POCAM) 

In [16], a new partially overlapped channel assignment for multi-radio multi-channel wire-
less mesh networks called POCAM is proposed, where the interference model stems from 
measurements of commercial radios using real testbeds. An extensive set of testbed experi-
ments were performed to analyze the effect of partial interference and self-interference in 
WMNs. Through these tests it is shown that the self-interference issue is worse than it is 
usually assumed as it still needs to be considered even if the two radios on the same node 
are configured on non-overlapping channels. The proposed POCAM algorithm consists of 
two steps and incorporates the traffic load distribution. First, a transformation of the partial-
ly overlapped channel assignment problem into a weighted conflict graph (WCG) is per-
formed followed by calculation on that weighted conflict graph. The WCG is a graph G = 
(V,E) where V represents the number of nodes in a WMN. For each edge in E, edge weights 
are assigned based on a table in [7] capturing interference ranges against each channel sepa-
ration. The WCG is constructed with links represented as vertices in the conflict graph and 
there is a weighted edge between two vertices in the conflict graph if those two links inter-
fere. The WCG formulation becomes a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) which is an NP 
hard problem. CSPs are usually solved by applying backtracking search algorithms [27], 
thus [7] shows a design of three heuristics specially tailored for WMN characteristics. 

4.4.3. Minimum Interference Channel Assignment 

The authors in [17] propose a centralized channel assignment algorithm based on the tabu-
search heuristic [26] which is used to find quasi-optimal solution for a graph coloring prob-
lem. The objective of the channel assignment algorithm is to minimize the overall network 
interference by assigning channels to links in a WMN. Network interference is captured as a 
graph coloring problem by assigning colors (channels) to the vertices of a conflict graph 
using K colors while maintaining interface constraints. The interface constraints limit the 
number of different channels assigned to interfaces belonging to a single node by the num-
ber of interfaces on that node. The proposed tabu-search based channel assignment algo-
rithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, the algorithm starts with a random solution 
by assigning random colors to each vertex in the conflict graph, followed by a series of solu-
tions which are created with the objective of minimizing overall network interference by 
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assigning colors to vertices such that the conflicts is minimized. In each iteration, a tabu list 
of the colors (channels) that have already been assigned is maintained to avoid their as-
signment a second time and to achieve fast convergence. This phase terminates after a cer-
tain number of iterations (solutions). In the second phase, the interface constraints are satis-
fied by a merge operation in which, those nodes who have been assigned more distinct 
colors (channels) to links than how many radios they have, have their colors merged to 
bring them to be equal to their number of radios. To ensure network connectivity by this 
merge operation, the just changed color is propagated to all the other links that were as-
signed the old color to repeat the merge operation on them (those links must be part of the 
common node).  

A distributed greedy heuristic channel assignment algorithm based on Max K-cut is also 
proposed by the authors [17]. Given a conflict graph, the max K-cut problem deals with 
dividing vertices into K partitions to maximize the number of edges that lie in different 
partitions. Two formulations of their proposed channel assignment problem are provided, 
one is a semi-definite programming (SDP) formulation and the other is a linear programming 
formulation in order to obtain tighter lower bounds on optimal network interference. The 
linear programming formulation is modified to capture partial interference that exist when 
overlapping channels are being used and in order to make the formulation compatible to 
POCs. The SDP formulation however turns out to be too complex and therefore, it is not 
been evaluated.  

Mishra et al., in [4] formulate the channel assignment problem as a weighted variant of the 
graph coloring problem incorporating realistic channel interference based on the I-factor 
model. The channel assignment problem is formulated as a weighted graph coloring 
problem with APs representing vertices in the graph and potential interference among them 
is represented by an edge between the vertices in the weighted graph. The weight on each 
edge depicts the significance of using different colors for the vertices that are connected by 
that edge. The weights are defined as the number of clients attached to an AP, scaled by the 
degree of interference between the chosen channels (I-factor). Therefore, the goal of the 
weighted graph coloring solution is to minimize the objective function. A higher weight 
translates to higher amounts of partial overlap between the channels; the algorithm attempts 
to assign different channels or channels with higher spatial difference to the edges in the 
graph. An edge weight of zero means that there is no interference among the clients of the 
corresponding APs. It is proved that the proposed weighted graph coloring problem is NP-
hard, therefore, two distributed channel assignment techniques are proposed with the 
objective of minimizing the overall network interference. The first technique tries to 
minimize each individual AP’s interference and does not require any inter-AP 
communication. It consists of two steps; i.e. an initialization and an optimization step. The 
initialization step starts with assigning the same channel to all the APs. In the optimization 
step (which is incremental in nature), each AP performs the greedy optimization trying to 
minimize its local maximum interference by taking the maximum weight edge (which 
eventually minimizes the objective function). The algorithm stops when the network 
achieves an acceptable “coloring” configuration. The second channel assignment algorithm 
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graph. An edge weight of zero means that there is no interference among the clients of the 
corresponding APs. It is proved that the proposed weighted graph coloring problem is NP-
hard, therefore, two distributed channel assignment techniques are proposed with the 
objective of minimizing the overall network interference. The first technique tries to 
minimize each individual AP’s interference and does not require any inter-AP 
communication. It consists of two steps; i.e. an initialization and an optimization step. The 
initialization step starts with assigning the same channel to all the APs. In the optimization 
step (which is incremental in nature), each AP performs the greedy optimization trying to 
minimize its local maximum interference by taking the maximum weight edge (which 
eventually minimizes the objective function). The algorithm stops when the network 
achieves an acceptable “coloring” configuration. The second channel assignment algorithm 
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requires collaboration among APs and is intended to minimize interference by reducing the 
number of clients that are experiencing interference. Simulations and testbed experiments 
show that the proposed channel assignment algorithms achieve 45.5% reduction in 
interference when the network is sparse. The algorithms are scalable and provide better 
performance than existing channel assignment algorithms.  

A heuristic-based channel assignment and link scheduling algorithm is proposed in [9] to 
enhance network capacity by exploiting partially overlapping channels in WMNs. Since, 
finding optimal channel assignment and link scheduling together for a given network is NP-
hard, heuristic based policies are summoned to provide a sub-optimal solution. The prob-
lem is divided into two parts; first channel assignment is performed and then based on that 
an optimal link scheduling is explored. For the channel allocation, a genetic algorithm [28] is 
used. The authors have also studied some of the factors that influence the performance of 
POCs in channel assignment in a wireless mesh network (such as node density and node 
distribution).  

All of the above three POCA schemes make use of graph-theory to model partial overlap 
among nodes in MRMC-WMNs except [7] which is designed for single radio WMNs. The 
approaches then apply a heuristic for channel assignment. Table VII provides a side-by-
side comparison of the three POCA schemes based on their objectives, methodology, limi-
tations. 
 

Technique Objective Methodology Limitations 

POCAM [16] 
Minimization of 
network interference 

Weighted conflict 
graph, constraint 
satisfaction problem, 
heuristic based 
backtracking search 
algorithm  

Simplistic 
interference model, 
no SI is considered 

Y. Ding [7] 
Minimization of 
network interference 

Weighted conflict 
graph, graph 
coloring, greedy CA 
algorithm, genetic 
algorithm based on 
partially overlapped 
channel assignment 

SI is not considered, 
extensive 
computational 
complexity, edge 
weight assignment is 
difficult, does not 
consider traffic load 

A. Subramanian [17] 
Minimization of 
network interference 

Conflict graph, Max 
K-cut, SDP and ILP 
formulation, tabu 
based CA and 
heuristic based 
greedy CA algorithm 

Extensive 
computational 
complexity, SI is not 
considered, ignores 
switching overhead 

Table 7. Comparison on the objective, methodology and limitations of POCA schemes based on CGM. 
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4.5. Summary of all POCA approaches 

In this section, we provided a survey of existing POCA schemes in WMNs and summarized 
them based on their objectives, methodologies and limitations. Table VIII presents an overall 
summary of all the POCA approaches examined; the table shows the comparison of these 
schemes based on the following six questions:  

 Implementation: Is the proposed POCA centralized or distributed? 
 Multi-radio support: Is the POCA scheme designed for multi-radio WMNs? 
 Interference: What type of interference does the proposed POCA capture? 
 Routing dependency: Is the POCA dependent on a particular routing algorithm? 
 Channel switching frequency: How frequently are the channels switched? 
 Connectivity: Does the algorithm ensure network connectivity? 

5. Open issues in POCA design 

In spite of a reasonable amount of research in the late literature, there are still some chal-
lenges and open issues that need to be addressed in designing efficient channel assignment 
schemes exploiting POCs, particularly in WMNs. Below, we outline what we believe some 
of these challenges and open issues are. 

5.1. Capturing self interference 

As explained in Section 2.2, self-interference restricts parallel communication originating 
from a node having more than one radio unless these radios operate on completely orthog-
onal channels (OCs). Since, there are only three OCs for IEEE 802.11b/g in the 2.4GHz band, 
there is a need to further investigate how the self-interference issue can be better addressed. 
Few CA schemes have addressed self-interference in multi radio MWNs and we believe that 
there is room for improvement. 

5.2. Modeling interference of POCs 

More robust and efficient modeling schemes are required to intelligently capture the interfer-
ence experienced by neighboring nodes operating on POCs in MRMC-WMNs. Although exist-
ing approaches do partially capture one or two types of interferences in a WMN, they are not 
complete solutions (they do not capture all the different types of interferences realistically). 
Furthermore issues arising from geographical positions of neighboring nodes and the availabil-
ity of variable data rates still pose major challenges for POCA algorithms.    

5.3. Lack of simulation tools 

Most existing simulators [29-31] still do not support underlying physical models and easy 
POC evaluation scripting to capture partial interference between adjacent nodes in WMNs. 
However, we believe the reason for the lack of this feature is because the concept of POCs in 
CA schemes is relatively new and is still progressing and evolving to its maturity.       
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In this section, we provided a survey of existing POCA schemes in WMNs and summarized 
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summary of all the POCA approaches examined; the table shows the comparison of these 
schemes based on the following six questions:  

 Implementation: Is the proposed POCA centralized or distributed? 
 Multi-radio support: Is the POCA scheme designed for multi-radio WMNs? 
 Interference: What type of interference does the proposed POCA capture? 
 Routing dependency: Is the POCA dependent on a particular routing algorithm? 
 Channel switching frequency: How frequently are the channels switched? 
 Connectivity: Does the algorithm ensure network connectivity? 

5. Open issues in POCA design 

In spite of a reasonable amount of research in the late literature, there are still some chal-
lenges and open issues that need to be addressed in designing efficient channel assignment 
schemes exploiting POCs, particularly in WMNs. Below, we outline what we believe some 
of these challenges and open issues are. 

5.1. Capturing self interference 

As explained in Section 2.2, self-interference restricts parallel communication originating 
from a node having more than one radio unless these radios operate on completely orthog-
onal channels (OCs). Since, there are only three OCs for IEEE 802.11b/g in the 2.4GHz band, 
there is a need to further investigate how the self-interference issue can be better addressed. 
Few CA schemes have addressed self-interference in multi radio MWNs and we believe that 
there is room for improvement. 

5.2. Modeling interference of POCs 

More robust and efficient modeling schemes are required to intelligently capture the interfer-
ence experienced by neighboring nodes operating on POCs in MRMC-WMNs. Although exist-
ing approaches do partially capture one or two types of interferences in a WMN, they are not 
complete solutions (they do not capture all the different types of interferences realistically). 
Furthermore issues arising from geographical positions of neighboring nodes and the availabil-
ity of variable data rates still pose major challenges for POCA algorithms.    

5.3. Lack of simulation tools 

Most existing simulators [29-31] still do not support underlying physical models and easy 
POC evaluation scripting to capture partial interference between adjacent nodes in WMNs. 
However, we believe the reason for the lack of this feature is because the concept of POCs in 
CA schemes is relatively new and is still progressing and evolving to its maturity.       
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5.4. Multi-rate capability 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no partially overlapping channel assignment algorithm 
that has been proposed to explore the multi-rate capability of IEEE 802.11 based hardware in 
MRMC-WMNs. Almost all the aforementioned works have assumed a fixed transmission 
rate (homogeneous links) which make the problem of channel assignment simple, whereas a 
POCA scheme with adaptive rates could potentially achieve significantly better performance.  
 

Characteristics Implementation
Multi-
radio 
Support

Interference 
Routing 
Dependenc
y 

Channel 
Switching 
Frequency 

Focus on 
Connectivity 

A. Mishra [5] Centralized No ACI No Dynamic No 
MICA [10] Centralized No ACI No Fixed Yes 
CAEPO [12] Distributed No ACI Yes Hybrid Yes 
Load-Aware CAEPO-G [13] Distributed Yes ACI Yes Hybrid Yes 
M. Hoque [19] Centralized Yes ACI and SI No Dynamic No 
P. Duarte [20] Centralized Yes ACI, SI and CCI No Dynamic Yes 
A. Rad [18] Centralized Yes ACI and CCI Joint Fixed Yes 
V. Bukkapatanam [15] Centralized Yes ACI Joint Fixed Yes 
POCAM [16] Centralized Yes ACI and SI No Hybrid Yes 
Y. Ding [7] Centralized No ACI No Dynamic No 
A. Subramanian [17] Both Yes ACI No Dynamic Yes 

Table 8. Summary of characteristics of all POCA approaches in wireless mesh networks. 

6. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have discussed the problem of assigning channels with partial overlaps 
to radios in single- and multi-radio WMNs. We have characterized different types of inter-
ferences that may exist in a WMN depending on the flow characteristics and on the particu-
lar configuration of interfaces to channel assignments. We then presented IEEE 802.11 
standard constraints on communications and evaluated the benefits of using partially over-
lapped channels (POCs) for the design of efficient channel assignment schemes with the 
help of experiments performed on a real testbed. Our, and previous experiments demon-
strated that the use of POCs: i) improves network capacity by enabling more parallel com-
munications and ii) provides more efficient utilization of the available spectrum. We have 
also provided a survey of some of the existing POC assignment schemes in WMNs and have 
classified them based on the interference models that they employ. Finally, we discussed 
some of the challenges and open issues in designing efficient channel assignment schemes 
utilizing both orthogonal and non-orthogonal channels in WMNs. 
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1. Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) are attractively deployed as a backhaul for public Internet
access with the advantages of network performance and cost efficiency. With the cooperation
of multiple mesh nodes, a packet is transmitted through multi-hops to reach a destination.
Wireless medium experiences relatively an unstable environment due to interferences of
wireless signals. As traffic increases, a communication environment becomes worse. Similarly,
as more mesh nodes join a WMN, a network performance is also degraded due to increasing
interferences. Therefore, challenges of a WMN are how to accommodate a dynamic nature of
wireless medium and achieve the scalability.

A typical WMN serves hub-and-spoke type accesses, where a mesh gateway (hub) connects
to the Internet for mesh clients as shown in Fig. 1. In other words, a mesh node is required
to communicate with just one-of-many mesh gateways similar to anycast communications
[1, 2]. For anycasting, conventional routing schemes [3–5] are developed with modifications
of existing unicast routing protocols. That is, the schemes usually select the closest destination
among multiple service gateways. Thus, they are inefficient in taking benefits of having
multiple gateways. Even though some protocols [6–8] utilize multiple gateways for load
balancing, they convey flooding overheads to collect traffic load information for re-routing
and require associations among the gateways.

Classically, back-pressure routing [9] and geographic routing [10] are considered as
alternatives for traditional hop-count-based routing. Back-pressure routing is well-known to
achieve throughput-optimal by adaptively selecting paths depending on queuing-dynamics.
However, it unnecessarily chooses long paths and degrades network performance by keeping
old data packets. This problem manifests critically in lightly- or moderately-loaded cases [11].
On the other hand, conventional geographic routing is scalable with no flooding overhead,
but it is vulnerable to avoiding congested hot spots due to its simple geographical routing
metric. Even though some enhancements of geographic routing for congestion mitigation, it
entails similar overheads such as perimeter routing or other face routing.
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Mesh node 

Mesh gateway 

Figure 1. An Example of a Wireless Mesh Network.

To overcome the limitations of conventional approaches, we suggest a novel routing scheme
inspired by electrostatic potential theory [12–15]. The main motivation comes from the
fact that packet movements can be corresponding to electric charge behaviors governed
by electrostatic potential. By constructing a virtual potential field for routing, our scheme
forwards a packet following the steepest gradient direction towards any mesh gateway (a
destination inside a WMN) as presented in Fig. 2. Interestingly, our scheme based on nature
characteristics resembles a hybrid behavior of back-pressure and geographic routing schemes.
With the help of numerical analysis techniques, our scheme operates in a distributed manner.
Furthermore, our formula is equipped with a Gaussian function to adjust a routing reflecting
ratio of back-pressure and geographic routing schemes for dynamic traffic environments.

Our work is relevant to recent approaches [17–19] motivated by physical systems of which
system models have been studied for several centuries.

This chapter introduces a practical solution to develop large-scalable WMNs. The
organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 2, we review relevant works and address
distinguished features of our scheme. Section 3 provides a background of our work and
designs a traffic-adaptive autonomous routing scheme for WMNs. In addition, we evaluate
our scheme through simulations. (Section 4) Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.

2. Related works

Our scheme is a family of gradient-based routing [16, 20–22]. In gradient-based routing, scalar
values are assigned to each node to form a field gradient, so packets traverse followed by the
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Figure 2. An Example of Potential Field Formation for a Wireless Mesh Network.

lowest gradient. Several proposed works differ by the target network, communication pattern,
and parameters to determine scalar values for a field.

A. Basu et al. have introduced potential-based routing (PB routing) [20] for unicast Internet
traffic. Their idea is to set potentials with queue lengths on the top of the standard shortest
path (hop count) routing. Here, the steepest gradient routing enables routers to be less
congested. Even though the aim of this work is quite similar to ours, it is for fixed wired
networks and unicast with flooding overheads. Regarding an anycast, V. Lenders et al.
propose a density-based strategy [21] for wireless ad hoc networks in the framework of
gradient-based routing. Under the scheme, a field is constructed based on node density
and routing is towards a dense group destination, which increases the success probability of
packet transmission. However, the routing scheme cannot react to traffic congestion; hence,
even a worse scenario could occur where traffic is densely populated. For an anycast in a
WMN, R. Baumann et al. develop HEAT routing [22] where a temperature field is used for
routing. In this work, two metrics are considered to influence a temperature value: one is
the distance from a node to a gateway, and the other is the robustness of a path towards
a gateway. Because this model is based on Laplace’s equation, which is a special form of
Poisson’s equation, it cannot deal with traffic dynamics so that congested hot spots degrade
the routing performance.

On the other hand, our scheme utilizes the numerical analysis techniques of a finite element
method (FEM) [23, 24] and a local equilibrium method (LEM) [25], to achieve a distributed
algorithm [12–15]. Similarly, a finite difference method routing (FDMR) is suggested in [26]
reflecting link-diversity. It is also a gradient routing scheme based on Laplace’s equation.
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However, it is known that an FDM is restricted to a grid topology [23, 24]; hence, another
algorithm is desired for arbitrarily-shape topologies.

Furthermore, we adopt a Gaussian function to tune our scheme for dynamic networking
environments. Conventionally, Gaussian functions have been applied in the Gaussian filter
[28] in signal processing, the Gaussian beam [29] in microwave systems, self-similar network
traffic generation [30] in WAN (wide area network) and LAN (local area network), and other
modeling researches [31]. Even though a Gaussian function has been variously applied in
many areas such as statistics and engineering, there has been little approach to use a Gaussian
function for routing modeling.

In conclusion, the novelties of our scheme are characterized by anycast capability in
WMNs, load balancing, distributed algorithm, scalability with constant control overheads,
self-adaptation, and random topology accommodation.

3. Traffic-adaptive autonomous routing

3.1. A hybrid routing inspired by electrostatics

Our aim is to combine geographic routing and back-pressure routing represented as:

Π = aD + (1 − a)T, (1)

or
Π� = D +

1 − a
a

T, (2)

where routing metric Π (or Π‘) is a linear combination of geometric distance D and traffic
component T adjusted by ratio a. Interestingly, a distributed form of Poisson’s equation [12]
can be matching to (2), which describes the movement behaviors of electrostatic charges [12,
13]:

φ(v) = {Σn
k=1

(φ(pv,k+1)�rv,k − φ(pv,k)�rv,k+1) · (�rv,k −�rv,k+1)

Ak
+ αq(v)}/Σn

k=1
��rv,k −�rv,k+1�2

Ak
(3)

where routing metric potential of node v, φ(v), is obtained by consideration of neighbor nodes’
potential φ(pv,k), distance component�rv,k, and queue length q(v) as shown in Fig. 3. In [12] and
[13], we describe how to derive (3) by using an FEM. On the other hand, every node operates
(3) in an iterative manner to get converged potential which is used as a routing metric under
boundary conditions:

π(G) = Min, (4)

π(B) = Max, (5)

where G is the set of mesh gateways and B is the set of boundary nodes which are located
at the outer boundary of a WMN. As a result of an LEM (refer to Fig. 4), a potential field
is formed inclined from mesh nodes to mesh gateways in a range of [Min, Max]. According
to a routing policy, a packet traverses following the steepest gradient field towards a mesh
gateway which has the lowest potential. (See Algorithm 1) The steps for our routing scheme
(ALFA-Advanced, ALFA-A) are as follows:
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Figure 3. FEM Geometric Elements.

Figure 4. An example of an LEM. Local iterations of (3) reach a global solution of a WMN with the
contributions of intermediate nodes represented by gray dots.
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Algorithm 1 ALFA-A

1: //Set initial condition
2: if Mesh Gateway then
3: Fix Potential -1
4: else
5: if Boudnary Node then
6: FixedPotential 0
7: else
8: Set Potential 0
9: end if

10: end if
11: for i ∈ all do
12: Advertise Potential;
13: Result=ComuputePotential(Node);
14: Set Potential Result;
15: end for
16: //Generate Hello Message
17: Advertise Potential;
18: Update NeighborNodePotentialList;
19: //ALFA-A Routing
20: if queue>0 then
21: Result-ComputerPotential(Node);
22: Set Potential Result;
23: ForwardingNode=NeighborNode by (6);
24: Send a packet to ForwardingNode;
25: end if

• Step 1. In an initial network deployment stage, boundary conditions are defined as (4) and
(5).

• Step 2. Every mesh node v, which is non-mesh gateways and -boundary nodes assigns
zero as its potential value.

• Step 3. Every mesh node v exchanges its potential with its neighbor nodes n via a hello
message.

• Step 4. Every mesh node v calculates its potential with (3).

• Step 5. A forwarding node is determined by:

arg max
nv,k∈Nv

φ(nv,k)− φ(v)
��rn,k −�rv� , (6)

On the other hand, the gradient field of ALFA-A is directed from mesh nodes to mesh
gateways, a different routing scheme is required for downlink traffic. For downlink routing,
ALFA-A adopts a kind of source-based forwarding. That is, paths used for recent uplink traffic
are learned and used for downlink traffic routing. This behavior is achieved by recording
the previous-hop and source addresses of every uplink packet in a downlink forwarding
information database (FIB) at every mesh node and gateway. Since a usual IP header has no
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previous hop IP address information, a node retrieves it by using Reverse Address Resolution
Protocol (RARP) with a previous hop MAC address. Then the node obtains a source IP address
from an IP header and creates a new FIB entry. This downlink FIB is then used to determine
the next-hop address of each downlink packet by looking up the downlink destination address
among recorded uplink source addresses.

In cases of one-way traffic such as for IPTV, the downlink FIB may not be updated often
enough because of the absence of uplink traffic, and, thus, dynamic load balancing cannot
be achieved. This problem can be mitigated by each mesh node sending association refresh
messages periodically to a gateway for a downlink path.

The principal ability of our scheme is autonomous load balancing among multiple mesh
gateways as well as among mesh nodes. For example, when a congested hot spot forms due
to an extensive local traffic area, it causes a potential increase of nodes around the hot spot due
to the increase of the queue lengths. This potential increase prevents packets from ingressing
the region; packets are forwarded away from the congested high-potential area as shown in
Fig. 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Potential Distribution: Uncongested Case.

3.2. Tuning for traffic dynamics

The characteristics of (3) are affected by tunable parameter α, which determines the reflecting
ratios of geographic routing and back-pressure routing. That is:

• When α of (3) is large, the sensitivity to traffic congestion increases and the behavior of our
scheme resembles that of back-pressure routing.
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Fig. 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Potential Distribution: Uncongested Case.

3.2. Tuning for traffic dynamics

The characteristics of (3) are affected by tunable parameter α, which determines the reflecting
ratios of geographic routing and back-pressure routing. That is:

• When α of (3) is large, the sensitivity to traffic congestion increases and the behavior of our
scheme resembles that of back-pressure routing.
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Figure 6. Potential Distribution: Congested Case.

• When α of (3) is small, the sensitivity to traffic congestion decreases and the behavior of
our scheme is close to that of geographic routing.

In a previous work, ALFA [12], the constant value of α is assumed so that the reflection degrees
of both routing schemes are fixed. In other words, ALFA is only optimized for a specific
network environment with no dynamic traffic consideration. In our scheme, we develop a
new form of Îś adopting a Gaussian function. The reasoning behind this setting is come from:

• If traffic load level is low under network capacity, a routing decision is not necessary to
consider a traffic component (queue length) because the network resources are sufficient.

• If traffic load level is high more than network capacity, a routing decision is not necessary to
consider a geographic factor because the short path marginally contributes to minimizing
delay.

Interestingly, the shape of a Gaussian function can exhibit low reflection of the routing metric
and high reflection of that via queue length as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, we set α as:

α = Ce−R(q(v)−Q)2
(7)

where C is a constant, R is a sensitivity for queue length, and Q is a bounded value from which
queue length cannot affect the value of α. Because we can adjust C and R with respect to a
network characteristic, our scheme flexibly adopts to a dynamic network scenario. Previously,
we apply a Gaussian function to an FDM-based routing scheme [15]. As an extension, we
introduce a Gaussian function applied to an FEM and evaluate our proposed scheme in the
next section.
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Figure 7. α with respect to queue length in a Gaussian function

4. Performance evaluations

In this section, we evaluate our scheme (ALFA-Advanced, AFLA-A) compared with
conventional ALFA, geographic routing (GR), and back-pressure routing (BPR) using NS2
[33]. Incorporating the PHY/MAC models of IEEE 802.11, we conduct simulations with
randomly deployed 100 mesh nodes and two mesh gateways in 1000m×1000m areas. The
average distance between two mesh nodes is set to 200m. The transmission and interference
ranges are set to 250m and 550m, respectively. We assume the two-ray ground model as a
radio propagation model. We select 15 mesh nodes located almost equally far away from two
mesh gateways as traffic source nodes (which generate traffic loads from 20-40Mbit/s) and
20 mesh nodes as back-ground traffic (10Mbit/s) generation nodes. The total mesh gateway
capacity is 2Mbit/s channel bandwidth. The size of each data packet (UDP) is 2000 bytes
long. The maximum queue size is set to 2000. Every mesh node utilizes RTS/CTS and
hello-message-jittering. For boundary conditions, we assign -1 for the potential of mesh
gateways and 0 for the boundary nodes. On the other hand, we modify GR and BPR to
accommodate anycast communications, in such a way that a mesh node first checks which
mesh gateway is the closest to itself. Removing the data of a transient period, we collect the
data of the mid 1000s of out of 1600s simulations run period. In the simulations, we set α as
0.005 for conventional ALFA considering previous empirical results. For our scheme, we set 2
and 0.5 for C and R, respectively.

First, we observe the load balancing behaviors of the schemes with the aggregate throughput.
Because our purpose is to increase the aggregate throughput in an entire network by efficiently
sharing the loads, instead of just even distribution of the loads, which is unnecessary when
there are sufficient network resources. Similar to BPR, ALFA utilizes multiple paths for
mitigating traffic congestion but avoids unnecessary explorations of a large number of paths
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observed in BPR at some point. However, ALFA-A maintains stable performance regardless
of traffic loads.

Second, we show the hop counts of utilized paths per source. Due to the genetic nature
of ALFA and ALFA-A, the hop counts of those two tend to maintain small hop counts
comparable with GR. Still, the strength of ALFA remains only for a specific environment.

Finally, we conduct simulations to investigate the robustness of our scheme to node failures.
With the constant control overheads, ALFA and ALFA-A maintain the performance of a
network under node failures.

4.1. Load balancing

In Fig. 8, we present aggregate throughput for each scheme. ALFA-A, ALFA, and BPR
diversify paths so that they show relatively higher performance compared with GR. The
difference between those three schemes comes from the number of unnecessary paths. ALFA
is only optimized for a limited case and BPR is known to utilize tremendous number of paths
which increases path-lengths. In case of ALFA-A, it dynamically adjust the level of traffic
reflection in its routing metric considering the traffic load level, and thus, it shows the highest
performance among four schemes.

Figure 8. Aggregate Throughput under a Dynamic Load Scenario.

4.2. Hop counts

We illustrate the hop count distribution for each packet in Fig. 9. ALFA-A and ALFA behave
as GR under lightly-loaded cases, whereas BPR traverses relatively long paths, as reported
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Figure 9. Hop Counts under a Dynamic Load Scenario.

Figure 10. Number of Route Loop in Routing.
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Figure 11. Packet Delivery Ratio as a Function of the Ratio of Broken Links in the Entire Network .

in [11]. Because BPR exploits unnecessarily long paths due to large hop counts, including
frequent route loops, it is very harmful to delay-sensitive applications. BPR shows inferior
performance compared with ALFA-A, ALFA, and GR. The result of high hop counts can be
understood with long queueing delays at every hop. The long queueing delay of BPR is
caused by the large queue lengths. As a queue increases, the queueing delay also increases.
We observe that ALFA-A shows the shortest hop counts compared with those of others
because ALFA-A tends to take short paths and to avoid nodes with large queue lengths. In
GR, which maintains short path lengths, packet paths tend to be concentrated on a specific
region and form a congested hot spot. Such a hot spot causes large queueing delays. In the
case of BPR, it has a large number of hops and large queue sizes at the same time; hence,
the delay performance is undesirable. This behavior is also originated from the number
route looping in routing as shown in Fig. 10. Because GR does not consider detouring, it
shows zero route-looping. Similarly, ALFA-A adapts its routing behavior appropriately to a
network state, it also shows zero route-looping. Differently, ALFA and BPR generate frequent
route-looping due to overestimate congestion degree in a network.

4.3. Robustness to node failures

Intrinsically, ALFA-A and ALFA adaptively utilize multiple paths in search of less congested
areas toward a mesh gateway in a hop-by-hop fashion. This property also enables packet
routing to be robust to node failures. Because ALFA-A and ALFA always maintain a
field gradient toward mesh gateways, if one node disappears, they automatically select
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an alternative forwarding node with no additional route re-establishment. This feature
corresponds to the stateless property similarly to geographic routing.

We present the robustness of ALFA-A as the same as ALFA against node failures in Fig. 11. As
a performance metric, we consider a packet delivery ratio that is defined as the percentage of
packets that have successfully arrived at destinations out of the total packets sent by sources.
From the figure, we see that ALFA-A and ALFA can maintain approximately a 95% or higher
packet delivery ratio when the ratio of broken links over the entire network varies from 0%
to 30% of the total links. In contrast, the delivery ratio of GR drops from 86% to 52% when
the ratio of broken links reaches 30% because GR experiences voids or dead-ends when nodes
disappear. In the case of voids or dead-ends, GR conducts face routing to track an available
alternative forwarding node, but it incurs longer delays due to a larger number of hops [34].
On the other hand, BPR experiences relatively low degradation (from 72% to 68%) due to its
adaptive routing mechanism.

4.4. Control overheads

All routing schemes evaluated in this chapter, ALFA-A, ALFA, GR, and BPR, significantly
reduce the control overheads as they require no state-vector flooding mechanism, which
is used in traditional reactive routing protocols such as AODV [35]. Like the other two,
ALFA requires just one-hop neighbor information for route decisions. That is, it only uses
a ’hello’ message with the interval of 1s, which is commonly used for all routing protocols
to find one-hop neighbors. The ’hello’ message delivers information for route decisions
such as potential and location. This simple local behavior achieves scale-free routing, and
simultaneously achieves network-wide load balancing routing in response to congestion.
This merit is an advantage in the cases of congestion and node failures different from
flooding-based schemes that consume large network resources with route re-establishment
processes.

An underlying understanding of constant control overheads is that a local behavior is
important and sufficient to make a routing decision, and we can avoid requiring an accurate
solution for the global potential field. In fact, the computation cost of every update might be
O(|S|) within a small subset of nodes S, meaning that the impact of a local change is quickly
seized by the neighbor nodes. A global impact is slowly gained through an LEM property
and affects the routing as packets traverse a network with multiple hops. In other words, a
dynamic queue length change at a far node affects little in choosing the next hop.

Compared to the routing cost of the traditional shortest-path routing, O(|S3|), such as in
the Floyd Warshall’s ”all pairs shortest path” algorithm [32], ALFA-A is obviously a superior
solution for scalable WMNs. In addition, the memory space requirement for routing is greatly
reduced because every node stores only its location and potential and those of one-hop
neighbors. The total storage required in an entire network is O(|S|+|S|).

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we deal with a potential-based anycast routing scheme for WMNs, which
achieves autonomous traffic balancing and path-length reduction. By analogy with an
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electrostatic potential theory governed by Poisson’s equation, we derive a routing metric that
shows the hybrid behaviors of back-pressure routing and geographic routing. The beauty
of our routing scheme is adopting the strengths of the two aforementioned routing schemes
while overcoming the limitations of the two. We adopt an FEM and an LEM to design a
distributed potential assignment as the routing metric; only one-hop neighbor information
is required for scale-free global routing. The stateless property of our scheme contributes to
maintaining robustness to node failures and eliminating requirement of flooding overheads
for re-routing. Furthermore, our scheme utilizes a Gaussian function to dynamically
adapt to rapidly changing environments. Using simulations, we investigate how our
scheme behaves with respect to a tuning parameter, which characterizes a routing behavior
similarly to back-pressure routing or geographic routing. In addition, we demonstrate the
superior performance of our scheme compared with conventional schemes in the aspects of
throughput, load balancing, and path lengths. Considering the implementation issues of
a protocol in practical applications, our scheme is the appropriate solution combining the
properties of back-pressure routing and geographic routing.

As a future work, applications of our scheme can be extended to other mesh networking areas
based on sensor networks, machine-to-machine communications, and LTE-Advanced, with
practical network service models.
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1. Introduction 

Research background: Next generation fixed wireless broadband networks have immensely 
been deployed as mesh networks in order to provide and extend access to the internet. The-
se networks are characterised by the use of multiple orthogonal channels available within 
the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) liscensed-free frequency bands. Nodes in the 
network have the ability to simultaneously communicate with many neighbours or stream 
different versions of the same data/information using multiple radio devices over orthogo-
nal channels thereby improving effective “online” channel utilisation (Kodialam & 
Nandagopal, 2005). The ability to perform full duplex communication by individual multi-
radio nodes without causing network interference has also been achieved through decen-
tralized transmission power control schemes in (Olwal, 2010; Olwal et al., 2011). Allen et al. 
(2007) alluded that multiple radios that receive versions of the same transmission may to-
gether correctly recover a frame that would otherwise be lost based on multipath fading, 
even when any given individual radio cannot. Many such networks emerging from stand-
ards such as IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n and 802.16 are already in use, ranging from prototype test-
beds (Eriksson et al., 2006) to complete solutions (Mesh Dynamics, 2010). 

The increasing question is how the theoretical capacity of such static multi-radio multi-
channel (MRMC) network scales with the node density, irregularity of the terrain and the 
presence of tree foliage (Intini, 2000). In their seminal work, Gupta and Kumar (2000) de-
termined the capacity of single radio single channel networks. Their findings have been later 
extended to derive the capacity bounds of the MRMC configurations of a network scope by 
Kyasanur and Vaidya (2005). In addition, the link throughput performance parameters in 
IEEE 802.11 networks have also been discussed in Berthilson & Pascual (2007). However, the 
considered MRMC network architecture has so far been presented with a number of imprac-
tical assumptions. The first assumption asserts that the location of nodes and traffic patterns 
can be controlled in arbitrary networks. The second assumption claims that channel fading 
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can be excluded in the capacity analysis such that each frequency channel can support a 
fixed data rate. Lastly, nodes are randomly located on the surface of a torus of unit area to 
avoid technicalities arising out of edge effects. However, in realistic networks, location of 
nodes is determined by the irregularity of the terrain, the presence of tree foliage (Tse & 
Viswanath, 2005), and users‘ needs and their locations (Makitla et al., 2010). Moreover, typi-
cal rural based wireless networks can be described by (i) long single hop links, (ii) limited 
and unreliable energy sources, and (iii) clustered distribution of Internet users (Ishamel et 
al., 2008). 

In order to address some of these issues and obtain high network throughput performance, 
high performance nodes (HPNs)TM for community-owned wireless mesh networks, have 
been implemented in most parts of rural South Africa (Kobus, et al., 2009). The innovation 
as shown in Figure 1, has been developed by the CSIR Meraka Institute and it provides high 
network throughput (capacity). The HPNTM is an IEEE 802.11 based multi-interface node 
made up of three interfaces or radio devices and controlled by an embedded microcontroller 
technology (Makitla et al., 2010). To ensure high speed performance, the innovation has the 
first radio interface card attached to a 5 GHz directional antenna for backhaul mesh routing, 
the second interface card is connected to a 5 GHz omni-directional antenna for backhaul 
mesh connectivity and access. The third radio interface card is attached to a 2.4 GHz omni-
directional antenna for mesh client access network. As shown in Figure 2, the HPN block 
diagram has a weather proof Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) connector at the bottom of the 
node that provides Power-Over-Ethernet (PoE) and Ethernet connectivity to the HPN. To 
attach the HPN to a pole or a suitable structure,  a mounting bracket is fixed at the back of 
the router (See Makitla et al., 2010) for other operational details.  The HPNs are often in-
stalled on roof tops, street poles and buildings of villages, local schools, clinics, museums 
and agricultural farmlands.  

 

 
Figure 1. High performance node (HPN)TM (Makitla et al., 2010) 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of HPNTM (Makitla et al., 2010) 

In this study, we shall concentrate on the backhaul terminal connectivity of the HPNs. The 
backhaul terminal connectivity offers aggregated traffic volumes of all flows within the 
network. The traffic flows traverse long links between any two HPNs and are faced with 
severe climatic conditions. Thus, evaluating the capacity limits of such links provides useful 
inputs toward optimal design of the cross-layer protocols. Figure 3 illustrates the broadband 
for all (BB4allTM) architecture of a single wireless link based on two HPNs (that is, Node A 
and Node B) with end to end (E2E) Ethernet cable. 

 
Figure 3. Single link architecture of HPNs 
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Research problem or questions: The main problem constitutes the need to increase capacity of 
community owned existing wireless broadband networks so that network users can scale 
without losing any connectivity and multimedia services can be provided in remote and 
rural areas (Mekuria et al., 2012). This problem is further subdivided into a number of 
research questions. Firstly, what is the achievable capacity limit of the HPNs based on IEEE 
802.11a air interface under multipath fading channels (Tse & Viswanath, 2005)? Secondly, 
what is the achievable capacity limit of the HPNs based on IEEE 802.11n air interface under 
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) fading channels? Thirdly, what is the achievable end-to-
end (E2E) capacity limit in HPNs in community mesh networks under:  regular, irregular, 
and clustered node placements? The study assumes that there is no frequent channel 
switching even though the number of channels may be greater than the number of radios 
per node (Olwal, 2010). This implies that, non overlapping channels are assigned statically 
to available radio devices over a transmission period. Statically assigned channel over a 
given interval is a reasonable consideration since there is high probability that traffic 
volumes in rural areas are low compared to urban areas most of the times. 

Research objectives: In order to investigate the capacity performance of the HPNs, the first 
aim of this chapter is to characterize the impact of multipath and MIMO fading channels on 
achievable theoretical capacity limits of single links IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n based 
standards. The second aim is to derive the impact of number of interfaces and channels per 
each HPN on the E2E capacity limits of BB4allTM mesh networks. This objective is achieved 
by considering a varying node density over a fixed deployment area, and the rate of a single 
wireless link that depends on the physical communication barriers. 

Methodology: In order to achieve these objectives, firstly, the per link capacity limit under 
frequency selective channel is developed using conventional approaches in literature. The 
analytical capacity results of the BB4allTM architecture are numerically compared to IEEE 
802.11a standard data sheet in order to understand the performance gain of HPNs. 
Secondly, the per link capacity limit for MIMO fading channels is developed and the results 
are numerically compared to IEEE 802.11n standard data sheet in order to show case the 
benefits of HPNs. Thirdly, given a typical rural community network with a pre-defined 
deployment area having varying node density, the impact of interfaces and channels per 
node on the capacity of BB4allTM mesh architecture is derived. The capacity limits of regular, 
irregular and cluster network topologies are obtained and compared with results from 
Kyasanur and Vaidya (2005) for arbitrary networks. 

Research results: Analytical results indicate that the multipath fading channels and MIMO 
channels can be exploited to improve channel diversity in community mesh networks. 
Diversity improves capacity of wireless links over multiple paths and through multiple 
frequency channels.  For regular, irregular and clustered node placements, the following 
analytical results were obtained for the upper bound end-to-end capacity limit, respectively,  
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Here, R is the single link rate in bits/s computed by taking into account multipath effects and 
innovative HPNs built-in structure, n is the number of HPNs, m is the number of radio 
interface cards per each HPN, c is the number of frequency channels that do not cause 
interference in duplex communication, 0 1p  is the irregularity rate (probability) of HPN 
placement, and is the HPN distribution density that is varied over a fixed deployment area.  

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a description of a typical 
rural community mesh network in which the BB4allTM architecture proposal can be applied. 
In Section 3, issues of theoretical capacity limits for single links are discussed. Section 4 
analyses upper bound capacity limits for mesh networks in real deployments. Section 5 
furnishes the numerical capacity limit of a selected real network in a given rural area size. 
The chapter is concluded with highlights of the main contribution of this study and future 
research and development (R&D) perspectives. 

2. Rural community mesh network: A case of Peebles valley mesh in 
South Africa 

Peebles valley mesh (PVM) is a typical rural community mesh network that is funded by the 
International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and is deployed in Mpumalanga prov-
ince in South Africa (Johnson, 2007). The conventional PVM network, consists of nine (9) 
single radio nodes, and covers an area of about 15 square kilometres in Masoyi tribal land. 
The Masoyi tribal land is located at the North East of White River along the road to the Kru-
ger National Park in South Africa. The land is hilly with some large granite outcrops and it 
has a valley that stretches from the AIDS care training and support (ACTS) clinic and di-
vides the wealthy commercial farms from the poorer Masoyi tribal area.  The Masoyi com-
munity is underserviced with lack of tarmac roads and most houses are lacking running 
water. However, there is unreliable electricity present in the Masoyi area. The power outag-
es occur on average one outage in seven days and might even last up to a full day (i.e., 24 
hours). Albeit the government subsidizes the cost of electricity, a large population cannot 
afford electricity fees due to the low economic levels of the area. ACTS clinic (a non-
governmental organization sponsored clinic) provides medical services to AIDS patients, 
counseling, testing and Anti-retroviral (ARV) treatment (Johnson & Roux, 2008).  

Figure 4 demonstrates architecture of the PVM network when HPNs are deployed. In this 
figure, the clinic connects to surrounding schools, homes, farms and other clinic infrastruc-
ture through a mesh network. The network is seen as community asset with some of the 
equipment at key nodes are actually belonging to the community. In this area mesh connec-
tivity offers:  

 Scalable connectivity to the hilly terrain, over multiple hops based long distances and 
through non line of sight (NLOS).  

  Auto-configurable traffic routing mechanisms with minimal human interventions. This 
feature ensures network sustainability in an area with apparent low skilled technical-
personnel who cannot regularly maintain the network. 
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 Auto-organizable connectivity against severe climatic conditions that commonly cause 
links, nodes, and network failures in the area.  

 
(Source: http://wirelessafrica.meraka.org.za/) 

Figure 4. Mesh network architecture at Peebles valley in South Africa 

Traditionally, the PVM is endowed with VSAT link that provides the network at the clinic 
with 2 Gbits per month at a download rate of 256 kbps and an upload rate of 64 kbps (John-
son & Roux 2008). The clinic provides 400 Mbps per month available to the single radio 
mesh network. The single radio mesh has nine users (mesh routers) so that each user (mesh 
router) receives about 44.4 Mbps per month on average. This traffic bandwidth drops down-
stream the network from the satellite gateway to the terminal users. This is due to lack of 
single radio network resiliency against effects of wireless multipath. However, in this doc-
ument we believe that the design of the HPNs making the BB4allTM architecture can be a 
suitable candidate for improved capacity in multipath environment (BelAir Networks, 
2006). As a result high data rates as the network scales away from the satellite gateway can 
be realized in the PVM deployment. The HPNs utilize the multiplicity of the low cost radio 
devices and non-overlapping channels to improve capacity delivered across the network. 

Thus, the BB4allTM architecture constitutes a gateway connected to the internet via Sentech 
VSAT to the Peebles valley or ACTS clinic. Within the ACTS clinic there can be mesh 
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servers, personal computers as the mesh clients and HPNs may be installed to serve as 
wireless routers  that link ACTS clinic accommodation flats to USAID offices about 1 Km 
away. The HPN link can connect Legogote Hospice and USAID premises about 3.35 Km over 
the valley via the Nurse house. The link over the valley between the USAID and Sakhile high 
school is about 2.4 Km. The link from Sakhile high school to the Legogote Hospice is about 4.6 
Km, and the distance from high school to the farmers’ houses is about 5.55 Km over the 
Peebles valley. It is also anticipated that the mesh network will expand to public clinics and 
schools that are farther way even up to 25 Km from the ACTS clinic center in the near future. 

In conclusion the rural PVM project has triggered further insights for newer research, devel-
opment and innovation. The terrain irregularity, the long distances, the tree foliage coupled 
with the need for high capacity Internet provision in rural communities are the key drivers 
for the BB4allTM connectivity solution. It is also noted that clear understanding of classical 
physical channel models combined with innovative ICT products is expected to promote 
sustainable internet services to billions including previously disadvantaged subscribers 
(Mekuria et al., 2012). 

3. Achievable capacity limit for a single link with multipath fading 
In order to realize long distance coverages by single links with multipath effects in wireless 
mesh networks in rural areas, the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n standards commodity 
devices can be used. This is because these devices are off-the-shelves, operate in multiple 
ISM channel bands and are affordable to the rural communities (Kyansanur & Vaidya, 
2004). That is to say that only fewer radio interface cards at each node are needed than the 
number of non-overlapping frequency channels freely available. Kyasanur and Vaidya em-
phasized how expensive it could be to equip a node with one interface card for each fre-
quency channel. The IEEE 802.11a standard, for example, offers 24+ non-overlapping chan-
nels and configuring a commensurate number of radio interface cards on each node might 
be unnecessary costly. As a result, many IEEE 802.11 interface cards can be switched from 
one channel to another, albeit at the cost of a switching delay. Moreover, the advantage of 
eliminating frame losses due to path-dependent (e.g., multipath fading effects), location-
dependent (e.g., noise effects), and statistically independence between different receiving 
radios can be achieved by using multi-radio diversity principle (Miu, Balakrishnan & 
Koksal, 2007). The idea is that even when each individual reception of a data frame is erro-
neous, it might still be possible to combine the different versions to recover the correct ver-
sion of the frame. In this study, the question to be addressed is that what is the capacity 
expression for single links with multipath effects in a rural based wireless mesh network. It 
is understood that most of previous studies solve capacity problem with simple channel 
models that may not reflect the true wireless channel conditions (Gupta & Kumar, 2000). 

3.1. IEEE 802.11a air interface 

The standard IEEE 802.11a specifies an over-the-air interface between two wireless routers 
or between a wireless client and a router. It provides up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHz frequency 
band and uses an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) encoding scheme. 
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 Auto-organizable connectivity against severe climatic conditions that commonly cause 
links, nodes, and network failures in the area.  

 
(Source: http://wirelessafrica.meraka.org.za/) 

Figure 4. Mesh network architecture at Peebles valley in South Africa 
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servers, personal computers as the mesh clients and HPNs may be installed to serve as 
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In order to realize long distance coverages by single links with multipath effects in wireless 
mesh networks in rural areas, the IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n standards commodity 
devices can be used. This is because these devices are off-the-shelves, operate in multiple 
ISM channel bands and are affordable to the rural communities (Kyansanur & Vaidya, 
2004). That is to say that only fewer radio interface cards at each node are needed than the 
number of non-overlapping frequency channels freely available. Kyasanur and Vaidya em-
phasized how expensive it could be to equip a node with one interface card for each fre-
quency channel. The IEEE 802.11a standard, for example, offers 24+ non-overlapping chan-
nels and configuring a commensurate number of radio interface cards on each node might 
be unnecessary costly. As a result, many IEEE 802.11 interface cards can be switched from 
one channel to another, albeit at the cost of a switching delay. Moreover, the advantage of 
eliminating frame losses due to path-dependent (e.g., multipath fading effects), location-
dependent (e.g., noise effects), and statistically independence between different receiving 
radios can be achieved by using multi-radio diversity principle (Miu, Balakrishnan & 
Koksal, 2007). The idea is that even when each individual reception of a data frame is erro-
neous, it might still be possible to combine the different versions to recover the correct ver-
sion of the frame. In this study, the question to be addressed is that what is the capacity 
expression for single links with multipath effects in a rural based wireless mesh network. It 
is understood that most of previous studies solve capacity problem with simple channel 
models that may not reflect the true wireless channel conditions (Gupta & Kumar, 2000). 

3.1. IEEE 802.11a air interface 

The standard IEEE 802.11a specifies an over-the-air interface between two wireless routers 
or between a wireless client and a router. It provides up to 54 Mbps in the 5 GHz frequency 
band and uses an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) encoding scheme. 
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This implies that a frequency selective channel is the most suitable approach to model the 
IEEE 802.11a air interface (Tse & Viswanath, 2005). This is because a frequency selective 
channel perfectly captures effects of multipath on signal propagation (i.e., due to terrain 
irregularity and tree foliage). The OFDM scheme is basically the preferred method to the 
frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) 
schemes due to its robust performance over multipath. In this context, the IEEE 802.11a 
radio interface cards (Intini, 2000) make use of OFDM to provide high capacity over parallel 
wireless channels. In their definition, Tse and Viswanath (2005) states that a parallel channel 
is a channel which consists of a set of non-interfering sub-channels, each of which is cor-
rupted by independent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 

To obtain the capacity over single link wireless medium, we assume each mth sub-channel 
of a parrallel channel is allocated a waterfilling power mp  such that the average power 
constraint P is still met on each input OFDM symbol to the multipath channel.  Also 
consider that the AWGN power level to a parallel channel is 0N  and the co-channel 
interference caused by neighbouring transmissions is denoted as I . These parameters may 
be held constant in practice considering that most rural network applications are 
characterized by constant and low interference levels (Ismael et al., 2008). Then, the 
maximum capacity per every OFDM symbol of a reliable communication over cM parallel 
streams or subcarriers is given by: 
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whereby the achievable capacity per link in bits/s/Hz for each parallel stream is written as 

 / ,  bits / s / Hz.
cmultipath M cR R M  (2) 

Resulting from (2), the link capacity of a propagating OFDM signal over a wireless multi-
path channel is expanded in terms of the exponential function of the channel gain:  
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The achievable capacity of IEEE 802.11a air interface in terms of antenna gains (each antenna 
system for each radio interface), the range distances, the path loss exponent, the path multi-
plicity, and over the total bandwidth, W is defined as: 
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From (4), P is the maximum power allowed per sub-carrier, L is the number of paths 
associated to each sub-carrier and   is the path loss exponent. We denote antenna  as the 
combined antenna gain which is simply the product of the transmitter and the receiver 
antenna gains, 0d is the reference distance (Abhayawardhana et al., 2007). The combined 
antenna gain is thus, expressed as: 

 antenna antennaTxT antennaRxV        (5) 

Inserting the result in (5) into the expression in (4) reveals that the higher the combined 
antenna gain, the higher the achievable link capacity. The improved antenna gain is the 
main attractive feature that the HPN based BB4allTM architecture offers to the conventional 
standards (Makitla, Makan & Roux, 2010). From (3), to view effects of frequency 

/ cf nW M  on the time invariant wireless channel mh , the known Fourier Transform 
(Bracewell, 1986) can be invoked: 
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where 0,f W    . It should be deduced from the exponential relation that lowering f  
increases the gain in (6) that in turn increases the capacity limit in (4). Suppose we let that 
between any two mesh nodes directly connected there exists a clear line of sight (LOS) as it 
is the usual case in a mesh network. Then, the following multipath channel simplification 
can be made: 
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Based on these simplication, it is worthwhile noting that effects of multipath often produce 
inter-symbol interference (ISI), signal attentuation and multipath echoes. This leads to sig-
nificant capacity drops.  Fortunately, the OFDM communication exploits these channel  
diversity to improve capacity. Therefore, joint OFDM and HPN structural configurations 
can be utilised for capacity improvement in rural based networks. 

3.2. IEEE 802.11n air interface 

In the case of IEEE 802.11n air interface, the model of the wireless channel is characterized 
by antenna arrays with LOS and reflected paths as shown in Figure 5. The difference with 
IEEE 802.11a air interface is that multiple antennas are required at both transceivers when 
constructing the IEEE 802.11n HPNs. In this way, the LOS and reflected paths present wire-
less channel diversity that multi-input multi-output (MIMO) techniques need to exploit for 
channel capacity enhancement.  In particular, if the direct path is denoted as path 1 and the 
reflected path is denoted as path 2, then the channel H  is given by the principle of superpo-
sition (Franceschetti et al, 2009): 
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, where tn  is the number of transmit antennas, rn is the 

number of receive antennas and c is the wavelength of the pass-band transmitted signal. 
The distance between the transmit antenna 1 and recieve antenna 1 along path i is denoted 

by  id .  Figure 5 illustrates transmit and receive antenna arrays that is seperated by a 

concatenation of two channel 'H and ''H  with virtual relays A and B. According to 
expression (8) and Figure 5, the unit spatial signature in the directional cosine   (i.e., 

cos   ) is defined as follows: 
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Figure 5. A MIMO channel with a direct path 1 and a reflected path 2. The channel is a concatenation of 
two channels H' and H'' with virtual relays A and B 

From (9), the notation   is the angle of incidence of the LOS onto the receive antenna array 
and a  is the signal attenuation. In a reasonable sense, the condition that as long as 
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then the matrix H  is of rank 2 holds. That is, the maximum number of independent rows or 
columns of the matrix is 2. Based on the defined condition, we let t t tL n    and 

r r rL n    whereby tL  and rL are normalized lengths of transmit and receive arrays, 
respectively. As a subsequence, the implication is explained as follows. When the number of 
antennas in each HPN is increased for any fixed normalized length of arrays, the factor 
denoted by   will decrease and from the modulo operation, the directional cosine denoted 
by will increase proportionately. This might cause ill-conditioned H with impossible 
inverse. To make H  well-conditioned so that its inverse can be computed, the angular 
separations t  and r  should  satisfy the following: 

 2 1 2 1cos cos , and cos cos , .t t t t t t r r r r r rL n L n              (10) 

Moreover, in order to view the influence of multipath, H  is re-written as  '' 'H H H , where
'H  is a 2 by tn  matrix while ''H  is an rn  by 2 matrix. Consequently, the capacity limit of 

the channel with LOS and reflected paths in an HPN based mesh link is given as: 
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Suppose fading channels are assumed, then the single link of IEEE 802.11n based HPNs can 
be characterized by stochastic channel behaviours. Statistical MIMO channel models are 
adopted to capture the key properties that enable spatial multiplexing (Tse & Viswanath, 
2005). For instance, given an arbitrary number of physical paths between the transmitter and 
the receiver, the channel matrix H may be written as: 
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then the matrix H  is of rank 2 holds. That is, the maximum number of independent rows or 
columns of the matrix is 2. Based on the defined condition, we let t t tL n    and 

r r rL n    whereby tL  and rL are normalized lengths of transmit and receive arrays, 
respectively. As a subsequence, the implication is explained as follows. When the number of 
antennas in each HPN is increased for any fixed normalized length of arrays, the factor 
denoted by   will decrease and from the modulo operation, the directional cosine denoted 
by will increase proportionately. This might cause ill-conditioned H with impossible 
inverse. To make H  well-conditioned so that its inverse can be computed, the angular 
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In conclusion, if the number of physical paths is two then the expression of capacity over 
multipath phenomenon (13) simply reduces to the expression (11) of the direct and reflected 
paths. Clearly from expression (13), one notes that increasing the multiplicity of paths of a 
single wireless link and the number of antennas at each HPN in (11) or (13) will increase the 
capacity limit of the wireless mesh links, depicted in (4) due to MIMO technology benefits. 

4. Achievable capacity limit of HPNs in a mesh network 

4.1. Practical considerations 

In order to obtain the achievable capacity bound for the HPN (the dual channel dual radio) 
based mesh network we consider a typical static wireless mesh network. Suppose the 
network is assumed to consist of varying n  number of HPNs upto 50 nodes with a fixed 
area of deployment region (i.e., 5 Km by 5 Km). Also to generalize our derivations and only 
apply specific cases later with numerical examples, we employ the approach presented by 
Kyasanur and Vaidya (2005) in order to investigate the impact of number of channels and 
interfaces on the capacity of multi-channel wireless networks. In our derivations, the term 
“channel” will refer to a part of frequency spectrum with some specified bandwidth and the 
term “radio” will mean the network interface card. Let us assume that the HPNs based 
mesh network has c channels and every node is equipped with m  interfaces so that the 
relation between the number of interface cards and channels is 2 m c  . Each interface card 
can only transmit and receive data on any one channel at a given time, that is half-duplex 
communication. Thus, the mesh network of m  interfaces per node, and c channels will be 
noted as  ,m c -network. Suppose each channel can support a fixed data rate of

multipathR R , independent of number of non-overlapping channels of the network. Then, 
the total data rate possible by using all c non-overlapping channels is Rc . The number of 
non-overlapping channels can be increased by utilizing extra frequency spectrum of the 
standard technologies. For example, IEEE 802.11a standard technology uses 5 GHz band 
and has a capability of 24+ non-overlapping channels (c = 24+) each of 20 MHz bandwidth 
size (W = 20 MHz). Moreover, the IEEE 802.11n standard technology implements MIMO 
channels with bandwidth size of 40 MHz (Cisco systems, 2011). 

4.2. Capacity limit for regular placement in real network 

Consider Figure 6 that shows the topology of HPNs up to a maximum of 50 nodes placed 
regularly in a 5km by 5km of an area. This network scenario reflects a typical wireless mesh 
network set-ups in rural and remote areas where inter node distance is large and the land-
scape affects network performance. It should be seen that the separation distance between 
the source and the destination HPNs are assumed to take the longest route with a mean line 
joining the two nodes computed to be 6505 m. The regular placement of nodes ensures that 
there are no any two HPNs that are placed within a radius less than 700 m. The main reason 
for this decision is to avoid interference between close neighbours. It will be discussed in 
detail how this placement criteria is ensured using the carrier sense multiple access with 
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collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) in IEEE 802.11 standards (IEEE 802.11 standard working 
group, 1999). In this topology setting, the regular placement of nodes on a fixed area will be 
termed as an arbitrary network. That is, the location of nodes and traffic patterns can be 
controlled as introduced by Gupta and Kumar (2000). Controlling nodes’ placement loca-
tions and the traffic patterns makes the derived capacity bounds to be viewed as the best case 
capacity bounds with results remaining applicable to any network. As introduced by Gupta 
and Kumar, the aggregate end to end network throughput over a given flow or a set of flows 
is measured in terms of “bit-meters/sec”. That is the network is said to transport one “bit-
meter/sec” when one bit has been transported across a distance of one meter in one second. 

Theorem 1: The E2E upper bound on capacity of a statically assigned channel network of 

type  ,m c -arbitrary regular placement of nodes when,  c n
m

  , is given as mcnR


 
  
 

, 

bit-meters/sec. 

Proof: For the best case capacity limit, let’s assume that multiple interfaces of HPNs receive 
and transmit on interference free channels. This assumption is reasonable with the HPNs 
that transmit directionally but receive and ensure connectivity omnidirectionally. As the 
number of channels is much larger than the number of interfaces. Thus, given that each 
HPN has a constant radio range, the spatial reuse is considered to be proportional to the 
physical area of the network. Let the node density   be uniform with distribution regularity 
equals to one (i.e., probability equals to one) throught the deployment area. 

 
Figure 6. Regular placement of HPNs in a 5 km x 5 km 
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In conclusion, if the number of physical paths is two then the expression of capacity over 
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The physical area of deployment, A , can be related to the total number of HPNs by nA


 . 

Consider also that, the capacity of each channel, R , is proportional to the physical area in 

accordance to the relation, nR kA k


  for some constant k (in bits/s/square meters). Sup-

pose each source HPN can generate packets from higher layers protocol at a rate of   
bits/sec and the mean seperation distance between the source and destination HPN pairs is 
L  meters (via multiple hops), then the E2E network capacity of the network is (Gupta & 
Kumar, 2000): 

 ,  bit meters / sec   nL   (14) 

The expression in (14) is evaluated without taking into account the lower layer number of 
frequency channels, interference, path loss effects and number of interface cards. In addi-
tion, in order to relate this high level network capacity with actual number of hops in a 
multi-hop wireless network, the overall bits transported in the network can be evaluated as 
follows. Suppose bit b , 1 b n   (bits/sec), traverses  h b  hops on the path from its source 

to its destination, where the thh hop traverses a distance of h
br , then the overall bits trans-

ported in the network in every second is summed and is related to (14) as: 

 
 

1 1
,  bit meters / sec

h bn
h
b

b h
nL r




 
  , (15) 

The inequality in (15) holds since the mean length of the line joining the source and 
destination,  is at most equal to the distance traversed by a bit from its sources to its 
destination (Kyasanur & Vaidya, 2005). 

Let us define  to be the total number of hops traversed by all bits in a second, i.e.,

 1
n

b b


   . Therefore, the number of bits transmitted by all nodes in a second (includ-

ing bits forwarded) is equal to   (bits/sec). Since each HPN node has m  interfaces, and 
each interface transmits over a frequency channel of bandwidth W , with a data rate R  
possible per channel, the total bits per second that can be transmitted by all interfaces is at 

most 
2

Rmn (transporting a bit across one hop requires two interfaces, one each at the trans-

mitting and the receiving nodes). Consequently, the relation between a single channel single 
link rate, the number of interface cards creating single links, the number of nodes in the 
network and the total number of hops traversed by all bits in every second is given by, 

 , bits / sec 
2

Rmn
   (16) 

It should be noted that under the interference protocol model (Gupta & Kumar, 2000), a 
transmission over a hop of length r in a path loss link is successful only if there can be no 
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active transmitter within a distance of  1 r  . In IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n standards the medium 

access control (MAC) layer protocols execute carrier sense multiple access with collision 
avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism that ensures that this condition is satisfied. Figure 7 
illustrates this type of collision avoidance mechanism. To illustrate this concept further, 
suppose node A is transmitting a bit to node B, while node C is simultaneously transmitting 
a bit to node D and both sessions are over a common frequency channel, W. Then, using the 
interference protocol model and the geometry sufficient for successful reception, node E 
cannot transmit at the same time. Mathematically, one has 

            , 1 , and , 1 ,d C B d A B d A D d C D       (17) 

 Adding the two inequalities together, and applying the triangle inequality to (17), we can 
obtain the inequality in (18), 

       , , ,
2

d B D d A B d C D
   (18) 

Therefore, in collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) principle of IEEE standards ,  expression (18) 

can be viewed as each hop covering a disk of radius 
2
  times the length of the hop around 

each receiver. As shown by Figure 7, the total area covered by all hops must be bounded 
above by the total area of the deployment (domain, A). The seperation distance between 
receiver B and transmitter C is at least  AB AB   and that of transmitter A and receiver D 

is at least  CD CD  . 
 

 
Figure 7. Topology of HPNs and Geometry 

 min AB AB

 min CD CD
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From the geometry of Figure 7, we sum over all channels (which can potentially transport 
Rc bits per second) and obtain the constraint formulated as, 
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this can be rewritten as, 
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Since the expression on the left hand side in (20) is convex, one obtains, 
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Therefore, from (20) and (21) one gets, 
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   (22) 

Substituting for   from (16) in (22), and using expression (15) we have, 

 2
2 ,  bit meters / secmesh

mcC nR


 


 (23) 

Therefore, the E2E asymptotically upper bound capacity limit for a scaling number nodes 
with node density  , and static channel assignment without channel switching mechanisms 
in HPN network is given by 

 

 

,  bit meters / sec    

,  bit meters / sec    

mcnL nR for varying node density

nL nR mc for constant node density






 
    

 

  

 (24) 

4.3. Capacity limit for irregular placement in real network 

Consider Figure 8 that shows the topology of HPNs up to a maximum of 50 nodes placed 
irregularly in a 5km by 5km of an area. This network scenario reflects typical wireless mesh 
network set-ups in rural and remote areas where inter node distance is large and the land-
scape affects network performance. To avoid interference, it is assumed that no any two 
HPNs are placed within a radius less than 400 m at the edge and less than 700m toward the 
centre of the deployment area. However, between any two HPNs the largest separation 
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distance is allowed as much possible as the size of the area can accommodate. The diagram 
indicates one of the possible settlement distribution patterns of the Internet users in com-
munity based networks such as the case of Peebles valley mesh (PVM) networks. 

Theorem 2: The E2E upper bound on capacity of a statically assigned channel network of 

type  ,m c -arbitrary irregular placement of nodes when,  c n
m

  , is given as, 

mcnL O Rn
p




 
   

 
bit-meters/sec. 

 
Figure 8. Irregular placement of HPNs in a 5 km x 5 km 

Proof: Let us consider that in irregular static networks, the node density  varies over space 
(i.e., an area) but stays constant at any given time since nodes are taken to be static. Suppose 
we let the node density   to vary over space with irregularity rate (probability), 0 1p   

then the area A is defined as nA
p

 . Therefore, capacity of the network will depend on 

the expected average node density, p of an irregular placement as well as the number of 
nodes, n . Additionally, HPN nodes have m  interfaces per node and with a data rate of R  
possible per channel. Then, the total bits per second that can be transmitted by all interfaces 

in the network and all channels is at most 
2

Rnmc . 

If we let  1
n

b b


    as the number of bits transmitted by all nodes in a second (includ-

ing bits forwarded). From (22), we found out that  
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Figure 8. Irregular placement of HPNs in a 5 km x 5 km 
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Alternatively, it has been established that  
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We have 
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4.4. Capacity limit for clustered placement in real network 

Suppose that n nodes are arbitrarily located (a cluster fashion) on a square of a fixed area 
with LOS ensured between any two neighbouring nodes shown in Figure 9. Note that the 
deployment area is fixed to 5 km by 5 km. To avoid interference no two HPNs can be placed 
at a radius less than 400 m near the edge and less than 700 m toward the centre of the de-
ployment area. Thus, within a cluster a minimum separation distance of 700 m is consid-
ered, while any largest separation distance possible is considered between clusters. Figure 9 
shows the regularly clustered topology indicating how far as possible the separation dis-
tance between the source and destination HPNs. The diagram depicts typical rural commu-
nity networks such as Peebles valley mesh (PVM) networks. The community mesh network 
is considered to adopt such a distribution pattern and the goal would be to find the achieva-
ble capacity over wireless mesh networks. 

Theorem 3: The E2E upper bound on capacity of statically a signed channel network of type 

 ,m c -arbitrary clustered placement of nodes when  c n
m

   is given as 

1 2

1 21
n nnmcnL R
 

          
in bit-meters/sec, where R is the min (R1, R2), n1 are number of 

nodes in a regular cluster and n2 are number of clusters in the network. 

Proof: We assume a clustered placement of the mesh network as a special case of the regular 

HPNs placement. However, in this case the node densities are respectively, 1
1

1

n
A

   as the 

density of nodes within a cluster consisting of 1n  nodes occupying 1A  geographical area 

and 2
2

2

n
A

   as the density of clusters consisting of 2n clusters occupying 2A of an area. This 
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assumption is reasonable since HPNs within a cluster use a shorter transmission range 
compared to that range that is being used by nodes while communicating between clusters. 
The application layer generates the E2E capacity according to Gupta and Kumar model. This 
capacity depends on the number of nodes and can be simplified as nL , bit-meters/sec. 

 
Figure 9. Regularly clustered placement of HPNs in a 5 km x 5 km 

Suppose bit b , 1 b n   (bits/sec), traverses  h b  hops on the path from its source to its 
destination, where the h -th hop traverses a distance of    1 2

h h h
b b br r r    ( having intra-

cluster and inter-cluster hop distances), then one obtains by summing over all bits in the 
network: 
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   (28) 

Let us define  to be the total number of hops traversed by all bits in a second, i.e.,

 1
n

b b


   . Therefore, the number of bits transmitted by all nodes in a second (includ-

ing bits forwarded) is equal to   (bits/sec). It is known that each HPN node has m  inter-
faces, and each interface transmits over a frequency channel of bandwidth W , with a data 
rate R  per channel, the total bits per second that can be transmitted by all interfaces is at 

most 
2

Rmn (transporting a bit across one hop requires two interfaces, one each at the trans-

mitting and the receiving nodes). But in clustered networks where bits traverse the intra 
cluster hops and inter cluster hops with R1 and R2 rates respectively. R  takes the minimum 
rate since R  drops with distance. Consequently, we have, 
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capacity depends on the number of nodes and can be simplified as nL , bit-meters/sec. 

 
Figure 9. Regularly clustered placement of HPNs in a 5 km x 5 km 

Suppose bit b , 1 b n   (bits/sec), traverses  h b  hops on the path from its source to its 
destination, where the h -th hop traverses a distance of    1 2

h h h
b b br r r    ( having intra-

cluster and inter-cluster hop distances), then one obtains by summing over all bits in the 
network: 

 
 

1 1
,  bit meters / sec  

h bn
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b

b h
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   (28) 

Let us define  to be the total number of hops traversed by all bits in a second, i.e.,

 1
n

b b


   . Therefore, the number of bits transmitted by all nodes in a second (includ-

ing bits forwarded) is equal to   (bits/sec). It is known that each HPN node has m  inter-
faces, and each interface transmits over a frequency channel of bandwidth W , with a data 
rate R  per channel, the total bits per second that can be transmitted by all interfaces is at 

most 
2

Rmn (transporting a bit across one hop requires two interfaces, one each at the trans-

mitting and the receiving nodes). But in clustered networks where bits traverse the intra 
cluster hops and inter cluster hops with R1 and R2 rates respectively. R  takes the minimum 
rate since R  drops with distance. Consequently, we have, 

 ,bits / sec
2

Rmn
   (29) 
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Therefore, using similar arguments and steps provided in the Proof of Theorem 1, the interfer-
ence constraint protocol of the clustered mesh network will still hold. The derived E2E ca-
pacity limit is then upper bound as 

 1 2
2

1 2

2 ,  bit meters / sec  
n nnmcnL R
 

 
      

 (30) 

Hence, the asymptotic end to end upper bound capacity limit for a scaling number of nodes 
with node density 1  and cluster density 2 , and statically assigned channels in HPN 
network is given by 

 1 2

1 2
,  bit meters / sec 

1
n nnmcnL R
 

           
 (31) 

5. Numerical examples using the Peebles valley mesh 

Tables 1 and 2 shows useful data that can be used to determine the achievable capacity limit 
over long links with direct LOS of about 6.505 km from one end of the network to the other. 
The data mimics the physical scenario of PVM as compared to the data sheet values of IEEE 
802.11a and IEEE 802.11n air interfaces, respectively. The computed capacity values assume 
CSMA/CA and the protocol model whereby a transmission over one link is successful only 
if there is no active transmitter within a distance of  1 d  . That is, the distance d  is the 
range between a transmitter and receiver, and  signifies a fraction of one hop distance 
needed to ensure collision-free transmission. The assumption of protocol model is 
reasonable in sparsely placed nodes in rural set-up whereby interference effects can be 
neglected without loss of generality. Furthermore, let the size of data carriers in OFDM 
scheme be, 48cM   with each HPN having an 8dBi omni-directional antenna and 20 dBi 
being the directional antenna (i.e., the combined antenna gain is 630.96 (6.3096 times 100) 
and   in a hilly and foliage area is taken approximately to be three between the frequency 
channels 5.15 GHz and 5.85 GHz (Durgin et al., 1998). Then, from the capacity limit 
expression in Section 3, practical data rates can be obtained. 

5.1. Single link achievable capacity 

Table 1, lists parameters needed to evaluate the achievable data rate for all wireless streams 
of a single link IEEE 802.11a radios. A comparison is made between the achievable data rate 
computed using data from the IEEE 802.11a air interface data-sheet and the data rate of the 
IEEE 802.11a air interface constructed from BB4allTM architecture. It is observed that while 
specifications of other parameters are kept the same in both cases, the combined antenna 
gain is taken to be 9 dBi from the data-sheet and that of BB4allTM architecture to be 28 dBi. 
With these antenna gains, the achievable data rate in standard architecture is 60.792 Mbps 
compared to 183.30 Mbps for the HPNs. This numerical result is explained as follows. When 
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transmission power is kept the same for both cases, an increase in antenna gain due to more 
focussed beams increases capacity substantially. Thus, the HPNs have capacity gains over 
the standard IEEE 802.11a devices. 

 

Parameter Data sheet  BB4all TM architecture 

Maximum single link range (metres), d  ~6505 ~6505

Modulation scheme OFDM OFDM

RF Industrial, Science & Medical (ISM) band 
(GHz), f  

5 5

Number of spatial streams, L  2 2

Combined antenna gain (dBi), antennaK  9 28 

Channel width (MHz) of IEEE 802.11 a, W  20 20

Maximum output power (mWatts) of IEEE 
802.11a radio, P  

50 50 

Reference distance (metres), 0d  5 5

AWGN (mWatts), 0N  1e-10 1e-10

Achievable data rate (Mbps) for all streams, R  60.792 183.30

Table 1. IEEE 802.11a air interface single link capacity 

Table 2 lists parameters needed to evaluate the achievable data rate for all wireless 
streams of a single link IEEE 802.11n radios. A comparison is made between the achieva-
ble data rate computed using data from the IEEE 802.11n air interface data-sheet and the 
data from the BB4allTM architecture. It is observed that while specifications of other pa-
rameters are kept the same in both cases, the datasheet combined antenna gain is taken to 
be 7 dBi and that of BB4allTM architecture to be 28 dBi. With these antenna gains, the 
achievable data rate is 291.33 Mbps in standard architecture compared to 570 Mbps for the 
HPNs. This numerical result is explained as follows. When transmission power and the 
size of the MIMO are constant, an increase in antenna gain increases capacity substantial-
ly. Thus, the HPNs have capacity gains over the standard IEEE 802.11n devices. 
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Therefore, using similar arguments and steps provided in the Proof of Theorem 1, the interfer-
ence constraint protocol of the clustered mesh network will still hold. The derived E2E ca-
pacity limit is then upper bound as 
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Hence, the asymptotic end to end upper bound capacity limit for a scaling number of nodes 
with node density 1  and cluster density 2 , and statically assigned channels in HPN 
network is given by 
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5. Numerical examples using the Peebles valley mesh 

Tables 1 and 2 shows useful data that can be used to determine the achievable capacity limit 
over long links with direct LOS of about 6.505 km from one end of the network to the other. 
The data mimics the physical scenario of PVM as compared to the data sheet values of IEEE 
802.11a and IEEE 802.11n air interfaces, respectively. The computed capacity values assume 
CSMA/CA and the protocol model whereby a transmission over one link is successful only 
if there is no active transmitter within a distance of  1 d  . That is, the distance d  is the 
range between a transmitter and receiver, and  signifies a fraction of one hop distance 
needed to ensure collision-free transmission. The assumption of protocol model is 
reasonable in sparsely placed nodes in rural set-up whereby interference effects can be 
neglected without loss of generality. Furthermore, let the size of data carriers in OFDM 
scheme be, 48cM   with each HPN having an 8dBi omni-directional antenna and 20 dBi 
being the directional antenna (i.e., the combined antenna gain is 630.96 (6.3096 times 100) 
and   in a hilly and foliage area is taken approximately to be three between the frequency 
channels 5.15 GHz and 5.85 GHz (Durgin et al., 1998). Then, from the capacity limit 
expression in Section 3, practical data rates can be obtained. 

5.1. Single link achievable capacity 

Table 1, lists parameters needed to evaluate the achievable data rate for all wireless streams 
of a single link IEEE 802.11a radios. A comparison is made between the achievable data rate 
computed using data from the IEEE 802.11a air interface data-sheet and the data rate of the 
IEEE 802.11a air interface constructed from BB4allTM architecture. It is observed that while 
specifications of other parameters are kept the same in both cases, the combined antenna 
gain is taken to be 9 dBi from the data-sheet and that of BB4allTM architecture to be 28 dBi. 
With these antenna gains, the achievable data rate in standard architecture is 60.792 Mbps 
compared to 183.30 Mbps for the HPNs. This numerical result is explained as follows. When 
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transmission power is kept the same for both cases, an increase in antenna gain due to more 
focussed beams increases capacity substantially. Thus, the HPNs have capacity gains over 
the standard IEEE 802.11a devices. 

 

Parameter Data sheet  BB4all TM architecture 

Maximum single link range (metres), d  ~6505 ~6505

Modulation scheme OFDM OFDM

RF Industrial, Science & Medical (ISM) band 
(GHz), f  

5 5

Number of spatial streams, L  2 2

Combined antenna gain (dBi), antennaK  9 28 

Channel width (MHz) of IEEE 802.11 a, W  20 20

Maximum output power (mWatts) of IEEE 
802.11a radio, P  

50 50 

Reference distance (metres), 0d  5 5

AWGN (mWatts), 0N  1e-10 1e-10

Achievable data rate (Mbps) for all streams, R  60.792 183.30

Table 1. IEEE 802.11a air interface single link capacity 

Table 2 lists parameters needed to evaluate the achievable data rate for all wireless 
streams of a single link IEEE 802.11n radios. A comparison is made between the achieva-
ble data rate computed using data from the IEEE 802.11n air interface data-sheet and the 
data from the BB4allTM architecture. It is observed that while specifications of other pa-
rameters are kept the same in both cases, the datasheet combined antenna gain is taken to 
be 7 dBi and that of BB4allTM architecture to be 28 dBi. With these antenna gains, the 
achievable data rate is 291.33 Mbps in standard architecture compared to 570 Mbps for the 
HPNs. This numerical result is explained as follows. When transmission power and the 
size of the MIMO are constant, an increase in antenna gain increases capacity substantial-
ly. Thus, the HPNs have capacity gains over the standard IEEE 802.11n devices. 
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Parameter Data sheet  BB4allTM architecture 

Maximum single link range (metres), d  ~6505 ~6505

Modulation scheme OFDM OFDM

RF Industrial, Science & Medical (ISM) band 
(GHz), f  

5 5

Number of spatial streams (2xMIMO), L   2 2

Combined antenna gain (dBi), antennaK  7 28 

Channel width (MHz) of IEEE 802.11 a, W  40 40

Maximum output power (mWatts) of IEEE 
802.11a radio, P  

100 100

Reference distance (metres), 0d  5 5

AWGN (mWatts), 0N  1e-10 1e-10

Achievable data rate (Mbps) for all streams, R  291.33 570

Table 2. IEEE 802.11n air interface single link capacity 

5.2. End to end achievable capacity under different HPN placements 

Tables 3 and 4 show the E2E numerical values of capacity, right from the ethernet at one end 
of the network to ethernet at the other end of the network. Consider a wireless mesh net-
work made up of IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n (Cisco systems, 2011) HPNs. Suppose typi-
cal information available are: the radio interfaces 2m , the orthogonal channel 2c , the 
deployment area 5000 5000A m m   and the bandwidth 20W Mhz  and carrier frequen-
cy of 5.85 GHz. Assume that Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) protocol is employed in order to identify pairs nodes that can simultaneously 
transmit (Kodialam and Nandagopal, 2005). In this protocol, neighbours of both an intended 
transmitter and receiver have to refrain from both transmission and reception in order to 
avoid collisions. Practically, we can let  =10% of one hop distance to be sufficient enough 
to prevent neighbouring nodes from transmitting on the same subchannel at the same time. 
One hop distance is approximately 2100 m.  This study also assummed an optimized link 
state routing (OLSR) protocol that proactively maintains fresh lists of destinations and their 
routes (Johnson, 2007). These routing tables are periodically distributed in the network. The 
protocol ensures that a route to a particular destination is immediately available. Couto et al 
(2005) proposed an expected transmission count (ETX) metric to calculate the expected 
number of retransmissions that are required for a packet to travel to and from a destination. 
ETX metric is adapted in this study as a default routing metric to determine the amount of 
successful packets at any receiver node from a transmitting neighbour within a window 
period. ETX metric is also viewed as a high-throughput path metric for multi-hop wireless 
mesh network (Couti et al., 2005). Using such information, we can illustrate the end to end 
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(E2E) capacity limit with practical examples of network deployments. In particular, consider 
the following cases: 

a. Regular pattern when 10n and when 50n , the node density is distributed with 
uniform probability of one. 

b. Irregular pattern when 10n and when 50n . Assume that the average distance of 
source-destination pair is 6505 m. The value enables the computation of achievable ca-
pacity over direct LOS path (i.e., without multi-hops) between the source and destina-
tion nodes. Nodes are assummed to be placed irregularly with a rate (probability) p , 
taken arbitrally as  0.9. Note that 0 1p  . The choice of p  depicts the severeness of the 
irregular  placements of HPNs, with smaller values of p  depicts more irregular envi-
ronment and larger value shows that the placement of nodes in an area is carefully 
planned. 

c. Regularly clustered pattern above  when 10n  and 5 clusters each of 2 nodes, as well 
as when 50n  with 5 clusters each of 10 nodes. 

 
 

HPNs placement in a 
5 km x 5 km area 

No. of HPNs Achievable link capacity 
(Mbps) 

E2E achievable 
capacity (Mbps) 

 

Regular at p = 100% 10 R(2100 m) = 281.12 0.5192

 50 R(700 m)   = 376.22 0.9322

Irregular at p = 90% 10 R(2100 m) = 281.12 0.5473

 50 R(700 m)   = 376.22 0.9827

Clustered 10 R1(700 m) = 376.22
R2(4200 m)= 221.13 
R = min (R1, R2) 

0.4202

 50 R1(700 m) = 376.22
R2(1400 m)= 316.22 
R = min (R1, R2) 

0.5374

Table 3. IEEE 802.11a of HPNs of BB4all TM architecture 
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Parameter Data sheet  BB4allTM architecture 

Maximum single link range (metres), d  ~6505 ~6505

Modulation scheme OFDM OFDM
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(GHz), f  

5 5

Number of spatial streams (2xMIMO), L   2 2

Combined antenna gain (dBi), antennaK  7 28 

Channel width (MHz) of IEEE 802.11 a, W  40 40

Maximum output power (mWatts) of IEEE 
802.11a radio, P  

100 100

Reference distance (metres), 0d  5 5

AWGN (mWatts), 0N  1e-10 1e-10

Achievable data rate (Mbps) for all streams, R  291.33 570

Table 2. IEEE 802.11n air interface single link capacity 

5.2. End to end achievable capacity under different HPN placements 

Tables 3 and 4 show the E2E numerical values of capacity, right from the ethernet at one end 
of the network to ethernet at the other end of the network. Consider a wireless mesh net-
work made up of IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n (Cisco systems, 2011) HPNs. Suppose typi-
cal information available are: the radio interfaces 2m , the orthogonal channel 2c , the 
deployment area 5000 5000A m m   and the bandwidth 20W Mhz  and carrier frequen-
cy of 5.85 GHz. Assume that Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) protocol is employed in order to identify pairs nodes that can simultaneously 
transmit (Kodialam and Nandagopal, 2005). In this protocol, neighbours of both an intended 
transmitter and receiver have to refrain from both transmission and reception in order to 
avoid collisions. Practically, we can let  =10% of one hop distance to be sufficient enough 
to prevent neighbouring nodes from transmitting on the same subchannel at the same time. 
One hop distance is approximately 2100 m.  This study also assummed an optimized link 
state routing (OLSR) protocol that proactively maintains fresh lists of destinations and their 
routes (Johnson, 2007). These routing tables are periodically distributed in the network. The 
protocol ensures that a route to a particular destination is immediately available. Couto et al 
(2005) proposed an expected transmission count (ETX) metric to calculate the expected 
number of retransmissions that are required for a packet to travel to and from a destination. 
ETX metric is adapted in this study as a default routing metric to determine the amount of 
successful packets at any receiver node from a transmitting neighbour within a window 
period. ETX metric is also viewed as a high-throughput path metric for multi-hop wireless 
mesh network (Couti et al., 2005). Using such information, we can illustrate the end to end 
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(E2E) capacity limit with practical examples of network deployments. In particular, consider 
the following cases: 

a. Regular pattern when 10n and when 50n , the node density is distributed with 
uniform probability of one. 

b. Irregular pattern when 10n and when 50n . Assume that the average distance of 
source-destination pair is 6505 m. The value enables the computation of achievable ca-
pacity over direct LOS path (i.e., without multi-hops) between the source and destina-
tion nodes. Nodes are assummed to be placed irregularly with a rate (probability) p , 
taken arbitrally as  0.9. Note that 0 1p  . The choice of p  depicts the severeness of the 
irregular  placements of HPNs, with smaller values of p  depicts more irregular envi-
ronment and larger value shows that the placement of nodes in an area is carefully 
planned. 

c. Regularly clustered pattern above  when 10n  and 5 clusters each of 2 nodes, as well 
as when 50n  with 5 clusters each of 10 nodes. 

 
 

HPNs placement in a 
5 km x 5 km area 

No. of HPNs Achievable link capacity 
(Mbps) 

E2E achievable 
capacity (Mbps) 

 

Regular at p = 100% 10 R(2100 m) = 281.12 0.5192

 50 R(700 m)   = 376.22 0.9322

Irregular at p = 90% 10 R(2100 m) = 281.12 0.5473

 50 R(700 m)   = 376.22 0.9827

Clustered 10 R1(700 m) = 376.22
R2(4200 m)= 221.13 
R = min (R1, R2) 

0.4202

 50 R1(700 m) = 376.22
R2(1400 m)= 316.22 
R = min (R1, R2) 

0.5374

Table 3. IEEE 802.11a of HPNs of BB4all TM architecture 
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HPNs placement in a 
5 km x 5 km area 

No. of HPNs Achievable link capacity 
(Mbps) 

E2E achievable 
capacity (Mbps) 

 

Regular at p = 100% 10 R(2100 m) = 722.24 1.3339

 50 R(700 m)   = 912.44 2.2609

Irregular at p = 90% 10 R(2100 m) = 722.24 1.4061

 50 R(700 m)   = 912.44 2.3832

Clustered 10 R1(700 m) = 912.44
R2(4200 m)= 602.24 
R = min (R1, R2) 

1.1443

 50 R1(700 m) = 912.44
R2(1400 m)= 792.44 
R = min (R1, R2) 

2.0201

Table 4. IEEE 802.11n of HPNs of BB4allTM architecture 

Table 5 illustrates the achievable E2E capacity results of the BB4allTM architecture 
compared to closely related work on dual radio dual channel analytical results by Kyasanur 
and Vaidya (2005). 
 

Dual-radio dual-
channel mesh 
network 

Consists of IEEE 
802.11a  HPNs: 
regularly placed 

Consists of IEEE 
802.11n  HPNs: 
regularly placed 

Arbitrary network of 
dual radio dual 
channel (Kyasanur and 
Vaidya, 2005) 

Upper bound capacity 
value (of 50 nodes) in 
Mbps in a 5 km x 5 km

0.9322 2.2609 0.01 

Table 5. E2E achievable capacity gain of BB4allTM  architecture 

5.3. Discussions on E2E achievable capacity 

It should be noted from both Tables 3 and 4 that in a fixed area of 5 km by 5 km, the E2E 
achievable capacity evaluated shows that there is lower capacity when number of HPNs is 
ten than when the number is 50 in all node placement scenarios. The main reason is that a 
series of long links created between any two immediate nodes degrades the achievable E2E 
capacity. This was proven by single link capacity models in Section 3. For instance, at ten 
HPNs in the fixed sized network, the hop distances are much larger than the case for 50 
HPNs. In each hop, the propagating signal faces path loss effects due to terrain irregularity, 
foliage and wireless medium conductivity. The implication is that signal traversing longer 
hop distances are faced with higher attenuation and lower E2E capacity than signal propa-
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gating over shorter hops. The numerical results plotted in the tables 3 and 4 also showed 
that HPNs distributed with irregularity rate (probability) of 90% provides the highest E2E 
achievable capacity limit compared to the three node placement scenarios. This means that 
when HPNs are distributed with irregularity rate of 90%, the probability of finding some 
nodes in some areas will likely reduce by 10%. However, with the same number of nodes and 
fixed area of deployment, the inter hop distances where nodes occur will be much smaller by 
10% than in regular placements. But shorter hops imply higher capacity if and only if there is 
no interference as we have noted with single links. Moreover, according to Li et al. (2001), 
increasing or keeping constant the number of nodes placed in a fixed area automatically in-
creases or keeps constant the average node density. The average node density is inversely 
proportional to the E2E capacity according to Theorem 2. Thus, a lower average density in an 
irregular node placement for the same number of nodes will yield a higher E2E capacity if and 
only if the area of deployment is fixed or decreased. Using similar argument, when values of 
p  is decreased (i.e., 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, etc), the average   decreases proportionately and if the area 
of deployment is fixed or reduced then for the same number of nodes, the capacity will in-
crease. Interestingly, Tables 3 and 4 showed that in regularly clustered placements, the E2E 
capacity limit values are least compared to other placement scenarios. The explanation is mo-
tivated by viewing that there is long distances between clusters and shorter distances between 
HPNs within a cluster. While, the former situation exacerbates achievable capacity, the latter 
improves capacity. The contributing factor within a cluster is then the inter-cluster distances 
that degrades the overall capacity that can be achieved.    

At n = 50 the achievable E2E capacity for clustered placement is almost two times less than 
one related to regular or irregular patterns in the case of IEEE 802.11a air interface network, 
but in the case of IEEE 802.11n air interface network it becomes more or less comparable. In 
Section 3, characterization of influence of multipath, multiple antennas, and hop distance on 
the link capacity revealed that multipath and distance predominantly affect capacity in IEEE 
802.11a air interface, while multipath and the number of antennas predominantly influence 
the achievable capacity in IEEE 802.11n air interface. Because clustered placements irrespec-
tive of the number of antennas per HPN provide longer hop distances between one cluster 
and other, one expects much worse E2E capacity value in a clustered IEEE 802.11a air inter-
face compared to regular and irregular placements. 

It was also noted that network throughput dropped significantly from source HPN to the 
destination HPN or gateway. In particular, the drop was by about 99% across 3 long distance 
hops and by about 99% across 3 long distance hops considering regularly deployed HPNs 
from Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The general explanation is that, the channel gain drops with 
increase in propagation distance, and there are also overhead losses associated with medium 
access control (MAC) and the multi-hop routing such that the number of packets sent is not 
equal to the number of packets received successfully. Despite this observation, HPNs derived 
from IEEE 802.11n radios have a better E2E capacity achievable mainly due to the MIMO tech-
nologies that are capable of combating multi-path fading (Franceschetti et al., 2009).  

In arbitral network, with a combined antenna gain of 9dBi, hop distance of 700 m, 
bandwidth of 20 MHz, transmitted power output of 100 mWatts and 1e-10 Watts, the 
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HPNs placement in a 
5 km x 5 km area 

No. of HPNs Achievable link capacity 
(Mbps) 

E2E achievable 
capacity (Mbps) 

 

Regular at p = 100% 10 R(2100 m) = 722.24 1.3339

 50 R(700 m)   = 912.44 2.2609

Irregular at p = 90% 10 R(2100 m) = 722.24 1.4061
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R2(4200 m)= 602.24 
R = min (R1, R2) 
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 50 R1(700 m) = 912.44
R2(1400 m)= 792.44 
R = min (R1, R2) 

2.0201

Table 4. IEEE 802.11n of HPNs of BB4allTM architecture 

Table 5 illustrates the achievable E2E capacity results of the BB4allTM architecture 
compared to closely related work on dual radio dual channel analytical results by Kyasanur 
and Vaidya (2005). 
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Consists of IEEE 
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dual radio dual 
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Vaidya, 2005) 

Upper bound capacity 
value (of 50 nodes) in 
Mbps in a 5 km x 5 km

0.9322 2.2609 0.01 

Table 5. E2E achievable capacity gain of BB4allTM  architecture 

5.3. Discussions on E2E achievable capacity 

It should be noted from both Tables 3 and 4 that in a fixed area of 5 km by 5 km, the E2E 
achievable capacity evaluated shows that there is lower capacity when number of HPNs is 
ten than when the number is 50 in all node placement scenarios. The main reason is that a 
series of long links created between any two immediate nodes degrades the achievable E2E 
capacity. This was proven by single link capacity models in Section 3. For instance, at ten 
HPNs in the fixed sized network, the hop distances are much larger than the case for 50 
HPNs. In each hop, the propagating signal faces path loss effects due to terrain irregularity, 
foliage and wireless medium conductivity. The implication is that signal traversing longer 
hop distances are faced with higher attenuation and lower E2E capacity than signal propa-
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gating over shorter hops. The numerical results plotted in the tables 3 and 4 also showed 
that HPNs distributed with irregularity rate (probability) of 90% provides the highest E2E 
achievable capacity limit compared to the three node placement scenarios. This means that 
when HPNs are distributed with irregularity rate of 90%, the probability of finding some 
nodes in some areas will likely reduce by 10%. However, with the same number of nodes and 
fixed area of deployment, the inter hop distances where nodes occur will be much smaller by 
10% than in regular placements. But shorter hops imply higher capacity if and only if there is 
no interference as we have noted with single links. Moreover, according to Li et al. (2001), 
increasing or keeping constant the number of nodes placed in a fixed area automatically in-
creases or keeps constant the average node density. The average node density is inversely 
proportional to the E2E capacity according to Theorem 2. Thus, a lower average density in an 
irregular node placement for the same number of nodes will yield a higher E2E capacity if and 
only if the area of deployment is fixed or decreased. Using similar argument, when values of 
p  is decreased (i.e., 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, etc), the average   decreases proportionately and if the area 
of deployment is fixed or reduced then for the same number of nodes, the capacity will in-
crease. Interestingly, Tables 3 and 4 showed that in regularly clustered placements, the E2E 
capacity limit values are least compared to other placement scenarios. The explanation is mo-
tivated by viewing that there is long distances between clusters and shorter distances between 
HPNs within a cluster. While, the former situation exacerbates achievable capacity, the latter 
improves capacity. The contributing factor within a cluster is then the inter-cluster distances 
that degrades the overall capacity that can be achieved.    

At n = 50 the achievable E2E capacity for clustered placement is almost two times less than 
one related to regular or irregular patterns in the case of IEEE 802.11a air interface network, 
but in the case of IEEE 802.11n air interface network it becomes more or less comparable. In 
Section 3, characterization of influence of multipath, multiple antennas, and hop distance on 
the link capacity revealed that multipath and distance predominantly affect capacity in IEEE 
802.11a air interface, while multipath and the number of antennas predominantly influence 
the achievable capacity in IEEE 802.11n air interface. Because clustered placements irrespec-
tive of the number of antennas per HPN provide longer hop distances between one cluster 
and other, one expects much worse E2E capacity value in a clustered IEEE 802.11a air inter-
face compared to regular and irregular placements. 

It was also noted that network throughput dropped significantly from source HPN to the 
destination HPN or gateway. In particular, the drop was by about 99% across 3 long distance 
hops and by about 99% across 3 long distance hops considering regularly deployed HPNs 
from Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The general explanation is that, the channel gain drops with 
increase in propagation distance, and there are also overhead losses associated with medium 
access control (MAC) and the multi-hop routing such that the number of packets sent is not 
equal to the number of packets received successfully. Despite this observation, HPNs derived 
from IEEE 802.11n radios have a better E2E capacity achievable mainly due to the MIMO tech-
nologies that are capable of combating multi-path fading (Franceschetti et al., 2009).  

In arbitral network, with a combined antenna gain of 9dBi, hop distance of 700 m, 
bandwidth of 20 MHz, transmitted power output of 100 mWatts and 1e-10 Watts, the 
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conventional analytical results of Kyasanur and Vaidya (2005) was compared with the 
HPNs of the BB4allTM architecture. Data from Table 5 shows that HPNs of the latter with 
special radios and antenna arrangements is more superior to the HPNs with standard 
antenna gains. While all cases considered dual radio dual channel specifications, the HPNs 
of the BB4allTM architecture have higher throughput antenna configurations than the work 
proposed by Kyasanur and Vaidya (2005). 

6. Conclusion and future work  
The BB4allTM architecture makes use of omni-directional antennas to maintain mesh connec-
tivity, while directional antennas support information relay over long distances with high 
power gains. It was found that the impact of multipath and MIMO of IEEE 802.11a/n air 
interfaces on achievable capacity can be characterized by OFDM modulation scheme, anten-
na configurations, and multiple streaming of frames or packets. Both the analytical and 
numerical results showed that the higher the dimensions of these parameters, the higher the 
achievable capacity due to benefits derived from channel diversity. It was also confirmed 
based on related previous works that increasing the number of interfaces per HPN and 
channels in the network does increase the achievable E2E capacity in any arbitral network 
placement. One of the contribution of this study was the innovation constructed to improve 
performance of the commercially available WLAN devices. The pillar of innovation was that 
increasing the antenna gains could improve capacity of real networks even without increas-
ing the power settings of the transmitter. 

The CSIR Meraka Institute, South Africa, through living lab initiatives, are currently gather-
ing field data regarding end-to-end capacity that is experienced by rural community Inter-
net users. The findings will be assessed with a view of considering possible improvements 
of future network architectures that can provide high data rates. Other possible exploration 
of increasing capacity of community networks (i.e., Peebles valley mesh in South Africa) 
include utilization of unused frequency (TV white space) spectrum. The TV white spaces 
spectrum fosters high capacity signal transmissions over long distances in rural terrains. 
Thus, cognitive and foraging radio techniques are promising tools toward spectrum and 
energy efficient network management for the next billion internet users. It should also be 
noted that, although the theoretical derivations were applied to the PVM network, they 
could also be applied to other rural deployments as well. 
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1. Introduction

We discuss our proof of security properties of a standards-track protocol suite for
authentication and key establishment using a formal verification technique. Our technique
is Protocol Composition Logic (PCL) [15] (see Section 2.1). Our setting is the IEEE 802.11
Mesh Networking task group, known as 802.11s, which was formed to define extensions to
IEEE 802.11 [1] to support wireless mesh networking [25]. A goal of the task group is to secure
a mesh by utilizing existing IEEE 802.11 security mechanisms and extensions.

The Mesh Security Architecture (MSA) proposal [4–7] to 802.11s consists of a definition of a
key hierarchy and a suite of protocols to enable security in a wireless mesh network. The
proposal includes detailed information to implement MSA within the framework defined by
802.11s, including key derivation, protocol execution, and message formatting. The suite of
protocols encompasses all the necessary components to create and maintain a mesh of nodes.

We describe the following three major contributions in this chapter:

• We conduct a comprehensive assessment of all 10 protocols (averaging 4 messages and 8
components) of the MSA proposal from a security standpoint and proven its correctness.
We present an overview of the protocol suite and the main insights from the proof. The
full details are generally unenlightening; a companion technical report [28] complements
this chapter.
As this is one of few instances of the proof of correctness of a substantial, standards-track
protocol suite of which we are aware, we feel that this is an important contribution.

• PCL has been used to prove the correctness of the IEEE 802.11i protocol suite [26].
However, 802.11s presents new challenges that have necessitated extensions to PCL for
us to be able to carry out our correctness proof. We present these extensions and details
from the MSA proposal that illustrate their necessity (see Section 3). We believe that the
extensions are general enough to be useful in other work in protocol verification.

©2012 Kuhlman et al., licensee InTech. This is an open access chapter distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0),which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly
cited.
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2 Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH

• In the course of carrying out our proof, we discovered two security issues with protocols
in the proposal. We discuss these issues and our suggestions for changes to address them.
Our suggestions have since been incorporated into the proposal. As we point out in
Section 5, our proof would not have been possible without these changes.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a background
on PCL, 802.11s and the MSA proposal. In Section 3 we present our additions to PCL; for each
addition we illustrate its need via components from the protocol suite we have analyzed. We
provide an overview of the proof in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss our recommendations
for changes to the original design of the protocol suite in the MSA proposal based on our proof
efforts. We conclude with future work and general conclusions in Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we provide some background and motivations for our work.

2.1. Overview of proof method

We use Protocol Composition Logic (PCL) to prove the correctness and security of the Mesh
Security Architecture. We provide a brief overview of PCL in this section. PCL has been used
for a security analysis of 802.11i [26], Kerberos [32], and the Group Domain of Interpretation
(GDOI) protocol [29].

2.1.1. Terminology

Protocols in PCL are modeled using a particular syntax. A role specifies a sequence of actions
performed by an honest party. A matching set of roles (two, in this chapter) define a protocol.
A particular instance of a role run by a specific principal is a thread. Possible actions inside
a thread include nonce generation, signature creation, encryption, hash calculation, network
communication, and pattern matching (which includes decryption and signature verification).
Each thread consists of a number of basic sequences, each of which has pre- and post-conditions.
A basic sequence is a series of actions, which may not include a blocking action (like receive)
except as the first action. Pre- and post-conditions are assertions expressed as logic predicates
that must be true before and after a protocol run, respectively. Each basic sequence may have
pre- and post-conditions as well, allowing for additional reasoning about certain actions.

2.1.2. Notation

We use the following notation in this chapter. Our notation is consistent with previous work
on PCL except for the extensions that we propose in this chapter (see Section 3 for a discussion
of the extensions).

X, Y, Z, . . . are used to denote threads.

X̂, Ŷ, Ẑ, . . . denote the principals associated with the corresponding threads.

send, receive, new, . . . are actions. Actions are things that principals do in a thread.
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MKHSH, TLS:CLNT, 4WAY, . . . denote protocols. We use the convention of
protocol:role to note both the protocol and the associated role that a principal plays
in an instance of the protocol; for example, in TLS:CLNT, CLNT denotes that it is the
client’s portion of the TLS protocol.
pmkX,Z, gtkX , . . . denote cryptographic keys. We use subscripts to indicate the
principal(s) with whom a key is associated.
θ, Φ, Γ, . . . are used to denote logic formulae that express pre- or post-conditions, or
invariants.
Has(), KOHonest(), SafeMsg(), . . . are logic predicates that are used in assertions (pre-
and post-conditions, and invariants).

Many of the predicates follow a Pred(actor, action) format. Thus, Has(X, m) means that thread
X has information m. Similar predicate formats follow for Send, Receive, New, and Computes.
Other predicates can be more complicated. Honest(X̂) means that the principal (X̂) running
the thread is honest. KOHonest(s,K) essentially means that all principals with access to any
key k ∈ K or to the value s are honest. Contains(m, t) is equivalent to t ⊆ m and means that
information t is a subterm of m.

2.1.3. Proof methodology

The proof methodology of PCL is described by Durgin et al. [21, 22] and Datta et al. [12–18,
26, 32]. We use the standard syntax of θ[P]XΦ. This means that with preconditions θ before
the run of actions P by thread X, the result (postcondition) Φ is proven to hold. θ is always
used to denote a precondition, Φ a postcondition, and Γ an invariant.

The proof system is built on three fundamental building blocks. The first is a series of
first-order logical axioms [15]. A first-order logical axiom is a natural logical assumption
(e.g., creation of a value implies possession of that value). The second is a series of
cryptographic/security axioms [15, 22, 26]. Cryptographic axioms provide formal logic
equivalents of standard cryptography (e.g., possession of a key and a value provides
possession of the encryption of the value with that key). These assume idealized
cryptographic functionality which most cryptographic primitives do not achieve in practice.
For example, the hash of two different values is assumed to never be the same.

The third building block is the fundamental principle of honesty. Honesty imposes certain
restrictions on roles – that they follow protocol descriptions correctly and do not send out
particular information assigned to that role. Honesty is a special type of rule that allows
an instance of a thread to reason about the actions of another, corresponding thread that
participates in the same protocol. The actions of an attacker are not assumed to be honest. We
do, however, assume that the attacker does not violate an assumption, condition or invariant
(e.g., the possession of a private key) that is necessary for a protocol to run to completion.
This notion of an attacker model is the same as that considered in previous work that uses
approaches based on mathematical logic to verify protocols (c.f. [26]).

All but one of the axioms on which we depend have been proposed previously [12, 15, 16, 26];
space constraints preclude the presentation of a comprehensive list of all PCL axioms in
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2. Preliminaries
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MKHSH, TLS:CLNT, 4WAY, . . . denote protocols. We use the convention of
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All but one of the axioms on which we depend have been proposed previously [12, 15, 16, 26];
space constraints preclude the presentation of a comprehensive list of all PCL axioms in
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this chapter. We provide a few frequently used axioms in Figure 1. We do, however,
point out that we need an additional axiom: a node which generates a signature over some
(previously-defined) information has that information and the key with which the signature
is generated. The existence of information m outside of the computation is important to
eliminate concerns about existential signature forgery.

SIG1: m ∧ Computes(X, SIGk(m)) ⊃ Has(X, m) ∧ Has(X, k).

(Computes() and Has() are predicates, ⊃ can be read as “implies,” ∧ is logical conjunction and
a < b indicates a occurred temporally before b.)

AA1 φ[a]Xa

AA4 φ[a1; a2; . . . ; ak ]Xa1 < a2 ∧ . . . ∧ ak−1 < ak

AN2 φ[New x]XHas(Y, x) ⊃ Y = X

AN3 φ[New x]XFresh(X, x)

ARP Receive(X, p(x))[match q(x)/q(t)]X

Receive(X, p(t))

FS1 Fresh(X, t)[send t�]X

FirstSend(X, t, t�)∀t ⊆ t�

FS2 FirstSend(X, t, t�) ∧ a(Y, t��) ⊃ Send(X, t�) < a(Y, t��), where X �= Y ∧ t ⊆ t��

HASH1 Computes(X, HASHK(x)) ⊃ Has(X, x) ∧ Has(X, K)

Figure 1. Some PCL Axioms Used in MSA Proofs

The methodology of PCL has proven very successful in dealing with large-scale architectures.
A recent paper by Cremers looked at the soundness of the various axioms of PCL [11]. For the
problem of preceding actions, we have consistently used implicit pre- and post-conditions at
the basic sequence level, leading to a tighter joining of actions. Another issue arises with the
HASH3 axiom. We propose a straight-forward generalization of the HASH3 axiom, following
earlier work on signatures. We define a new axiom, which is sound.

HASH3�: Receive(X, HASHK(x)) ⊃ ∃Y.Computes(Y, HASHK(x)) ∧ Send(Y, m) ∧
Contains(m, HASHK(x)).

2.1.4. Composing proofs

An important feature of PCL is that with it, we can reason about how protocols interact.
As this chapter covers an entire architecture, it is imperative that the large number of
individual protocols be proven secure not only independently, but also working together
in conjunction as a complete system. To this end, we extensively use the methodology of
protocol composition developed by Datta et al. [15]. We discuss this in Section 4.3. Alternate
composition methods are available, in certain circumstances [10].
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2.2. Overview of the MSA proposal for 802.11s

The 802.11s task group is working to develop a mesh networking protocol that sets up
auto-configuring, multi-hop paths between wireless stations to support the exchange of data
packets. A goal of the task group is to utilize existing IEEE 802.11 security mechanisms [1],
with extensions, to secure a mesh in which all the stations are controlled by a single logical
administrative entity from the standpoint of security [25]. The 802.11s task group continues
to refine its draft specification through the resolution of comments received during a review
of the specification that began in late 2006 [4–7].

A mesh network is a collection of network nodes, each of which can communicate with the
others. Several kinds of nodes are specified in the MSA proposal. One is a Mesh Point (MP), a
member of the mesh that can communicate with other nodes. Each mesh has at least one Mesh
Key Distributor (MKD) which is an MP that is responsible for much of the key management
within its domain (a MKD’s domain is the set of nodes with which it has a secure connection).
The MKD also provides a secure link to an external authentication server (e.g., a RADIUS [30]
server). A Mesh Authenticator (MA) is an MP which has been authorized by the MKD to
participate in key distribution within the mesh. A Candidate MP is an entity that wishes to
join the mesh but is not yet an MP.

Differences from 802.11i Part of the MSA proposal is very similar to the 802.11i protocol
suite [1]. In 802.11i, connections are established between authenticators and supplicants
in a server-client topology. An authenticator is connected to a backbone infrastructure,
and each supplicant may use an Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) [3] method such
as EAP-TLS [34] to authenticate with the infrastructure. Each supplicant then uses a
four-message handshake to secure a session with an authenticator, allowing subsequent use
of its resources. The authenticator also maintains a broadcast key that is given to each of its
successful supplicants. These protocols were examined in [26] and proven to be secure.

In addition to the 802.11i functionality, the MSA proposal allows the mesh to be a peer-to-peer
network. Nodes in an MSA mesh may play different roles at different times. Thus, the proof
of security of the 802.11i 4-way handshake [26], which assumes limitations on the messages
a node can send, does not hold. The peer-to-peer nature also poses some difficulties with
timing. The 802.11i proofs adopt matching conversations [2] as the authenticity property. As we
discuss in Section 3.1.1, the notion of matching conversations imposes a rather strict ordering
of messages in a protocol run, and is too rigid for our purposes. In MSA, we must provide for
the case that both parties simultaneously start instances of a protocol and messages are not
necessarily well-ordered. Thus, the proofs from [26] do not carry over directly.

The key hierarchy Each node in Figure 2 represents a key in principal X’s key hierarchy. An
edge from key k1 to k2 shows that k2 is either derived from or delivered using k1 (that is, k1
protects k2, as knowledge of k1 is required to obtain k2). The edge’s label is the protocol that
is used to derive or deliver the key. The subscript in a key (for example, the subscript X in
pmkmkdX {X, T}) is used to denote the principal(s) associated with the key. Principals listed
in curly brackets are the honest entities that may possess the key. The subscripts are ordered
(i.e., pmkX,Y is different from pmkY,X).
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Figure 2. The key hierarchy of the MSA proposal

Key derivation (one-way) functions are utilized rather than key generation for efficiency. The
MSA suite’s use of key derivation also provides the potential for certain protocols to complete
successfully when neither principal has connectivity to the rest of the mesh. This results in
a key hierarchy, with each node being associated with several keys. The key hierarchy is
an excellent avenue for understanding and summarizing the various protocols in the MSA
proposal, and for demonstrating which keys protect other keys [6]. The complete descriptions
of the protocols in PCL and prose are in the companion technical report [28].

We start our progression through the key hierarchy and the protocols at the top of Figure 2.
Let X be a Candidate MP and let T be the MKD. The MSA Authentication Protocol allows X to
join the mesh and become an MP, and consists of three stages: Peer Link Establishment (PLE),
TLS [19], and a Four-Way Handshake (4WAY). X either has a shared xxKeyX with T or it shares
public key credentials with T. If it shares public credentials with T, then T and X run TLS
to derive the xxKeyX; otherwise, TLS is omitted. To derive the pmkmkdX , X needs a nonce; it
is delivered to X from T when X runs 4WAY with an MA (which we denote Y, noting that
Y may be T). Subsequently, X can derive the pmkmkdX , pmkX,Z for any Z and the mkdkX,T .
When X completes 4WAY with Y, X will have derived ptkX,Y, received the gtkY from Y, and
delivered gtkX to Y.

At this point, X is a Mesh Point (MP) but is not yet a Mesh Authenticator (MA). To become
an MA, X needs to run the Mesh Key Holder Security Handshake (MKHSH) with T, and derive
the mptkX,T, which is a session key between X and T. This enables X to run the PUSH and
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PULL protocols with T. PUSH is started by T to tell X to retrieve pmkZ,X for some Z. PULL is
started by X to request pmkZ,X from T.

The 802.11s task group has expressed interest in developing an Abbreviated Handshake
(ABBH) [9, 35]. ABBH is used by an MP or an MA X to derive ptkX,Z, and exchange gtkX
and gtkZ with another MA or MP Z. Without an ABBH, the method of exchanging these
credentials is to have the MP or MA run the full MSA Authentication Protocol with the other
MA or MP. In this chapter we discuss a candidate ABBH, which has been presented to 802.11s
[8], and its proof of security and composability with the rest of the MSA architecture. The
full ABBH is presented in the full paper [28] and comprises two variants. One denoted is
ABBH.INIT and the other ABBH.SIMO, depending on the timing of the first messages. We
explore ABBH.SIMO, denoted simply SIMO, in more depth in Section 3. The ABBH.INIT
protocol follows more conventional timing rules, but as seen in Figure 2, the ABBH.SIMO
allows more complication.

A SIMO Abbreviated Handshake

Additional MSA protocols include the Group Key Handshake (GKH) and the DELete protocol
(for key management). GKH is used by X to update its group key (gtkX) at Z. The protocol
only works with nodes with which X maintains a security association (i.e., shares ptkX,Z). DEL
is started by T to tell X to delete a particular pmkZ,X .

We note that each protocol message has a unique identifier. These identifiers must be unique
amongst all protocols at a node, so that no other protocol at a node can use those unique
identifiers.
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Further work has been done on the security of the 802.11s suite of protocols. See [23] for
additional details.

3. Additions to PCL and proof methodology

In modeling the MSA protocol suite in PCL, we found a number of situations for which
the current language model had no support. We provide a motivating example from MSA
and discuss our proposed additions to the language. None of the additions modify the
existing language, so all previous proofs and work should not need re-examination. We also
broadened the proof methodology slightly.

Many of the additions can be explained by looking at the abbreviated handshake protocol
with a simultaneous open (SIMO). The purpose of this protocol is to establish a linkage
between two nodes which are already part of a mesh. Therefore, the two nodes already have
authenticated to the MKD and need only authenticate to each other and establish a fresh,
unknown session key. One possible instantiation of this protocol is presented in Figure 3.
Values x and y are nonces generated by X and Y respectively. INFOX contains additional
information about node X’s configuration. The enc values are broadcast keys encrypted
with session keys derived from x, y and a shared key. The mic values provide integrity and
authentication verification. We note that the messages labeled “ABBH5” do not have to occur
in the listed order. Node X can receive message 5 before or after it sends its message 5. Note,
too, that X might receive its message 5 after it sends its own message 5, even if node Y sends
its message 5 before X does.

The thread for this protocol is symmetric (though it does not have to be) and is presented in
Figure 4. Some additions to PCL were used in the thread description, which are fully described
below. The precondition θABBH,1, invariant ΓABBH,1 and a sample security goal ΦSIMO,AUTH
are also presented. This protocol is useful in demonstrating the necessity of the additions, as
well as providing a sample of how the addition is used in the proof of the MSA proposal.

3.1. Flexible temporal ordering

The temporal ordering of actions in the original PCL definition is too strict for our
applications. In the SIMO protocol presented in Figure 4, the order of sending and receiving
the message labeled “ABBH5” is nondeterministic. Once the initial messages have been
exchanged, the final messages could be sent/received in either order. The change to PCL
is realized as an addition to the language. The proposed modification does not change any
other aspect of PCL; therefore all previous proofs are still valid.

We add an action group and redefine the notion of a strand. We define an action group as:
(action group) g ::= (a; . . . ; a), where a is an action as defined in [15]. We also redefine a
strand as: (strand) s ::= [g(; or :) . . . (; or :)g]. Thus a strand is now composed of an arbitrary
number of action groups separated by colons or semicolons. The idea behind the action group
is that the actions in an action group must be done in the order they appear. However, the
action groups within a strand separated by a colon (:) can be done in any order and action
groups separated by a semicolon (;) must be done in the order they appear. Note that any
strand defined previous to this addition to the language can still be defined exactly the same
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ABBH.SIMO = (X, Ŷ, INFOX , gtkX)

[New x; send Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x;
receive X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY, y;
match select(INFOX , INFOY)/CS, pmkN;
match retrieve(pmkN)/pmk;
match HASHpmk(x, y)/ptkX,Y;
(match ENCptkX,Y

(gtkX)/enc0;

match HASHptkX,Y
(Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, INFOY)/mic0;

send Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, mic0) :
(receive X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1;
match enc1/ENCptkX,Y

(gtkY); match mic1/HASHptkX,Y
(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX))]X

θABBH,1 := Has(X, pmkX,Y) ∧ Has(Y, pmkY,X) ∧ (Has(X, mptkX,T) ∨ Has(Y, mptkX,T))

ΓABBH,1 := Honest(X̂) ∧ Send(X, m)∧
(Contains(m, Hashptk((“ABBH2”, Ŷ, Ẑ)))∨ Contains(m, Hashptk((“ABBH3”, Ŷ, Ẑ)))∨
Contains(m, Hashptk((“ABBH4”, Ŷ, Ẑ))) ∨ Contains(m, Hashptk((“ABBH5”, Ŷ, Ẑ)))) ⊃
Ẑ = X̂

ΦSIMO,AUTH :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃

(Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X)) ∧ (Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y))∧
(Send(Y, SIMO5Y) < Receive(X, SIMO5Y)) ∧ (Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y) <
(Send(X, SIMO5X) ∧ Receive(X, SIMO5Y)) ∧ (Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X) <
Send(Y, SIMO5Y))

Figure 4. Protocol Description of the Abbreviated Handshake Simultaneous Case

way by defining each action group to be one action and by setting all the separators inside a
strand to ‘;’.

We update Axiom AA4 [15] to reflect this addition to the language. The original version is
AA4: �[a; . . . ; b]Xa < b. We redefine it to be

AA4: �[a : b; . . . ; c : d]Xa ∧ b < c ∧ d

where a, b, c and d are action groups. Thus nothing about the temporal order of a compared to
b or c compared to d is indicated. We also include a new axiom

AA5: �[(a; . . . ; b)]Xa < b

where a and b are actions, to deal with the temporal ordering of action groups. If each action
group is exactly one action and only semicolons are used in the new strands our AA4 becomes
exactly the AA4 previously defined and AA5 is redundant.

A consequence of the above addition is that protocols whose definition includes ‘:’ have an
additional complication in the determination of basic sequences. Recall that a basic sequence
is defined as any actions before a receive. With the : notation, two different sets of actions may
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is that the actions in an action group must be done in the order they appear. However, the
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occur before a receive, corresponding to the potential temporal ordering of the action groups.
Thus we must ensure that invariants and preconditions hold over all possible basic sequence
orderings and compositions.

3.1.1. Generalized matching conversations and generalized mutual authentication

The proofs of mutual authentication used in many previous work that use PCL for protocol
verification have adopted the notion of matching conversations [2] for the authenticity
property. This is natural as these protocols are “turn-by-turn” protocols in which one a
participant receives a message and then responds to the message, which is received by the
other party who responds to it, and so on. However, some of the peer-to-peer protocols
analyzed in this chapter can never correspond to matching conversations as the order in which
messages are sent and received is flexible, as a functional requirement. We generalize the
properties of matching conversations and define two new notions which we call maximal
conversations and generalized matching conversations. We feel these definitions are of
general interest beyond this work. Recall the definitions of conversation and matching
conversation from [2].

We define the maximal conversation for a participant A. We first determine the maximal
possible temporal ordering. To do this we consider all legal orderings in an ideal world (one
with no adversarial interference) from the view of a participant A in a protocol. Given this
maximal temporal ordering, we note the existence of messages for which A can never confirm
reception. We take the maximal temporal ordering and remove any send or receive for which
A cannot confirm reception in the ideal world – the remaining actions represent the maximal
conversation for participant A.

We now define generalized matching conversations for a participant A. We say A has
generalized matching conversations, if in every run of the system, every action in the maximal
conversation for participant A has a corresponding action at participant A (e.g., A does all its
actions) and at the appropriate other participant in the system. For two-participant protocols
(like all those in this chapter), this means that the maximal conversation for participant A has
messages exactly matching the other participant’s maximal conversation, with the strictest
time ordering possible.

We now define generalized mutual authentication. In a world in which an adversary has access
to every message and can act on them within the restraints of the proof system (symbolic
or computational), generalized mutual authentication means that generalized matching
conversations for every participant implies acceptance and acceptance implies generalized
matching conversations for every participant. For the purpose of this chapter we wish to keep
the definition of generalized mutual authentication general. We explore all these definitions
in detail in separate work.

When our definition is applied to a “turn-by-turn” two-party protocol it becomes exactly
the definition from [2]. In every other instance our definition requires that the ordering of
actions be maximal with respect to what is possible in the ideal world. As this definition
imposes maximal temporal ordering on a protocol, this definition is at least sufficient for
mutual authentication. Most protocols in the MSA are turn-by-turn and thus the [2] definition
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suffices for those cases. The three exceptions are SIMO (which is a peer-to-peer protocol and
has some timing flexibility), PLE (which is not a cryptographic protocol in itself and requires
no temporal ordering), and PUSH (which is a composition of two protocols).

We note that the generalized matching conversations property encompasses the matching
record of runs property [20]. Also, this property guarantees all desired properties from [27]
and implies all the possible authentication definitions in [24].

3.1.2. Generalized matching conversations For ABBH.SIMO

We apply the generalized matching conversations definition to SIMO, which is a protocol for
establishing a secure connection between two nodes already in a mesh.

Let X be the principal from whose view we seek to establish the proof of generalized matching
conversation and Y be the other principal. SIMO1X and SIMO5X represent X’s messages, and
similarly for Y’s messages. We need to determine the maximal timing relations in the ideal
world (no adversaries) when only SIMO is run. X cannot confirm whether Y has received
SIMO5X even in the ideal world, because it may be the last message sent. Therefore, SIMO5X
is not part of X’s maximal conversation. Note that every message must be sent by the correct
party before it is received by the other party in an ideal world. Now we simply list what
actions must happen after other actions and omit receives after sends that are irrelevant (e.g.,
Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X)).

Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y) < (Send(X, SIMO5X) ∧ Receive(X, SIMO5Y))
Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X) < Send(Y, SIMO5Y)

This temporal ordering is inherently maximal for X’s view of an arbitrary run of SIMO, so it
satisfies the definition of generalized matching conversations for X (Y’s view is similar). The
enforcement of the order of the send messages within a node can be accomplished by waiting
for acknowledgements from the MAC layer before proceeding. If X has not sent its message
1, it initiates the corresponding thread for ABBH.INIT, not for ABBH.SIMO, so this ordering
is maximal.

3.2. Modeling information exchange

In the full paper [28], we provide detailed PCL equivalents of the protocols presented in the
MSA submissions. Such detailed examinations are necessary to prove protocol correctness.
For example, the presence of INFOY in mic0 in SIMO (Figure 4) is not intuitively obvious
but is essential to the security of the protocol. Modeling the protocol at a higher level of
abstraction would have missed this subtle requirement.

Real protocol implementations such as MSA require more than simple key agreement.
Additional information must be exchanged and agreed on before secure communication can
happen. Examples of information of this type are basic network functions (e.g., bandwidth
selections) and security information (e.g., cipher suite selection). The two principals in the
protocol must agree in each case, and an attacker must not be able to influence the selection.
That is, the agreed-upon value in all protocol runs must match the agreed-upon value in an
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occur before a receive, corresponding to the potential temporal ordering of the action groups.
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properties of matching conversations and define two new notions which we call maximal
conversations and generalized matching conversations. We feel these definitions are of
general interest beyond this work. Recall the definitions of conversation and matching
conversation from [2].
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suffices for those cases. The three exceptions are SIMO (which is a peer-to-peer protocol and
has some timing flexibility), PLE (which is not a cryptographic protocol in itself and requires
no temporal ordering), and PUSH (which is a composition of two protocols).

We note that the generalized matching conversations property encompasses the matching
record of runs property [20]. Also, this property guarantees all desired properties from [27]
and implies all the possible authentication definitions in [24].

3.1.2. Generalized matching conversations For ABBH.SIMO

We apply the generalized matching conversations definition to SIMO, which is a protocol for
establishing a secure connection between two nodes already in a mesh.

Let X be the principal from whose view we seek to establish the proof of generalized matching
conversation and Y be the other principal. SIMO1X and SIMO5X represent X’s messages, and
similarly for Y’s messages. We need to determine the maximal timing relations in the ideal
world (no adversaries) when only SIMO is run. X cannot confirm whether Y has received
SIMO5X even in the ideal world, because it may be the last message sent. Therefore, SIMO5X
is not part of X’s maximal conversation. Note that every message must be sent by the correct
party before it is received by the other party in an ideal world. Now we simply list what
actions must happen after other actions and omit receives after sends that are irrelevant (e.g.,
Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X)).

Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y) < (Send(X, SIMO5X) ∧ Receive(X, SIMO5Y))
Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X) < Send(Y, SIMO5Y)

This temporal ordering is inherently maximal for X’s view of an arbitrary run of SIMO, so it
satisfies the definition of generalized matching conversations for X (Y’s view is similar). The
enforcement of the order of the send messages within a node can be accomplished by waiting
for acknowledgements from the MAC layer before proceeding. If X has not sent its message
1, it initiates the corresponding thread for ABBH.INIT, not for ABBH.SIMO, so this ordering
is maximal.

3.2. Modeling information exchange

In the full paper [28], we provide detailed PCL equivalents of the protocols presented in the
MSA submissions. Such detailed examinations are necessary to prove protocol correctness.
For example, the presence of INFOY in mic0 in SIMO (Figure 4) is not intuitively obvious
but is essential to the security of the protocol. Modeling the protocol at a higher level of
abstraction would have missed this subtle requirement.

Real protocol implementations such as MSA require more than simple key agreement.
Additional information must be exchanged and agreed on before secure communication can
happen. Examples of information of this type are basic network functions (e.g., bandwidth
selections) and security information (e.g., cipher suite selection). The two principals in the
protocol must agree in each case, and an attacker must not be able to influence the selection.
That is, the agreed-upon value in all protocol runs must match the agreed-upon value in an
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ideal world with no adversary. The peer-to-peer nature of certain protocols such as SIMO do
not allow pre-defined protocol roles of principals to always allow one principal to make this
selection and dictate the choice to the other. The two principals must independently choose
matching values from two lists.

A new construct, INFO is used to capture this. The information principal X contributes to a
protocol is INFOX. It contains ordered lists of acceptable selections for one or more fields. The
contents of INFOX may vary for different protocols. In MSA, the PLE, ABBH, and MKHSH
protocols require the use of INFO.

The Select() action We have added a new action, Select(), to PCL. Two principals X
and Y must make identical but independent selections of link and protocol options from
exchanged information INFOX and INFOY. The Select() action deterministically retrieves
information from two lists, independent of the order of the lists (i.e., select(INFOX, INFOY) =

select(INFOY, INFOX)). During Peer Link Establishment and Abbreviated Handshake
protocols, Select() determines the key to be used based on information each principal sends
about the keys it has cached and whether it is an MA capable of retrieving the key from the
MKD. Thus, the function ensures that a key is either locally cached or may be retrieved from
the MKD if the protocol is to continue. The Select() action is used in other contexts as well,
such as to determine which principal initiates the 4-way handshake, or which pairwise cipher
suite to use after completing a protocol.

This level of detail is necessary to provide protection against downgrade attacks (wherein
the attacker chooses the protocol selection suite) and other attacks where public information
can be subverted by an attacker to weaken the final strength of the protocol. Additionally,
modeling the interactions at the lower level, demonstrated in the description of SIMO in
Figure 4, allows us to provide additional guarantees against attack vectors which may be
non-obvious to a lay implementer.

Without modeling at this detailed level, a nearly-equivalent SIMO protocol, which only
creates a keyed hash across the information it sends, would appear viable and secure. The
cryptographic components would be identical. However, without node X̂ including INFOY
in its mic (and equivalent for Ŷ), attack vectors become possible. In particular, the strong
requirement that the messages sent exactly match the messages received no longer holds. This
loss directly leads to potential manipulation of the INFOX and INFOY fields by an attacker.
Not only can an attack user such manipulation to mount a straightforward denial-of-service
attack, but the attacker could also compromise the selection of the shared cipher suite, a
dangerous form of a downgrade attack.

3.3. Calling one protocol in another

For many of the protocols in MSA, the protocol may instantiate another protocol partway
through its run. This second protocol must complete before the first protocol can continue.
For example, in a key exchange protocol such as SIMO, if both parties that try to establish a
session key do not have the other party’s pairwise master key cached locally (e.g., X does not
have the current pmkZ,X), then one of the parties must pause its protocol run and run a key
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pull protocol. Furthermore, the second protocol could potentially be triggered in the middle
of a basic sequence.

This is new ground for PCL and we have devised a system and proof (see section 4.3) that
enables us to frame this complex action in PCL and develop sound proofs. Essentially,
we define the inception of functions that may need to run a separate protocol to be basic
sequences, as they may involve blocking actions (like receive). Then, before and after
these actions we define basic sequence pre- and post-conditions that must be satisfied for a
successful completion of the protocols. The idea of basic sequence pre- and post-conditions
were give in [26] to enable staged composition and remain standard in the language [15],
although they have not been previously used in this way to enable mid-protocol composition.

The retrieve action We have added a new action, retrieve, to PCL. The retrieve action provides
the key to the strand, after key selection is complete. The retrieve action takes a key name
(pmkN, corresponding to a specific pmk) as its input. If the principal that executes the function
does not have the key locally cached on disk, but is an MA (and has a connection with the
MKD), retrieve initiates the PULL protocol. If the key is not on disk and the principal is not an
MA, retrieve fails and the protocol that called it aborts. As the retrieve action may or may not
perform a key pull, we create a break in the basic sequence directly before and directly after
the retrieve.

The retrieve action has inherent pre- and post-conditions as it is a series of one or more basic
sequences (e.g., a protocol). As a precondition, retrieve must have the pmk cached locally or it
must have the mptkX,T. Thus the precondition is Has(X, mptkX,T) ∨ Has(X, pmk) where pmk
matches the input pmkN. The postcondition is simply Has(X, pmk). The retrieve function
itself has security requirements only if the principal must perform a key pull, when it inherits
the requirements of the PULL protocol.

In Figure 4, retrieve is used to get the selected pmk. This provides two potential paths of
execution through the protocol, one which runs a key pull mid-protocol and one which simply
fetches some stored memory (equivalent to a match action).

4. Overview of the proof

In this section, we provide an overview of our proof efforts by highlighting three aspects
of it. In Section 4.1 we discuss our approach to proving key secrecy in the MSA proposal.
In Section 4.2 we present additional security goals and a theorem that culminates our proof
efforts. Finally, in Section 4.3, we discuss our approach to protocol composition.

4.1. Key secrecy in MSA

Key secrecy is a critical security requirement. Some previous work [26] has proven key
secrecy as a protocol postcondition. We show that proving key secrecy as a postcondition
is insufficient by providing an example of a protocol which has key secrecy as a postcondition
(i.e., upon protocol completion, key secrecy can be proven) but is insecure, because key secrecy
can be lost. The Insecure Key Transfer Protocol in Figure 5 illustrates this point. If we assume
protocol completion from the point of view of RESP we can prove that the secret key is
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Inputs and Parties:
- Two parties: INIT and RESP.
- Shared input: confirmation key (ck).
- INIT private input: INIT public key (PKI NIT).
- RESP private input: secret key (sk).
- Goal: Has(Z, sk) ⊃ Z = INIT ∨ Z = RESP

Insecure Key Transfer Protocol:

1. INIT sends PKI NIT to RESP.

2. RESP receives PKI NIT; encrypts sk under PKI NIT, computes the keyed hash of the encryption with
key ck; and sends ({sk}PKINIT, HASHck({sk}PKINIT)) to INIT.

3. INIT receives ({sk}PKINIT, HASHck({sk}PKINIT)), verifies the keyed hash; decrypts sk; computes the
keyed hash of sk and PKI NIT with the ck and sends HASHck(sk, PKI NIT) to RESP.

4. RESP verifies the signature.

Figure 5. Insecure Key Transfer

distributed correctly, as the validity of INIT’s public key is established once RESP receives the
third message. However RESP uses the public key in the second message before the validity
of the public key can be established. Thus if the protocol aborts after the RESP sends the
second message, it may be the case that the public key sent in message 1 is an adversary’s
public key. It is therefore possible for the adversary to intercept the secret key. While this
protocol is contrived, in larger protocols with complex security goals, it may be the case that
a subtle insecurity such as this goes unnoticed. Thus, for certain assertions related to secrecy,
we advocate showing that they hold at every critical point in a protocol.

We prove the security of MSA’s key hierarchy using the work of Roy et al. [31–33]. We present
the key secrecy postconditions relevant to the MSA key hierarchy in Figure 6. We prove that
these conditions hold at every point during any protocol execution of MSA, as long as the
indicated principals are honest. We also claim the new axiom

SAF5: SafeMsg(HASHs(M), s,K)

Informally, this states that a keyed hash of a message does not reveal the key.

It seems natural to prove key secrecy in an inductive manner, locally for each thread and role.
But that’s not sufficient in the proposed MSA system, because key information is not generally
held purely locally and other nodes with the information may be abusing it. Key secrecy must
be maintained locally, of course, but it requires a global proof.

The techniques of [32] would note the deficiencies of the protocol in Figure 5, because the first
message sent by RESP could not be proven to be a SafeMsg, inductively. We utilize this notion
and extend the SafeNet concept across the entire suite of MSA protocols, to show that no
protocol violates the key secrecy of any other protocol. Doing this step before examining other
desired protocol security goals (postconditions) provides for more elegance and correctness
in the other proofs.
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θTLS,SI,1 :=
KOHonest(xxKeyX, {privX, privT, xxKeyX}) ⊃ Has(Z, xxKeyX) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θ4WAY,SI,1 :=
KOHonest(pmkmkdX, {xxKeyX}) ⊃ Has(Z, pmkmkdX) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θ4WAY,SI,2 :=
KOHonest(mkdkX,T, {xxKeyX}) ⊃ Has(Z, mkdkX,T) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θPPD,SI,1, θMKHSH,SI,1 :=
KOHonest(mptkX,T, {mkdkX,T}) ⊃ Has(Z, mptkX,T) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θPPD,SI,2 :=
KOHonest(pmkX,Y, {pmkmkdX, mptkY,T}) ⊃ Has(Z, pmkX,Y) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = Ŷ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θABBH,SI,1, θ4WAY,SI,3, θGKH,SI,1 :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃ Has(Z, ptkX,Y) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = Ŷ ∨ Ẑ = T̂

θABBH,SI,2, θ4WAY,SI,4, θGKH,SI,2 :=
KOHonest(gtkX , {ptkX,Y1 , . . . ptkX,Yn}) ⊃ Has(Z, gtkX) ⊃ Has(Z, ptkX,Yi )

Figure 6. MSA Key Secrecy Conditions

We introduce new notation �U . The meaning of P �U θ is that postcondition θ must hold at
every intermediate point of the relevant protocols in program set P. That is, if the terms in θ

are defined and bound at the end of a basic sequence in P, then θ holds.

Theorem 1. Let MSA represent all the protocols in the Mesh Security Architecture and θSI,ALL
represent all of the key secrecy conditions in Figure 6. Then θSI,ALL are satisfied by MSA. That is,

MSA �U θSI,ALL

Proof sketch: This theorem is proven in two steps. The first step is a massive induction over
all the basic sequences of all the protocols that could be run by any participant in a mesh. This
induction guarantees that all messages sent are “safe,” in that critical information is protected
by keys. In the key secrecy goals of Figure 6, the critical information protected is another
key, lower in the hierarchy. From this, we argue the invariant nature of multiple SafeNet
axioms over the entire MSA protocol suite, limiting various goals to the protocols where the
terms are instantiated/defined. Then, we use the POS and POSL axioms [32] to state who
can potentially have access to other keys. By proceeding in this way through the entire key
hierarchy, we establish all the necessary key secrecy goals, at any point in a run where the
keys may be defined. The full proof is generally unenlightening and we do not provide it.
We stress that this proof does not depend on any of the analysis done in proceeding sections.
It is simply induction over all basic sequences and application of secrecy axioms. This proves
key secrecy is maintained by all protocols in MSA.

This theorem guarantees that the parties listed in Figure 6 are the only principals with those
keys. This proves that an attacker could not learn any key in the entire hierarchy from the
MSA protocols.
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4.2. Goals and correctness result

We present important security postconditions (goals) below. For each goal, we point out
the kinds of protocols to which it applies. Goals are customized for each protocol; formal
instances of each kind of goal we discuss below are in Appendix 6. We keep our discussions
in this section more informal for clarity.

AUTH: Authentication as realized by the generalized matching conversations property (see
Section 3.1.1). In practice, this confirms peer liveness and peer possession of a particular
key. This goal applies to all protocols in the MSA proposal. This goal is expressed as:

ΦAUTH := ∃Y.ActionsInOrder(Send(X, X̂, Ŷ, msg1), Receive(Y, X̂, Ŷ, msg1),
Send(Y, Ŷ, X̂, msg2), · · · , Receive(X, Ŷ, X̂, msgn))

KF: Key freshness as realized by a freshly-generated nonce from each party as a term in the
agreed-upon key. This goal applies only to protocols which create a joint (session) key.
ΦKF := KOHonest(k,K) ⊃ (New (X̂, x) ∧ x ⊆ k ∧ New (Ŷ, y) ∧ y ⊆ k) ∧

FirstSend(X, x, X̂, x, m) ∧ FirstSend(Y, y, Ŷ, y, m)

KA: Key agreement as realized by the Has predicate. This ensures that both parties have the
session key. This goal applies to only those protocols that establish a session key.
ΦKA := KOHonest(k,K) ⊃ Has(X, k) ∧ Has(Y, k)

KD: Transfer of secret information (key delivery) as realized by the key secrecy goals and the
Has predicate. This applies only to those protocols which transmit keys (either a group
transfer key (gtk) or a pairwise master key (pmk)).
ΦKD := KOHonest(k,K) ⊃ Has(X, k) ∧ Has(Y, k)

INFO: Authentic exchange of non-secret information and authenticated selection of
sub-elements as realized in detailed protocol description and validated return information.
This applies only to protocols which must exchange non-security information and agree on
parameters.
ΦINFO := KOHonest(k,K) ⊃ Select(INFOX, INFOY) = CS, pmkN ∧

Has(X, CS, pmkN) ∧ Has(Y, CS, pmkN)

Our goals are extensions and clarifications of the goals adopted by He et al. [26], which in turn
are adapted from the list of desired security properties for 802.11i [1]. No security goals have
been explicitly specified for the general 802.11s protocol suite; however, we anticipate that
the security goals for 802.11i are meaningful for 802.11s as well, provided they are adapted
appropriately. Furthermore, we feel that the goals we present above have intrinsic intuitive
appeal. We recommend that these goals, in addition to the key secrecy goals discussed in
Section 4.1, be formally adopted by the 802.11s task group.

In the following Theorem, we introduce some notation (�) for ease of exposition.
TLS � AUTH, KD means ΓTLS,{1,2,} � θTLS[TLS : CLNT]XΦTLS,{AUTH,KD},CLNT
and the corresponding goal for the other node, namely ΓTLS,{1,2,} �
θTLS[TLS : SRVR]XΦTLS,{AUTH,KD},SRVR. These state that, with the proper invariants,
the protocol from each perspective provably satisfies the security goals AUTH and KD ,
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particular to TLS. Similar expansions have been made for each protocol and the details are in
our full paper [28].

With the changes that we discuss in Section 5, we are able to prove the component-wise
correctness of each of the protocols of the MSA proposal.

Theorem 2. The following are true, with the notation described above.

(i) TLS � AUTH, KD
(ii) 4WAY � AUTH, KF, KA, KD, INFO
(iii) MKHSH � AUTH, KF, KA, KD, INFO
(iv) GKH � AUTH, KD
(v) PUSH � AUTH, KD
(vi) PULL � AUTH, KD
(vii) DEL � AUTH
(viii)ABBH � AUTH, KF, KA, KD, INFO

This theorem was one of the major driving forces behind the work. It asserts that the full
protocol suite in the MSA proposal, with a rather complex key hierarchy, is secure. Each
protocol achieves the maximal security goals for its type. Appendix 6 contains a proof of part
of (viii) and provides a feel for the proof methodology. The proof of Theorem 2 depends on
the PCL additions of Section 3.

4.3. Composition

The MSA architecture allows for significant variation in how protocols compose together [4].
Once an established state is reached, many protocols (which may have been run previously
to reach the established state) may be chosen. Reaching an established state may take a
variety of paths, depending on the authentication mechanism (TLS or pre-shared key) used.
Error-handling strategies will cause protocols to restart, or, potentially, different protocols to
be run. This introduces a complex state diagram and complexities of composition.

While staged composition proofs have been presented previously [26, 31], the presentation in
each case has differed. Staged composition allows arbitrary back arrows and paths through
possible protocol execution paths. This allows for protocol restarts, lost connections, and
other real-world considerations about the order in which protocols are run. We provide a
slightly different presentation of similar ideas in Section 4.3.1. Readers primarily interested in
the proof of MSA may skip this section and proceed to Section 4.3.2 where the overall MSA
security theorem is presented.

4.3.1. Consistent composition

The concept of branches within protocols or between protocols has not been explicitly
mentioned in previous PCL composition theorems. We require this functionality, to denote
how a particular staging can be accomplished within the MSA framework. One of our
motivations is to allow such possibilities as are represented in Figure 7. After basic sequence
A, either sequence B or sequence C may follow. Sequence D follows C and both B and D
lead to E. The consistent composition theorem provides the requirements under which such
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branches will still compose. This also provides for all manner of if/then functionality within
PCL, if it can be properly created in semantics and the various results of the if/then statement
are properly modeled in terms of basic sequence breaks. We believe this fills a gap in the span
of PCL.
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Figure 7. Branches in PCL

We utilize the definitions of role-prefix, staged role, and staged composition from [26], suitably
augmented for the retrieve action. Informally, role-prefix defines which sets of basic sequences
can lead to a particular basic sequence. A staged role is a particular, legitimate sequence
of basic sequences leading to a particular execution point. And staged composition allows
for sequential implementation with arbitrary returns to earlier execution points, with the
branching of retrieve potentially following different paths on each iteration.

We use θPi to indicate the precondition for basic sequence Pi. Additionally, to add simplicity
to our exposition, we use Γ to denote the conjunction of all invariants within a staged
composition of protocols. That is, Γ is the totality of all the invariants from each of the
protocols Qi that make up a composition of protocols Q. This allows us to state the following
theorem succinctly.

Theorem 3. Let Q be a staged composition of protocols Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn and P; Pi ∈
SComp(�Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn�) and Pi ∈ Qi. Then Q � θP0 [P; Pi]XθPi+1 , if for all
RComp(�P1, P2, . . . , Pn�) ∈ Q, all of the following hold:

(Invariants)
(i) ∀i.∀S ∈ BS(Qi). � θPi ∧ Γ[S]XΓ
(Preconditions)
(ii) Q1 ⊗ Q2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qn � ∀i.θPi [Pi]XθPi+1

(iii)∀i.∀S ∈ ⋃
j≥i BS(Pj).θPi [S]XθPi

(iv) Q1 ⊗ Q2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qn � Start(X) ⊃ θP1

Theorem 3 states the conditions under which a particular run through a set of actions
reaches its ultimate goal. The “Invariants” condition requires that no basic sequence violate
any invariant of any basic sequence, with its proper preconditions, and invariants holding
before the basic sequence. The “Preconditions” conditions require that each basic sequence’s
postconditions imply the next basic sequence’s preconditions, that no basic sequence ever
violate any preceding basic sequence’s preconditions, and that the start state is valid.

We point out that Theorem 3 is dependent on basic sequences as its fundamental building
block. The protocols themselves, while useful distinctions in understanding and modeling
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the system, are not critical. In particular, the Qi’s could be single basic sequences and the
entire theorem still holds. This allows us to model at the level of basic sequences. This level
of granularity has been suggested before [26], but we make it explicit.

This allows, for example, the behavior of the retrieve action that we discuss Section 3.3.
Retrieve allows two different paths through a larger staged composition. In one path, a locally
stored value is returned. In the other path, an entire protocol is run. As protocols compose
consistently at the granularity of basic sequences in the initial protocol, retrieve fundamentally
denotes alternate methods of staging the composition. In all protocols that use retrieve, the
invariants and various preconditions in the protocol are proven against all possible stagings
of the retrieve action.

4.3.2. Composition in MSA

We wish to apply Theorem 3 to the protocols of the MSA proposal. We view the protocols
of staged composition as the protocols given previously. As mentioned, we consider
arbitrary breaks at the basic sequence level, for mid-protocol composition as well as overall
composition. We need to prove that all protocols within MSA (comprising PLE, TLS, 4WAY,
MKHSH, GKH, PULL, PUSH, DEL, and ABBH, (both ABBH.INIT and ABBH.SIMO) satisfy
the necessary conditions for composition.

Theorem 4. Let Q be a specific composition of protocols from MSA and RComp(�P1, P2, . . . , Pn�) ∈
Q and Γ = ΓTLS,{1,2} ∧ Γ4WAY,1 ∧ ΓMKHSH,1 ∧ ΓGKH,{1,2} ∧ ΓPPD,{1,2} ∧ ΓABBH,1. Then:

(i) ∀i.∀S ∈ BS(Qi). � θPi ∧ Γ[S]XΓ
(ii) Φ4WAY � θMKHSH ∧ θGKH

ΦMKHSH � θPUSH ∧ θPULL ∧ θDEL
ΦMKHSH � θABBH
ΦABBH � θGKH

(iii)∀i.∀S ∈ ⋃
j≥i BS(Pj).θPi [S]XθPi

(iv)θP1

Proving that all the protocols securely compose is a lengthy induction process, which we omit
owing to space constraints. We briefly discuss the meaning of the various subpoints. No
portion of any protocol in MSA violates the invariants (i) or changes the preconditions (iii) of
any MSA protocol. All nodes in a mesh start with the correct information, by assumption (iv).
Point (ii) gives the protocols which guarantee certain subsequent protocols can be completed
with other legitimate nodes, via pre and post condition matching.

This theorem states that, given any MSA protocol, if the MKD and the players in the protocol
are honest (that is, they conform to the protocol specification), then the security of that protocol
is ensured, regardless of what other protocols may be running in the system. By extension, a
mesh of honest nodes guarantees our security goals; the Mesh Security Architecture is sound.

5. Modifications to MSA

Our analysis of the protocols and key hierarchy of the MSA proposal indicate that it was
largely well-designed. We have two recommendations that have been incorporated into the
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branches will still compose. This also provides for all manner of if/then functionality within
PCL, if it can be properly created in semantics and the various results of the if/then statement
are properly modeled in terms of basic sequence breaks. We believe this fills a gap in the span
of PCL.
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Theorem 3 states the conditions under which a particular run through a set of actions
reaches its ultimate goal. The “Invariants” condition requires that no basic sequence violate
any invariant of any basic sequence, with its proper preconditions, and invariants holding
before the basic sequence. The “Preconditions” conditions require that each basic sequence’s
postconditions imply the next basic sequence’s preconditions, that no basic sequence ever
violate any preceding basic sequence’s preconditions, and that the start state is valid.

We point out that Theorem 3 is dependent on basic sequences as its fundamental building
block. The protocols themselves, while useful distinctions in understanding and modeling
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the system, are not critical. In particular, the Qi’s could be single basic sequences and the
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of granularity has been suggested before [26], but we make it explicit.

This allows, for example, the behavior of the retrieve action that we discuss Section 3.3.
Retrieve allows two different paths through a larger staged composition. In one path, a locally
stored value is returned. In the other path, an entire protocol is run. As protocols compose
consistently at the granularity of basic sequences in the initial protocol, retrieve fundamentally
denotes alternate methods of staging the composition. In all protocols that use retrieve, the
invariants and various preconditions in the protocol are proven against all possible stagings
of the retrieve action.

4.3.2. Composition in MSA

We wish to apply Theorem 3 to the protocols of the MSA proposal. We view the protocols
of staged composition as the protocols given previously. As mentioned, we consider
arbitrary breaks at the basic sequence level, for mid-protocol composition as well as overall
composition. We need to prove that all protocols within MSA (comprising PLE, TLS, 4WAY,
MKHSH, GKH, PULL, PUSH, DEL, and ABBH, (both ABBH.INIT and ABBH.SIMO) satisfy
the necessary conditions for composition.

Theorem 4. Let Q be a specific composition of protocols from MSA and RComp(�P1, P2, . . . , Pn�) ∈
Q and Γ = ΓTLS,{1,2} ∧ Γ4WAY,1 ∧ ΓMKHSH,1 ∧ ΓGKH,{1,2} ∧ ΓPPD,{1,2} ∧ ΓABBH,1. Then:
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(iv)θP1

Proving that all the protocols securely compose is a lengthy induction process, which we omit
owing to space constraints. We briefly discuss the meaning of the various subpoints. No
portion of any protocol in MSA violates the invariants (i) or changes the preconditions (iii) of
any MSA protocol. All nodes in a mesh start with the correct information, by assumption (iv).
Point (ii) gives the protocols which guarantee certain subsequent protocols can be completed
with other legitimate nodes, via pre and post condition matching.

This theorem states that, given any MSA protocol, if the MKD and the players in the protocol
are honest (that is, they conform to the protocol specification), then the security of that protocol
is ensured, regardless of what other protocols may be running in the system. By extension, a
mesh of honest nodes guarantees our security goals; the Mesh Security Architecture is sound.

5. Modifications to MSA

Our analysis of the protocols and key hierarchy of the MSA proposal indicate that it was
largely well-designed. We have two recommendations that have been incorporated into the
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802.11s draft (as of March 2008) and are necessary for Theorem 2 to hold; otherwise, the
protocols are insecure.

5.1. Include mesh nonce in 4WAY

TYX
PLE

PULL
MKDnonce

4WAY
MKDnonce

x, hashptk = mic

Figure 8. MSA Authentication. The text above a double-headed arrow (e.g., 4WAY) is a protocol, and
text below (e.g., MKDnonce) is some data that is sent as part of the protocol.

The draft specification of 4WAY during MSA authentication does not properly provide key
freshness. The proposal has the key generation nonce (MKDnonce) provided by the MKD
used both to derive the pmkmkd (see Figure 2) and as the nonce to derive the session key (ptk).
This is shown in Figure 8.

This enables an attack that proceeds as follows. At some point, a legitimate node (X)
disconnects from the mesh. The attacker then starts MSA authentication with the same MA
with which X connected before. The rogue node does PLE (claiming to be X) and then
continues to the 4WAY protocol, where the MKDnonce is the same. The rogue node re-uses
the nonce X used and now the same ptk is derived. The attacker may then utilize some
information recorded from the legitimate conversation or otherwise abuse the mesh. If TLS is
used and not a pre-shared key, then this particular attack no longer works.

The solution adopted by 802.11s is to modify the derivation of pmkmkd so that it does not
require an MKDnonce, so that 4WAY is responsible only for transporting nonces used to
derive the ptk. The MKDnonce was removed as it did not provide significant benefit to the
architecture and was not required for our key freshness goal. At this point, key freshness (for
the ptk) can be proven and the attack outlined above is thwarted.

5.2. Include MAC address in the Group Key Handshake protocol (GKH)

In the original proposal, GKH does not provide authentication. Recall from section 4.2 that
the AUTH goal requires matching conversations between two different nodes. In the proof of
this property, it became apparent to us that the proposal did not protect against a reflection
attack.

MAC addresses were contained in the GKH message headers (to facilitate transport of the
messages) but were not incorporated in the calculation of the message integrity code (mic)
included in each GKH message. GKH messages are protected using the ptk, a pairwise key
known only to two parties, but either party may initiate the GKH. Owing to this symmetry,
the first GKH message could be reflected back to the sender, and would be accepted as valid
because of the presence of a valid mic. This reflection attack could change the security state at
the MP that sends the first message of GKH, such as by installing a stale gtk or installing its
own gtk as if it were its neighbor’s gtk.
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The proposed modification includes the explicit identification of sender and receiver in the
protected portion of the message, and updates the processing of GKH messages to verify this
information upon reception. This prevents the replay attack because the sender and receiver
MAC addresses would not match if a reflection attack is attempted.

6. Conclusions and future work

We have proven the security of the MSA, under standard assumptions. We provided and
justified a few recommendations that were incorporated (as of March 2008) into the 802.11s
draft standard, which is still being developed. We also hope that providing a security proof
during the design and review process will lead to additional efforts in that regard. We
feel that protocol design is important and an analysis of a system should be done before
implementation, not after. In the process of this analysis, we made a number of contributions
to PCL.

The most important contribution, from our perspective, is the ability to handle simultaneity,
with the introduction of action groups and associated axioms and proof techniques. The
definition of generalized authentication using generalized matching conversations is also
required for simultaneous peer-to-peer protocols. The select and retrieve actions were also
designed to extend naturally to examinations of other architectures.

This chapter also takes a deeper dive into the details of the protocols than is often undertaken.
While examining only the security components (nonces, keys, etc.) simplifies analysis, it also
leaves a gap. Our experience leads us to believe that gaps in analysis are often dangerous,
as they lead to assumptions about security, implementation difficulties, and unforeseen
attack vectors. Some level of abstraction is necessary, but adding a model for authenticated
information exchange is critical for many applications.

This chapter opens opportunities for applying PCL to other peer-to-peer protocols, where
ordering may not be as strict as in server-client models. Other protocol systems, particularly
those on standard-track, would be natural candidates for additional analysis.

Finally, we provide a new, more general composition theorem, which explicitly allows for
mid-protocol composition and branching. As it is not unusual for protocols to intermix,
explicitly allowing multiple potential paths through basic sequences is important, and should
naturally extend to other situations.
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Appendix A: SIMO Security

A.1. Security goals for SIMO

Here we detail the five PCL security goals for the SIMO abbreviated handshake protocol (the
AUTH goal was presented in Figure 4 and is repeated here). These directly correspond to the
security goals detailed in Section 4.2. Unlike the generic goals presented there, these are the
specific instances for the SIMO protocol.

Goals SIMO:
ΦSI MO,AUTH :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
(Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X)) ∧ (Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y))∧
(Send(Y, SIMO5Y) < Receive(X, SIMO5Y)) ∧ (Send(X, SIMO1X) < Receive(X, SIMO1Y) <
(Send(X, SIMO5X) ∧ Receive(X, SIMO5Y)) ∧ (Send(Y, SIMO1Y) < Receive(Y, SIMO1X) <
Send(Y, SIMO5Y))

ΦSI MO,KF :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
(New (X̂, x) ∧ x ⊆ ptkX,Y ∧ New (Ŷ, y) ∧ y ⊆ ptkX,Y)∧
FirstSend(X, x, X̂, x, SIMO1X) ∧ FirstSend(Y, y, Ŷ, y, SIMO1Y)

ΦSI MO,KA :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Has(X, ptkX,Y) ∧ Has(Y, ptkX,Y)

ΦSI MO,KD :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X})∧
Receive(Y, SIMOX5) ⊃ Has(X, gtkY) ∧ Has(Y, gtkX)

ΦSI MO,I NFO :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
SELECT(INFOX, INFOY) = CS, pmkN ∧ Has(X, CS, pmkN) ∧ Has(Y, CS, pmkN)

A.2. Proof security goals, SIMO

Proof sketch generalized authentication, SIMO

We only need to show the proof from a single point of view as the roles are symmetric. Let
principal X be the principal from whose view we are establishing the proof from and let Y
be the other principal. As the proof assumes X has completed the protocol successfully, we
know that SIMO1X was sent before SIMO5X and SIMO1Y was received before SIMO5Y. Thus
to complete the proof we must show that Y sent exactly SIMO1Y before SIMO5Y and received

1 Funded by Motorola while working on this project
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exactly SIMO1X before sending SIMO5Y. We can determine the MIC in SIMO5Y could have
only been sent by Y if X, Y and T are honest. Since all the variables used in the protocol
are contained in the MIC of SIMO5Y, we know that X and Y share identical variables. Now
using the honesty of Y we are sure that Y sent SIMO1Y and received SIMO1X before sending
SIMO5Y and that it was sent exactly as X received it. Again if Y is honest since X and Y
share variables, then Y must have received SIMO1X exactly as X had sent it. This gives us
generalized authentication.

Generalized Authentication:
AA1, ARP, AA4,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) <
(Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ∧ Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, mic0))

(1)

ARP, HASH3�,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]XReceive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ⊃
∃Z.Computes(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX))∧
Sends(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) <

Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) (2)

θABBH,SI,1, HASH1
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Computes(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY, y, x, enc1, INFOX)) ⊃
Has(Z, ptkX,Y) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = Ŷ ∨ Ẑ = T̂ (3)

2, 3, AA1, ΓABBH,1,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) ⊃ Ẑ = Ŷ (4)

2, 4,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Computes(Y, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX))∧
Send(Y, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) (5)

5, HASH1,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Has(Y, ptkX,Y) ∧ Has(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) (6)

5, 6,φHONESTY,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) <
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1)

(7)
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FirstSend(X, x, X̂, x, SIMO1X) ∧ FirstSend(Y, y, Ŷ, y, SIMO1Y)

ΦSI MO,KA :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Has(X, ptkX,Y) ∧ Has(Y, ptkX,Y)

ΦSI MO,KD :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X})∧
Receive(Y, SIMOX5) ⊃ Has(X, gtkY) ∧ Has(Y, gtkX)

ΦSI MO,I NFO :=
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
SELECT(INFOX, INFOY) = CS, pmkN ∧ Has(X, CS, pmkN) ∧ Has(Y, CS, pmkN)

A.2. Proof security goals, SIMO

Proof sketch generalized authentication, SIMO

We only need to show the proof from a single point of view as the roles are symmetric. Let
principal X be the principal from whose view we are establishing the proof from and let Y
be the other principal. As the proof assumes X has completed the protocol successfully, we
know that SIMO1X was sent before SIMO5X and SIMO1Y was received before SIMO5Y. Thus
to complete the proof we must show that Y sent exactly SIMO1Y before SIMO5Y and received

1 Funded by Motorola while working on this project
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exactly SIMO1X before sending SIMO5Y. We can determine the MIC in SIMO5Y could have
only been sent by Y if X, Y and T are honest. Since all the variables used in the protocol
are contained in the MIC of SIMO5Y, we know that X and Y share identical variables. Now
using the honesty of Y we are sure that Y sent SIMO1Y and received SIMO1X before sending
SIMO5Y and that it was sent exactly as X received it. Again if Y is honest since X and Y
share variables, then Y must have received SIMO1X exactly as X had sent it. This gives us
generalized authentication.

Generalized Authentication:
AA1, ARP, AA4,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) <
(Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ∧ Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, mic0))

(1)

ARP, HASH3�,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]XReceive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ⊃
∃Z.Computes(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX))∧
Sends(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) <

Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) (2)

θABBH,SI,1, HASH1
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Computes(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY, y, x, enc1, INFOX)) ⊃
Has(Z, ptkX,Y) ⊃ Ẑ = X̂ ∨ Ẑ = Ŷ ∨ Ẑ = T̂ (3)

2, 3, AA1, ΓABBH,1,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Z, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) ⊃ Ẑ = Ŷ (4)

2, 4,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Computes(Y, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX))∧
Send(Y, HASHptkX,Y

(X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, INFOX)) (5)

5, HASH1,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Has(Y, ptkX,Y) ∧ Has(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) (6)

5, 6,φHONESTY,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) <
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1)

(7)
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2, 7,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY, y, x, enc1, mic1)

(8)

FS1, AN3,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
FirstSend(X, x, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) (9)

9, FS2,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) (10)

FS1, AN3,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Honest(Ŷ) ⊃ FirstSend(Y, y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY, y) (11)

7, 11, FS2,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY, y) (12)

1, 7, 8, 10, 12,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
(Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1))∧
(Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) <
(Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ∧ Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, mic0)))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) <
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1)) (13)
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2, 7,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY, y, x, enc1, mic1)

(8)

FS1, AN3,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
FirstSend(X, x, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) (9)

9, FS2,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) (10)

FS1, AN3,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
Honest(Ŷ) ⊃ FirstSend(Y, y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY, y) (11)

7, 11, FS2,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY, y) (12)

1, 7, 8, 10, 12,θABBH,1

[ABBH : SIMO]X
KOHonest(ptkX,Y, {pmkX,Y, pmkY,X}) ⊃
(Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1))∧
(Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) < Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) <
(Receive(X, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1) ∧ Send(X, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH5”, INFOX , x, y, enc0, mic0)))∧
(Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH1”, INFOY , y) < Receive(Y, Ŷ, X̂, “ABBH1”, INFOX , x) <
Send(Y, X̂, Ŷ, “ABBH5”, INFOY , y, x, enc1, mic1)) (13)
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1. Introduction
Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is an ad-hoc network with a fixed network infrastructure (see
an example in figure 1). The physical structure of a WMN includes base stations, a backbone
and mobile stations. The base stations (also known as mesh routers or mesh points) are static
wireless nodes, forming the network infrastructure and providing wireless network access
to the mobile stations. The backbone is a wireless ad-hoc network among the base stations.
The fixed network infrastructure provides wireless network access to the mobile stations in a
service area. Service area is a finite three-dimensional space. The mobile stations are wireless
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Figure 1. Wireless mesh networks and radio coverage
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and mobile stations. The base stations (also known as mesh routers or mesh points) are static
wireless nodes, forming the network infrastructure and providing wireless network access
to the mobile stations. The backbone is a wireless ad-hoc network among the base stations.
The fixed network infrastructure provides wireless network access to the mobile stations in a
service area. Service area is a finite three-dimensional space. The mobile stations are wireless
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nodes which move within the service area and communicate to other stations via the WMN.
The stations in a WMN use a multi-hop routing protocol for communication. This protocol
automatically discovers the network topology and delivers the messages to the destination;
if needed over multiple hops. We can think of a WMN as an infrastructure wireless network
in which the backbone is replaced by a wireless one and the communication is done in a
(multi-hop) ad-hoc way.

We consider a wireless mesh network which supports a business process and is under the
administration of an organization. This is not a MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc Network) consisting
of self-dependent mobile nodes, like it is often in the literature. The organization has control
over the network infrastructure and aims at providing radio coverage and connectivity
in a clearly defined service area. The management appliance is a central instance for basic
configuration and diagnosis of the WMN, including topology monitoring, protocol settings,
traffic management, etc.

Radio coverage and connectivity are basic services of a wireless mesh network which are required
for communication. Radio coverage ensures that the mobile stations can access the network
infrastructure (backbone) while they are located or moving in the service area. Connectivity
ensures that the topology of the backbone is connected.

1.1. Radio coverage

The service radio coverage is correct, if the service area is covered by the base stations. The
service area is covered, if the unification of radio cells of all base stations contains the whole
service area. The radio cell of a base station is a part of the space around it, in which a mobile
station observes the base station with a radio signal strength sufficient for communication.
The sufficient radio signal strength in the service area is a basic requirement for the mobile
stations to be able to access the WMN. The radio coverage service ensures this sufficient signal
strength in the service area. Service location is a point of the service area, specified by its
coordinates. A service location is covered, if the unification of radio cells of all base stations
contains the service location.

1.2. Connectivity

The service connectivity is correct, if the backbone graph is connected. The backbone graph is a
graph with the base stations as vertices and the routing layer links among them as edges. A
link exists if two wireless devices can communicate through the wireless medium obeying
some qualitative parameters (see section 4.3 for more information). The backbone graph
represents the network topology at the routing layer. This graph is connected, if a path (a
sequence of edges) exists between every two vertices. A connected backbone graph means
a connected routing layer topology which is a basic requirement for communication through
the WMN. The connectivity service ensures that the backbone graph is connected.

At the example WMN in figure 1 the radio coverage and the connectivity are correct. The
unification of radio cells contains the service area and the backbone graph is connected.

1.3. Problem exposition and contributions

In this chapter, we address the problem of guaranteeing radio coverage of Wireless Mesh
Networks, which are exposed to environmental dynamics.
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The environmental dynamics are unpredictable changes of the radio propagation and radio
attenuation properties of the environment (e.g. new obstacles, movement of obstacles,
increased humidity). They occur due to reconfiguration of the plant layout. Environmental
dynamics occur, for instance, in Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) [11, 26]. An
RMS is a production system with an adjustable structure, that is able to meet the market
requirements with respect to capacity, functionality and cost. This adjustable structure at the
system level includes changes in the plant layout, for instance “adding, removing or modifying
machine modules, machines, cells, material handling units and/or complete lines” [11]. In RMS
the environmental dynamics are unpredictable at design time, because the system layout
adjustments are made on the fly to meet the actual production demand. The environmental
dynamics negatively affect the radio coverage (radio signal strength between mobile stations
and base stations) and the backbone network connectivity among base stations of an WMN.

The first contribution of this chapter is a fault-tolerance method for guaranteeing radio
coverage of wireless mesh networks in dynamic propagation environments. The basic idea
of this approach is to automatically detect an error state, which is lack of redundancy in radio
coverage and connectivity, and correct this error by reconfiguring the base stations before the
radio coverage fails. The error detection is based on a radio propagation model: if an error
is detected in the model, this is an indicator that an error in the real radio coverage exists.
In order to be able to make this conclusion, this model is automatically calibrated to the real
enviromnent by using radio signal strength measurements.

The second contribution of this chapter is an automatic base station planning algorithm for the
reconfiguration phase of the fault-tolerance approach. In this phase base stations are added to
the network in order to correct errors in the radio coverage and connectivity. The question is:
what is the minimum number of base stations to be added and at which positions in order to
restore the original state of radio coverage and connectivity. Our approach is an optimization
algorithm, which uses knowledge from the calibrated radio propagation model and answers
this question in a sufficient time frame.

1.4. Structure of the chapter

In section 2 we will discuss related work. In section 3 we will present our fault-tolerance
approach for ensuring the availability of radio coverage and connectivity of wireless mesh
networks. In section 4 we will present our approach for automatic base station planning in
wireless mesh networks, which is used in the reconfiguration phase on the fault-tolerance
approach. Section 6 provides a conclusion and a summary of future work.

2. Related work
Firstly, we will present related work aiming at availability of the radio coverage and
connectivity. Then we will discuss related work to the automatic base station planning
algorithm.

2.1. Availability of the radio coverage

The availability of the service radio coverage is a necessary condition for reliable
communication in wireless networks. The issue of reliable communication via wireless
medium has been extensively investigated during the design of every wireless communication
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system. Since the wireless medium is unshielded, the effect of the environment on the wireless
communication is specific to the environment. Different methods have been developed for
increasing the reliability of the communication through the wireless medium. Most of them
are at the physical layer. For instance the robust modulation methods (e.g. MIMO), frequency
hopping, spread spectrum transmission, redundancy in the antennas and redundancy of
the transmitters. At the data link layer, error correction codes and retransmissions are
typical measures. These methods mostly address the time-variability of the wireless channel
caused by multi-path propagation. However, all these methods require some minimum
radio signal strength at the receiver which is a basic requirement for decoding the frames
successfully. Providing this minimum radio signal strength is a matter of network deployment
and configuration in the particular environment.

The state-of-the-art method for ensuring radio coverage has a static nature (e.g. [8, 10, 35]).
Figure 2 shows the general procedure of this method. The method ensures radio coverage
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Figure 2. Static deployment method for radio coverage

during the network deployment before the network starts operation. Usually, an expert plans
the base stations properties so that the requirements for the radio coverage are fulfilled. The
expert makes this planning based on knowledge about the environment and the requirements.
For this purpose, measurements in the particular environment are typically needed. Then,
the base stations are installed. After the installation, a manual site survey is conducted
with the purpose of proving that the requirements are satisfied. The site survey includes
manual measurements of the radio signal strength on selected service locations in the whole
area. If the requirements are not satisfied adjustments should be made. The adjustments
are site-specific and may include removing obstacles, changing frequencies, or adding new
equipment [10]. When the requirements are fulfilled, the wireless network enters the
operational phase. In the operational phase, there is no automatic function for monitoring and
maintaining the radio coverage. The only way to do this is by making a manual site survey which
is expensive in terms of time and effort. The loss of radio coverage can only be detected by the
mobile stations and the applications. The network connection is lost and no communication is
possible. The repair of radio coverage is started when the applications report a problem of this
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kind. During the radio coverage repair the presence of a expert is required for troubleshooting
and base station planning.

For compensating the dynamics of the environment, the static method uses static radio
signal strength redundancy (called fade margin). In communication systems design the
term fade margin (or margin) is the amount of signal strength reserve. This is the power,
added to the needed minimum level for reception of the frames at the receiver. The fade
margin is configured during the planning phase via adequate selection of transmitters and
antennas [8, 37]. The fade margin is used for compensating temporal variations in the
environment. When the environment changes, the radio coverage eventually degrades. But
if the redundancy is sufficient, the radio coverage is still correct and the applications are
not affected. However, the radio coverage could have entered a critical state; meaning that
further changes in the environment may lead to service failure. Since there are no automatic
monitoring functions for the radio coverage, this state of lost redundancy is not detected, and
remains in the system. In this state, the next change in the environment can lead to service
failures.

In the context of this chapter, we have high availability requirements. We have an
environment which can change in unpredictable way during the network’s life-cycle which
is typically larger than 10-20 years. For this reason, it is hardly possible to plan sufficient
static redundancy for all possible changes of the environment. They are not known at
the deployment phase. Even if this would be possible, it would be extremely inefficient.
Consequently, a new method is needed for guaranteeing radio coverage. When the
factory-layout changes for adapting to a new market, the method should enable an easy
adaption of the WMN and should guarantee high availability of the radio coverage and the
connectivity.

2.2. Connectivity and base station planning

In this section we focus on the deployment and operation of the base stations which is an
essential function for connectivity. For the routing protocol and the topology discovery we
base on the research within our working group (e.g. [15, 29, 32]).

Industrial automation networks have usually been isolated, single-cell networks or classic
infrastructure networks with multiple cells. This means that base station planning is required
only for the ’last mile’, i.e. the connection between a base station and a mobile station, e.g.
[8]. In the case of multi-hop wireless mesh networks, the planning of the backbone network
is a new research aspect that needs to be considered. Research on radio network planning
consider network throughput as a main planning goal, e.g. [7]. However, the most common
requirement of industrial networks is availability. With the introduction of technologies for
multi-hop communication in industrial environments (e.g. Zigbee, Wireless HART), the base
station planning problem gains importance. Paper [37], for instance, presents the challenges
for developing a planning tool for industrial wireless sensor networks. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no systematic approach exists for planning multi-hop wireless networks
with respect to fault-tolerance requirements of industrial automation networks.

The existing algorithms for the base station planning in wireless mesh networks [2, 39] have
a different goal. It is to design a mesh network with a minimum number of base stations
such that the end-to-end throughput requirements of application flows are fulfilled. These
requirements are typical for Internet access in areas with no alternative high-speed wired
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connection. The approach is to transform the planning problem into a linear optimization
problem which is a combination of a set covering problem and a network flow problem. As a
result, the backbone is a connected graph, but with no fault-tolerance. Another disadvantage
is the intractability of the proposed approaches. For some inputs, the algorithm takes too
much time for the result to be useful. This is because the underlying linear optimization
problem is a binary integer problem which is well known for its NP-completeness. Paper
[39] addresses this issue by a decomposition method, but the algorithm still runs about 22
hours for a network with 58 nodes. This is acceptable for the mentioned scenarios, but for
network reconfiguration in automation scenarios a faster algorithm is required. Extending
these algorithms to fault-tolerance would mean an additional increase in the complexity.
Paper [41] considers the problem of coverage control in wireless sensor networks, including
various aspects like activating/deactivating of the nodes, finding the coverage characteristics
of a given network, and sensor node deployment. However, all considerations include only
the aspect of last mile coverage, i.e. the sensing function of the nodes. They do not consider
the problem of the backbone connectivity for communicating the sensed data to a central
instance.

Our approach is to extend the existing methods from infrastructure network planning to
planning multi-hop wireless mesh networks with fault-tolerance aspects. Other papers about
fault-tolerance in wireless multi-hop networks can benefit from our approach for generating
a fault-tolerant topology. Papers considering fault-tolerant routing, for instance [4, 19, 27],
have a prerequisite of biconnected backbone network, but do not address the base station
planning problem. The base station planning problem has been little addressed so far because
in most mobile ad-hoc and sensor network scenarios the number and position of the nodes are
considered uncontrolled or hardly controlled. However, in automation scenarios the networks
are typically planned to provide service in some predefined geographical area (e.g. production
hall). This requires careful base station planning for ensuring high availability of the radio
coverage.

The topology control problem is to configure a given an instance of a multi-hop network such
that it is connected and a quality of service property is fulfilled. Depending on the configured
parameter, these methods adjust the transmission power [6] or the time of activity and
sleeping periods of the nodes [5]. Paper [6] presents an algorithm for distributed adjustment
of the transmission powers of the nodes with the purpose of minimizing the interference
and keeping the network topology connected with a high probability. Paper [5] presents
a distributed protocol for topology management which determines the active and sleeping
periods for the nodes in such a way that the network is connected, the energy consumption
is minimized, and the data is delivered with real-time guarantees. Paper [40] considers the
issue of data forwarding in industrial wireless sensor networks and the integration in a wired
backbone. It proposes a chain-based communication protocol for real-time communication
over multiple hops. It is common for all topology control protocols that they operate on
some existing instance of a multi-hop network. For achieving the required quality of service
property, these protocols require some topological properties of the network (like connectivity
or k-connectivity). The difference is that our base station planning algorithm plans a given
network to be deployed with the desired topological properties. In this way, our algorithm
can be used in the first phase of planning the topological properties of the network. In a second
phase a topology control algorithm can be used to additionally adjust the transmission powers
or active/sleep times of the nodes for achieving the required QoS property.
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3. Fault-tolerant radio coverage and connectivity
This section presents our approach for fault-tolerant radio coverage and connectivity of
wireless mesh networks in dynamic propagation environments. A premature version of this
approach, considering only radio coverage, has been published in [22].

3.1. Fault-tolerance approach

We consider the goal of this chapter at a general abstraction level. It is to guarantee availability
of the services (radio coverage and connectivity) of a system (wireless mesh network) which
is exposed to dynamic external behavior (the dynamic propagation environment). The
environmental dynamics is an external factor to the wireless network. It results from the
changing surroundings of the wireless network.

For this general type of problem, a well-known method exists in the field of dependable
computing. This is the fault-tolerance approach [3]. Fault-tolerance avoids service failures in
the presence of faults. Service failure, or failure, is the inability of a system to perform a service
according to the service specification. Error is a part of the system state which may lead to a
subsequent service failure. A fault is the cause for an error. The fault-tolerant system design
includes fault model definition, error detection and system recovery. The fault model definition
identifies a set of faults, for which service failures do not occur. The error detection identifies
errors in the system, caused by the faults. The system recovery transforms a system with
errors to a system without errors. The idea is to detect errors and perform system recovery
before the errors lead to failures. In this way, the fault-tolerance approach avoids failures if
faults from the fault model occur. In this chapter we apply the fault-tolerance approach for
guaranteeing availability of radio coverage and connectivity of wireless mesh networks in
dynamic propagation environments.

Fault model definition

A fault in our system is the environmental dynamics. Environmental dynamics are changes
of the radio attenuation properties of the environment (e.g. new obstacles, movement of
obstacles, increased humidity). The attenuation describes the ability of the radio propagation
environment to absorb and weaken the radio waves. An increased attenuation has a negative
effect on radio coverage and connectivity. Regarding radio coverage, it reduces the radio
signal strength at the service locations. This can lead to the fact that some service locations
are not covered. The effect on connectivity is that some backbone links can be lost. This can
disconnect the backbone network. If no measures are taken, the fault environmental dynamics
can lead to service failures. A fault is the event of environmental dynamics which decreases
the ARSS (Average Radio Signal Strength) up to a user-specified amount ΔARSS.

Fault-tolerant system design

Our system design uses redundancy for tolerating the faults. Figure 3 shows the state machine
of our fault-tolerant system. The figure shows the system states, their attributes and their
entry actions. The initial state is the normal state. In addition to the correct service, the normal
system state contains redundancy for compensating the faults at run-time. In this normal state
the system performs concurrent error detection, meaning that the error detection takes place
during the normal service delivery. In the error state the redundancy is lost due to a fault, but
the service is correct because the initial redundancy has compensated the negative effects of
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or k-connectivity). The difference is that our base station planning algorithm plans a given
network to be deployed with the desired topological properties. In this way, our algorithm
can be used in the first phase of planning the topological properties of the network. In a second
phase a topology control algorithm can be used to additionally adjust the transmission powers
or active/sleep times of the nodes for achieving the required QoS property.
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3. Fault-tolerant radio coverage and connectivity
This section presents our approach for fault-tolerant radio coverage and connectivity of
wireless mesh networks in dynamic propagation environments. A premature version of this
approach, considering only radio coverage, has been published in [22].

3.1. Fault-tolerance approach

We consider the goal of this chapter at a general abstraction level. It is to guarantee availability
of the services (radio coverage and connectivity) of a system (wireless mesh network) which
is exposed to dynamic external behavior (the dynamic propagation environment). The
environmental dynamics is an external factor to the wireless network. It results from the
changing surroundings of the wireless network.

For this general type of problem, a well-known method exists in the field of dependable
computing. This is the fault-tolerance approach [3]. Fault-tolerance avoids service failures in
the presence of faults. Service failure, or failure, is the inability of a system to perform a service
according to the service specification. Error is a part of the system state which may lead to a
subsequent service failure. A fault is the cause for an error. The fault-tolerant system design
includes fault model definition, error detection and system recovery. The fault model definition
identifies a set of faults, for which service failures do not occur. The error detection identifies
errors in the system, caused by the faults. The system recovery transforms a system with
errors to a system without errors. The idea is to detect errors and perform system recovery
before the errors lead to failures. In this way, the fault-tolerance approach avoids failures if
faults from the fault model occur. In this chapter we apply the fault-tolerance approach for
guaranteeing availability of radio coverage and connectivity of wireless mesh networks in
dynamic propagation environments.

Fault model definition

A fault in our system is the environmental dynamics. Environmental dynamics are changes
of the radio attenuation properties of the environment (e.g. new obstacles, movement of
obstacles, increased humidity). The attenuation describes the ability of the radio propagation
environment to absorb and weaken the radio waves. An increased attenuation has a negative
effect on radio coverage and connectivity. Regarding radio coverage, it reduces the radio
signal strength at the service locations. This can lead to the fact that some service locations
are not covered. The effect on connectivity is that some backbone links can be lost. This can
disconnect the backbone network. If no measures are taken, the fault environmental dynamics
can lead to service failures. A fault is the event of environmental dynamics which decreases
the ARSS (Average Radio Signal Strength) up to a user-specified amount ΔARSS.

Fault-tolerant system design

Our system design uses redundancy for tolerating the faults. Figure 3 shows the state machine
of our fault-tolerant system. The figure shows the system states, their attributes and their
entry actions. The initial state is the normal state. In addition to the correct service, the normal
system state contains redundancy for compensating the faults at run-time. In this normal state
the system performs concurrent error detection, meaning that the error detection takes place
during the normal service delivery. In the error state the redundancy is lost due to a fault, but
the service is correct because the initial redundancy has compensated the negative effects of
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the fault. In this state, the system performs system recovery. The system recovery restores
the initial redundancy. In the following sections we will specify how we applied this concept
to the services radio coverage and to connectivity. For each service we will define the correct
service specification, the redundancy and the error. A failure for both services occurs when
the service consumer (a mobile station) tries to use the service and the service is not correct.
Our fault-tolerant system design avoids the failures.

3.1.1. Radio coverage

Correct service

Radio coverage is correct if every service is covered by at least one base station with a radio
signal strength of at least ARSSMin.

Redundancy

In order to ensure correct radio coverage in case of faults, the normal system state uses radio
signal strength redundancy. This means that every service location is covered by at least
one base station with a radio signal strength of at least ARSSRED. ARSSRED is the value of
the redundant radio signal strength needed for compensating the environmental dynamics
during the error detection and system recovery (ARSSRED = ARSSMin + ΔARSS).

Error

In the error state, the radio coverage is not as good as the radio coverage in the normal state,
but the radio coverage is still correct. An error exists, if at some service location the ARSS is
less than the redundancy value, but it exceeds the minimum threshold for correct coverage:
ARSSRED > ARSS ≥ ARSSMin.

3.1.2. Connectivity

Correct service

Connectivity is correct if the backbone graph is connected.

Redundancy

In order to ensure correct connectivity in case of faults, the backbone graph is biconnected
(2-connected). A graph is biconnected if any two vertices can be joined by two independent
paths [9]. This backbone redundancy compensates for the loss of a backbone link as a result
of a fault.

Error

In the error state, the backbone graph is not biconnected, but it is connected. The loss of
biconnectivity can be caused by environmental dynamics leading to link loss. The loss of a link
is not necessarily a connectivity error. It is an error only if it leads to loss of the biconnectivity.

3.2. Error detection

When faults occur and lead to errors, the errors have to be automatically detected by the
system. Since we are considering two services, radio coverage and connectivity, we need
methods for detecting radio coverage errors and connectivity errors. Figure 4 shows our
methods for error detection and their integration in our fault-tolerant system design.
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3.2.1. Connectivity error detection

For detecting connectivity errors we use a monitoring at the routing layer and a classic
biconnectivity testing algorithm from graph theory [9]. This algorithm uses information about
the backbone graph and determines whether it is biconnected or not. If the graph is not
biconnected, then there is an error. The required information for biconnectivity testing are the
edges (links) among the vertices (base stations) of the graph. In our scenario, this information
is globally available at the management appliance. As a part of the routing protocol, the
base stations monitor the backbone link states by exchanging control messages with other
base stations [17]. The state of every link is determined by two communication endpoints (base
stations). One of them sends control messages and the other one determines the link state
based on a statistic on the received messages. The link state information is periodically
updated and communicated, so the management appliance has an actual global view of
the backbone network. Based on this global view, the management appliance performs
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the fault. In this state, the system performs system recovery. The system recovery restores
the initial redundancy. In the following sections we will specify how we applied this concept
to the services radio coverage and to connectivity. For each service we will define the correct
service specification, the redundancy and the error. A failure for both services occurs when
the service consumer (a mobile station) tries to use the service and the service is not correct.
Our fault-tolerant system design avoids the failures.
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the redundant radio signal strength needed for compensating the environmental dynamics
during the error detection and system recovery (ARSSRED = ARSSMin + ΔARSS).

Error

In the error state, the radio coverage is not as good as the radio coverage in the normal state,
but the radio coverage is still correct. An error exists, if at some service location the ARSS is
less than the redundancy value, but it exceeds the minimum threshold for correct coverage:
ARSSRED > ARSS ≥ ARSSMin.

3.1.2. Connectivity

Correct service

Connectivity is correct if the backbone graph is connected.

Redundancy

In order to ensure correct connectivity in case of faults, the backbone graph is biconnected
(2-connected). A graph is biconnected if any two vertices can be joined by two independent
paths [9]. This backbone redundancy compensates for the loss of a backbone link as a result
of a fault.

Error

In the error state, the backbone graph is not biconnected, but it is connected. The loss of
biconnectivity can be caused by environmental dynamics leading to link loss. The loss of a link
is not necessarily a connectivity error. It is an error only if it leads to loss of the biconnectivity.

3.2. Error detection

When faults occur and lead to errors, the errors have to be automatically detected by the
system. Since we are considering two services, radio coverage and connectivity, we need
methods for detecting radio coverage errors and connectivity errors. Figure 4 shows our
methods for error detection and their integration in our fault-tolerant system design.
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3.2.1. Connectivity error detection

For detecting connectivity errors we use a monitoring at the routing layer and a classic
biconnectivity testing algorithm from graph theory [9]. This algorithm uses information about
the backbone graph and determines whether it is biconnected or not. If the graph is not
biconnected, then there is an error. The required information for biconnectivity testing are the
edges (links) among the vertices (base stations) of the graph. In our scenario, this information
is globally available at the management appliance. As a part of the routing protocol, the
base stations monitor the backbone link states by exchanging control messages with other
base stations [17]. The state of every link is determined by two communication endpoints (base
stations). One of them sends control messages and the other one determines the link state
based on a statistic on the received messages. The link state information is periodically
updated and communicated, so the management appliance has an actual global view of
the backbone network. Based on this global view, the management appliance performs
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biconnectivity testing. The fact that every link state is determined by two communication endpoints
enables us to detect connectivity errors by monitoring at the routing layer. If the backbone link
state information is not available globally, distributed biconnectivity testing algorithms can be
used (e.g. [34]).

3.2.2. Radio coverage error detection

The information required for radio coverage error detection is the radio signal strength at
every service location. However, a communication endpoint at every service location does
not exist. Therefore, radio coverage errors can not be detected by monitoring, as with the
connectivity errors. Nevertheless, a method for detecting these errors is needed because the
environmental dynamics affect the radio coverage. The radio coverage should be guaranteed
for every service location before a mobile station moves to those locations.

Our approach is to use a model-based assessment for detecting radio coverage errors at the
physical layer. We use a radio propagation model for assessing the radio signal strength at
every service location. This model has a tight relation to the propagation environment. We
use measurements from the wireless network for calibrating the model to the reality.

In the state-of-the art assessment approaches the radio propagation models are static; meaning
that they do not reflect the dynamics of the environment. The innovation of our approach is
that the radio propagation model automatically calibrates to the real environment. Radio model
calibration is the process of adjusting the model-parameters in such a way that the model
reflects better a set of measurements from the actual propagation environment. Radio coverage
assessment is the model-based estimation of the radio signal strength for the purpose of error
detection. The radio model calibration method is out of scope of this chapter, but the reader
can find a detailed description in [20, 23, 24].

3.3. System recovery

The system recovery transforms a system with errors to a system without errors. In our
approach we use the same mechanism for recovery from radio coverage errors and for
recovery from connectivity errors. This mechanism adds new base stations to the network.
The new base stations improve the radio coverage by increasing the radio signal strength at
the service locations. The new base stations also improve the connectivity by adding new
links to the backbone network. Given a wireless mesh network with radio coverage and/or
connectivity errors we have to decide how many base stations there is to install and and where
to install them in order to correct the errors. For this purpose, we have developed an automatic
base station planning algorithm (see section 4.

The error recovery includes automatic base station planning and manual reconfiguration (see
figure 4). The management appliance runs the base station planning algorithm and gives
instructions to the operating staff for the reconfiguration. The operating staff performs the
reconfiguration which restores the redundancy of the services.

4. Automatic base station planning
This section describes our algorithm for automatic base station planning. It starts with a
problem definition for the base station planning, followed by an overview of our approach
in section 4.2. The following sections define the details of the algorithm, namely the used link
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state model, the optimization approach and the graph consolidation approach. This algorithm
is published in [25]; in addition this section describes the integration with the presented
fault-tolerance framework.

4.1. Problem definition

The problem of the base station planning algorithm is to find a minimum number of base
stations to be installed which transform a wireless mesh network with radio coverage errors
and/or connectivity errors to a system without errors. The existing algorithms for this type
of problem in wireless mesh networks are computationally intractable, or do not provide the
required fault-tolerance (see section 2.2 for a discussion). The following input information is
given to the base station planning algorithm:

• Service location information. This is information about the service locations which have to
be covered.

• Candidate sites information. This is information about possible locations of the base
stations. The candidate sites and the service locations are specified by the deployment
staff.

• Radio coverage information. This information is obtained from the radio propagation
model. This is for every service location, the candidate sites which cover this service
location, if base stations were installed at all candidate sites.

• Connectivity information: for every candidate site, the candidate sites which have a link
in the backbone network, if base stations were installed at all candidate sites. For this
purpose, we use our calibrated radio propagation model and a link state model (section
4.3).

• The currently installed base stations and their positions

The base station planning algorithm has to determine the number and positions of base
stations to be installed such that:

• The radio coverage and the connectivity enter the normal state. The normal state includes
redundancy in the services which has been defined in section 3.

• The algorithm should provide an acceptable relation between base stations minimality and
running time. The running time of the algorithm should be appropriate for error detection
and system recovery in a dynamic propagation environment.

The challenge of the defined problem is the connectivity requirement. The coverage
requirement can be formally defined as a local property which depends only on the considered
entities (e.g. a base station covers a service location). For the connectivity, the requirement
is global. It includes all network paths among all pair of base stations. The existence of
a path between two base stations depends not only on the considered base stations, but
on the number and positions of all other base stations in the network. The fault-tolerance
(biconnectivity) requirement increases the complexity of the problem. It has been shown that
finding a minimum number of base stations for this type of problematic is an NP-complete
problem. For this reason, we are looking for an approach, having a good balance between
minimality and running time.
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state model, the optimization approach and the graph consolidation approach. This algorithm
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stations to be installed which transform a wireless mesh network with radio coverage errors
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stations. The candidate sites and the service locations are specified by the deployment
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4.2. Overview of the algorithm

Our idea is to perform an optimization, satisfying a simple local network property which
significantly affects the fulfillment of the global property (biconnectivity). This local property
is the minimum degree. For the backbone (multi-hop) network, the degree of a base station
is the number of links to other base stations. The minimum degree of the network is the
least degree among all base stations. In graph theory, the minimum degree is a necessary
but not sufficient condition for k-connectivity [9]. This means that a k-connected graph has a
minimum degree of k, but a graph with minimum degree of k is not necessary k-connected.
Formally, this rule applies to the backbone of wireless mesh networks. We consider both radio
coverage and connectivity. The service locations are spread in some area (e.g. production
hall). Hence, the probability that the necessary condition is also sufficient in mesh networks is
significantly higher than the probability in graph theory. Therefore, our algorithm fulfills the
local necessary condition and checks whether the global sufficient condition is also fulfilled. If
not, the algorithm performs an incremental correction. The advantage of this approach is that
it fulfills the connectivity requirement without increasing the complexity of the underlying
optimization problem.

The algorithm operates in three steps: optimization, connectivity testing, and graph
consolidation (figure 5). The optimization step finds an optimal solution for the optimization
criteria. The optimization criteria are the radio coverage requirement and the necessary
condition for the connectivity (the local property min. degree). The optimization uses the
radio propagation model and the link state model. The connectivity testing step tests the
resulted graph for biconnectivity (the sufficient condition). If the sufficient condition is true,
the algorithm finishes. Otherwise the algorithm performs a graph consolidation step. The
consolidation step maps biconnected parts of the to a single vertex. After the consolidation,
the algorithm continues with the optimization step which is done based on the consolidated
graph. After a few (expected 1-3) iterations, the algorithm produces a solution that satisfies
the coverage requirements.

Example

The optimization step has produced a graph with minimum degree 2 (figure 6A) according
to the necessary condition. This graph does not satisfy the biconnectivity requirements (one
edge and two vertices exist whose removal disconnect the graph). The consolidation step
identifies two sub-graphs which are biconnected, and maps them to vertices (figure 6B). Note
that after the consolidation, the minimum degree of the graph is 1. Then the optimization step
places a new base station, such that the consolidated graph plus the new vertex result in a
graph with minimum degree of 2 (figure 6C). Finally, the deconsolidated graph satisfies the
biconnectivity requirements.

4.3. Link state model

This section defines the used link model which models the link state based on the radio signal
strength. The used link model in this chapter considers the operation of an ad-hoc routing
protocol. We have shown in [17] that the communication in a mesh network is possible only
if the links have some quality level.

The routing protocols determine the state of a link by analyzing the periodically received Hello
packets from the neighbors. Depending on the mobility and the required stability of a link,
different approaches for determining the link state at the routing layer exist [28, 31, 42]. What
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is common for all of them is the analysis of received Hello packets at the routing layer. The
AWDS (Ad-hoc Wireless Distribution System) [1][17] routing software, for instance, identifies
a link as existing if 10 consequent Hello packets in both directions are received correctly. A link
is identified as non existing if 3 consequent Hello packets in either direction are not received.

The radio signal strength is one of the main factors which determine the reception of the
packets at the receiver [14, 35]. This means that if the RSS is too low, then the wireless adapter
can not decode the frame correctly. Therefore, to model the existence of a link, we use a
threshold model based on ARSS. If the average radio signal strength exceeds the threshold
(ARSS ≥ ARSSMin), then a link exists, otherwise a link does not exist. Remember that our
fault-tolerance approach ensures that ARSS ≥ ARSSMin + ΔARSS.

There are other factors, influencing the packet loss and the link state (e.g. collision, radio
interference). But the factor RSS is a necessary condition for successful frame decoding. In
wireless mesh networks, it is one of the most influencing factors for the link state. This
has been shown in our research in wireless mesh network routing [16–18], wireless network
simulation and emulation [21]. Other researchers in our group are working on improving the
link state model. They apply a data mining based approach for predicting the link state from
various network monitoring information [28].

4.4. Optimization

4.4.1. Minimization approach

Our algorithm uses a minimization approach based on binary search for finding the minimum
number of base stations (BSmin) which satisfies the optimization criteria. It searches iteratively
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is common for all of them is the analysis of received Hello packets at the routing layer. The
AWDS (Ad-hoc Wireless Distribution System) [1][17] routing software, for instance, identifies
a link as existing if 10 consequent Hello packets in both directions are received correctly. A link
is identified as non existing if 3 consequent Hello packets in either direction are not received.

The radio signal strength is one of the main factors which determine the reception of the
packets at the receiver [14, 35]. This means that if the RSS is too low, then the wireless adapter
can not decode the frame correctly. Therefore, to model the existence of a link, we use a
threshold model based on ARSS. If the average radio signal strength exceeds the threshold
(ARSS ≥ ARSSMin), then a link exists, otherwise a link does not exist. Remember that our
fault-tolerance approach ensures that ARSS ≥ ARSSMin + ΔARSS.

There are other factors, influencing the packet loss and the link state (e.g. collision, radio
interference). But the factor RSS is a necessary condition for successful frame decoding. In
wireless mesh networks, it is one of the most influencing factors for the link state. This
has been shown in our research in wireless mesh network routing [16–18], wireless network
simulation and emulation [21]. Other researchers in our group are working on improving the
link state model. They apply a data mining based approach for predicting the link state from
various network monitoring information [28].

4.4. Optimization

4.4.1. Minimization approach

Our algorithm uses a minimization approach based on binary search for finding the minimum
number of base stations (BSmin) which satisfies the optimization criteria. It searches iteratively
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the interval between a lower bound BSlow and an upper bound BSup. At each iteration,
the algorithm chooses the middle of the interval as a current value for BS and determines
whether a solution is possible by solving an optimization problem. If the solution satisfies
the optimization criteria, then the algorithm decreases BS by searching the lower half of the
interval, otherwise it increases BS by searching the upper half of the interval. Finally, the
algorithm finds a minimum value for BS which satisfies the optimization criteria.

4.4.2. Optimization problem formulation

The optimization performed at each iteration can be defined by the following:

• Variables
The optimization variables are the positions of the base stations (X, Y, Z)BS. We consider
a typical multi-hop network, operating in a single frequency. Therefore, the frequency
assignment is a constant for all base stations.

• Bounds
The variables have lower and upper bounds according to the candidate sites information,
provided by the user. For instance, if the base stations are to be installed on the ceiling
of a production hall with dimensions 200x300x6m, then the bounds are: 0 ≤ X ≤ 200,
0 ≤ Y ≤ 300,Z = 6. For the currently installed base stations, the lower and upper bounds
are equal to the base stations coordinates. In this way, they are considered in the solution,
but are not relocated by the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Objective function of the optimization step
function Objective (X, Y, Z)
{
PenaltyCoverage = 50;
PenaltyConnectivity = 100;
Coverage = Model.RadioCoverage(X, Y, Z);
Connectivity = Model.BSDegree(X, Y, Z);
ShortfallCoverage = sum(Nlm -

Coverage(find(Coverage < Nlm)));
ShortfallConnectivity = sum(Nbb -

Connectivity(find(Connectivity < Nbb)));
Objective = mean(Coverage)

+ mean(Connectivity)
- PenaltyCoverage*ShortfallCoverage
- PenaltyConnectivity*ShortfallConnectivity;

}

• Service locations
The service locations, defined by their coordinates, are stored in the set SL.

• Radio coverage model
From the values of the variables (X, Y, Z)BS the radio coverage model provides the radio
coverage by the function Model.RadioCoverage((X, Y, Z)BS). The result is a vector. For
every service location in the set SL, it contains the number of base stations that cover this
service location. The calculation is based on the calibrated radio propagation model.

• Connectivity model: Model.BSDegree((X, Y, Z)BS). The result is a vector. For every base
station, it contains the number of links to other base stations. The calculation is based on
the calibrated radio propagation model and the link state model.

• Objective function
The objective function (Matlab pseudo code in algorithm 1) influences the solution in
a direction which satisfies the optimization criteria (the coverage requirements and the
necessary condition for connectivity). In addition, the objective function maximizes the
mean radio coverage degree and the mean backbone degree. The radio coverage degree
is the number of base stations covering a service location. From the input coordinates, the
radio coverage model and the link state model, the function calculates the radio coverage
degree and the backbone degree. For base stations which have less than Nbb = 2 links to
other base stations, the function calculates the backbone shortfall. This is the sum of the
differences between the required and the current degree over all base stations. The shortfall
is weighted by a backbone penalty factor and subtracted by the objective function. The
penalty factor is a relatively large number, compared to the mean values which influences
the solution to a direction of a zero shortfall. The processing for the radio coverage links is
similar. The objective function should be maximized.

4.4.3. Optimization problem solving

In order to solve this optimization problem, we apply an optimization method. Specially
for this problem is that the objective function can not be differentiated. This is because the
objective function, can not be represented as an algebraic function of only the optimization
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is weighted by a backbone penalty factor and subtracted by the objective function. The
penalty factor is a relatively large number, compared to the mean values which influences
the solution to a direction of a zero shortfall. The processing for the radio coverage links is
similar. The objective function should be maximized.
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In order to solve this optimization problem, we apply an optimization method. Specially
for this problem is that the objective function can not be differentiated. This is because the
objective function, can not be represented as an algebraic function of only the optimization
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parameters (X, Y, Z)BS. This is because the objective function contains the radio coverage
model which includes the geometry of the model. Several algorithms exist for solving this
type of problem (pattern search, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing). We have selected
pattern search, because it has a proven convergence and supports any type of constraints [33].

4.5. Connectivity testing

For k-connectivity testing in a graph with n vertices, we use existing algorithms from the
graph theory [9]. The complexity of this algorithm is O(k ∗ n3), under the condition that
k <

√
n which is true in our case.

4.6. Graph consolidation

In this step, the algorithm finds sub-graphs satisfying the connectivity requirements and
transforms each subgraph into a single vertex. The formal specification of the graph
consolidation step is described by pseudo code in algorithm 2 which is explained in the
following list. Figure 7 shows an example of the operation of the graph consolidation step.

1. Given a graph G, identify all biconnected components Gc containing at least 3 vertices
and store them in a set BC. For finding biconnected components, existing graph theory
algorithms are used.

2. Identify the special articulation points which are articulation points shared between the
biconnected components in the set BC. An articulation point is a vertex whose removal
disconnects a graph. On figure 7B) vertices 1, 2 and 3 are articulation points. Vertex 1 is a
special articulation point, since it is shared between two biconnected components of size of
at least 3. For identifying biconnected components and articulation points existing graph
algorithms are used [9].

3. Every vertex which is either a special articulation point or other vertex, not belonging to
a biconnected component in BC, is directly transformed into a vertex in the consolidated
graph. The consolidated vertex inherits all edges of the original vertex.

4. For every biconnected component in the set BC:

(a) If it contains special articulation points, then they are removed from the component.
(b) All vertices from the component are transformed into a single vertex in the

consolidated graph.
(c) The consolidated vertex inherits all edges of the original vertices to other vertices in the

graph. Other vertices are vertices not belonging to the same biconnected component.
(d) Duplicated edges in the consolidated graph are removed.

5. Evaluation approach and implementation
We will present an evaluation of the base station planning algorithm according to the
following evaluation criteria:

• Fault-tolerance: this shows the algorithm’s ability to generate a network configuration that
satisfies the fault-tolerance coverage requirements.
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of the graph consolidation step

1. BC = f ind.biconnected.components(G, |Gc| ≥ 3)

2. Vsap = f ind.articulation.points(G, shared.among(Gc ∈ BC))

3. f oreach v ∈ Vsap ∪ (V(G)− V(BC)) :

(a) v → v
�

(b) E(v
�
) = E(v)

4. f oreach Gc ∈ BC :

(a) Gc = Gc − Vsap

(b) Gc → v
�

(c) E(v
�
) = ExternalEdges(Gc)

(d) remove.duplicate.edges(v
�
)

After step 4a)

Consolidated graph

B) After step 2

32

1

A) Initial graph

Figure 7. Example of the graph consolidation step

• Termination: this shows the number of iterations the algorithm needs to complete and the
running time.

• Minimality: this shows the ability of the algorithm to use minimum number of base
stations.
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• Termination: this shows the number of iterations the algorithm needs to complete and the
running time.

• Minimality: this shows the ability of the algorithm to use minimum number of base
stations.
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Parameter Values

Transmit power Ptx [dBm] 20
Required receive power Pmin [dBm] -78

Path loss exponent 3
Area size (X/Y) [meters] (50/50),(100/100),...,(300/300)

Shadowing deviation σ [dB] 5,6,7,8,9,10

Table 1. Evaluation parameters

We performed a model-based evaluation of the algorithm. We generated different inputs
to the algorithm, then executed the algorithm and observed the evaluation criteria. As an
input of the algorithm, we used a service area with various sizes; typical for a production
environment (see table 1 for the parameter values). The service locations comprise of the
entire floor. The candidate sites comprise of the entire ceiling. We also varied the attenuation
of the propagation environment. For the radio connectivity model, we used the log-normal
shadowing propagation model [36] which is used for radio coverage assessment. The path
loss exponent has been fixed in these experiments. The shadowing factor Xσ models the
inhomogeneity of the propagation environment and it has been varied in these experiments.
The other parameters of the propagation model are fixed. To determine the connectivity, we
used our threshold-based link state model. The base station planning algorithm has been
implemented in Matlab (about 600 lines of code). The algorithm has been tested on all the
combinations of input parameters (area size and shadowing deviation) which make a total of
36 executions. At the end of each algorithm execution, we performed a requirements test. We
tested whether the radio coverage and the connectivity were in normal (redundant) state.

5.1. Results for fault-tolerance

With all the inputs, the algorithm has generated a network topology in which the radio
coverage and the connectivity were in the normal (redundant) state, as defined in section
3. An example graph of the network topology, generated by the algorithm for area size
200/200m and shadowing deviation 8 is shown on figure 8. The related work algorithms
[2, 39] generated topologies which are not fault-tolerant. Their topologies optimized the
network throughput, but the backbone network war not biconnected (see figure 3 in [2],
and figure 4 in [39]). Figure 8 clearly shows the effect of the shadowing (inhomogeneous
environment) on the base station planning. Because of the shadowing, some links are shorter
than others and in some areas, more base stations are needed to provide coverage.

5.2. Results for termination, minimality and running time

Figure 9 shows the measured termination property of the algorithm within the performed
evaluation. The figure shows the cumulative termination, i.e. the percentage of the algorithm
executions that have terminated up to some number of iterations. 30% of the algorithm
executions generated a correct fault-tolerant solution directly after the first iteration. This
means that in these cases, the graph consolidation step was not performed at all. These were
the cases when the area sizes were smaller (50/50m and 100/100m). 80% of the algorithm
executions generated a correct fault-tolerant topology after the second iteration. This means
that only two optimizations and one graph consolidation were needed. The algorithm needed
a maximum four iterations to complete all the inputs.
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Figure 9. Algorithm termination: 80% of all algorithm executions terminated after 2 iterations. The
algorithm needed a maximum of 4 iterations to complete.

90% of the base stations were selected at the first algorithm iteration. This means that 90%
were selected according to the global optimization function and were optimally placed. The
remaining 10% of the base stations were selected during the subsequent algorithm iterations
in order to ensure the biconnectivity of the backbone. Figure 10 shows the result after the
first iteration for area size 150/150m and shadowing deviation 7. In the middle of the
graph (around coordinates 65/44), a base station exists, whose removal would disconnect
the network. In the next iteration the algorithm corrected this by inserting one base station in
proximity of the first one (see figure 11).

For the total 36 executions, the algorithm needed about 25 minutes to complete on a laptop
with a dual core 2.5GHz processor and 3GB operating memory. This means that the average
running time was 42 seconds. As a comparison, a related work algorithm in [39] needed 22
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90% of the base stations were selected at the first algorithm iteration. This means that 90%
were selected according to the global optimization function and were optimally placed. The
remaining 10% of the base stations were selected during the subsequent algorithm iterations
in order to ensure the biconnectivity of the backbone. Figure 10 shows the result after the
first iteration for area size 150/150m and shadowing deviation 7. In the middle of the
graph (around coordinates 65/44), a base station exists, whose removal would disconnect
the network. In the next iteration the algorithm corrected this by inserting one base station in
proximity of the first one (see figure 11).

For the total 36 executions, the algorithm needed about 25 minutes to complete on a laptop
with a dual core 2.5GHz processor and 3GB operating memory. This means that the average
running time was 42 seconds. As a comparison, a related work algorithm in [39] needed 22
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Figure 10. Example network topology after the first algorithm iteration
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Figure 11. Example network topology after the second algorithm iteration. Only one additional base
station results in a biconnected topology.

hours for a 58-node scenario because of the intractability of the approach. This means that for
the purpose of the system recovery, our algorithm has an acceptable running time.

6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a new approach for guaranteeing the availability of the
services radio coverage and connectivity of Wireless Mesh Networks in dynamic propagation
environments. Our approach is to apply fault-tolerance for avoiding service failures in
the presence of environmental dynamics. Differing from the existing methods, we use
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reconfigurable redundancy of the services. As the radio propagation environment changes,
our method changes the redundancy of services.

When the environmental dynamics is detected, the system recovery adds base stations to
the network for restoring the redundancy of the services. But firstly, it has to be decided
what the minimum number of base stations would be (and respectively their positions) which
will restore the redundancy. For this purpose, we developed a new base station planning
algorithm which takes the required decision and proposes reconfiguration instructions. Since
the underlying optimization problem is NP complete, our algorithm is a trade-off between
minimum base stations and minimum running time. The operating staff performs the
network reconfiguration which restores the redundancy of the services.

In future work the presented concept will be integrated in a system for dependable end-to-end
communication in wireless mesh networks. This system will incorporate other ongoing
research works within our working group [30, 31] developing concepts for end-to-end quality
of service guarantees (throughput, packet loss, latency) in Wireless Mesh Networks. Another
aspect of our future work is to integrate the developed concepts in components for industrial
wireless communication in cooperation with german product manufacturers.
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Figure 10. Example network topology after the first algorithm iteration
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Figure 11. Example network topology after the second algorithm iteration. Only one additional base
station results in a biconnected topology.

hours for a 58-node scenario because of the intractability of the approach. This means that for
the purpose of the system recovery, our algorithm has an acceptable running time.

6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a new approach for guaranteeing the availability of the
services radio coverage and connectivity of Wireless Mesh Networks in dynamic propagation
environments. Our approach is to apply fault-tolerance for avoiding service failures in
the presence of environmental dynamics. Differing from the existing methods, we use
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reconfigurable redundancy of the services. As the radio propagation environment changes,
our method changes the redundancy of services.

When the environmental dynamics is detected, the system recovery adds base stations to
the network for restoring the redundancy of the services. But firstly, it has to be decided
what the minimum number of base stations would be (and respectively their positions) which
will restore the redundancy. For this purpose, we developed a new base station planning
algorithm which takes the required decision and proposes reconfiguration instructions. Since
the underlying optimization problem is NP complete, our algorithm is a trade-off between
minimum base stations and minimum running time. The operating staff performs the
network reconfiguration which restores the redundancy of the services.

In future work the presented concept will be integrated in a system for dependable end-to-end
communication in wireless mesh networks. This system will incorporate other ongoing
research works within our working group [30, 31] developing concepts for end-to-end quality
of service guarantees (throughput, packet loss, latency) in Wireless Mesh Networks. Another
aspect of our future work is to integrate the developed concepts in components for industrial
wireless communication in cooperation with german product manufacturers.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) technology has gained a lot of attention and
become popular in the wireless technology and the industry fields. This rising popularity
is due to its low cost, rapid development and ability to offer broadband wireless access to the
internet in places where wired infrastructure is not available or worthy to be deployed [2].

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) consist of mesh routers that collect and forward the traffic
generated by mesh clients. Mesh routers are typically fixed and equipped with multiple
radio interfaces. Mesh clients are mobile, and data are forwarded by mesh routers to the
intended destination. One or more mesh routers may have gateway functionality and provide
connectivity to other networks such as internet access, as shown in Fig. 1. In the WMNs, most
of the flows are between the mesh client and the gateway; this kind of traffic is called internet
traffic which is the common WMNs traffic as users need to access wired resources.

Gateway discovery approaches in multihop wireless mesh network can be categorized into
three categories as follows:

1. Proactive approach: The proactive gateway discovery is initiated by the gateway itself.
The gateway periodically broadcasts a gateway advertisement (GWADV). The mesh nodes
that receive the advertisement create or update the route entry for the gateway and then
rebroadcast the message. Therefore, each node in the WMN are registered with a gateway
[11, 15]. The proactive approach provides a good network connectivity and good handoff
before losing the connectivity to their original gateway and the gateway routes are always
available at all times, which reduces the routing discovery latency. However, this approach
imposes a high overhead due to flooding the GWADV message throughout the network.

2. Reactive approach: The reactive gateway discovery is initiated by the mesh router that
creates or updates a route to a gateway. The mesh router node broadcasts a Route REQuest
(RREQ) message with an “I” flag (RREQ_I) to the gateways. Thus, only the gateways
are addressed by this message, and only they process it. When a gateway receives a
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RREQ_I, it unicasts back a Route Reply (RREP) message with an “I” flag (RREP_I), which,
among other things, contains the IP address of the gateway [5, 13, 36]. The advantage of
this approach is that the control messages are only generated when a mesh node needs
information about a reachable gateway. However, this approach may increase the packet
end-to-end delay since the external path is not always available.

3. Hybrid approach: To consider the advantages of the proactive and reactive approaches,
they can be combined into a hybrid proactive/reactive method for gateway discovery. For
mesh router nodes in a certain range around a gateway, the proactive gateway discovery
is used while the mesh router nodes residing outside this range use the reactive gateway
discovery to obtain information about the gateway [18, 27, 39]. The approach provides
good network connectivity while reducing the overhead. However, the main issue is the
optimal value of the advertisement zone.

WMN capacity is reduced by interference from concurrent transmissions. There are two types
of interference that affect the throughput of WMN, intra-flow and inter-flow interferences.
The intra-flow interference refers to the interference between intermediate nodes sharing
the same flow path, whereas, inter-flow interference refers to the interference between
neighboring nodes competing on the same busy channel. These come from the half duplex of
the radio and the broadcast nature of the wireless medium [21, 35].

Several approaches have been proposed to improve the WMN capacity. One approach is that
each mesh router uses a single radio interface that dynamically switches to a wireless channel
with a different frequency band to communicate with different nodes [4, 31]. However, this
approach increases the routing overhead due to a switching delay. A more practical approach
uses multiple radio interfaces that are dedicated to non-overlapping channels [1, 19, 32].

The IEEE 802.11 b/g and IEEE 802.11a standards define three and twelve non-overlapping
channels (frequencies) [1, 8, 17]. One of the most important issues for the design of multi-radio
multi-channel networks is how to bind the radio interface to a channel in a way that maintains
network connectivity. Three approaches have been proposed t solve the channel assignment
problem in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs which can be described as flowing:
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1. Static channel assignment: In a static channel assignment approach, each interface is
assigned to a channel for long time durations. Static assignment can be further classified
into two types:
(a) Common channel approach: In this approach, the radio interfaces of all nodes in the

network are assigned to common channels [10]. For example, if two interfaces are used
at each node, then the two interfaces are assigned to the same two channels at every
node.

(b) Varying channel approach: In this approach, the radio interfaces in different nodes
may be assigned to different channels [19, 26]. With this approach, it is possible that
the length of the routes between nodes may increase, also, the network partitions may
arise due to the inability of different neighbors to communicate with each other unless
they assign a common channel.

2. Dynamic channel assignment: The dynamic channel assignment approach allows any
interface to be assigned to any channel, and interfaces can frequently switch from one
channel to another [31]. Therefore, a network using such a strategy needs some kind
of synchronization mechanism to enable communication between nodes in the network.
The benefit of dynamic assignment is the ability to switch an interface to any channel,
thereby, offering the potential to use many channels with few interfaces. However, the key
challenges are channel switching delays, and the necessity for coordination mechanisms
to switch between node channels.

3. Hybrid channel assignment: In the hybrid approach, all the nodes are equipped with
multi-radio interfaces in which the multiple radios are divided into two groups, fixed
group and switchable group. In the fixed group, each radio interface is assigned a
fixed channel for receiving packets, thereby, ensuring the network connectivity, while the
switchable group can dynamically switch among the other data channels [17].

However, most of the previous research focuses on how to answer this question without
considering the unique properties of WMNs, which include the following:

• Most of the traffic in WMNs is designated at the gateways as the users need to access the
internet or wired resources. This kind of traffic can be considered as a multi-source single
destination traffic.

• The local traffic and internet traffic must pass through the backbone nodes to reach
their destination. Thus, improving the backbone performance will increase the WMN’s
performance.

• Availability of multi-links between adjacent mesh routers makes the mesh routers support
simultaneous multi-flow transmission for both kinds of the traffic.

The unique characteristics of WMNs motivated us to developed On-demand Channel
Reservation Scheme (AODV-MRCR) with aims to establish high throughput path for the
gateway traffic, reduces the interference caused by local traffic, supports full duplex node
and only assigns channel to the active node. We achieve these objectives by integrated the
reactive routing protocol with channel distribution.

The reactive approach is choosing in order to establish high throughput paths for the gateway
traffic and assigns channel to active node. This meaning that all nodes will statically assign
common channels to their interfaces, and only the node that has gateway traffic allowed to
switch some of its interfaces to the selected channels. Our contributions are as follows:
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RREQ_I, it unicasts back a Route Reply (RREP) message with an “I” flag (RREP_I), which,
among other things, contains the IP address of the gateway [5, 13, 36]. The advantage of
this approach is that the control messages are only generated when a mesh node needs
information about a reachable gateway. However, this approach may increase the packet
end-to-end delay since the external path is not always available.

3. Hybrid approach: To consider the advantages of the proactive and reactive approaches,
they can be combined into a hybrid proactive/reactive method for gateway discovery. For
mesh router nodes in a certain range around a gateway, the proactive gateway discovery
is used while the mesh router nodes residing outside this range use the reactive gateway
discovery to obtain information about the gateway [18, 27, 39]. The approach provides
good network connectivity while reducing the overhead. However, the main issue is the
optimal value of the advertisement zone.

WMN capacity is reduced by interference from concurrent transmissions. There are two types
of interference that affect the throughput of WMN, intra-flow and inter-flow interferences.
The intra-flow interference refers to the interference between intermediate nodes sharing
the same flow path, whereas, inter-flow interference refers to the interference between
neighboring nodes competing on the same busy channel. These come from the half duplex of
the radio and the broadcast nature of the wireless medium [21, 35].

Several approaches have been proposed to improve the WMN capacity. One approach is that
each mesh router uses a single radio interface that dynamically switches to a wireless channel
with a different frequency band to communicate with different nodes [4, 31]. However, this
approach increases the routing overhead due to a switching delay. A more practical approach
uses multiple radio interfaces that are dedicated to non-overlapping channels [1, 19, 32].

The IEEE 802.11 b/g and IEEE 802.11a standards define three and twelve non-overlapping
channels (frequencies) [1, 8, 17]. One of the most important issues for the design of multi-radio
multi-channel networks is how to bind the radio interface to a channel in a way that maintains
network connectivity. Three approaches have been proposed t solve the channel assignment
problem in multi-radio multi-channel WMNs which can be described as flowing:
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1. Static channel assignment: In a static channel assignment approach, each interface is
assigned to a channel for long time durations. Static assignment can be further classified
into two types:
(a) Common channel approach: In this approach, the radio interfaces of all nodes in the

network are assigned to common channels [10]. For example, if two interfaces are used
at each node, then the two interfaces are assigned to the same two channels at every
node.

(b) Varying channel approach: In this approach, the radio interfaces in different nodes
may be assigned to different channels [19, 26]. With this approach, it is possible that
the length of the routes between nodes may increase, also, the network partitions may
arise due to the inability of different neighbors to communicate with each other unless
they assign a common channel.

2. Dynamic channel assignment: The dynamic channel assignment approach allows any
interface to be assigned to any channel, and interfaces can frequently switch from one
channel to another [31]. Therefore, a network using such a strategy needs some kind
of synchronization mechanism to enable communication between nodes in the network.
The benefit of dynamic assignment is the ability to switch an interface to any channel,
thereby, offering the potential to use many channels with few interfaces. However, the key
challenges are channel switching delays, and the necessity for coordination mechanisms
to switch between node channels.

3. Hybrid channel assignment: In the hybrid approach, all the nodes are equipped with
multi-radio interfaces in which the multiple radios are divided into two groups, fixed
group and switchable group. In the fixed group, each radio interface is assigned a
fixed channel for receiving packets, thereby, ensuring the network connectivity, while the
switchable group can dynamically switch among the other data channels [17].

However, most of the previous research focuses on how to answer this question without
considering the unique properties of WMNs, which include the following:

• Most of the traffic in WMNs is designated at the gateways as the users need to access the
internet or wired resources. This kind of traffic can be considered as a multi-source single
destination traffic.

• The local traffic and internet traffic must pass through the backbone nodes to reach
their destination. Thus, improving the backbone performance will increase the WMN’s
performance.

• Availability of multi-links between adjacent mesh routers makes the mesh routers support
simultaneous multi-flow transmission for both kinds of the traffic.

The unique characteristics of WMNs motivated us to developed On-demand Channel
Reservation Scheme (AODV-MRCR) with aims to establish high throughput path for the
gateway traffic, reduces the interference caused by local traffic, supports full duplex node
and only assigns channel to the active node. We achieve these objectives by integrated the
reactive routing protocol with channel distribution.

The reactive approach is choosing in order to establish high throughput paths for the gateway
traffic and assigns channel to active node. This meaning that all nodes will statically assign
common channels to their interfaces, and only the node that has gateway traffic allowed to
switch some of its interfaces to the selected channels. Our contributions are as follows:
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(i) Enhance the capability of the node to receive and transmit concurrently by ensure that
distinct channel should be reserved for the reverse and forward routing entry for each
node involve in path establish process during the gateway discovery process.

(ii) Integrated the channel assignment and distribution with the reactive gateway discovery
process in order to efficiently utilize the limited number of non-overlapping channel and
establish high throughput paths for the gateway traffic.

(iii) Developed a hybrid interface assignment that reduces the packet collision for the
gateway traffic due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and existing of local
traffic. This done by proposed static and dynamic channel assignment. Static interface
assign to static channel and used to support the local traffic while the dynamic interface
only assign to active node during the gateway discover process. This interface used to
supported gateway traffic.

(iv) Developed channel assignment that simple (reduce the channel assignment complexity)
and independent of any particular profile such as traffic, interference, and topology
profile.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section two discusses relevant work.
The AODV-MRCR protocol is explained in section three. In section four, we provide the
details of our simulation environment. Simulation results and their analysis are presented
in section five, with concluding remarks in section six.

2. Related works

A major problem facing multi-hop wireless networks is the interference between adjacent
links. The throughput of a single-radio single-channel wireless network has been studied
in [37]. The authors formalized it as a multi-commodity flow problem with constraints from
conflict graph, which is NP hard, and gave an upper bound and a lower bound of the problem.

There have been many studies on how to assign limited channels to network interfaces in a
multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh network as to minimize interference and maximize
throughput. They differ in several assumptions made in WMNs, and therefore in the models
and related solutions.

One approach assumes a known traffic profile in the network, because the aggregate traffic
load of each mesh router changes infrequently. The authors of [26] proposed an iterative
approach to solve the joint routing and channel assignment problem. Heuristic techniques are
used to estimate the traffic load in each link. The algorithm starts with an initial estimation
of the expected traffic load and iterates over both channel assignment and routing until
the bandwidth allocated to each virtual link matches its expected load. While this scheme
presents a method for channel allocation that incorporates connectivity and traffic patterns,
the assignment of channels on links may cause a ripple effect whereby already assigned links
have to be revisited, thus, increasing the time complexity of the scheme. Moreover, this
approach is performed during the network plan and assumes that the traffic profile is known.
The centralized flow-based and rate channel assignment algorithm is proposed in a paper
by [3]. The agreed heuristic algorithm is used for channel assignment rate. [6] enhances
the [26] centralized algorithm to support automatic and fast failure recovery. The failure
recovery mechanism is located at the gateway and all nodes send periodic messages to the
gateway. In the case where the gateway does not receive a message during a period of time
from node x, it deletes the corresponding information, node id, position, rate, and then runs
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the algorithm to update the gateway tables. Based on the new tables, it recalculates the link
ranking and channel assignment. However, in general, the centralized approach causes a
high computation overhead at the centric node and it is unwieldy in use due to the need for
gathering network information. Moreover, most of them are static assignment which is not
optimally utilizing the limited number of available non-overlapping channels. In contrast, our
approach is a more dynamic approach, which is performed during the real-time networking;
in addition, no prior knowledge of the traffic profile is needed.

Other studies assume that the traffic profile of each mesh router is not known, and usually
consider channel assignment and routing separately. The authors of [25] assumed that the
traffic from the Internet gateway to clients is dominant, and thus proposed distributed channel
assignment based on spanning tree topology, where the gateway is the root of the spanning
tree. The protocol dedicates one interface channel for communication with its parent node
on the tree, and the other interfaces are configured as children for communication with their
child nodes. Hence, the protocol divides the node interfaces into two subsets - downlink
and uplink interfaces. The uplink interfaces are used to connect the node with its parent node
while the downlink is used to connect the node with its child nodes. The node can only switch
its child. For channel assignment, the channel assignment strategy starts from the root of the
tree. Each node switches its parent interfaces to the parent node child interface and selects a
new channel for its child interfaces. One drawback of this protocol is that it only considers the
common traffic where data are transmitted from the source to gateway and vice versa.

Multi-channel routing protocol (MCR) [17] the peer-to-peer traffic was assumed to be
dominant in the network. The authors first constructed a k-connected backbone from the
original network topology, and then assigned channels on the constructed topology. The
MCR classified the node interfaces into fixed or switchable interfaces. The protocol assigns a
fixed channel to the fixed interface for communication between neighbors, and the remaining
interfaces are considered as switchable interfaces. When a node wants to communicate with
others, it looks in its table to find the destination’s fixed channel and switches one of the
switchable interfaces to that channel. To exchange fixed channels between neighbors, MCR
uses a "hello" message to carry the fixed channel information. However, this protocol may not
work well in a multi-flow transmission because of high switching interfaces and because it
does not utilize all the non-overlapping channels as the static channel assignment uses.

Although there are many distributed solutions proposed in literature [7, 9, 16, 23, 25, 38]. In
[16], the authors proposed the Local Channel Assignment (LCA) algorithm, which adopts
a tree-based routing protocol for common traffic similar to Hyacinth. The LCA algorithm
solved the Hyacinth interface-channel assignment conflict problem which is caused when
a parent switches to the least load channel that may be in use by one of its children. The
interface-channel assignment problem may cause recursive channel switching and delays.
LCA solved this problem by dividing the non-overlapping channel into groups and making
each parent interface belong to one group different from its child interface group. The paper
of [7] proposed a distributed joint channel assignment and routing protocol for multi-radio
multi-channel ad hoc network. The scheme dedicates one interface for the control message
and another interface for data transmission. The control interface is assigned to a common
channel while the data interfaces could work as a fixed or switchable interface based on
the receiving call direction. However, in this approach, the control interface becomes the
bottleneck, especially in high-density networks.

In the paper of [9], the authors proposed a hybrid multi-channel multi-radio wireless mesh
network architecture, which combines the advantages of both static and dynamic channel
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(i) Enhance the capability of the node to receive and transmit concurrently by ensure that
distinct channel should be reserved for the reverse and forward routing entry for each
node involve in path establish process during the gateway discovery process.

(ii) Integrated the channel assignment and distribution with the reactive gateway discovery
process in order to efficiently utilize the limited number of non-overlapping channel and
establish high throughput paths for the gateway traffic.

(iii) Developed a hybrid interface assignment that reduces the packet collision for the
gateway traffic due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and existing of local
traffic. This done by proposed static and dynamic channel assignment. Static interface
assign to static channel and used to support the local traffic while the dynamic interface
only assign to active node during the gateway discover process. This interface used to
supported gateway traffic.

(iv) Developed channel assignment that simple (reduce the channel assignment complexity)
and independent of any particular profile such as traffic, interference, and topology
profile.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section two discusses relevant work.
The AODV-MRCR protocol is explained in section three. In section four, we provide the
details of our simulation environment. Simulation results and their analysis are presented
in section five, with concluding remarks in section six.

2. Related works

A major problem facing multi-hop wireless networks is the interference between adjacent
links. The throughput of a single-radio single-channel wireless network has been studied
in [37]. The authors formalized it as a multi-commodity flow problem with constraints from
conflict graph, which is NP hard, and gave an upper bound and a lower bound of the problem.

There have been many studies on how to assign limited channels to network interfaces in a
multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh network as to minimize interference and maximize
throughput. They differ in several assumptions made in WMNs, and therefore in the models
and related solutions.

One approach assumes a known traffic profile in the network, because the aggregate traffic
load of each mesh router changes infrequently. The authors of [26] proposed an iterative
approach to solve the joint routing and channel assignment problem. Heuristic techniques are
used to estimate the traffic load in each link. The algorithm starts with an initial estimation
of the expected traffic load and iterates over both channel assignment and routing until
the bandwidth allocated to each virtual link matches its expected load. While this scheme
presents a method for channel allocation that incorporates connectivity and traffic patterns,
the assignment of channels on links may cause a ripple effect whereby already assigned links
have to be revisited, thus, increasing the time complexity of the scheme. Moreover, this
approach is performed during the network plan and assumes that the traffic profile is known.
The centralized flow-based and rate channel assignment algorithm is proposed in a paper
by [3]. The agreed heuristic algorithm is used for channel assignment rate. [6] enhances
the [26] centralized algorithm to support automatic and fast failure recovery. The failure
recovery mechanism is located at the gateway and all nodes send periodic messages to the
gateway. In the case where the gateway does not receive a message during a period of time
from node x, it deletes the corresponding information, node id, position, rate, and then runs
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the algorithm to update the gateway tables. Based on the new tables, it recalculates the link
ranking and channel assignment. However, in general, the centralized approach causes a
high computation overhead at the centric node and it is unwieldy in use due to the need for
gathering network information. Moreover, most of them are static assignment which is not
optimally utilizing the limited number of available non-overlapping channels. In contrast, our
approach is a more dynamic approach, which is performed during the real-time networking;
in addition, no prior knowledge of the traffic profile is needed.

Other studies assume that the traffic profile of each mesh router is not known, and usually
consider channel assignment and routing separately. The authors of [25] assumed that the
traffic from the Internet gateway to clients is dominant, and thus proposed distributed channel
assignment based on spanning tree topology, where the gateway is the root of the spanning
tree. The protocol dedicates one interface channel for communication with its parent node
on the tree, and the other interfaces are configured as children for communication with their
child nodes. Hence, the protocol divides the node interfaces into two subsets - downlink
and uplink interfaces. The uplink interfaces are used to connect the node with its parent node
while the downlink is used to connect the node with its child nodes. The node can only switch
its child. For channel assignment, the channel assignment strategy starts from the root of the
tree. Each node switches its parent interfaces to the parent node child interface and selects a
new channel for its child interfaces. One drawback of this protocol is that it only considers the
common traffic where data are transmitted from the source to gateway and vice versa.

Multi-channel routing protocol (MCR) [17] the peer-to-peer traffic was assumed to be
dominant in the network. The authors first constructed a k-connected backbone from the
original network topology, and then assigned channels on the constructed topology. The
MCR classified the node interfaces into fixed or switchable interfaces. The protocol assigns a
fixed channel to the fixed interface for communication between neighbors, and the remaining
interfaces are considered as switchable interfaces. When a node wants to communicate with
others, it looks in its table to find the destination’s fixed channel and switches one of the
switchable interfaces to that channel. To exchange fixed channels between neighbors, MCR
uses a "hello" message to carry the fixed channel information. However, this protocol may not
work well in a multi-flow transmission because of high switching interfaces and because it
does not utilize all the non-overlapping channels as the static channel assignment uses.

Although there are many distributed solutions proposed in literature [7, 9, 16, 23, 25, 38]. In
[16], the authors proposed the Local Channel Assignment (LCA) algorithm, which adopts
a tree-based routing protocol for common traffic similar to Hyacinth. The LCA algorithm
solved the Hyacinth interface-channel assignment conflict problem which is caused when
a parent switches to the least load channel that may be in use by one of its children. The
interface-channel assignment problem may cause recursive channel switching and delays.
LCA solved this problem by dividing the non-overlapping channel into groups and making
each parent interface belong to one group different from its child interface group. The paper
of [7] proposed a distributed joint channel assignment and routing protocol for multi-radio
multi-channel ad hoc network. The scheme dedicates one interface for the control message
and another interface for data transmission. The control interface is assigned to a common
channel while the data interfaces could work as a fixed or switchable interface based on
the receiving call direction. However, in this approach, the control interface becomes the
bottleneck, especially in high-density networks.

In the paper of [9], the authors proposed a hybrid multi-channel multi-radio wireless mesh
network architecture, which combines the advantages of both static and dynamic channel
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allocation strategies. The architecture is similar to Hyacinth architecture [25]; it classifies the
interface to work as a fixed interface or a switchable interface. The protocol only considers
one interface to work as a switchable interface. This interface has the ability to switch
channels frequently, while the remaining interfaces are considered as fixed interfaces that
work on fixed channels. The channel allocation of static interfaces aims at maximizing the
network throughput from end-users to the gateway, while the dynamic interface is used to
communicate with the neighbor node that has a different fixed channel on-demand fashion.
Two dynamic interfaces that are within radio transmission range of each other are able to
communicate by switching to the same channel when they have data to transmit.

In [23], the authors proposed a learning based approach for distributing channel assignments.
It uses a learning based algorithm to determine the best channels to assign its own interfaces
based on collecting information from the neighbor nodes. Hence, each mesh node periodically
sends a "hello" message in order to discover its neighbors and the channel usage in its
neighborhood. The algorithm achieves effective channel usage, and also adapts well to
the change of network topology. [38] proposed a distributed channel assignment for
uncoordinated WMNs to minimize the interference with adjacent access points. The algorithm
assigns the least interference channel to the access point interference according to the gathered
channel information from neighboring access points and associated clients. Both the protocols
discussed earlier assign channels from node to node, and each node in the WMNs assigns
a fixed channel, which makes it different from our approach. In our approach, channel
assignment is based on data flow such that a channel is only assigned to a node if it has
data to send or forward to the gateway.

The authors of [34] and [7] proposed algorithms to minimize network interference. The first
one is interference-aware because it visits the links in decreasing order of the number of links
falling in the interference range and it selects the least used channel in that range. Assuming
the set of connection requests to be routed, both an optimal algorithm based on solving a
Linear Programming (LP) and a simple heuristic are proposed to route such requests, given
the link bandwidth availability as determined by the computed channel assignment. The
algorithm considers minimum-interference channel assignments that preserve k-connectivity.
The algorithm proposed in [7] uses a genetic approach to find the largest number that
makes the whole network connected while minimizing network interference. However,
such approaches only focus on minimizing the network interference that may decrease the
network connectivity. In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, our approach is
based on eliminating the interference for the common traffic on WMNs while maintaining
network connectivity. Besides static channel assignment algorithms, which assign channels to
interfaces without change for a long time, there have been several dynamic channel allocation
algorithms proposed, which allow interfaces to switch channels frequently.

The authors of [29] proposed an on-demand channel allocation protocol in a wireless mesh
network, where each node has two interfaces. In their framework, one interface of each node
is devoted to controlling channel negotiation only while the other interface is used for data
transmission. On the other hand, the frameworks proposed in [30] and [4] do not require a
separate control interface, and the channel negotiation happens on the same interface for data
transmission.

The Channel Assignment Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (CA-AODV) [12], has
been proposed to assign channels within K hops in an ad hoc network, allowing for concurrent
transmission on the neighboring links along the path and effectively reducing the intra-flow
interference. Similar to CA-AODV, [33] proposed to join the channel assignment with the
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AODV. The source node needs to ensure the channel selection by sending two messages. The
first message is to inform neighbors about the selected channel and the second message is
sent by the neighbors to confirm the channel. In case the channel is in use, the node should
be waiting until the channel is free or selects a new channel. However, such an approach may
not work well in WMNs where most of the traffic is directed toward the gateways and must
pass through mesh routers.

3. Multi-radio ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing with channel
reservation scheme

The Multi-radio ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing with channel reservation scheme
(AODV-MRCR) protocol is a multi-radio on demand distance vector routing protocol, which
is proposed to establish high throughput paths for the gateway traffic in WMNs.

Our scheme uses on-demand reactive routing protocol to distribute the reserved channels list
among all the nodes along the path from the source to the gateway. The source node that
does not has fresh route to the gateway, it sends RREQ with flag set to one which means only
the gateway can reply this message. Once the gateway receives a new RREQ_I, it selects a
reserved channel list and attaches to the RREP_I message. The message is sent back to the
source node. During the RREP_I stage, each intermediate node selects its recommend channel
based in the hop count index[20]. The intermediate node reserves at least two interfaces for
the gateway path, one link for the forward path and other for reverse path.

We assume that m channels are available that can be used in a wireless area without
interfering. In addition, k channels of available channel are statically assigned to i interfaces,
half of k channels are used as “used channels”, and the m − k/2 channels will be considered
as “unused channels”. The i available interfaces at each node can be classified as:

• Fixed interfaces: Some n of the i interfaces at each node are assigned for long intervals
of time to k channels, we designate these interfaces as “fixed interfaces”, and the
corresponding channels as “used channels”. These interfaces are used to keep the network
connectivity as well as support the local traffic. Therefore, they are not allowed to switch.

• Switchable interface: The reaming i − n interfaces are switched to the selected channels for
long intervals of time. These interfaces are assigned to a channel that is selected from the
range m − k/2 channels during the RREP_I message.

For example, if the mesh router has four interfaces, two channels of twelve (1, 2) will be
considered as used channels. The reaming channels will be considered as unused channels.
Moreover, the interfaces one and two will be considered as fixed interfaces while the interfaces
three and four are switch- able interfaces. The scheme consists of two parts. The first part is
carried out at the gateway, which is used to reserve a unique list of channels for each RREQ_I
received at the gateway. The second part is carried out when the intermediate nodes along
the path back to the source receive the RREP_I message. Following is a clarification of the
procedures.

3.1. Channel reservation scheme

Channel reservation scheme is carried out into two stages. First stage is carried out by the
gateway, which is used to reserve a unique list of channel for each received RREQ_I message,
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allocation strategies. The architecture is similar to Hyacinth architecture [25]; it classifies the
interface to work as a fixed interface or a switchable interface. The protocol only considers
one interface to work as a switchable interface. This interface has the ability to switch
channels frequently, while the remaining interfaces are considered as fixed interfaces that
work on fixed channels. The channel allocation of static interfaces aims at maximizing the
network throughput from end-users to the gateway, while the dynamic interface is used to
communicate with the neighbor node that has a different fixed channel on-demand fashion.
Two dynamic interfaces that are within radio transmission range of each other are able to
communicate by switching to the same channel when they have data to transmit.

In [23], the authors proposed a learning based approach for distributing channel assignments.
It uses a learning based algorithm to determine the best channels to assign its own interfaces
based on collecting information from the neighbor nodes. Hence, each mesh node periodically
sends a "hello" message in order to discover its neighbors and the channel usage in its
neighborhood. The algorithm achieves effective channel usage, and also adapts well to
the change of network topology. [38] proposed a distributed channel assignment for
uncoordinated WMNs to minimize the interference with adjacent access points. The algorithm
assigns the least interference channel to the access point interference according to the gathered
channel information from neighboring access points and associated clients. Both the protocols
discussed earlier assign channels from node to node, and each node in the WMNs assigns
a fixed channel, which makes it different from our approach. In our approach, channel
assignment is based on data flow such that a channel is only assigned to a node if it has
data to send or forward to the gateway.

The authors of [34] and [7] proposed algorithms to minimize network interference. The first
one is interference-aware because it visits the links in decreasing order of the number of links
falling in the interference range and it selects the least used channel in that range. Assuming
the set of connection requests to be routed, both an optimal algorithm based on solving a
Linear Programming (LP) and a simple heuristic are proposed to route such requests, given
the link bandwidth availability as determined by the computed channel assignment. The
algorithm considers minimum-interference channel assignments that preserve k-connectivity.
The algorithm proposed in [7] uses a genetic approach to find the largest number that
makes the whole network connected while minimizing network interference. However,
such approaches only focus on minimizing the network interference that may decrease the
network connectivity. In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, our approach is
based on eliminating the interference for the common traffic on WMNs while maintaining
network connectivity. Besides static channel assignment algorithms, which assign channels to
interfaces without change for a long time, there have been several dynamic channel allocation
algorithms proposed, which allow interfaces to switch channels frequently.
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AODV. The source node needs to ensure the channel selection by sending two messages. The
first message is to inform neighbors about the selected channel and the second message is
sent by the neighbors to confirm the channel. In case the channel is in use, the node should
be waiting until the channel is free or selects a new channel. However, such an approach may
not work well in WMNs where most of the traffic is directed toward the gateways and must
pass through mesh routers.

3. Multi-radio ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing with channel
reservation scheme

The Multi-radio ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing with channel reservation scheme
(AODV-MRCR) protocol is a multi-radio on demand distance vector routing protocol, which
is proposed to establish high throughput paths for the gateway traffic in WMNs.

Our scheme uses on-demand reactive routing protocol to distribute the reserved channels list
among all the nodes along the path from the source to the gateway. The source node that
does not has fresh route to the gateway, it sends RREQ with flag set to one which means only
the gateway can reply this message. Once the gateway receives a new RREQ_I, it selects a
reserved channel list and attaches to the RREP_I message. The message is sent back to the
source node. During the RREP_I stage, each intermediate node selects its recommend channel
based in the hop count index[20]. The intermediate node reserves at least two interfaces for
the gateway path, one link for the forward path and other for reverse path.

We assume that m channels are available that can be used in a wireless area without
interfering. In addition, k channels of available channel are statically assigned to i interfaces,
half of k channels are used as “used channels”, and the m − k/2 channels will be considered
as “unused channels”. The i available interfaces at each node can be classified as:

• Fixed interfaces: Some n of the i interfaces at each node are assigned for long intervals
of time to k channels, we designate these interfaces as “fixed interfaces”, and the
corresponding channels as “used channels”. These interfaces are used to keep the network
connectivity as well as support the local traffic. Therefore, they are not allowed to switch.

• Switchable interface: The reaming i − n interfaces are switched to the selected channels for
long intervals of time. These interfaces are assigned to a channel that is selected from the
range m − k/2 channels during the RREP_I message.

For example, if the mesh router has four interfaces, two channels of twelve (1, 2) will be
considered as used channels. The reaming channels will be considered as unused channels.
Moreover, the interfaces one and two will be considered as fixed interfaces while the interfaces
three and four are switch- able interfaces. The scheme consists of two parts. The first part is
carried out at the gateway, which is used to reserve a unique list of channels for each RREQ_I
received at the gateway. The second part is carried out when the intermediate nodes along
the path back to the source receive the RREP_I message. Following is a clarification of the
procedures.

3.1. Channel reservation scheme

Channel reservation scheme is carried out into two stages. First stage is carried out by the
gateway, which is used to reserve a unique list of channel for each received RREQ_I message,
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see algorithm 1. The second stage is carried out when the intermediate nodes along the path
back to the RREQ_I source node receive RREP_I message, which is aims to distributed the
channel along the active nodes, see algorithm 2.

Once the gateway receives a new RREQ_I message, it checks the channel reservation table
for the RREQ_I source address entry. Each table entry contains the source node address and
reserved channel list for each received RREQ_I.
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Figure 2. Example of channel reservation scheme.

When the intermediate node receives the RREP_I message, it creates/updates the forward
route entry with the recommended channel as indicated in RREP_I’s recommended channel.
Then, it selects a channel from the RREP_I’s list based on the hop count. The intermediate
node selects the channel only if it satisfied the following constrains.

1. The RREP’s reserve channel list is not empty

2. At least there is one interface work on fixed channel to support the local traffic.

If the intermediate nodes along the forward path are satisfied the above constraints, a
recommended channel will be selected based on the hop count modular the number of
channel in the reserve channel list as shown in Fig. 2.

In case it matches, the corresponding entry is attached to the RREP_I and send back along
the reverse path to the RREQ_I source node. However, if no entry found, then the gateway
randomly select a new reserved channel list from the unused channel list, update the channel
reservation table and attach the list to the unicast RREP_I.

2 explains the channel selection at the gateway. Two RREQ_I messages from source node
(S) received at the gateway through different paths. The path with minimum hop count will
be selected as the best path toward the source node (S). The gateway (G) checks the channel
reservation table for the source node address (S). If a match is found, the corresponding entry
is attached to the RREP_I message. If not found, a new reserve channel list will be selected
and attached to the RREP_I message. The maximum number of the channel in the reserve
channel list is four channels [20]. The reserve channel list along with recommend channel is
attached to the RREP_I message and is sent back to the RREQ_I’s source node.
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Algorithm 1 The selection of the reserved channel list at the gateway

Require: RREQ_I: Routing Request message with an “I” flag
RREP_I: Routing Reply message with an “I” flag
RC: Recommended Channel
hops: Hop count field in RREQ_I message
A: Unused channels
RCL: Reserved Channel List
max_channel: Maximum number of channels in each list
no_i f ace: Number of interfaces per mesh router
{ initialize variable }

1: RCL(i) ← 0, ∀i ∈ {0, .., 4} {4 means the maximum number of channel in RCL}
2: RC ← 0
3: BEGIN
4: if (RREQ_I.hops > 3) then
5: max_channel ← 4
6: else
7: max_channel ← RREQ_I.hops
8: end if
9: if (gateway has been assign channel to theRREQ_I source node) then

10: RCL[] ← LookupchannelTable(RREQ_I.source_address)
11: else
12: i ← 0
13: while (i < max_channel) do
14: RC ← rand(A)
15: check RCL for RC duplicate value.
16: if (duplicate not f ound) then
17: RCL(i) ← RC
18: i ← i + 1
19: end if
20: end while
21: end if
22: RC ← RCL(0)
23: update RC of the reversed routing entry that belong to the RREQ_I source node with RC

value.
24: RREP_I.RC ← RC
25: RREP_I.RCL ← RCL
26: send RREP_I
27: END

In this figure, the gateway selects the channel at location zero. This is because the hop count
at the gateway is zero. Once the message receives at the next hop, the hop count will be one
and the result of modular operation point to the location one in the reserve channel list, and
so. When the hop count exceeds the maximum number of channel in the reserve channel list,
such as node six, the recommended channel will be selected based on the modular operation
which will point to location zero. However, In case the above constraints are not satisfied, the
node sets the RREP’s recommended channel to zero and forward the message to next hop, see
algorithm 2.
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see algorithm 1. The second stage is carried out when the intermediate nodes along the path
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Then, it selects a channel from the RREP_I’s list based on the hop count. The intermediate
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2. At least there is one interface work on fixed channel to support the local traffic.

If the intermediate nodes along the forward path are satisfied the above constraints, a
recommended channel will be selected based on the hop count modular the number of
channel in the reserve channel list as shown in Fig. 2.
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2 explains the channel selection at the gateway. Two RREQ_I messages from source node
(S) received at the gateway through different paths. The path with minimum hop count will
be selected as the best path toward the source node (S). The gateway (G) checks the channel
reservation table for the source node address (S). If a match is found, the corresponding entry
is attached to the RREP_I message. If not found, a new reserve channel list will be selected
and attached to the RREP_I message. The maximum number of the channel in the reserve
channel list is four channels [20]. The reserve channel list along with recommend channel is
attached to the RREP_I message and is sent back to the RREQ_I’s source node.
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Algorithm 1 The selection of the reserved channel list at the gateway
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RREP_I: Routing Reply message with an “I” flag
RC: Recommended Channel
hops: Hop count field in RREQ_I message
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RCL: Reserved Channel List
max_channel: Maximum number of channels in each list
no_i f ace: Number of interfaces per mesh router
{ initialize variable }

1: RCL(i) ← 0, ∀i ∈ {0, .., 4} {4 means the maximum number of channel in RCL}
2: RC ← 0
3: BEGIN
4: if (RREQ_I.hops > 3) then
5: max_channel ← 4
6: else
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8: end if
9: if (gateway has been assign channel to theRREQ_I source node) then

10: RCL[] ← LookupchannelTable(RREQ_I.source_address)
11: else
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13: while (i < max_channel) do
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value.
24: RREP_I.RC ← RC
25: RREP_I.RCL ← RCL
26: send RREP_I
27: END

In this figure, the gateway selects the channel at location zero. This is because the hop count
at the gateway is zero. Once the message receives at the next hop, the hop count will be one
and the result of modular operation point to the location one in the reserve channel list, and
so. When the hop count exceeds the maximum number of channel in the reserve channel list,
such as node six, the recommended channel will be selected based on the modular operation
which will point to location zero. However, In case the above constraints are not satisfied, the
node sets the RREP’s recommended channel to zero and forward the message to next hop, see
algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Channel selection at an intermediate node

Require: RREQ_I: Routing Request message with an “I” flag
RREP_I: Routing Reply message with an “I” flag
RC: Recommended Channel
hops: Hop count field in RREQ_I message
RCL: Reserved Channel List
max_channel: Maximum number of channels in each list
no_i f ace: Number of interfaces per mesh router
sw_inter f ace: Number of interfaces that has been switching

1: BEGIN
2: if ((RREP_I.RC �= 0) and (sw_inter f ace ≤ no_i f ace/2)) then
3: update RC of the forward path that belong to the RREP_I source node with the

RREP_I.RC
4: sw_inter f ace ← sw_inter f ace + 1
5: end if
6: if ((RREP_I.RCL �= 0) or (sw_inter f ace > no_i f ace/2)) then
7: RC ← 0
8: RREP_I.RC ← 0
9: else

10: index ← (RREP_I.hops mod max_channel)
11: RC ← RREP_I.RCL(index)
12: RREP_I.RC ← RC
13: update RC of the reversed routing entry that belong to the RREQ_I source node with

the new RC value.
14: end if
15: send RREP_I
16: END

3.2. Channel switching and negotiation

The proposed protocol is an across layer protocol that integrated the channel assignment
and routing protocol with the MAC layer. The routing protocol is used to select the
reserved channel list for each received RREQ_I at the gateway and distribute them among
the nodes along the path from the source to the destination. Moreover, the four handshake,
rts-cts-data-ack, MAC messages are used by the proposed protocol in order to coordinate the
channel switching between pair of nodes and ensure that both nodes have been switched to
the selected channel (recommended channel) same as proposed in [8, 29].

Fig. 3 describes the channel switching and negotiation, when the intermediate node receives
the RREP_I message, it sends the message to the MAC layer using the reverse route entry
interface field. Then the MAC layer sends a RTS message including the channel information
to the neighboring nodes. The neighboring nodes, which work on the same channel as the
sender, will receive the RTS message; upon receiving the RTS message, the receiver sends
back a CTS message. Once the source node receives the CTS message, it starts sending the
RREP_I packet. If the node receives ACK or the transmission time has expired, it switches the
interface to the new channel. At the receiver side, the receiver replies with an ACK and waits
for the transmission time to expire when it receives data. After that, it switches the interface
to the new channel.
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Figure 3. Channel switching and negotiation.

4. Simulation environment

Since our protocol is multi-radio mutli-channel routing protocol that take into consideration
the availability of multi-radio per mesh router as well as the multi-channel, We evaluate the
performance of AODV-MRCR compared to AODV-MR [24] and MCR [17] using ns-2 [22].
The former AODV-MR is developed to enhance the reactive routing protocol to support the
multi-radio and take into account the advantage of multi-links between mesh routers. The
protocol uses ICA channel assignment where each mesh router has multi-radio interfaces,
which statically dedicated to non-overlapping channel. The latter MCR routing protocol is
developed to utilize the multi-channel where each node randomly selects a channel from the
none-overlapping channels. The selected channel is assigned to an interface. This interface
is considered as fixed interface for communication between neighbors and the remaining
interfaces are considered as switchable interfaces. The switching mechanism is used to
exchange the message between neighbors. When a mesh router has a data to send, it
switches one of its switchable interfaces to the distentionŠs fixed channel. AODV-MR and
MCR protocols distribute the channels based on unknown knowledge profile similar to our
protocol. Moreover, they are based on the reactive routing discovery process in order to
discover the path. When the node has data to send, it sends RREQ message and waits for
receiving RREP message. Every intermediate node receives RREQ, it creates a reverse path
and forwards the message to all interfaces. Once the destination receives the RREQ message,
it replies with RREP message back to the RREQŠs source node.

A mesh network on an area of 1000 × 1000 meter2 a 2-dimensional open area, without
any building or mountain, was established using a random distribution mesh routers.
Hence, a simple two-ray-ground propagation model [28] is used. all nodes are randomly
distributed and each node is equipped with multiple wireless interfaces that statically turned
to non-overlapping channels using the same channel allocation scheme. At the MAC layer,
IEEE 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS collision avoidance is used since we used the four hand check
to distribute the channel between pair nodes along the path from source to destination. The
channel switching latency is set to 80μs [12]. The common parameters for all the simulations
are listed in Table 1.
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Algorithm 2 Channel selection at an intermediate node
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4. Simulation environment

Since our protocol is multi-radio mutli-channel routing protocol that take into consideration
the availability of multi-radio per mesh router as well as the multi-channel, We evaluate the
performance of AODV-MRCR compared to AODV-MR [24] and MCR [17] using ns-2 [22].
The former AODV-MR is developed to enhance the reactive routing protocol to support the
multi-radio and take into account the advantage of multi-links between mesh routers. The
protocol uses ICA channel assignment where each mesh router has multi-radio interfaces,
which statically dedicated to non-overlapping channel. The latter MCR routing protocol is
developed to utilize the multi-channel where each node randomly selects a channel from the
none-overlapping channels. The selected channel is assigned to an interface. This interface
is considered as fixed interface for communication between neighbors and the remaining
interfaces are considered as switchable interfaces. The switching mechanism is used to
exchange the message between neighbors. When a mesh router has a data to send, it
switches one of its switchable interfaces to the distentionŠs fixed channel. AODV-MR and
MCR protocols distribute the channels based on unknown knowledge profile similar to our
protocol. Moreover, they are based on the reactive routing discovery process in order to
discover the path. When the node has data to send, it sends RREQ message and waits for
receiving RREP message. Every intermediate node receives RREQ, it creates a reverse path
and forwards the message to all interfaces. Once the destination receives the RREQ message,
it replies with RREP message back to the RREQŠs source node.

A mesh network on an area of 1000 × 1000 meter2 a 2-dimensional open area, without
any building or mountain, was established using a random distribution mesh routers.
Hence, a simple two-ray-ground propagation model [28] is used. all nodes are randomly
distributed and each node is equipped with multiple wireless interfaces that statically turned
to non-overlapping channels using the same channel allocation scheme. At the MAC layer,
IEEE 802.11 DCF with RTS/CTS collision avoidance is used since we used the four hand check
to distribute the channel between pair nodes along the path from source to destination. The
channel switching latency is set to 80μs [12]. The common parameters for all the simulations
are listed in Table 1.
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Simulation time 250 second

Simulation area 1000 × 1000 meter2

Transmission range 250 meter

Traffic type Constant Bit Rate (CBR)

Packet size 512 bytes

Packet rates 20 packet per second

Number of nodes 100

Number of connection 50

Table 1. Simulation parameters

4.1. Performance metrics

The simulation provides the following five performance metrics:

1. Packet Delivery Ratio(PDR): The ratio between the number of data packets successfully
received by the destination nodes and the total number of data packets sent by the source
nodes.

2. Aggregate goodput: The total number of application layer data bits successfully
transmitted in the network per second.

3. End-to-end delay of data packets: The delay between the time at which the data packet
originated at the source and the time when it reaches the destination. It includes all of the
possible delays caused by queuing for transmission at the node, buffering the packet and
retransmission delays. This metric represents the quality of the routing protocol.

4. Routing overhead: The ratio of the total number of packets generated to the total number
of data packets that are successfully received.

5. Packet loss: The number of packets that were lost due to unavailable or incorrect routes,
MAC layer collisions or through the saturation of interface queues.

5. Simulation results and discussion

To evaluate our protocol, we carried out two simulations with different scenarios, as follows.

5.1. Simulation 1:Compare our protocol with multi-radio routing protocol

In this simulation, the efficiency of AODV-MRCR compared to AODV-MR [24] was evaluated
using ns-2 [22]. Each mesh router is equipped with four wireless interfaces that statically turn
to non-overlapping channels using the same channel allocation scheme. Concurrent UDP
flows are established between the randomly selected source and the gateway while keeping
the other parameters, as in Table 1. We run AODV-MRCR with twelve non-overlapping
channels, and AODV-MR with four channels statically dedicated to the node interfaces. We
carry out different scenarios to show the various factors affecting the performance of our
protocol. The scenarios are: varying the number of flows, effect of number of radio per node,
and evaluating the performance of the protocol using TCP traffic.
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5.1.1. Scenario 1: Varying number of the flow

In this scenario, we investigate the impact of traffic load in the network. The number of
generated flows varied from 10 to 50 flows with increments of 10. The packet size for each
connection was fixed to 512 bytes with a 20 packet per second data rate. Fig. 4 (a-d) shows
the packet loss, aggregated goodput, PDR and end-to-end delay performance. As observed
from Fig 4, performance of the AODV-MRCR is comparable to that of the AODV-MR at a
lower traffic load, such as 10 or 20. This is because AODV-MR can utilize the four channels to
minimize the number of links on the same channel within the path as well as create channel
diversity along the path.
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Figure 4. Simulation 1: results for scenario 1 (Varying the number of flows).

However, when the flow increases, the network becomes saturated. Thus, the AODV-MR
end-to-end delay and packet loss increase as shown in Fig. 4(a, d) while the PDR and
aggregated goodput decrease (Fig. 4(b, c). This is because AODV-MR is unable to avoid
the congestion area as it does not have an intelligent way to route the packet through a
less congested area. Moreover, minimum channel diversity cannot achieve due to using the
hop count as a metric. In contrast, 4 shows an improvement in the performance of the
AODV-MRCR under increasing traffic load relative to the AODV-MR. In addition, it shows
that the lower packet losses incurred by our protocol enables it to achieve a significantly higher
packet delivery ratio.

This is because the protocol assigns a unique list of channels to every RREQ_I received at the
gateway during the route-establishing stage. Hence, the single collision domain divided to
many collision domains as the number of flows increase.

Fig. 4(d) As the number of the flows increase, our protocol achieves better average end-to-end
delay than the AODV-MR. This is because our reservation scheme allows the AODV-MRCR
protocol to assign different non-overlapping channels for each node for the gateway traffic.
Resulting in, reduces the contention time at the MAC layer as well as allowing the node to
receive and send simultaneously. Moreover, It is interesting to note that at high traffic load
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received by the destination nodes and the total number of data packets sent by the source
nodes.

2. Aggregate goodput: The total number of application layer data bits successfully
transmitted in the network per second.

3. End-to-end delay of data packets: The delay between the time at which the data packet
originated at the source and the time when it reaches the destination. It includes all of the
possible delays caused by queuing for transmission at the node, buffering the packet and
retransmission delays. This metric represents the quality of the routing protocol.

4. Routing overhead: The ratio of the total number of packets generated to the total number
of data packets that are successfully received.

5. Packet loss: The number of packets that were lost due to unavailable or incorrect routes,
MAC layer collisions or through the saturation of interface queues.

5. Simulation results and discussion

To evaluate our protocol, we carried out two simulations with different scenarios, as follows.

5.1. Simulation 1:Compare our protocol with multi-radio routing protocol

In this simulation, the efficiency of AODV-MRCR compared to AODV-MR [24] was evaluated
using ns-2 [22]. Each mesh router is equipped with four wireless interfaces that statically turn
to non-overlapping channels using the same channel allocation scheme. Concurrent UDP
flows are established between the randomly selected source and the gateway while keeping
the other parameters, as in Table 1. We run AODV-MRCR with twelve non-overlapping
channels, and AODV-MR with four channels statically dedicated to the node interfaces. We
carry out different scenarios to show the various factors affecting the performance of our
protocol. The scenarios are: varying the number of flows, effect of number of radio per node,
and evaluating the performance of the protocol using TCP traffic.
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5.1.1. Scenario 1: Varying number of the flow

In this scenario, we investigate the impact of traffic load in the network. The number of
generated flows varied from 10 to 50 flows with increments of 10. The packet size for each
connection was fixed to 512 bytes with a 20 packet per second data rate. Fig. 4 (a-d) shows
the packet loss, aggregated goodput, PDR and end-to-end delay performance. As observed
from Fig 4, performance of the AODV-MRCR is comparable to that of the AODV-MR at a
lower traffic load, such as 10 or 20. This is because AODV-MR can utilize the four channels to
minimize the number of links on the same channel within the path as well as create channel
diversity along the path.
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Figure 4. Simulation 1: results for scenario 1 (Varying the number of flows).

However, when the flow increases, the network becomes saturated. Thus, the AODV-MR
end-to-end delay and packet loss increase as shown in Fig. 4(a, d) while the PDR and
aggregated goodput decrease (Fig. 4(b, c). This is because AODV-MR is unable to avoid
the congestion area as it does not have an intelligent way to route the packet through a
less congested area. Moreover, minimum channel diversity cannot achieve due to using the
hop count as a metric. In contrast, 4 shows an improvement in the performance of the
AODV-MRCR under increasing traffic load relative to the AODV-MR. In addition, it shows
that the lower packet losses incurred by our protocol enables it to achieve a significantly higher
packet delivery ratio.

This is because the protocol assigns a unique list of channels to every RREQ_I received at the
gateway during the route-establishing stage. Hence, the single collision domain divided to
many collision domains as the number of flows increase.

Fig. 4(d) As the number of the flows increase, our protocol achieves better average end-to-end
delay than the AODV-MR. This is because our reservation scheme allows the AODV-MRCR
protocol to assign different non-overlapping channels for each node for the gateway traffic.
Resulting in, reduces the contention time at the MAC layer as well as allowing the node to
receive and send simultaneously. Moreover, It is interesting to note that at high traffic load
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such as 50 flows, the AODV-MR’s end-to-end-delay (Fig. 4(d)) reduces compare to other flows
such as 30 and 40 flows. The reason for that is at high traffic load the network is saturated and
the aggregated throughput exceeds the actual bandwidth, hence the collision probability of
the multi-hop packets becomes high as the number of flows increases. Accordingly, a few
multi-hop packets will be received at the destination while most of the received packets are
single hop packets.

5.1.2. Scenario 2: Effect of number of radio per node

5 depicts the performance of AODV-MR and proposed algorithm versus the number of radio.
The number of radios in each mesh router is varied from three to eight in increments of
one along with all other simulation parameters, as per Table 1. This scenario carried out to
determine the optimal number of radios to be placed in each mesh router. The results shown
in Fig. 5 show that AODV-MR has an improvement in performance up to eight radios in
each mesh router. The reason for this is that AODV-MR cannot utilize all the non-overlapping
channels, unless they are assigned to the interface. Hence, adding a new interface to the mesh
router means adding a new channel to the AODV-MR spectrum utilization.
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Figure 5. Simulation 1: results for scenario 2 (Varying the number of radios in each mesh router).

Fig. 5 also shows that a limited number of radios per node, about 7, are sufficient for
AODV-MRCR to achieve its maximum performance improvements. However, increasing
the number of radios beyond seven seems to only achieve a marginal improvement. This
result obviously depends on the number of available channels, which are used to choose
the reserved channel list for each RREQ_I received at the destination. The AODV-MRCR
statically assigns a unique channel for each mesh router interface and half of these channels
consider as used channel. Consequently, increasing the number of interfaces per mesh router,
minimizes the non-distributed channels in the unused channel list, which increase the packet
loss ratio, see Fig. 5(a). However, increase the number of interfaces per node lead to minimize
the number of channel in the unused channel list which leads to increase the inter-flow
and intra-flow interferences for the gateway traffic. Moreover, increasing the intra-flow and
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inter-flow interference leads to increase in the packet end-to-end delay due to an increase in
the MAC contention time and packet retransmission at the MAC layer, see Fig. 5(d). In all of
the cases considered, AODV-MRCR performs significantly better than the AODV-MR routing
protocol.

5.1.3. Scenario 3: Varying TCP traffic

We study the performance of the AODV-MRCR and AODV-MR when there are 100 nodes
distribute on area of 100 1000 × 1000 meter2 and twelve of non-overlapping channels. Table 1
shows the simulation parameters for this scenario.

We analyze the performance of the proposed protocol in two main scenarios. In the first
scenario, we study the effective of TCP traffic load by varied the number of the flow from 10
to 50, and in the second scenario, we varied the packet size from 128 to 1440 bytes.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the proposed protocol and the AODV-MR. The results of Fig.
6 show that the AODV-MR achieves poor performance as the number of flows or the packet
size increases. This result occurs because AODV-MR suffers from many problems. First, it
used hop count metric as path selection metric, hence, AODV-MR not being able to avoid
the hot spot area, it may also select paths with small channel diversity and route the packet
through high-congestion areas. The result is that the links frequently get saturated and suffer
from multi-flow interference.

Second, the AODV-MR using the same route and same channel to forward the TCP data
and the acknowledgement, which leads to an increased Round Trip Time (RTT). In contrast,
The AODV-MRCR minimizes the packet round trip time by assignees different channels for
reverse and forward routes per node, which allows the node to become a full-duplex node.
This procedure reduces the contention and transmission time at the MAC layer. Moreover, the
AODV-MRCR assigns a unique list of channels for each flow received at the destination, which
leads to minimizing the interference and reducing the packet drops due to packet collision,
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Figure 6. Simulation 1: results for scenario 3 test TCP traffic (Varying the number of flows and Varying
packet size).
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such as 50 flows, the AODV-MR’s end-to-end-delay (Fig. 4(d)) reduces compare to other flows
such as 30 and 40 flows. The reason for that is at high traffic load the network is saturated and
the aggregated throughput exceeds the actual bandwidth, hence the collision probability of
the multi-hop packets becomes high as the number of flows increases. Accordingly, a few
multi-hop packets will be received at the destination while most of the received packets are
single hop packets.

5.1.2. Scenario 2: Effect of number of radio per node

5 depicts the performance of AODV-MR and proposed algorithm versus the number of radio.
The number of radios in each mesh router is varied from three to eight in increments of
one along with all other simulation parameters, as per Table 1. This scenario carried out to
determine the optimal number of radios to be placed in each mesh router. The results shown
in Fig. 5 show that AODV-MR has an improvement in performance up to eight radios in
each mesh router. The reason for this is that AODV-MR cannot utilize all the non-overlapping
channels, unless they are assigned to the interface. Hence, adding a new interface to the mesh
router means adding a new channel to the AODV-MR spectrum utilization.
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Figure 5. Simulation 1: results for scenario 2 (Varying the number of radios in each mesh router).

Fig. 5 also shows that a limited number of radios per node, about 7, are sufficient for
AODV-MRCR to achieve its maximum performance improvements. However, increasing
the number of radios beyond seven seems to only achieve a marginal improvement. This
result obviously depends on the number of available channels, which are used to choose
the reserved channel list for each RREQ_I received at the destination. The AODV-MRCR
statically assigns a unique channel for each mesh router interface and half of these channels
consider as used channel. Consequently, increasing the number of interfaces per mesh router,
minimizes the non-distributed channels in the unused channel list, which increase the packet
loss ratio, see Fig. 5(a). However, increase the number of interfaces per node lead to minimize
the number of channel in the unused channel list which leads to increase the inter-flow
and intra-flow interferences for the gateway traffic. Moreover, increasing the intra-flow and
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inter-flow interference leads to increase in the packet end-to-end delay due to an increase in
the MAC contention time and packet retransmission at the MAC layer, see Fig. 5(d). In all of
the cases considered, AODV-MRCR performs significantly better than the AODV-MR routing
protocol.

5.1.3. Scenario 3: Varying TCP traffic

We study the performance of the AODV-MRCR and AODV-MR when there are 100 nodes
distribute on area of 100 1000 × 1000 meter2 and twelve of non-overlapping channels. Table 1
shows the simulation parameters for this scenario.

We analyze the performance of the proposed protocol in two main scenarios. In the first
scenario, we study the effective of TCP traffic load by varied the number of the flow from 10
to 50, and in the second scenario, we varied the packet size from 128 to 1440 bytes.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the proposed protocol and the AODV-MR. The results of Fig.
6 show that the AODV-MR achieves poor performance as the number of flows or the packet
size increases. This result occurs because AODV-MR suffers from many problems. First, it
used hop count metric as path selection metric, hence, AODV-MR not being able to avoid
the hot spot area, it may also select paths with small channel diversity and route the packet
through high-congestion areas. The result is that the links frequently get saturated and suffer
from multi-flow interference.

Second, the AODV-MR using the same route and same channel to forward the TCP data
and the acknowledgement, which leads to an increased Round Trip Time (RTT). In contrast,
The AODV-MRCR minimizes the packet round trip time by assignees different channels for
reverse and forward routes per node, which allows the node to become a full-duplex node.
This procedure reduces the contention and transmission time at the MAC layer. Moreover, the
AODV-MRCR assigns a unique list of channels for each flow received at the destination, which
leads to minimizing the interference and reducing the packet drops due to packet collision,
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Figure 6. Simulation 1: results for scenario 3 test TCP traffic (Varying the number of flows and Varying
packet size).
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enabling the route to be effective for long durations while minimizing the number of route
discovery messages.

Fig. 6(c, d) shows the performance of both protocols when varying the packet sizes. Our
protocol outperforms AODV-MR in terms of aggregate throughput and routing overhead as
the packet size increases. This is because our protocol reduces the round trip time at the
intermediate node and reduces the transmission time. Reducing the RTT time leads to an
increase in the network throughput due to the TCP packet generation depends on successfully
receiving ACKs. Furthermore, similar to [14], Fig. 6 shows that a larger packet size can lead
to an increase in link failure at the MAC layer. Similarly, a small packet size can reduce the
duration of capture, resulting in frequent opportunities for channel access. However, a small
packet size also increases the control overhead and can increase the number of collisions at
the link layer.

5.2. Simulation 2: Compare our protocol with multi-radio multi-channel routing
protocol

In this simulation, we compare the performance of our protocol with the performance of the
MCR routing protocol [17]. Many centralized approaches have been proposed to assign a
channel to node interfaces in multi-radio multi-channel networks. Most of these approaches
need a global view of the network such as traffic profile or node position. Even though, our
approach is a centralized approach that establishes high throughput paths for the gateway
traffic, it does not require prior knowledge about the network. The MCR routing protocol
is multi-radio multi-channel routing protocol that is similar to our protocol in some aspects,
such as, it randomly selects a channel with no prior knowledge about the network and uses
the routing management messages to inform the neighbors about the selected channel. For
all scenarios, varying number of flows, varying packet size, studying the impact of node
density, studying the impact of local traffic, and varying the number of non-overlapping
channels available in this simulation, we keep the number of interfaces per mesh router to
three interfaces and each interface is statically dedicated to a channel using the common
channel assignment approach. We carried out different scenarios as described below:

5.2.1. Scenario 1: Varying number of the flows

In this scenario, we evaluate the impact of varying the number of the flows in the network.
The number of CBR flows is varied from 10 to 50 with an increment of 10 flows. We keep the
other parameters as in Table 1. Under heavy traffic load beyond twenty flows, the proposed
approach performs better than MCR as shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, with high traffic load, the
MCR end-to-end delay increases as the number of concurrent flows increase see Fig. 7(c).
This is because the MCR routing protocol adds extra delay overheads for every received
packet. In contrast, our protocol reduces the packet end-to-end delay. This is due to the
fact that in proposed scheme, a node becomes full duplex transmission. Furthermore, the
scheme only assigns channel to the active nodes, which considerably reduces the interference
and contention time at the MAC layer and hence the delay reduces. The delay increment has
direct impact in the aggregated goodput and number of packet loss see figure. Hence, increase
the number of packet loss lead to increase in the of control message. Since the MCR routing
protocol sends a copy of the broadcasting message on every channel, the MCR overhead
(RREQ, RREP, HELLO) increases as the number of the flows increases as show in Fig. 7(d).
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Figure 7. Simulation 2: results for scenario 1 (Varying the number of flows).

However, our protocol sends a copy of broadcasting message on all node’s interfaces; in
a multi-channel network the number of channels are more than the number of interfaces.
Moreover, our protocol does not use the hello message to inform the neighbors about the
node channel, as in the MCR. This is because our scheme distributes the channel to the nodes
involved in the path during the routing discovery process.

5.2.2. Scenario 2: Varying the number of available channels

To investigate the impact of the number of channel in AODV-MRCR, we varied the number
of available channels from 5 to 12. The other simulation parameters are fixed as in Table 1.

Fig. 8 shows the results of the MCR with respect to the AODV-MRCR for a different number
of available channels. As observed from Fig. 8(b), AODV-MRCR shows higher PDR than
MCR regardless of the number of channels. The performance difference becomes large with
the increase in the number of channel. The reason of this performance improvement of
AODV-MRCR is can be explained by the fact that adding more channel will increase the
number of concurrent transmission. Moreover, using more channels allows our protocol to
maximize the channel diversity along the path as well as minimize the channel use between
multiple concurrent transmission flows. However, as the number of channels increases, the
node interface becomes congested which can limit the MCR performance. This is because that
the MCR routing protocol spent more time by the switchable interface in sending broadcast
packets.

It is interesting to note that at 5 available channels, our protocol has a higher routing overhead
than the MCR routing protocol. This is because our protocol selects the reserved channel list
from the unused channel list. However, small available channels while keeping the number
of interfaces per mesh router at three will minimize the number of channels in the unused
channel list. For example, at 5 available channels the unused channel list will be four channels,
as at least one channel will be used to keep the network connectivity and to support the local
traffic.
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enabling the route to be effective for long durations while minimizing the number of route
discovery messages.

Fig. 6(c, d) shows the performance of both protocols when varying the packet sizes. Our
protocol outperforms AODV-MR in terms of aggregate throughput and routing overhead as
the packet size increases. This is because our protocol reduces the round trip time at the
intermediate node and reduces the transmission time. Reducing the RTT time leads to an
increase in the network throughput due to the TCP packet generation depends on successfully
receiving ACKs. Furthermore, similar to [14], Fig. 6 shows that a larger packet size can lead
to an increase in link failure at the MAC layer. Similarly, a small packet size can reduce the
duration of capture, resulting in frequent opportunities for channel access. However, a small
packet size also increases the control overhead and can increase the number of collisions at
the link layer.

5.2. Simulation 2: Compare our protocol with multi-radio multi-channel routing
protocol

In this simulation, we compare the performance of our protocol with the performance of the
MCR routing protocol [17]. Many centralized approaches have been proposed to assign a
channel to node interfaces in multi-radio multi-channel networks. Most of these approaches
need a global view of the network such as traffic profile or node position. Even though, our
approach is a centralized approach that establishes high throughput paths for the gateway
traffic, it does not require prior knowledge about the network. The MCR routing protocol
is multi-radio multi-channel routing protocol that is similar to our protocol in some aspects,
such as, it randomly selects a channel with no prior knowledge about the network and uses
the routing management messages to inform the neighbors about the selected channel. For
all scenarios, varying number of flows, varying packet size, studying the impact of node
density, studying the impact of local traffic, and varying the number of non-overlapping
channels available in this simulation, we keep the number of interfaces per mesh router to
three interfaces and each interface is statically dedicated to a channel using the common
channel assignment approach. We carried out different scenarios as described below:

5.2.1. Scenario 1: Varying number of the flows

In this scenario, we evaluate the impact of varying the number of the flows in the network.
The number of CBR flows is varied from 10 to 50 with an increment of 10 flows. We keep the
other parameters as in Table 1. Under heavy traffic load beyond twenty flows, the proposed
approach performs better than MCR as shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, with high traffic load, the
MCR end-to-end delay increases as the number of concurrent flows increase see Fig. 7(c).
This is because the MCR routing protocol adds extra delay overheads for every received
packet. In contrast, our protocol reduces the packet end-to-end delay. This is due to the
fact that in proposed scheme, a node becomes full duplex transmission. Furthermore, the
scheme only assigns channel to the active nodes, which considerably reduces the interference
and contention time at the MAC layer and hence the delay reduces. The delay increment has
direct impact in the aggregated goodput and number of packet loss see figure. Hence, increase
the number of packet loss lead to increase in the of control message. Since the MCR routing
protocol sends a copy of the broadcasting message on every channel, the MCR overhead
(RREQ, RREP, HELLO) increases as the number of the flows increases as show in Fig. 7(d).
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Figure 7. Simulation 2: results for scenario 1 (Varying the number of flows).

However, our protocol sends a copy of broadcasting message on all node’s interfaces; in
a multi-channel network the number of channels are more than the number of interfaces.
Moreover, our protocol does not use the hello message to inform the neighbors about the
node channel, as in the MCR. This is because our scheme distributes the channel to the nodes
involved in the path during the routing discovery process.

5.2.2. Scenario 2: Varying the number of available channels

To investigate the impact of the number of channel in AODV-MRCR, we varied the number
of available channels from 5 to 12. The other simulation parameters are fixed as in Table 1.

Fig. 8 shows the results of the MCR with respect to the AODV-MRCR for a different number
of available channels. As observed from Fig. 8(b), AODV-MRCR shows higher PDR than
MCR regardless of the number of channels. The performance difference becomes large with
the increase in the number of channel. The reason of this performance improvement of
AODV-MRCR is can be explained by the fact that adding more channel will increase the
number of concurrent transmission. Moreover, using more channels allows our protocol to
maximize the channel diversity along the path as well as minimize the channel use between
multiple concurrent transmission flows. However, as the number of channels increases, the
node interface becomes congested which can limit the MCR performance. This is because that
the MCR routing protocol spent more time by the switchable interface in sending broadcast
packets.

It is interesting to note that at 5 available channels, our protocol has a higher routing overhead
than the MCR routing protocol. This is because our protocol selects the reserved channel list
from the unused channel list. However, small available channels while keeping the number
of interfaces per mesh router at three will minimize the number of channels in the unused
channel list. For example, at 5 available channels the unused channel list will be four channels,
as at least one channel will be used to keep the network connectivity and to support the local
traffic.
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Figure 8. Simulation 2: results for scenario 2 (Varying the number of channels).

5.2.3. Scenario 3: Impact of local traffic

To investigate the impact of the local traffic on the gateway traffic, we varied the number of
the peer-to-peer traffic from 5 to 20 flows. The number of the gateway traffic is the subtraction
of the total number flows (50 flows) in the network and number of the local traffic per each
scenario. The simulation parameters for this scenario are as shown in Table 1. Fig. 9 shows
the end-to-end delay and PDR for both peer-to-peer and gateway traffic. This figure Shows
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Figure 9. Simulation 2: results for scenario 3 (Impact of local traffic).
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that as the local traffic increase, the AODV-MRCR improves both type of the traffic and still
can get higher results than MCR. The figure also shows that the AODV-MRCR’s performance
metric for gateway traffic does not decrease when the number of the local traffic increase.
The improved performance of AODV-MRCR can be explained as following. Our protocol
differentiates between the local traffic and internet traffic by reserve a list of channels for
the gateway traffic and these channels cannot be used to transmit the peer-to-peer traffic.
Moreover, the AODV-MRCR protocol assigns different channel for the reverse and forward
path which lead to better channel diversity than MCR routing protocol. Fig. 9 also shows
that for the local traffic( peer-to-peer) of ten flows, the performance of both protocols in term
of PDR and end-to-end delay are decreased. The reason for that is the randomly distributed
traffic between mesh router nodes as well as the node random distribution may cause the
traffic to be located in the same area.

6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a channel reservation scheme, which establishes a high
throughput path for the gateway traffic by utilizing the WMN characteristics, such as
multi-radio mesh router and most of the traffic toward the gateway. The channel reservation
and assignment are integrated with the gateway routing discovery process. This scheme
reduced the influence of local traffic on the performance of the gateway traffic. Moreover,
the scheme minimized the number of nodes using the channel by only assigning channels
to the node that is involved in the gateway path route discovery process. The performance
of the proposed scheme is evaluated with respect to the metrics, such as packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, aggregate throughput, packet loss and routing overhead. The results
obtained show that the proposed scheme is better than the existing schemes with respect to
these metrics. Currently, the protocol designed in this chapter is mainly for infrastructure
wireless mesh networks, which assumes that most of the traffic is towards the gateway. This
proposed protocol could be further enhanced to support a more general wireless network,
such as hybrid wireless mesh network. Moreover, it can be enhanced by assigning the
channel to traffic based on the traffic load. Another possible extension is to consider multiple
transmission rates. Different transmission rates can be achieved by using different modulation
schemes, for example, IEEE 802.11b transmissions support four different data rates 1Mbps,
2Mbps, 5.5Mbps, and 11 Mbps. Finally, the proposed protocol can be further investigated
with different MAC protocols for different radio interfaces.
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5.2.3. Scenario 3: Impact of local traffic

To investigate the impact of the local traffic on the gateway traffic, we varied the number of
the peer-to-peer traffic from 5 to 20 flows. The number of the gateway traffic is the subtraction
of the total number flows (50 flows) in the network and number of the local traffic per each
scenario. The simulation parameters for this scenario are as shown in Table 1. Fig. 9 shows
the end-to-end delay and PDR for both peer-to-peer and gateway traffic. This figure Shows
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that as the local traffic increase, the AODV-MRCR improves both type of the traffic and still
can get higher results than MCR. The figure also shows that the AODV-MRCR’s performance
metric for gateway traffic does not decrease when the number of the local traffic increase.
The improved performance of AODV-MRCR can be explained as following. Our protocol
differentiates between the local traffic and internet traffic by reserve a list of channels for
the gateway traffic and these channels cannot be used to transmit the peer-to-peer traffic.
Moreover, the AODV-MRCR protocol assigns different channel for the reverse and forward
path which lead to better channel diversity than MCR routing protocol. Fig. 9 also shows
that for the local traffic( peer-to-peer) of ten flows, the performance of both protocols in term
of PDR and end-to-end delay are decreased. The reason for that is the randomly distributed
traffic between mesh router nodes as well as the node random distribution may cause the
traffic to be located in the same area.

6. Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a channel reservation scheme, which establishes a high
throughput path for the gateway traffic by utilizing the WMN characteristics, such as
multi-radio mesh router and most of the traffic toward the gateway. The channel reservation
and assignment are integrated with the gateway routing discovery process. This scheme
reduced the influence of local traffic on the performance of the gateway traffic. Moreover,
the scheme minimized the number of nodes using the channel by only assigning channels
to the node that is involved in the gateway path route discovery process. The performance
of the proposed scheme is evaluated with respect to the metrics, such as packet delivery
ratio, end-to-end delay, aggregate throughput, packet loss and routing overhead. The results
obtained show that the proposed scheme is better than the existing schemes with respect to
these metrics. Currently, the protocol designed in this chapter is mainly for infrastructure
wireless mesh networks, which assumes that most of the traffic is towards the gateway. This
proposed protocol could be further enhanced to support a more general wireless network,
such as hybrid wireless mesh network. Moreover, it can be enhanced by assigning the
channel to traffic based on the traffic load. Another possible extension is to consider multiple
transmission rates. Different transmission rates can be achieved by using different modulation
schemes, for example, IEEE 802.11b transmissions support four different data rates 1Mbps,
2Mbps, 5.5Mbps, and 11 Mbps. Finally, the proposed protocol can be further investigated
with different MAC protocols for different radio interfaces.
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